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Introduction
Gendered Fortunes

 “You’ll achieve your goals in two years’ time. It’s incredible.” I listen intently to 
my fortune being read by an articulate middle- aged  woman whom I have met 
only moments ago but who now engages me in a private conversation about all 
the hopes and disappointments of love, marriage, parenthood, work,  family, 
and health that can make or break the gendered promises of life.

Are you married yet? Well, I do see a boy. Do you have a son? You  will have 
a son. Your partner, is he a Capricorn or a Virgo? Okay, a Virgo. I did 
sense an earth sign. Well, I see he’s troubled. Why is that? He’s a fighter 
and puts a lot of effort into his work, but his love for you is pure, I can 
see that. He’s a sensitive person and can sometimes become rather pessi-
mistic. He’s also fond of his freedom, almost like a child. I do see a bal-
anced relationship with mutual understanding, like soul mates. Are you in 
the same industry? Is he abroad? Well, I ask  because I see that you’ll be 
traveling soon. And who is this older  woman with health issues? Your 
 mother or your mother- in- law?

She is interpreting the shapes the coffee grounds have dried into inside my 
recently consumed cup of Turkish coffee to divine my past, my pre sent, and, 
importantly, my  future. Giving voice to the many worries and hopes she feels 
I must be quietly harboring as a newly married, secular middle- class  woman, 
the coffee cup reader is still talking energetically, adding a few more comments 
on health and  family. As I observe her blow- dried hair starting to frizz and 
her makeup beginning to run in the beads of sweat on her face, I imagine the 
long workday ahead of her on this already hot and humid summer morning 
in a downtown Istanbul café. She is preparing to end our session, making a 
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final inquiry to see if I have any last lingering questions. She needs to move the 
queue along, I suppose.

I return to my seat in the next room of the café, surrounded by less than a 
dozen  women. Most have arrived in small groups; only a few are sitting alone. 
Some are waiting for their turn for a reading;  others stay to think or commune 
 after their session.  There is only one young man, seated with a  woman. I won-
der if he  will be getting a reading, too. In the air, the quiet pace of the ordinary 
mingles with a sense of anticipation that is at once evoked and eased by the inti-
macy of this feminized community gathered around divination. We are,  after all, 
in no ordinary café. This is a fortune- telling café ( falkafe), one among hundreds 
of similar establishments that have since the turn of the twenty- first  century 
become a regular feature of secular middle- class neighborhoods in Turkey.

this book approaches the proliferating fortune- telling economy of mil-
lennial Turkey as an affective win dow onto the gendered contradictions of (post)
secularism, Islamist authoritarianism, and neoliberalism. It demonstrates how 
secular Muslim  women and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and 
queer (lgbtiq) individuals navigate the anx i eties of the postsecular condi-
tion, the vulnerabilities of gendered marginalization, and the precarities of 
neoliberalization through the medium of divination in twenty- first- century 
Turkey. As such, the book forwards attention to feeling as a way into the dis-
regarded realms of the minoritized, both as a feminist analytics and as a meth-
odological strategy for bringing into relief how gender and sexual minorities 
traverse broader social formations.

Criminalized by the early twentieth- century laws of an ambitious secularist 
state and disdained by the reinvented religious puritanism of  today’s Turkish 
Islamist government, commercial fortune- telling has, despite  these obstacles, 
boomed in millennial Turkey. This postsecular divination economy provides 
its largely secular Muslim, cisgender, heterosexual  women participants, as well 
as its lgbtiq participants, with an opportunity to make a living amid precar-
ious  labor conditions intensified by neoliberalization. In this context, fortune- 
telling provides its prac ti tion ers with a form of affective  labor through which 
gender and sexual minorities attune to their gendered vulnerabilities and to 
each other. Fortune- tellers are lay sociologists, so to speak, who have a feel for so-
cial types marked by habitual tones of voice, gesture, clothing, and body language, 
as well as common life experiences, aspirations, and frustrations. Well attuned to 
the intimately harbored yet collectively formed wishes and worries of diverse 
classes of strangers, fortune- tellers successfully ventriloquize the gendered desires 
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and trou bles of their clients. It is in this way that fortune- tellers’  labors of divi-
nation conjure up safer publics in which to articulate gendered hopes and fears 
that are other wise disciplined in a larger public sphere dominated by a reli-
giously inflected gender conservatism that aggressively pushes back against a 
vibrant feminist and queer movement. In a transnational milieu where  women 
( imagined as pious) and lgbtiq  people of the Muslim  Middle East have been 
the favorite subjects of Islamophobic discourses that dress themselves up in the 
guise of a (colonial, pseudofeminist) concern to “save” them, this book shines a 
spotlight on how secular  women and non- heteronormative men acclimate to 
and survive a global tide of religiously accented gender conservatism, secular 
hegemonic decline, po liti cal authoritarianism, and economic neoliberalism 
through gendered practices of divination.

Drawing on extended ethnographic research in the flourishing niche of com-
modified divination in Istanbul, this study asks how and why  women and 
lgbtiq minorities who identify as secular Muslims seek their gendered for-
tunes in divination. The key setting is fortune- telling cafés, innovative business 
arrangements where readings are provided as a  free or promotional ser vice upon 
the purchase of an overpriced beverage in order to sidestep a ban on the sale of 
divination ser vices. Given the practicalities of attaching a reading to the sale of a le-
gally permissible commodity, reading coffee grounds for divination (kahve falı) 
is the most con ve nient form of fortune- telling provided  here. Soon  after the 
opening in 2001 of the very first fortune- telling café in Beyoğlu, Istanbul, other 
cafés began mushrooming; first in the same street, but very soon throughout 
the neighborhood, the city, and eventually across the entire country. Over the 
next two de cades, this divination economy would expand to include a variety 
of fortune- telling and supplementary ser vices (Reiki, lead- pouring sessions, life 
coaching, and  others) and a range of locations (fortune- telling  houses, cafés, 
offices, and online platforms).  Today the Turkey- based divination economy 
is increasingly globalized and digitalized, recruiting tourists from the Arab 
Gulf who get readings at stylish cafés, Syrian refugees and returned mi grant 
workers who translate for them,  labor mi grants from post- Soviet republics who 
read fortunes in their native languages, and, the most significant development, a 
plethora of online fortune- tellers and clients from around the globe who meet 
in a flourishing sector of digital divination platforms.

Thanks to an early twentieth- century law passed in the ser vice of an ambitious 
secularist proj ect, commercial fortune- telling is a criminal offense in Turkey. In 
the early period of the Turkish Republic, fortune- tellers, along with a host of 
other religious and divination prac ti tion ers, from the heads of religious  orders 
to amulet writers,  were judged too traditional, too religious, and too irrational to 
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suit the secular Western modernity the country aspired to. Externalized from 
the new Turkish nation- in- the- making as the products of an Arabic influence 
that had been corrupting Turkish culture for centuries, fortune- tellers and 
other prac ti tion ers associated with religious  orders  were banned beginning in 
1925, first in Turkey’s Kurdish region and  later throughout the country. They 
 were otherized in accordance with ethnoracial hierarchies; refracted through 
the prism of civilizational differences that in the Turkish case  were articulated 
as a doubled Western/Eastern and secular/religious axis. Through criminaliza-
tion, they  were pushed out of a public sphere now reor ga nized according to 
the imperatives of Turkish nationalist secularism.1

Figure I.1.  Customers waiting for a reading at Angels Café (Melekler Kahvesi),  
the first fortune- telling café in Turkey.
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 After the ban, fortune- telling was funneled through the gendered politics 
of secularism and religion into a criminalized under ground economy of male 
prac ti tion ers and a tolerated domestic economy of  house wives. Peopled mostly 
by male hodjas, this under ground economy circulated divining and healing 
modalities that drew liberally upon Islamic imagery and symbolism, such as 
praying and the conjuring of jinn.  These hodjas  were painted in the popu lar 
secularist lit er a ture and media as ignorant, malicious, and perverted men who 
sexually and financially took advantage of susceptible  women. A mirror to 
their vice, their female victims  were depicted as in need of rescue by heroic 
secular men, often a policeman or a journalist who would ceremonially un-
mask the hodja as a charlatan in a news story, novel, film, or,  later, a televised 
show.  These narratives reasserted the secularist proj ect and a secular mascu-
line subject. In contrast,  women engaging in popu lar practices such as reading 
coffee grounds or wearing evil eye charms  were perceived as practicing  little 
more than mundane ele ments of heteronormative domesticity. Unlike hodjas, 
superstitious  house wives  were insignificant, not threatening enough to require 
intervention yet diff er ent enough to mark ordinary men as secular and ratio-
nal by comparison. While hodjas’ divinations and cures became the per sis tent 
subject of scandal and criminalization, parallel feminized practices  were de-
meaned, disregarded, and ultimately tolerated as a marker of feminine irratio-
nality.2 The continued presence of superstitious  house wives and the incessant 
persecution of hodjas served to demarcate (urban, educated, and ethnoracially 
Turkish) masculinity as secular, with irrational femininity and overreligious 
masculinity set as its  others.

 Today, fortune- telling is still looked down upon within Turkey’s dominant 
discourses: within secularist critique; within the body of knowledge pro-
duced by the Turkish Republic’s official religious institution, the Diyanet İşleri 
Başkanlığı (Presidency of Religious Affairs, hereafter Diyanet); and within 
the reinvented religious puritanism of con temporary Islamism. In all  these 
discourses, fortune- telling figures as a superstition incompatible with being a 
secular citizen and/or a proper Muslim. Yet this is not to say that the Turkish 
politics of secularism and Islam has stood still. Indeed, it has shifted signifi-
cantly in the many de cades since the early twentieth- century criminalization of 
fortune- tellers, posing  here in the twenty- first  century a postsecular condition 
wherein secularism has proven institutionally and ideologically durable but 
no longer hegemonic, given Islamism’s increasingly authoritative dominance. 
In an irony of history, the secular and even secularist citizens of Turkey flock 
in the early 2000s to fortune- telling cafés to find relief whenever their personal 
fortunes seem  limited by, among other  things, the waning prospects of the very 
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secularist po liti cal proj ect that criminalized fortune- tellers in the first place.3 
In this context, more and more working-  and middle- class  women and a mi-
nority of young and gay men are drawn into the postsecular economy of div-
ination, only to insistently claim secular Muslim identities, not despite but 
through their engagement with fortune- telling.4 Fortune- tellers take advantage 
of the gendered line separating tolerable from intolerable divination practices 
and concentrate their ser vices around the feminized practice of coffee div-
ination. This focus on feminized divination forms highlights the centrality 
of gendered logics to the politics of secularism and in the negotiation of the 
increasingly volatile distinctions between the secular and the religious in con-
temporary Turkey.

Informed by the gendered contradictions of secularism and religion, coffee 
fortune- telling emerges as the most popu lar form of fortune- telling in Turkey’s 
millennial divination economy. Coffee fortune- telling refers to the reading of 
residues left at the bottom of a ground- rich cup of Turkish coffee.  After the 
coffee is served and consumed, the drinker places the saucer on top of the cof-
fee cup, thereby closing (kapatmak) the cup in the lingo of divination, shakes the 
cup and saucer together, and turns the  whole  thing upside down in one quick 
motion. This allows the coffee grounds that have sunk to the bottom to stick 
to and dry on the cup’s inner surfaces, while the remaining liquid drips into the 
saucer. When the cup has cooled, the grounds can be safely assumed to have 
dried into idiosyncratic shapes for interpretation. The cup is then “opened” 
(açmak) and turned upright, providing an inside view of the intimate fortunes 
of the person who has just drunk the coffee. The residues are read so as to 
offer comments about the recipient’s mood and character and about the past, 
pre sent, and  future, including  matters of the heart,  family, health, education, 
work, and money.

Coffee readings foretell gendered fortunes, providing an affective genre of 
femininity through which  those disadvantaged in the heteropatriarchal hierar-
chies of age, gender, and sexuality attune to their intimate feelings. As coffee 
cups are filled with boyfriends who have not called but are still thinking of 
their partners, husbands who have been distracted by their deteriorating busi-
nesses or by other  women only to return to the embrace of their wives with 
improved prospects, and pregnancies long awaited and soon to happen, cof-
fee fortune- telling predominantly tracks  women’s tenacious yearnings as cul-
tivated within the heteroromantic fantasy. But if, as evidenced by the almost 
universal inclusion of predictions about marriage and parenthood, divinations 
routinely place the recipient in normative scenarios prescribed by heteropatri-
archal imperatives, they also regularly address the fragilities and distresses of 



Figure I.2.  Stenciled ads for the online divination website Binnaz Abla on an 
apartment building wall in Moda, Kadıköy district, a few blocks away from the many 
fortune- telling cafés populating the neighborhood: “It is true my child, if Binnaz says 
so” and “Binnaz Abla: Real Fortune- Tellers.” Binnaz Abla’s ads blend in with po liti-
cal stenciling and graffiti urging the public to get out the vote in the coming 2019 
Istanbul municipal election for a secularist mayor  after over two de cades of Islamist 
party municipal rule, which began with the 1994 mayoral election of Turkey’s current 
president, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan.
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such gender conformity—as well as the diversions and departures from it. Les-
bian  women, gay men, and, less often, transgender  women taking part in div-
ination as readers and clients often make room for the non- heteronormative 
desires that have  limited visibility in the larger public sphere.  Whether they 
avoid naming the gender of a prospective suitor, point to a tarot card with 
the client’s own sex category as a potential love interest, or more explic itly 
acknowledge the gender- nonconforming feelings of their clients, divinations 
provide ways to chart both heteronormative and queer desires through veiled 
meta phors, generic truisms, and clichéd but alluring scenarios. Fortune- telling 
sessions traverse competing scripts of femininity (and to a lesser extent, of mas-
culinity) as fortune- tellers invite clients into gender normativity and track its 
escape routes.

Providing a genre in which to pro cess the feelings of precariousness that at-
tend the gendered vulnerabilities of the feminized, coffee reading has long served 
as an everyday mode of care.5 Cup readers describe divination as a way of “spend-
ing good time with” (güzel vakit geçirmek) someone as well as “relaxing” (rahatlat-
mak), “entertaining” (eğlendirmek), “improving the morale” (moral vermek), and 
“pleasing the heart” (gönlünü yapmak).6 Echoing the readers, recipients explain 
that they value the chance to share their trou bles and to be comforted in the 
gendered intimacy of fortune- telling. In the domestic economy of feminized 
divination, this specific form of caring is provided overwhelmingly by  women 
for  women as they read each other’s fortunes in  family gatherings, neighbor-
hood visits, and friendly get- togethers. This domestic and neighborhood prac-
tice has now been thoroughly commercialized in a new divination economy of 
cafés, businesses, and even online platforms, where the readings are displaced 
from embedded social relations and locations.

The commercialization of coffee cup readings allows urban poor  women 
and young and gay men to make a living amid a  labor precarity that has been 
intensified and generalized to include secular working and  middle classes 
 under neoliberalization executed by an Islamist government in the twenty- first 
 century.7 Channeled into an informal economy of fortune- telling where high 
unemployment and informal and insecure work are normalized for youth and 
 women, readers are rendered precarious workers via a threefold pro cess: a sec-
ularist ban criminalizing divination; an Islamist stigmatization of unorthodox 
religious practices; and a neoliberal restructuring of the Turkish economy. This 
new niche of fortune- telling draws mostly racially and ethnically unmarked 
workers, leaving Roma  women, who have long read fortunes on the streets, 
excluded from the marketplace, only to have their names and clothing be ste-
reo typically appropriated for online fortune- telling avatars. At divination cafés 
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and online platforms, readers work flexible hours without any guarantee of in-
come or job security as they perform the presumably unskilled and devalued 
work of fortune- telling.

The gendered practices of divination constitute a  labor of “feeling” (hisset-
mek), as readers describe it. Feeling the client and making the client feel depends 
on the conjuring of an enchanted intersubjective space in which the client can 
explore, experience, and engage with a range of affective intensities and emo-
tions. This allows the client to affectively inhabit the gendered scenes of bliss 
and desolation fortune- tellers conjure and to explore, experience, and articu-
late their personal wishes and apprehensions in the idiom of divination. The 
feeling  labors of divination thus provide a medium through which to pro cess 
the affective demands of the compounded conditions of anxiety and precarious-
ness secular Muslim  women and lgbtiq individuals must contend with, from 
the anx i eties of an increasingly Islamist postsecular terrain, to the mundane and 
intersectional layers of gendered vulnerability, to the neoliberally exacerbated 
depths of  labor precarity.8

Drawn more and more deeply into a therapeutically inflected neoliberal ter-
rain, divinations join energy healings, evil eye treatments, and a host of therapeu-
tic new age modalities designed to help their anxious secular Muslim subjects 
attune to precariousness and invest in themselves, thereby replenishing their 
capacities for (affective)  labor. Fortune- telling  here becomes a vehicle for a self- 
entrepreneurial mode of working and living, providing an alchemy that turns 
the strug gle to survive  labor precarity, gendered vulnerability, and postsecular 
uncertainty into a quest for personal meaning and a refueling of care and hope 
for workers and clients alike. A new generation of divination business  owners 
and workers reframes fortune- telling as a spiritual venture in which economic 
and personal goals magically overlap, even touting it as an enchanted remedy 
for the wounds neoliberalism inflicts at both the individual and societal levels. 
Increasingly provided at online fortune- telling platforms that recruit workers 
and clients from around the world, the feeling  labors of divination are trans-
formed  under the pressure of per for mance and pay scales derived from cus-
tomer reviews, inciting readers to continuously self- monitor and self- improve 
and to direct their feeling  labors  toward themselves in order to manage the 
ensuing anxiety. In this context, self- entrepreneurship is deployed as an eco-
nomic, moral, and affective response to precaritization  under neoliberalism at 
the same time that it reproduces the precarity of the now digitalized and trans-
nationalized work of fortune- telling.

While fortune- telling  labors are devalued through precaritization, secular 
disavowal, Islamist condemnation, and feminization, only to be increasingly 
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funneled  toward cap i tal ist cir cuits of value, their productivity and potential-
ity cannot be fully captured or accounted for by the economic, po liti cal, and 
gendered formations organ izing them as a form of commodified  labor. Feeling 
 labors produce more than profits; they conjure the social. In the case of divina-
tion  labors, they generate the social relations and spaces through which gender 
and sexual minorities craft lifeworlds that are  shaped  under but are irreducible 
to the logics of neoliberal capitalism, secularist and Islamist authoritarianisms, 
and heteropatriarchy.

The feeling  labors of divination not only render  labor precarity habitable, 
propelling neoliberal subjects, they also summon hospitable publics in which 
anxious secular Muslim gender and sexual minorities can feel intimate and 
comfortable in one another’s presence  under the shadow of a broader public 
sphere that is increasingly dominated by Islamist authoritarianism. Made up 
of a majority of  women and a minority of young and gay men and exclusive 
of heterosexual adult men, divination publics are populated by  those disad-
vantaged and feminized in heteropatriarchal relations of domination and 
subordination.9 In  these publics, secular Muslim gender and sexual minorities 
mobilize feeling  labors as a way to articulate ordinary yet deeply felt gendered 
desires and anx i eties like losing a romantic partner or finding a job.

In millennial Turkey, gendered norms and expectations have been thor-
oughly destabilized. In the first de cade of the twenty- first  century, an increas-
ingly vibrant feminist and queer social movement presence was accompanied 
by a host of gender equality policies and discourses that  were undertaken, if 
surprisingly, by none other than the Islamically accented Justice and Develop-
ment Party (Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi, hereafter akp) government, which 
in the early 2000s challenged the formulaic equation of Islamism with gender 
conservatism and authoritarianism. But by the 2010s, the akp government had 
stepped back from gender equality policies, launching violent attacks on the 
country’s strong feminist and lgbtiq movements and harnessing the power 
of the state apparatus alongside a growing network of progovernment ngos 
to promote its reinvented “Turkish  family values” (Kocamaner 2019; Korkman 
2016; Mutluer 2019; Savcı 2020).  Today, at the start of the third de cade of the 
twenty- first  century, the government still encourages youths to avoid flirting, 
marry early, have more  children, avoid divorce, and closely follow the pre-
scribed life script of a reinvented traditional  family life. Such prescriptions are 
to  little avail, however, as  women (and men) become more and more likely to 
remain unmarried, get married  later in life, get divorced (slightly) more often, 
and have fewer  children (Engin, Hürman, and Harvey 2020). The neoliberal 
ideals of individual self- fashioning through choice in romantic love and sexual 
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desire pull young men and  women potently  toward, as well as away from and 
beyond, such heteronormative scenarios of the good life (Özyeğin 2015). In 
this milieu, secular Muslim  women and young and gay men have instead been 
divining their frustrated gendered aspirations in fortune- telling publics.

In conjuring the social, the feminized practices of divination disrupt the 
dominant conceptions of gendered space and sociability set by the fault lines 
of secularism and religion in Turkey. Historically, the Turkish secular public 
sphere was constructed by the production and display of mixed- gender social-
izing against a background where practices of gender segregation had come to 
stand for the harmful excesses of tradition and religion. At the same time, seg-
regated spheres and intimacies continued to shape the social fabric, albeit with 
a self- conscious sense of their incompatibility with the femininities and mas-
culinities prescribed by Turkish secularism. Indeed, the skirmishes between 
Islamism and secularism have been and are still played out most spiritedly 
around the issues of  women’s public presence and mixing with men. In this 
context, postsecular fortune- telling publics destabilize the given terms of the 
dually conceived formulas of gender and publicness: they are neither exactly 
gender- mixed, as proposed by secularist  recipes, nor are they strictly gender- 
segregated, per reinvented religious precepts; rather, they remain tightly nes-
tled in Islamicate notions of gendered intimacy (mahremiyet) and secularist 
notions of publicness (kamusallık) that are layered together to constitute the 
heteronormative order in the country.

Divination publics provide a novel sociospatial arrangement that combines 
the joys of feminized intimacy with the benefits of public anonymity. In com-
mercial fortune- telling businesses, mostly  women and some men exchange coffee 
readings in an intimate encounter among strangers who are partaking in a tran-
sient commercial transaction. This is a particularly valuable  recipe for  those 
whose personal lives are other wise disciplined in the context of familial and 
communal relations, as well as in the larger public sphere, where the intimate is 
more thoroughly debated and prescribed than ever. Despite the growing impe-
tus to subject the intimate to public discourse, for gender and sexual minorities, 
revelations of nonnormative intimate be hav iors can be highly costly. Commer-
cial readings are refreshingly unbound from the other wise attendant social 
controls of familial and neighborly relations because of the anonymous and 
disembedded nature of social relations in the cafés and online platforms. They 
also exist at some distance from the pressures of the po liti cal public sphere. As 
such, they provide the feminized with a safer space in which to manage their 
intimate feelings. This is particularly significant in a context where gendered as-
pirations are si mul ta neously incited and marginalized by the neoliberal promises 
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of abundance contradicted by ever-deepening precarity, the threat posed by an 
authoritarian Islamist government to individuals’ enduring attachments to the 
gendered promises of secularism, the vocal choir of feminist and queer voices 
provoked and quelled by a religiously accented gender conservatism, and the 
eruption of juxtapo liti cal and counterpublics in proximity to a public sphere 
stifled by po liti cal authoritarianism.

The research set out in this book is situated against the backdrop of the 
downwardly mobile secular Turkish working and  middle classes’ tenacious 
hopes and per sis tent anx i eties over their economic precaritization and cultural 
and po liti cal marginalization because of rapid economic restructuring and an 
increasingly religiously inflected and gender- conservative po liti cal and cultural 
landscape. Anx i eties over ever more precarious  futures are felt most acutely by 
youths and gender and sexual minorities, whose chances of economic mobil-
ity and personal autonomy are stifled in a country whose president chastises 
college students for feeling entitled to land a job upon graduation but urges 
citizens to marry early, have many  children, and simply trust that God  will 
bless and provide for them and their families if they are pious. The po liti cal 
uprisings of 2013 in Turkey to which feminist and queer movements centrally 
contributed their critiques of masculinist state power exercised through aggres-
sively intimate controls over the lives of the feminized provided a highly vis i ble 
but fleeting chance for  these populations to voice their discontents and col-
lectively reclaim their  futures through an oppositional po liti cal language. But 
the po liti cal developments, especially of the late 2010s, including the crushing 
waves of state vio lence and mass persecution that followed the 2013 uprisings 
and the 2016 coup attempt, thoroughly suppressed dissident voices, the per sis tent 
re sis tance of feminist, queer, and other oppositional groups notwithstanding. 
In such a milieu, Gendered Fortunes attests to how  those disempowered along 
the heteropatriarchal hierarchies of age, gender, and sexuality come together, 
outside the po liti cal spotlight and away from oppositional po liti cal languages, 
to express their anx i eties about and hopes for their  futures in the language of 
divination.

Taking as its object of inquiry a seemingly minor practice that is looked down 
upon as a feminine foible at best, this research asserts that feminized and margin-
alized ways of relating to the self,  others, and the world provide an impor tant 
win dow on understanding macrolevel social, economic, and po liti cal pro cesses 
from the perspective of the minoritized. Indeed, it is through the feminization 
and devaluation of  these individuals, feelings, spheres, and  labors that  these 
formations enact their power even as it is through the same disregarded af-
fects, realms, and practices that gender and sexual minorities make sense of and 



Figure I.3.  Stenciling by the youth organ ization Öğrenci Faaliyeti on a wall in 
Moda, Kadıköy district, on a main street that  houses fortune- telling cafés: “We  can’t 
make a living. We demand a  future!” The slogan sits below another that reads, “Hope 
is everywhere,” in support of secularist mayoral candidate Ekrem İmamoğlu in the 
2019 municipal election in Istanbul. Someone casually scrawled “Burn, baby, burn” 
(yan cehennem yan) to index the affective tone of the po liti cal and economic issues the 
slogans addressed.
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make their way through  these formations. Despite and ironically through its 
energetic disavowal, fortune- telling remains central to the gendered politics of 
secularism and religion in that it has come to stand for a feminized irratio-
nality and superstition that marks masculine secular reason and enlightened 
religion. Similarly, while they are criminalized and jettisoned outside the sec-
ular public sphere, divinatory practices also sustain the very femininities and 
intimacies that the secularist proj ect and its heteronormative gender regime 
depend upon. Moreover, although thoroughly dismissed, devalued, and ir-
regularized, divination also plays a central role as a feminized affective  labor 
that reproduces the depleted precarious and anxious subjects of neoliberalism, 
guiding them in the business of reinventing their  labor and their selves. Taking 
gendered practices of divination seriously therefore offers a feminist win dow 
not only on the affects and sociabilities that surface feminized subjects but also 
the gendered logics of neoliberalism, (post)secularism, and the public sphere 
 under and in excess of which  these practices and subjects emerge.

Focusing on gendered divinatory practices further poses an opportunity to 
reckon with feeling as a mode of relating to the self,  others, and the world. Long 
held at a distance from the modernist secularist proj ect as a way of knowing 
the world and displaced as irrationality onto gendered and racialized  others, 
orienting  toward feeling holds feminist methodological and epistemological 
potential. Inspired by my research participants’ insistent descriptions of their 
divination pro cess as “feeling” (hissetmek), this book takes up feeling as part of 
the academic and feminist endeavor. In this book, feeling narrowly refers to the 
subterranean deployment of divinatory practices as a way to register and navi-
gate at the affective level other wise distanced and occulted social pro cesses.10 As 
a broader analytic, feeling highlights a way to attune to macrolevel pro cesses 
and formations in all their (in)tangibility as they are felt diffusely yet strongly 
in everyday life by gendered subjects. Feeling as a conceptual lens magnifies 
how ordinary  people navigate terrains inflected by large- scale formations like 
neoliberalism, secularism, Islamism, and gender conservatism, feeling their 
way into, through, and away from them. Alongside the questions of how gen-
dered precariousness, secular identities, and public spheres are  shaped by ac-
cumulated and systemic influences, this book asks how it feels for  women and 
lgbtiq individuals to be secular Muslims navigating a postsecular condition, 
how it feels to find feminized intimacy in an increasingly stifled public, and how 
it feels to perform precarious  labor  under neoliberalism.  Here, the emphasis on 
feeling, in par tic u lar on the structures of feeling that ethnographic and cul-
tural inquiry track, enjoins the kind of holistic understandings that comple-
ment structural analy sis.
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The book is composed of three parts that together build  toward the main 
substantive argument that gender and sexual minorities of millennial Turkey 
navigate their secular anx i eties, gendered vulnerabilities, and economic pre-
carities through divination. The analyses in  these parts forward the book’s 
theoretical and methodological arguments that the other wise elided and triv-
ialized  because feminized individuals, feelings, spheres, and  labors are central 
to the many heteronormative formations and transformations of secularism, 
the public sphere, and the cap i tal ist economy and that a focus on affect ren-
ders that centrality vis i ble. In part I, “The Religious, the Superstitious, and the 
Postsecular,” chapter 1 situates divination in a historical context and tracks its 
consignment during the making of the Turkish secular to the sphere of super-
stition, highlighting how the disavowal of superstition in the figure of fortune- 
tellers was vital to the making of the secular. Chapter 2 places secular Muslim 
fortune- tellers in an ethnographic pre sent animated by the ongoing negotia-
tions of the gendered dynamics of Turkish secularism to illustrate how het-
eropatriarchal secularist economies of desire and contempt fix femininity to 
irrationality. Chapter  3 characterizes the emergent postsecular condition in 
which secular Muslims paradoxically negotiate their per sis tent attachments to 
secularism through their engagements with divination. In part II, “Femininity, 
Intimacy, and Publics,” chapter 4 situates divination publics in the context of 
the historical emergence and gendered transformations of the public sphere to 
demonstrate how a novel, sociospatial, intimate public is conjured in fortune- 
telling cafés through the negotiation of Islamicate logics of intimacy, secularist 
logics of publicness, and neoliberal incitements to public intimacy. Chapter 5 
argues that con temporary divination businesses broker a new type of public 
intimacy that is distinguished by anonymity and relative safety in the context 
of an increasingly intimate public sphere that proves risky for the feminized. 
In part III, “Feeling  Labor, Precarity, and Entrepreneurialism,” chapter 6 an-
alyzes the affectivity and commodification of feminized  labors of divination 
and details how feeling  labors help secular Muslim readers and their clients 
manage the compounded gendered anx i eties, vulnerabilities, and precarious-
ness of the pre sent historical juncture, albeit at the expense of precarious div-
ination workers. Chapter 7 examines the newly digitalized and transnational 
incarnations of feeling  labors as they are reconceived as a spiritual/economic 
self- entrepreneurial endeavor for healing the impossibility of postsecular neo-
liberal selfhood.  These three parts build upon each other to reveal how the 
minoritized practices and feelings produced through feminized divination are 
key to the coconstitution of a heteronormative gender order in which secularity is 
premised upon a disavowal of feminine irrationality, the public sphere is built 
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upon the dismissal of the sociabilities of  women and lgbtiq  peoples, and 
neoliberal capitalism depends upon the devaluing of feminized  labor.

Mixed Feelings

I came into this research with mixed feelings. I first visited a fortune- telling 
café in 2002, on my way back from taking the Gradu ate Rec ord Exam in sup-
port of my application to doctoral programs in the United States.  After the 
test, all I could do was wait to hear back, my  future prospects now bound to 
tests, forms, letters, and a host of unknown dynamics outside my knowledge or 
control. Standing still on the threshold of what might or might not turn out 
to be a  great change in my life, I was filled with anticipation and a mix of joy-
ous expectation and fear of both outcomes. The testing office was on Nişantaşı 
Ave nue of Istanbul, host to upscale boutiques, stores, restaurants, and cafés. 
As I walked away from the testing station, I noticed a café advertising  free cup 
readings with the purchase of Turkish coffee and  free tarot readings with the 
purchase of a cappuccino. I would  later learn that this was one of a growing 
number of fortune- telling cafés that had started mushrooming around the city 
over the previous year.

Curious and agitated, I entered, ordered, and drank a cup of Turkish coffee. 
 After a short wait, a server walked me over to the  table of a middle- aged female 
reader in a separate room. I cannot remember much of what she told me that 
day. What I do remember distinctly, however, is my mixed feelings. I felt af-
firmed when she recognized me for who I was with accurate descriptions of 
the challenges I then faced, but I was also unnerved that she painted my  future 
in such picture- perfect gender- conformity colors with marriage and  children. 
While I trea sured the way the reader moved me from feeling uneasy and ner-
vous to feeling supported and encouraged, I was disturbed that this intense 
and personal interaction was commercial and nonreciprocal. On the one hand, 
I enjoyed the communication between two  women who  were complete strang-
ers yet able to share a moment of closeness. On the other hand, I felt guilty 
for having indulged in this intimacy for a temporary moment by purchasing it 
from a meagerly compensated, poorer  woman. If as a secular feminist  woman 
I felt self- conscious about having paid to have my fortune read and having lis-
tened to the reading with  great interest, I could not deny the enjoyment I felt 
while getting my cup read, a feeling evoked by other, seemingly insignificant 
practices deemed superstitious, such as wearing evil eye charms or reading my 
horoscope in the newspaper or other, supposedly petty practices deemed femi-
nine, such as watching soap operas or indulging in gossip. This was a refreshingly 
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engaging and comfortingly familiar experience that nevertheless left me with 
nagging doubts. My investments in femininity and feminism left me confused. 
The sense of inner conflict and subsequent curiosity I had following this first 
encounter motivated the research this book is based on.

The research subject  matter and the analytical focus on affect demanded 
multiple research and writing strategies. For the book’s ethnographic research, 
I explored the proliferating gendered practices of divination by following cof-
fee cups as they circulated among friends, relatives, neighbors, and increasingly 
among strangers, both in the privacy of homes and in the emergent public 
spaces of fortune- telling cafés. The location was Istanbul, the cultural capital 
of Turkey and the birthplace and capital of fortune- telling cafés.  After my ini-
tial visit, I returned to the fortune- telling cafés, now the focal venues of my 
ethnographic fieldwork, first in 2005, spending two years at over twenty of the 
hundreds of fortune- telling cafés Istanbul then hosted. I updated this extended 
fieldwork with annual summer visits between 2008 and 2015, and again in 
2019. During this time, I talked to amateurs who read cups and anyone who 
had had their cup read. I accompanied friends of friends to get readings from 
fortune- tellers working from their homes. I attended fortune- telling parties at 
 peoples’ homes, where readers had been invited to perform their ser vices. I sys-
tematically observed and took ethnographic field notes on daily life at fortune- 
telling cafés, interviewed fortune- telling café  owners and workers, witnessed 
fortune- telling sessions, and had my fortune told countless times.11

To be able to parse the vari ous temporalities and spaces in which the structures 
of feeling I was studying become palpable and to track feelings through their 
internalizing, individuating, and, importantly, publicly circulating forms and 
forces, I drew upon an extensive ethnographic and autoethnographic field-
work augmented by archival research and deployed a variety of analytical and 
repre sen ta tional strategies. Given the anonymous nature of readings at cafés, 
most fortune- telling sessions I could directly and closely observe  were my own. 
The research thus took an autoethnographic turn, as my own experiences and 
feelings became a significant source of data. Over time, this autoethnographic 
quality, initially a result of issues of access and con ve nience necessitated by 
the nature of my research topic, grew into a conscious methodological and 
analytical strategy. I came to appreciate autoethnographic attunement as an 
invaluable opportunity to attend to the affective pro cesses that gave fortune- 
telling and the relationalities around it their force. Furthermore, while my field 
research took me to vari ous intimate publics conjured in fortune- telling lo-
cales, from private homes to divination businesses, I also found myself taking 
research notes during my time away from my designated field sites. Leisurely 
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watching tele vi sion or reading the news become another scene of immersion 
into intimate publics, blurring the bound aries between ethnography, autoeth-
nography, and cultural analy sis.

Cultural analy sis was more than a mere supplement to the ethnographic 
scenes I sought to affectively conjure; it was a substantive component of re-
search that allowed me to trace the broader circulation of public feelings 
around and beyond the divination sites I frequented. To this end, I built upon 
vari ous registers of public culture, including social media, where  people collec-
tively interpreted personal and po liti cal divinations; tele vi sion series in which 
the right and wrong kinds of fortune- telling  were construed and segregated; 
and  legal dramas/sex scandals in the media, where the gendered and sexual-
ized tensions of secular Muslim identity  were negotiated time and again. The 
diverse array of materials I pulled together did not cohere into a complete or 
representative picture of a singular cultural universe in which my interlocutors 
operated; instead, they constituted a fragmented yet evocative affective archive 
in which to trace the public feelings that thickened around the unfolding so-
cial worlds in which divinations  were exchanged.

I complemented  these modes of inquiry with qualitative research into the 
historical, religious, governmental, and juridical contexts shaping and regulat-
ing divination. I drew upon secondary historical sources and very  limited pri-
mary data so as to place the millennial café fortune- tellers of Turkey within 
the genealogy of fortune- telling men and  women and then situate them 
within the historical coimbrications of religion, secularism, and the public 
space that preceded and produced them. I surveyed the vari ous by- products of 
state efforts to contain and control divination, including articles of law, higher 
court decisions criminalizing fortune- tellers, and Diyanet press releases and 
sermons condemning divination. I also explored the ideological foundations 
of the criminalization of divination through a discourse analy sis of select texts of 
state ideology. Together, this data allowed me to further place the voices and 
feelings of prac ti tion ers of divination  today within their larger historical, po-
liti cal, and  legal contexts.

In an ethnographic context where respondents lived with the risk of criminal-
ization and the cloud of stigma, trust was an ongoing negotiation complicated 
by privilege and vulnerability. My urban, secular, middle- class status, ampli-
fied by my ongoing studies at an American university and my international 
mobility; my identity as a straight, cisgender femme; my white- looking body; 
and my Istanbul accent worked to differential advantage, at times widening 
and at other times narrowing the social distance between me and my differ-
ently located research participants. As I introduced myself to prospective 
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research participants, often shaky with anxiety and caffeine in my body, and 
weighed them up in an attempt to determine the best way to frame who I was 
and why I was  there, they returned my observational gaze in search of answers 
to the same questions, reading my fortune first and deciding what to do with 
me only once I had properly introduced myself as a researcher. The threat of 
persecution of my interlocutors by competing businesses, disgruntled cus-
tomers, state prosecutors, and the police was uncommon but ever- present. 
Tele vi sion shows and newspaper articles regularly featured fortune- telling 
cafés with interest, but the on- screen busting of similar prac ti tion ers working 
from their homes, and occasionally from their offices or fortune- telling cafés, 
was still a popu lar media genre. Quite a few in for mants could not help but 
inquire if I might be an undercover spy or police officer. Social scientific re-
search into fortune- telling was hard to make sense of, not only for my research 
participants but also for many academics. My institutional relationship to an 
American university and research procedures designed to protect subjects, 
such as the use of pseudonyms and the omission of identifying information, 
sounded rather suspicious. Some readers remarked that they did not use their 
 legal name anyway, having taken a chosen name in their fortune- telling per-
sona and/or as queer folk.  Others, hoping to gain publicity from my research, 
 were disappointed that their names would be changed. In the field, risk and 
benefit  were calculated in ways too complex to fit nicely into the discrete cat-
egories of  human subject protocols; building research rapport required attun-
ing to  those complexities.

Reflexivity in this research involved not only recognizing how my position-
ality  shaped the ways I navigated the world; reflexivity also entailed a growing 
(dis)comfort with the self- reflexivity demanded by how centrally and explic-
itly my own intimate gendered hopes and qualms became part of my data and 
analy sis. The data I collected included the life narratives and work histories of 
readers and intimate if transient pictures of their clients’ lives, as well as the 
divination readings I was offered about my own life.  These readings  were filled 
with volatile promises bundled into reader- concocted scenarios of starting a 
 career while navigating the vulnerabilities of the marriage market, searching 
for relationship stability while striving for meaningful intimacy, marrying timely 
enough to have  children, and giving birth to twins, understood by most fortune- 
tellers and customers to mean undergoing fertility treatment likely because 
of older maternal age. As the broad array of fraught desires possibly attending 
a middle- class straight  woman in her thirties not wearing a wedding ring filled 
my field notebook,  there was no avoiding my identity as a constitutive part of 
the research pro cess and data analy sis.
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Native status in the field did not come readily by sheer dint of being a 
 woman born and raised in Turkey. At first glance, I did look like I belonged 
in a fortune- telling café. As a thirtysomething  woman embodying a Turkish, 
secular, middle- class habitus, I was remarkably similar to the majority of the 
customers in age, gender, race/ethnicity, religion, and class. But I was in fact 
not as familiar with cup reading as  others assumed me to be. I was raised by 
a devotedly secularist grand father who looked down upon the world of femi-
nized superstitions and a feminist  mother who did not immerse herself in the 
social world of normative femininity, where relatives, neighbors, and friends 
exchanged cup readings. Growing up, my encounters with coffee divinations 
 were sporadic. Once in the field, however, I was often upgraded from the sta-
tus of stranger to being included in the social relations of the café as a regular, 
a guest, a friend, a niece, a  daughter, or a pseudo- worker. I was given ample 
opportunity to become proficient in properly preparing and serving Turkish 
coffee and getting my cup read.

Ethnographic conversions came in many shades and temporalities. I became 
more open and playful about  matters of faith and practice, learning to be a sec-
ular Muslim who “ doesn’t believe in fortune- telling but  doesn’t do without it 
 either,” as the popu lar saying goes. I grew more comfortable in the feminized 
intimacies of divination publics, coming to terms with the strong pulls, claustro-
phobic closures, and scattered escape routes of heteronormativity as a straight 
cisgender feminist  woman. I gradually learned to see, hear, and feel the  labor in-
volved in fortune- telling. It is within this larger habitus that my feelings grew, so 
to speak, and I started reading cups, albeit not commercially.

My many conversions notwithstanding, my mixed feelings stayed with me.12 
My idealization of feminized subterranean practices as resistant or subversive 
of heteropatriarchy was brought down to earth by the per sis tence of heteronor-
mative dreams revealed in and gender conformity espoused by the readings. 
My desire to approach fortune- telling and related popu lar religious practices 
as feminized forms of relating to the world was dampened, even as I grew sus-
picious of both the secularist critique of believers’ fatalism and the postsec-
ular romanticization of the oppressed’s spirituality. My excitement about the 
feminized publics readers conjured for gender and sexual minorities was stifled 
by the ways neoliberalism and neoconservatism inflected publics by putting 
the intimate thoroughly to work in the ser vice of neoliberal accumulation and 
masculinist restoration. My appreciation for the strength and initiative with 
which urban poor  women and young and gay men repurposed a feminized 
domestic activity as an opportunity for paid work was in conflict with the 
deep precarity and criminalization of their  labor. My romantic investment in 
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a vision of  women and lgbtiq individuals supporting each other competed 
with the presence of grave inequalities that situated them unevenly in their 
most intimate encounters. In the end,  these dilemmas  were not resolved but 
instead inhabited as tensions that animate this book.

Gendered Negotiations of the Postsecular

As a Muslim- majority country well known for its past radical secularization 
and pre sent Islamization, both of which have been articulated in gendered 
terms and have been fought over in the public lives of (un/veiled)  women, Tur-
key provides the perfect context in which to analyze the gendered discontents 
of secularism and religion. Part I, “The Religious, the Superstitious, and the 
Postsecular,” explores the gendered negotiations of the secular and the post-
secular in Turkey. It situates the secular in historical analy sis and ethnographic 
observation to ask what the secular signifies across time and place, as well as 
what the secular feels like when it is no longer normative, as when the nagging 
anx i eties and insistent hopes of  today’s secular Muslims are refracted through 
the gendered practices of divination. Inspired by Connolly’s (1999) critique of 
the secularist idolization of reason at the expense of the visceral, I highlight the 
affective in my inquiry into the postsecular.

The conundrum of secularists who mobilize a medium other wise associated 
with superstition and irrationality in order to coagulate secularist feelings and 
secular identities provides an opportunity to explore how secular(ist)s affec-
tively attune to the postsecular condition in which the category of the secular is 
neither normative nor stable. It is in this context that  those secular(ist) citizens of 
Turkey who feel threatened by the ruling party turn  toward coffee readings in 
divination cafés and virtual spaces. In  these spaces, through feeling  labors of 
divination, they find breathing room away from worry and hopelessness, feel-
ings that often characterize their relationship to their personal and national 
 futures. The affective conjuring powers of divination give shape to secularist 
feelings and subjects by providing a productive medium in which secularist hope 
and faith, as well as pessimism and doubt, can circulate. This secular foray into 
divination and the affects it thickens illustrates how feeling secular has been 
structured through the contingency, instability, and contradictions (not to 
mention the versatility and per sis tence) of the category of the secular itself.

The postsecular is a suggestive term that may help destabilize conventional 
ways of understanding a country whose  future has long been fought over and 
analyzed (locally and globally, po liti cally and academically) in terms of a secu-
lar/religious dichotomy.  Whether described as an age of return to religion, an 
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increasing presence of religion in the public sphere, or a new acknowl edgment 
of the religious in what has come to be presumed as secular modern life, the 
concept postsecular communicates the pervasive sense that secularism no lon-
ger holds its unquestioned position in social and critical theory, nor indeed in 
the public sphere (Bradiotti 2008; Gorski et al. 2012; Habermas 2008; McLen-
nan 2007). The term postsecular has been used in explanations of the Turkey of 
the early 2000s to point out the interpenetrations of the secular and the religious 
(Göle 2012; Rosati 2016) and to highlight how the category of the secular has 
been denaturalized and its normative position destabilized (Parmaksız 2018).

Islamic values and practices articulated at the level of Turkish state and popu-
lar ideology grew power ful in the 2010s, but  were not yet securely hegemonic. 
While secularism as the foundational state ideology and a popu lar basis of 
identity and mobilization remained alive and well in the same period, it was 
increasingly on the defense. In an irony of history, to lift their spirits, disheart-
ened secular and even secularist citizens now flock to divination businesses 
 under the threat of a secularist law dating as far back as 1925 that outlaws com-
mercial fortune- telling. On their end, the fortune- tellers negotiate for them-
selves secular Muslim identities as they mix and match a range of divination 
and other therapeutic modalities with Islamic and new age resonances to craft 
fortune- telling profiles that  will be attractive to their clients but still not at-
tract criminal complaints. Recruiting a secular(ist) worker and clientele profile 
around a practice that is seemingly at odds with the secular values of reason 
and skepticism, fortune- tellers and their customers blend secular and secularist 
identities, Islamic beliefs and rituals, and new age ideas and practices around 
divinatory practices. In the pro cess, they produce novel constellations of the 
secular and the religious that disrupt their previously taken- for- granted dis-
tinctions in an atmosphere where  these categories are increasingly mobilized 
and fused together by vari ous actors to render even their presumed separate-
ness futile (Göle 2012; Kandiyoti 2012).

As an analytic, the postsecular thus prompts an epistemological stance from 
which to critically scrutinize the concept of the secular, especially in its assumed 
difference from the religious. This complements genealogical approaches to 
the emergence and attempted closures of the concepts of the secular and the 
religious (Asad 1993, 2003; Mahmood 2005; Scott and Hirschkind 2006). 
Chapter 1, “Crimes of Divination,” addresses the complexities of the secular 
by tracing the historical construction and gendered afterlives of divination in re-
lation to the constitutive outsides of the secular, namely, religion, tradition, and 
superstition. The chapter reveals how the disavowal of fortune- tellers was central 
to the making of the secular through a civilizational proj ect premised upon 
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 gendered, classed, ethnoreligious, and racialized exclusions. Turkey is well known 
for its unique brand of active, authoritative, and militant secularism (Keddie 
2003; Kuru 2007; Özyürek 2006). Turkish secularism has depended upon 
the construction of a masculinized reason that paternalistically protected the 
 people by disciplining  those who are feminized via their proximity to super-
stition, including the female, illiterate, non- Muslim, Arab/Black, “ignorant,” 
and “corrupt” prac ti tion ers of divination. The historical detour in this chapter 
explores the pro cesses by which fortune- tellers  were pushed outside the secular 
national and came to function as a node through which feelings of dismissal, 
disgust, and abhorrence could be circulated to affectively cement the secular 
itself. This gendered affective politics of secularism prepared the grounds on 
which fortune- tellers  were criminalized in the early twentieth  century, only to 
be bifurcated into an Islamic under ground economy of outlawed and heavi ly 
persecuted male hodjas and a domestic economy of trivialized and tolerated 
 house wives.

Showcasing in genealogical fashion a feminized group of secular Muslim 
fortune- tellers and clients negotiating a postsecular condition in a Muslim- 
majority  Middle Eastern country with a secularist history and a religiously ac-
cented government in the pre sent, this research both provincializes dominant 
conceptions of the secular and makes legible their gendered characterizations. 
Studies examining the secular beyond its taken- for- granted location in West-
ern Eu rope have demonstrated that secularism is appropriated and remade in 
relation to other proj ects of social transformation: postcolonialism, national-
ism, modernization (Asad 1993; Cady and Hurd 2010; Dressler and Mandair 
2011; Warner, VanAntwerpen, and Calhoun 2010). Particularly in contexts of 
(almost postcolonial) nationalist modernization such as Turkey, the politics 
of secularism and religion are closely tied to an uneasy relationship between 
the remaking of gender relations and the remaking of the nation, where a spe-
cific brand of femininity gets tasked to carry and resolve the paradoxical goals 
of becoming modern and secular while remaining distinctly Muslim and na-
tional (Chatterjee 1993; Kadıoğlu 1996).  Under the weight of this paradox, 
contestations over the ideal shape of gender relations serve as a central arena 
for articulating secular and religious identities (Çınar 2005; Kandiyoti 1991; 
White 2014).

While feminist scholars of Turkey and the larger  Middle East have pon-
dered the relationships between religion, secularism, and gender (Çınar 2005; 
Deeb 2006; Göle 1996; Mahmood 2005; Saktanber 2002), the focus has been 
primarily on pious Muslim  women and po liti cally engaged pious Muslim sub-
jects. This book focuses instead on the multiple ways nonpious Muslim  women 
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relate to the super natural in everyday life, identify with vari ous positions along 
the spectrum of the secular and the religious, engage with the gendered logics 
of secularism and Islamism, and craft nonpious and secular Muslim identities. 
It also broadens previous research’s focus on  women with a more inclusive un-
derstanding of gendered marginalization that includes sexual minorities.

Moving the postsecular debate beyond its initial focus on national and in-
ternational politics and into other social and cultural realms, I join recent 
interrogations into the gendered and quotidian discourses and experiences of 
the postsecular (Gökarıksel and Secor 2015) with an eye for affective constella-
tions that contour secular subjects. I ask how the postsecular condition feels in 
the textures of everyday life as I explore the exertion of feeling  labors of divina-
tion as a way to soothe the anxious subjects of a postsecular condition. In the 
pro cess, I shift the focus from the recently emphasized aberrant pious subject 
of feminism to the largely taken- for- granted normative secular(ist) subject and 
engage with the postsecular turn in feminist studies and its critiques (Abbas 
2013; Bradiotti 2008; Jamal 2015; Vasilaki 2016).

Chapter 2, “The Gendered Politics of Secularism,” continues the critical in-
quiry into the category of the secular by turning to the gendered subjects that 
traverse secularist attachments and postsecular negotiations. Tracing hodja- 
bashing narratives in the media and in everyday accounts both past and pre sent, 
this chapter explores how secularist economies of desire and contempt animate 
gendered conceptions of tradition, religion, superstition, and secularity. The 
chapter demonstrates that, throughout the shifting and volatile par ameters of 
the secular and religious, the effort to fix femininity to irrationality and su-
perstition persists as an amalgam against which masculine authority is con-
stituted. The persecution of hodjas and the tolerated presence of  house wives 
bestows legitimate authority upon secular men and the secularizing state in 
their patriarchal rule over  women, non- heteronormative men, and the  people, 
constructed as objects of rescue from traditional and superstitious influences 
of religion. From conventional stories in which secular men save victimized 
 women from malicious hodjas to their postsecular remixes where fortune- 
tellers themselves become the heroes, this chapter highlights how cup read-
ers and their clients subvert normative categories by mimicking the gendered 
conventions of secularism.13 As con temporary secular Muslim fortune- tellers 
redirect the feelings of disdain and contempt attending the generic figure of 
the fortune- teller away from themselves and reclaim the deference and admi-
ration once securely commanded by secular masculine figures for themselves, 
they gesture affectively and figuratively  toward the postsecular.
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Chapter  3, “Feeling Postsecular,” provides a fresh perspective on a well- 
trodden debate by introducing secular Muslim  women who confess to an indi-
vidualized belief system defined less by orthodox Sunni ritual and dogma and 
more by a flexible and eclectic set of feelings and sensibilities.  These  women 
pray but also insist on wearing short skirts. They drink alcohol but not during 
Ramadan. They engage in popu lar religious practices such as fortune- telling 
but with a grain of rational salt. This chapter demonstrates novel postsecular 
brokerings of the super natural that sit alongside nonpious articulations of sec-
ular Muslimness, such as may be seen in coffee divination, in which the sil-
houette of Atatürk can appear in a coffee cup to reassure concerned secularists 
about the continued po liti cal  future of Turkish secularism. Situating coffee 
divinations in the context of ongoing contestations over the legality and legit-
imacy of fortune- telling, chapter 3 sketches  those emergent assemblages of the 
secular and the religious that destabilize the long- established terms of the gen-
dered politics of secularism, affectively and discursively surfacing in the pro-
cess the secular Muslim subjects of a postsecular condition. This section of the 
book takes par tic u lar issue with the dichotomy of secular versus pious Muslims 
that so often subtends studies of gender and Islam, contributing instead a nu-
anced account to analyses of the per sis tent centrality of vari ous politics of gen-
der and sexuality within ongoing contestations over secularism and religion 
around the world (Abu- Lughod 2002; Puar 2007; Razack 2008).

Gendering Publics and Intimacies

This book focuses on divination publics constructed for and by gender and 
sexual minorities as a way of challenging dominant perspectives on the nature 
of the modern public sphere (Habermas [1962] 1991) in  favor of a pluralized, 
gendered, and queered reconceptualization of publics. As such, it contributes 
to feminist and queer scholarship that brings gender and sexuality to the center 
of analyses of the public sphere by counterbalancing the emphasis on the po-
liti cal public sphere with a curiosity for a multiplicity of unequally situated pub-
lics (Berlant 2008; Fraser 1990; Warner 2005). With this twofold aim in mind, 
part II, “Femininity, Intimacy, and Publics,” probes how the gendered practices 
of fortune- telling conjure feminized publics in which  women and lgbtiq 
 individuals find care and recognition in each other’s intimate com pany.

Chapter 4, “Feeling Publics of Femininity,” explores how divination publics 
are summoned through the circulation of a genre of femininity that uses an affec-
tive vocabulary to express and negotiate feminized pleasures and discontents. 
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My conceptualization of divination publics  here is in dialogue with works that 
emphasize the mutual productivity of affects, subjects, and publics (Ahmed 
2004, 2014; Mankekar 2015; Papacharissi 2015). It pushes models of cultural 
analy sis inspired by lit er a ture, linguistics, and communications beyond their 
original scope in order to scrutinize genres and publics that differ radically 
in their mediums and styles of expression (Warner 2005), stressing the affec-
tive performativity of an irrational, nontextual medium. As such, this study 
foregrounds the fact that publics are tucked into and constitutive of social re-
lations and places. Like other genres of femininity embedded within the socio-
spatial arrangements of their production, circulation, and consumption— the 
shooting of a daytime  women’s show in the tele vi sion studio or the meeting of 
a book club’s members to discuss a chick- lit best seller— divinations are embed-
ded in  women’s domestic gatherings in the living room and in their visits to the 
fortune- telling café. Feeling publics of divination thus conjure an intimate affec-
tive terrain of femininity through the spatialized sociabilities they operate in.

In Muslim  Middle Eastern contexts, the gendered relationship between 
genres, affects, and publics is brokered through a specific spatialized social forma-
tion of gendered intimacy. This formation has often been conceptualized as sex 
or gender segregation or seclusion (in reference to the separation of males/men 
and females/women as an organ izing logic of social space and relationships) 
and interpreted as a religious, repressive, and unbending structure. For the 
secularizing elites of early twentieth- century Turkey, this formation signified a 
harmful religious tradition that would come to serve as a counterpoint against 
which they envisioned modern public life. In this context, similar to neigh-
boring modernization pro cesses across the Muslim  Middle East (Thompson 
2003), the modern public sphere in Turkey emerged as the product of an au-
thoritarian reformist state marked as secular by the presence of unveiled  women 
and mixed- gender socializing (Göle 1997). Importantly for this research, at the 
heart of a modern domesticity constructed to complement this secular public 
sphere lies the publicly denigrated social practices of same- sex intimacies and 
fortune- telling.  These remain constitutive of normative femininities, attesting 
to the fact that an Islamicate model of gendered intimacy is neither external 
nor antithetical to but coconstitutive of modern gender formations in Turkey.

This book takes feminized publics of divination as existing nestled inside the 
complex constellations of gender, space, and sociability. As such, it approaches 
what has been commonly conceived of as gender “segregation” as instead an 
“institution of intimacy” (Sehlikoglu 2016, 144) that maps gendered affinity 
in spatial, embodied, and relational terms; an adaptable formation that is sub-
ject to historical change and is self- reflexively engaged with. Chapter 4 thus 
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establishes the novelty of feminized publics of divination, in which a majority 
of  women alongside a minority of young and gay men gather around coffee 
cups in a social terrain long reduced to a binary schema of gender- segregated 
versus mixed- gender sociabilities. This chapter traces the gendered and spatial-
ized historical trajectory of coffee sociabilities in which a bifurcation between 
male- only coffee houses and mixed- gender cafés emerged and tracks the ways 
diff er ent actors from secularist nationalists to feminists have po liti cally en-
gaged with  these sociospatial arrangements. It further explains how fortune- 
telling cafés are preferred locations for secular, but often not pious, Muslim 
 women, who also engage in (coffee) fortune- telling but mostly in other venues.

Gendered Fortunes thus controverts the ways feminized social worlds have 
been over-  and misrepresented in Orientalist imaginaries and self- Orientalizing 
modernist repre sen ta tions of “the harem,” not least as a reified space/place one 
can(not) enter or leave.  These repre sen ta tions are accompanied by colonialist 
(feminist) assumptions of  women’s exceptionally severe oppression in Muslim- 
majority socie ties, assumed to be self- evident in their bodies covered  under veils 
and their lives constrained  behind latticed win dows (Ahmed 1982; Mernissi 
2001). To sidestep this overdetermination of gendered space and lack of (lib-
eral) agency, I shift the terms of analy sis from gender segregation, exclusion, 
and oppression to the relationships between femininity, intimacy, and publics.

Chapter  5, “The Joys and Perils of Intimacy,” highlights the significance 
of divination publics as spaces where the feminized can explore their lives at 
some distance from the disciplining imperatives of an increasingly intimate 
public sphere.  Here, feminized publics of fortune- telling are set against a 
larger public sphere, where the intimate is increasingly incited to public dis-
course and where public intimacies abound, from a po liti cal public sphere in 
which government and feminist and queer discourses on gender and sexuality 
explode to popu lar culture with tele vi sion shows in which ordinary  women 
continuously display and dispute their homes, marriages, and relationships. In 
this milieu, commercial divination brings together secular Muslim  women and 
young and gay men to share intimately in the relative safety of the urban an-
onymity afforded by fortune- telling businesses. Exploring a mother- daughter 
cup- reading episode, a café divination session, and an online fortune- telling 
interaction, where revelations of the intimate create differential results, ranging 
from betrayal and vio lence to trust and protection, this chapter enumerates 
the circumstances  under which the anonymous intimacies of commodified 
fortune- telling provide safer spaces in which to air and work through intimate 
issues for  those whose personal and especially sexual lives are closely regulated 
by their  family, community, and government through public policy, shaming, 
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gossip, and vio lence. Inspired by inquiries into the gendered genres and affec-
tive blueprints that mediate both national and minoritarian publics, I high-
light divination publics that are oriented away from the po liti cal public sphere, 
but which nevertheless hold feminist potentiality.

Together,  these two chapters situate con temporary divination publics of 
femininity within a number of contending sociopo liti cal formations: Islamicate 
formations of intimacy (Göle 1996; Sehlikoglu 2016, 2021), predominantly con-
ceived as a princi ple of gender segregation that prevents  women’s entry into the 
public sphere; the secularist politics of the public sphere (Göle 1997; Kandiyoti 
1991), often regarded as a significant if  limited inclusion of  women in public 
life; and the recently cemented postsecular neoconservative politics of inti-
macy that dominates con temporary Turkey’s po liti cal public sphere (Acar and 
Altunok 2013; Korkman 2016), often viewed as a threat to the secularist pol-
itics of the public sphere and a return to Islamicate formations of intimacy. 
Against this background, this study moves beyond a discussion of gendered 
publics narrowly clustered around questions of exclusion and segregation to 
examine the productivity and potentiality of feminized publics.

The book thus provincializes the Western- centric feminist insight that the 
modern public sphere was and is primarily constituted by the gendered exclu-
sion of  women and femininity (Fraser 1990). It reveals this feminist analy sis 
not as a universal, but as a par tic u lar critique requiring realignment in Muslim- 
majority and/or postcolonial contexts of modernization, where  women’s pub-
lic visibility, if not inclusion per se, is central to the formation of the modern 
public sphere and to the gendered proj ects of nation building. As such, it puts 
the US- based feminist and queer theories of publics in conversation with 
 Middle East feminist scholarship on the public sphere to invite an exploration 
of the multiple genealogies of the secular public sphere. By attending through 
ethnographic research to the minoritarian publics, sociospatiality, and every-
day practices that arise within  these multiple genealogies, it calls for a nuanced 
inquiry into the variability of gendered intimacies and sociabilities around 
which diff er ent types of publics are or ga nized, with an eye for their differential 
po liti cal stakes and potentials.

Gender, Feeling  Labor, and Neoliberalism

Gendered  Futures engages with feminist debates on how formations of capi-
talism and heteropatriarchy coconstitute gendered lives and livelihoods. The 
book explores the central role feminized affective  labors play in the global econ-
omy  under neoliberalization (Boris and Parenas 2010; Dedeoğlu and Elveren 
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2012; Ehrenreich and Hochschild 2002) by investigating the contexts, terms, 
and costs involved in recruiting gender and sexual minorities into the thor-
oughly commercialized and increasingly digital and transnational divination 
economy. More specifically, it joins inquiries that situate feminized, embodied, 
and affective engagements with the super natural at the very heart of an analy sis 
of gendered  labor: for example, Silvia Federici’s (2004) historical analy sis of 
how the persecution of witches accompanied the relegation of  women to un-
paid  house work during the emergence of capitalism in early-modern Eu rope, 
Aihwa Ong’s (2010) ethnographic study of the spirit possession– induced sei-
zures through which female Malay factory workers experienced and negoti-
ated their enlistment into the ranks of the late modern proletariat, or Attiya 
Ahmad’s (2017) inquiry into South Asian mi grant  women’s conversions to 
Islam that mediate their domestic  labors in the Kuwaiti  house holds where they 
take work.

Part III, “Feeling  Labor, Precarity, and Entrepreneurialism,” explores the 
gendered feeling  labors of fortune- telling. While attention to gendered  labor 
is long- standing in Turkish studies, with the issues of  women’s low  labor force 
participation and their high concentration in the informal sector at the forefront 
(Dayıoğlu and Kırdar 2010; Ecevit 2003; İlkkaracan 2012; Tunalı, Kırdar, and 
Dayıoğlu 2017), the account  here is informed by ethnographic explorations 
of the gendered pro cesses of  labor (Akalın 2007; Dedeoğlu 2010; Isik 2008; 
Ozyegin 2000; Sarıoğlu 2016; White 2004). In a field often focused exclusively 
on  women’s  labor at the expense of a more inclusive understanding of gendered 
 labor that includes sexual minorities, this book also joins research that turns to 
lgbtiq subjects (Yılmaz and Göçmen 2016) and, in ethnographic settings, 
to transgender sex workers (Güler 2020; Özbay 2010, 2017; Zengin 2020).

In the tradition of  earlier Marxist feminist analyses of reproductive  labors 
(Dalla Costa and James 1972; Federici 1975) and  house wifization (Mies 1998), 
and in dialogue with more recent studies of emotional and affective  labors, 
chapter  6, “Feeling  Labors of Divination,” explores fortune- telling as a form 
of feminized  labor. It demonstrates how fortune- tellers conjure an affective 
space in which clients can explore their gendered hopes and disappointments 
(Korkman 2015b). While divination requires work at vari ous levels, the domi-
nant mode of  labor is affective/emotional.  Here the emotional dimension refers 
to the socially constructed pro cesses of identifying, managing, and displaying 
emotions, while the affective dimension refers to the unstructured, precogni-
tive, and embodied intensities under lying emotional experience itself (Massumi 
2002). I coin the term feeling  labor to denote this dual work of inciting, identi-
fying, and expressing cognitively articulated, culturally meaningful emotions 
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and at the same time attuning interpersonally to the under lying affective in-
tensities in all their amorphousness, fluidity, and contagiousness. The term 
feeling is grounded in the language fortune- tellers themselves use to describe 
their  labor pro cess: readers frequently use the word feeling as a verb (hissetmek), 
a pertinent reminder of the manner of  labor involved in reading fortunes. The 
concept of feeling  labor synthesizes the insights of feminist and critical schol-
arship on emotional and affective  labors (Ducey 2007; Freeman 2011, 2015; 
Hall 1993; Hardt 1999, 2007; Hochschild 1983; Kang 2003; Lively 2000; Negri 
and Hardt 1999; Paules 1991; Pierce 1999; Weeks 2007; Wissinger 2007) while 
emphasizing what has not been adequately engaged by theorists of affective 
 labor: the gendering of affective  labor (Freeman 2011; Shultz 2006) and the 
rich genealogy of feminist thinking on reproductive and emotional  labors 
(Federici 2008; Weeks 2007).

Approaching divination as a medium through which to feel precariousness 
and its attendant anx i eties, Gendered Fortunes provides a win dow onto the 
central role feminized affective  labors play in containing the contradictions 
of neoliberal capitalism. Chapter 6 details how the feeling  labors of divination 
render precarity inhabitable not only by providing much- needed work, but also 
by affording a type of  labor designed to pro cess the affective experience of pre-
carity. Readers find in divination a precious opportunity for paid work amid 
 labor insecurity exacerbated by the intersectional inequalities that render their 
lives precarious. Feeling precarious  under the neoliberal impetus for becom-
ing a self- making and ever- anticipatory subject paradoxically fuels divination 
economies on both ends. Secular middle- class clients are also often precarious 
economic subjects who  either fear or suffer through cycles of insecure employ-
ment, unemployment, and underemployment and who feel anxious in the face 
of the postsecular condition they find themselves in. This  labor precarity and 
secular anxiety are further compounded by the gendered feelings of precari-
ousness as the intimate attachments to femininity stir up emotions of vulner-
ability, directing gender and sexual minorities into the postsecular neoliberal 
divination economy as workers and clients. Gendered Fortunes thus contributes 
to scholarly inquiries of the affective imprint of neoliberal capitalism (Beer 
2016; Berg, Huijbens, and Larsen 2016; Berlant 2007, 2011; Cossman 2013; Isin 
2004; Molé 2010; Muehlebach 2011; Neilson 2015; Pettit 2019; Scharff 2016) 
with an ethnographically situated analy sis of the pro cesses that allow gender 
and sexual minorities to attune to precarity by working (on) their feelings.

As neoliberal economic transformations encounter local contexts around 
the world, the therapeutic spirit of neoliberalism travels transnationally with 
it, only to be variably translated and appropriated (Freeman 2015; Kanna 2010; 
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Ong 2006; Takeyama 2010). In this context, cup readings are sucked into a 
larger postsecular neoliberal terrain of therapeutic modalities that alternately 
feed into and on the anx i eties of precariousness (Foster 2016, 2017; Peck 2016; 
Rose 1990). The millennial allure of fortune- telling is thus informed by the 
multivalent, local, and gendered experiences and idioms of precarity and possi-
bility in Turkey; by secularity, religion, and tradition; by intimacy and public-
ness. It is only through  these multilayered and overlapping vectors that  people 
are able to navigate their gendered fortunes in dynamic relation to the global 
ascendency of neoliberalization and its selective affinity with occult ways of 
understanding and responding to socioeconomic marginalization (Comaroff 
and Comaroff 1999, 2000a, 2000b).

Chapter 7, “Entrepreneurial Fortunes,” considers close-up how feeling  labors 
become increasingly self- entrepreneurial as they are mobilized to craft and heal 
the impossibility of postsecular neoliberal selves that are subjectified into an 
ideal of individual mastery of their own fate  under conditions that render per-
sonal fortunes thoroughly unstable. Selectively harvesting new age discourses 
alongside Islamic ones, the feminized prac ti tion ers of divination enchant the 
self- entrepreneurial and thoroughly integrated pro cesses of making a living 
and a self. The expansion of transnational and online divination economies 
further entrenches the precarious  labor conditions of and self- entrepreneurial 
demands on cup readers. At the same time, the  owners of this booming in-
dustry are paraded as the poster  children of a happy  union between neolib-
eral and new age economic/spiritual understandings of work as an enchanted 
activity of self- realization. Gendered Fortunes thus adds to inquiries of self- 
entrepreneurialism (Foucault 2008; Rose 1992), particularly of the feminized 
kind (McRobbie 2009; Ringrose and Walkerdine 2008; Scharff 2016; Weber 
2009), with an emphasis on the role of gendered affective  labors in crafting 
self- entrepreneurial responses to precariousness (Freeman 2015; Ouellette and 
Wilson 2011).

While the transformation of feminized divination practices into a form of 
precarious  labor directs (re)productive capacities  toward cap i tal ist cir cuits 
of value, the productivity of affective  labors is not exhausted by  these cir cuits. 
Feeling  labors of divination produce more than profits. They produce a variety 
of social relations among the feminized, from supportive ties workers cultivate 
as they read each other’s fortunes noncommercially to the broader gendered 
intimacies and feminized publics fortune- telling fosters for secular Muslim 
 women and lgbtiq individuals. In conversation with the autonomous Marx-
ist emphasis on the potentiality of the social factory, with a dose of feminist 
criticism of its romanticization of affective  labor (Gill and Pratt 2008), I provide 
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a gendered account of the ways in which affective capacities are put to work, 
but without reducing the feelings, subjectivities, and sociabilities produced 
to a mere function of cap i tal ist, secularist and Islamist, and heteropatriarchal 
domination.

Feeling Femininity

Animating this book’s multifaceted inquiry into the gendered practices of div-
ination is an abiding interest in feeling femininity. The proj ect thus joins long- 
standing inquiries in feminist cultural studies to ask how femininities take 
shape via genres and practices that are devalued as petty and insignificant, for 
example romance novels and gossip, yet are invested with strong feelings and 
partialities. Feminist and queer cultural studies draw attention to the many 
ubiquitous genres through which femininity is felt, produced, consumed, and 
subverted (Berlant 2008; Cvetkovich 1992; de Lauretis 1999; Radway 1983), 
analyzing subjectification beyond identitarian gender and sexuality categories 
and examining the pro cesses of identification (Muñoz 1999) with the aim of 
troubling conventional analyses of the relationship between repre sen ta tion 
and identification.  These interventions deconstruct gender categories as fixed 
social roles or identity sets and recast them as the effects of the discursive and 
performative pro cess of subjectification, a pro cess that is re/destabilized via 
active reiteration (Butler 2011). Informed by this theoretical legacy, I concep-
tualize fortune- telling as a genre that provides affective surfaces and discursive 
spaces through which the desires and  trials of heteropatriarchal subordination 
are felt and articulated. Approaching femininity as a node of affective coagula-
tion and subjectification, I do not take  women as a self- evident category. Instead 
I focus on  those who are summoned as feminized subjects through the affective 
intensities generated by the circulation of divinatory scenes of femininity.

In Istanbul, the affective genre of cup reading coagulates feminized sub-
jects. Participants in the divination economy are neither passive consumers of a 
hegemonic culture industry nor romantic subversive figures of a resistant subcul-
ture, but are produced through and in excess of the larger formations of power 
and in equality shaping the terrain of their subjectification. Building upon a 
rich cultural studies legacy that explores the social and material production, 
circulation, and consumption of culture in general and of popu lar culture and 
subcultures in par tic u lar as terrains of meaning making and subjectification 
(Fiske 2011; Hall 1997, 2001; Hebdige 1995), Gendered Fortunes complements 
textual analyses of mediatized cultural products in British and American con-
texts that have long constituted the bulk of the research in the field by looking 
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at a recently commodified nontextual practice though ethnographic analy sis 
conducted in an understudied context.

Informed by the feminist insight that the devaluation and marginalization 
of  those practices deemed feminine is key to understanding how gendered 
power operates, I insist on the significance of feminized divinations that are 
disdained but that reveal on closer analy sis the centrality of quotidian realms 
and  labors of the feminized to larger formations. Joining  Middle East feminist 
scholarship in its inquiry into how pro cesses of nationalist modernization, sec-
ularization, and Islamization operate in gendered ways, particularly at the level 
of everyday culture (Kandiyoti and Saktanber 2002), Gendered Fortunes ex-
plores femininity at the junctures of state proj ects writ large, from nationalist 
modernist secularism to neoliberal Islamist conservatism, that shape the ter-
rain in which gendered lives and livelihoods are made. Positioned centrally in 
this way, the gendered practices of divination recounted  here provide a win dow 
through which to explore the transformation of three related world historical 
pro cesses: secular modernity, the modern public sphere, and capitalism. When 
taken in such a frame, the feminized practices of fortune- telling are revealed 
as multiply imbricated in larger formations. They are criminalized praxes ex-
cluded by the secularist proj ect, only to emerge  later as central to feeling the 
postsecular condition. They are mediums through which to feel intimate in 
feminized publics embedded in a larger public sphere that is constituted via 
the disavowal of the very gendered intimacies that sustain heteronormativity. 
They are devalued and irregularized  labors of feeling that are nevertheless key to 
reproducing the neoliberal economy. Such a feminist analy sis lays bare the 
discontents of larger formations that are sewn together and pulled apart daily 
though the feeling  labors of the feminized.

Feeling comes to the fore as an analytic that informs each of the multiple 
strands of analy sis in this book. In conversation with feminist and queer schol-
arship on public feelings (Ahmed 2014; Berlant 2011, 2008; Cvetkovich 2012, 
2003; Stewart 2007, 2011), Gendered Fortunes deploys feeling as an analytic 
with which to attune to the gendered affects and sociabilities of divination. 
This book takes up the term feeling for its very ambiguity, which si mul ta neously 
conjures the social and embodied life of emotion/affect (Cvetkovich 2003). In 
so  doing, it inherits the attention by  earlier Marxist cultural studies theorists to 
“structures of feeling” (Steedman 1987; Williams 1977), which emphasizes the 
merely felt and emergent and yet deeply social and structuring/structured na-
ture of emotion/affect.14 With an eye to provincializing the affective turn in the 
social sciences and humanities (Clough and Halley 2007) by turning to non- 
Western sources to think affect with (Navaro 2017), including  earlier thinking 
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on gendered emotions in  Middle Eastern studies (Abu- Lughod 1986), and in 
dialogue with the more recent turn  toward affect in Turkish studies (Açıksöz 
2019; Bilal 2019; Biner 2019; Gill 2017; Korkman 2015b; Navaro- Yashin 2012; 
Parla 2019; Stokes 2010; Yıldırım 2019), the book probes how femininities that 
take shape at the intersections of secularization, Islamization, and neoliberal-
ization are felt affectively on the surfaces of everyday life.

Fortune- tellers overwhelmingly describe divination as a pro cess of feeling, 
understood as an affective, intuitive way of attuning and knowing. Feeling also 
constitutes an otherized form of knowledge that has been excluded from sec-
ular Western modernity and consigned to its ethnoracial and gendered  others 
and their traditional and superstitious ways of (not) knowing (Lloyd 2004). 
While affectivity is ideologically excluded, it remains central to heteropatriar-
chal colonial cap i tal ist domination and exploitation of feminized bodies and 
 labors. Devalued in the secular public sphere, in the formal cap i tal ist economy, 
and in the modern gender regime, feelings are nevertheless mobilized to rally, 
comfort, and care for citizens, workers, and  family members. Indeed, the very 
presence and othering of feelings remains key to the proj ect of constructing 
the differences between secular rational (masculine) and superstitious emo-
tional (feminine) citizens, public (masculine) and private (feminine) spheres, 
paid and valued (male) and unpaid and devalued (female) workers, and, more 
broadly, masculine and feminine subjects and sociabilities. Centralizing feel-
ing within our understandings and analyses of  these formations in a thorough-
going fashion provides our analyses with a feminist impetus with which we 
may destabilize the metanarratives that frame the heteronormative gender 
order, the secular public sphere, and the cap i tal ist economy. And as a feminist 
endeavor of revaluation, it takes its cue from the very ways of attunement that 
the feminized themselves use to navigate  these formations.
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THE RELIGIOUS,  

THE SUPERSTITIOUS,  
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Crimes of Divination

 “The Ankara Chief Prosecutor’s Office has opened a criminal court case against 
fortune- telling café [ fal kafe]  owners in Kızılay District and their coffee- , tar-
ot- , and water- reading employees. In accordance with the law banning der-
vish lodges and cloisters, the prosecutor is demanding a punishment of up to 
twenty years’ imprisonment.”1 This excerpt is from a news story published in 
2005, when,  after five years of mushrooming across urban Turkey, fortune- telling 
cafés  were suddenly placed  under  legal scrutiny, and the legality of their cir-
cumvention of the prohibition against profit- oriented fortune- telling through 
the provision of divination ser vices as a promotional giveaway with the pur-
chase of a drink was thrown into question. “The  owners of cafés and pa tis se-
ries who converted their businesses into fortune- telling centers with the slogan 
‘Coffee on you, fortune- telling on us’ are being criminally charged,” the report 
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continued. “Psychologists point out that personality weaknesses can explain 
the appeal of divination and magic. They add that their appeal is also a sign of 
underdevelopment.”2

Long hailed as a paradigmatic example of secularization in the Muslim 
 Middle East, modern Turkey has been structured by its own brand of secular-
ism and by the peculiar discontents it unleashed. The persecution of fortune- 
tellers in early twenty- first- century Turkey on the basis of an eighty- year- old 
secularist law hints at the complexities of a secularist proj ect that energetically 
seeks to control, with nothing less than imprisonment, a category of religious 
prac ti tion ers as ostensibly trivial as fortune- tellers. Taking its cue from this rather 
curious case of secularist criminalization, this chapter explores the making of 
the Turkish secular in all its particularity through the incessant affective, dis-
cursive, and institutional production of its traditional, religious, and superstitious 
 others—in this case, the figure of fortune- tellers.

It was the extraordinary, at times absurd, fervor of the Turkish brand of sec-
ularism that rendered fortune- telling cafés significant enough to make the news 
on December 7 and 8, 2005. It was circulated promptly and uniformly across 
national time and space, with almost  every major Turkish newspaper and online 
news portal reporting on the criminal investigation of the  owners and employees 
of fortune- telling cafés.3 The depth and tone of the coverage varied. Most news 
articles  were dry and monotonous, reproducing the official narrative by parrot-
ing a selective but verbatim version of the prosecutor’s written accusation that 
had launched the criminal procedure. Some supported the story with addi-
tional context and analy sis. By pathologizing divination as a symptom of per-
sonality weakness and deficient national development, the news article quoted 
above framed criminalization as a benevolent act on the part of the prosecutor, 
who was seen as regulating the public per secularist laws, protecting citizens 
from their own weaknesses, and prompting the nation along a linear line of 
modernization and secularization. The article echoed the paternalistic tone of 
a modernist secularist proj ect that mobilizes its avowed mission to guard and 
uplift the  people in order to justify its disciplinary and repressive operations.

The prosecutor, Nadi Türkaslan, whose last name fittingly translates into 
En glish as “the Turkish lion,” was a secularist nationalist who took to his duty 
of protecting the public with  great zeal, initiating case  after case against Kurdish 
and  human rights activists for alleged crimes of “insulting Turkishness.” Deter-
mining that many cafés in the capital city of Ankara offered fortune- telling as 
a promotional giveaway, Türkaslan used the pamphlets and signs promoting 
them as evidence to conclude that café employees had turned fortune- telling into 
an occupation and that the café  owners  were profiting from fortune- telling.4 
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Türkaslan charged café employees who told fortunes with the criminal offense 
of being fortune- tellers, as defined in Law No. 677, which abolished religious 
 orders and criminalized related religious titles in 1925, two years  after the dec-
laration of the Turkish Republic. Legally considered to be the perpetrators of 
this criminal act by proxy, café  owners  were charged with the same offense. If 
convicted, the defendants would face a minimum sentence of three months’ 
imprisonment and an astonishing maximum sentence of twenty years, accord-
ing to Article 49/1 of the new Turkish Criminal Code, passed in 2005 as part 
of  legal reforms undertaken for Turkey’s accession to the Eu ro pean Union as a 
member state. The first sentence of the minimum of three months’ imprison-
ment was issued to a café owner  after a year of  legal proceedings and was  later 
converted to a monetary fine. Neither this case nor the ensuing sporadic crim-
inal  trials would halt the flourishing of fortune- telling cafés in urban Turkey. 
They would, however, provide a recurrent pretext for reasserting the bound-
aries of the secular.

The politics of secularism depend both on the construction of the secular 
and, in par tic u lar, given the almost postcolonial context of Turkish nationalist 
secularism, on the production of the traditional, the religious, and the super-
stitious as constitutive outsides of the modern secular.5 By anchoring the 2005 
persecution of fortune- telling cafés and its eighty- year- old 1925 pre ce dent of 
decisively outlawing fortune- tellers in the larger historical pro cesses through 
which fortune- tellers came to be criminalized subjects of state secularism, this 
chapter pursues a genealogical understanding of the secular and its  others. The 
ideological and institutional shifts accompanying the modernizing reforms 
of the late Ottoman and early Turkish Republican eras, which sought to re-
draw the empire’s social organ ization and gendered distribution of religious 
authority and divinatory practices, served to carve out the secular vis- à- vis the 
traditional, the religious, and the superstitious.  These shifts  were summarily ne-
gotiated over, among  others, the figure of the fortune- teller. Importantly, in the 
making of the secular national, the proper sphere of religion was designated and 
delimited in contradistinction to the so- called traditional and superstitious, 
which  were set aside as realms of gendered, ethnoracial, and socioeconomic 
alterity. Fortune- tellers  were effectively pushed outside the secular national, 
functioning as a node through which feelings of dismissal, disgust, and abhor-
rence could be circulated to affectively cement the secular itself.

Together with the remaining chapters in part I, which extend the historical 
analy sis of the secular into the ethnographic pre sent, this chapter reveals how 
the seemingly minor figures of fortune- tellers have been and remain central 
to the making of the secular through their incessant repudiation. The three 
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chapters in part I further reveal the production of the secular as a gendered 
pro cess in which a masculinized claim to reason provides a benevolent excuse 
to subordinate a feminized class of overly or improperly traditional, religious, 
and superstitious subjects, reinforcing gendered, racial, ethnic, religious, and 
socioeconomic inequalities through the prism of the secular.

Genealogies of the Secular and the Religious

[In the Ottoman Empire of the nineteenth  century,] the word 
 “religious” acquired a new meaning and connotation. . . .  The static or 
traditional was perceived as being “religious,” irrespective of its sources 
of inspiration, while the “changing” and the “new”  were understood to 
be “worldly” or “non- religious” even though the sources may have been 
partially or wholly religious in nature.

— Niyazi Berkes, The Development of Secularism in Turkey

In contending that the secular and the religious are neither essential nor uni-
versal domains of  human life or experience, but are rather socially constructed 
categories hatched at the specific historical juncture of early-modern Eu rope, 
within which we have subsequently come to live and act upon the world, the 
inquiry below takes its cue from Talal Asad’s trio of questions: “How, when, and 
by whom are the categories of religion and the secular defined?” (2003, 201). 
Following Asad’s (1993) methodological imperative in  favor of a historically 
and culturally specific study of the development of the categories of the secular 
and the religious in relation to the growth of secularism as a po liti cal proj ect 
outside the West, this chapter traces the shifting fortunes of divinatory prac-
ti tion ers in relation to the emergence of the categories of the secular and the 
religious during the Ottoman and Turkish modernizations.

Such a genealogy of the secular and the religious requires that we forgo the 
assumption that these  worldly and heavenly powers proceed from two dis-
crete, separate, and competing  orders. This bifurcated idea lies at the heart 
of the modern concepts of secularization (the separation of church and state) 
and laicization (the separation of the lay and the clergy), but is itself a modern 
projection into the past (Asad 2003). Indeed, in classical Ottoman thought 
and po liti cal organ ization, religion and the state, these worldly and heavenly 
powers,  were not perceived nor did they function as distinct and competing 
spheres. Rather, “the state was conceived as the embodiment of religion, and religion 
as the essence of the state” (Berkes [1964] 1998, 7). The proj ect of secularization 
therefore required not the delinking of two preexisting yet comingling realms, 
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but rather a two- step pro cess: the (re)making of  those realms as distinct (reli-
gion and the state) and, once this had been accomplished, the synchronized 
expansion of this worldly state authority and restriction of religious authority. 
Unlike Asad, however, Niyazi Berkes, a positivist and modernist writing in the 
1960s, is not critically distanced and disenchanted from the historical pro cess 
that made the secular he describes. The modernist epistemological stance vis i-
ble in his approach notwithstanding, his canonical work on the late Ottoman 
and early Republican contexts suggests, too, that the emergence of secularism 
needs to be studied in terms of the making of religion as a separate domain and 
the delimiting of its sphere of authority so as to make, in effect, the sphere of 
the secular.

When informed by this genealogical method, historical inquiry becomes 
an exploration both of how religion was socially or ga nized in the Ottoman 
Empire when no realm of social life was designated as nonreligious and of 
where fortune- tellers fit into this social order. Rather than being a competing 
sphere of authority outside the state, religious authority was a constitutive part 
of the Ottoman state and its legitimacy. Institutionalized religious orthodoxy, 
represented by an exclusively male class of religious- scholarly- judicial officials 
(ulema), was an integral part of the state apparatus. The ulema produced and 
protected the orthodox tradition of Sunni Islamic thought and jurisprudence 
and  were overseers of education and justice for Muslim subjects of the empire. 
The ulema “constituted an official and temporal body” (Berkes [1964] 1998, 16) 
that “belonged to the ruling elite” (Zürcher 2004, 11) and was not autonomous 
from the state.6

Importantly, religious  orders, whose criminalization in the twentieth  century 
would serve as grounds for the criminalization of fortune- tellers in the twenty- 
first  century,  were perhaps the only “specifically religious institutions” (Berkes 
[1964] 1998, 16) of the Ottoman Empire. They  were relatively autonomous 
from the centralized state and its official religious- scholarly- judicial apparatus. 
In contrast to their exclusion from the male ulema class,  women  were wel-
comed in certain Sufi  orders such as the Bektaşi, but by the sixteenth  century 
they, too, excluded  women from positions of authority (Kafadar 1993). In con-
trast to the more centralized social structure and homogenized Sunni ortho-
doxy produced by the ulema, multiple detached religious  orders represented 
va ri e ties of Sunni Islam and Sufism, some of which approached Shi’ism 
too closely for the ulema’s taste. Members of religious  orders gathered to 
perform religious rituals in spaces ranging from the  simple  house of a sheikh 
to a comprehensive dervish lodge, comprising classrooms, tombs, prayer 
rooms, kitchens, and accommodation for disciples. Religious  orders performed 
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 vari ous community functions and, especially in the periphery of the empire, 
even staffed mosques and courts. Against the grain of the all- encompassing 
common denominator of Islam, which subjected all Muslims of the empire 
hierarchically to the ulema and ultimately to the sultan, membership in reli-
gious  orders situated individual Muslims in a tangible, local, relatively lateral 
web of social, economic, and po liti cal relationships. While mosques around 
the empire honored the sultan and pledged allegiance to him during the Friday 
prayers, religious  orders “provided many  women and men with a set of vital, 
personal, and intimate religious experiences that alternately combined with or 
transcended  those of the mosque” (Quataert 2005, 162–63).

With their literacy and command of Sunni orthodoxy, the ulema  were the 
official brokers of high culture and the gatekeepers of official religious culture; 
in contrast, the religious  orders constituted a “link between the elite civilization 
and popu lar culture” (Zürcher 2004, 12), informing the popu lar religiosity of 
the illiterate masses, who constituted the majority of the empire’s population. 
Accompanying the multifaceted relations between ulema, religious  orders, and 
the  people was a hierarchical yet complex and fluid relationship between the 
official culture of the empire’s center and the differentiated ( counter)cultures 
of its periphery.  These power- laden, unstable, and contested lines of distinc-
tion between the high and popu lar (religious) cultures of the empire would 
 later come to inform the politics of secularism during Ottoman and  later Turk-
ish modernization efforts (Bakiner 2018; Mardin 1973).

The disparities between the ulema and the religious  orders, official and popu-
lar religious cultures, and the center and the periphery of the empire reflected the 
central axes of differentiation that animated the empire’s organ ization of po liti-
cal power and religious authority. Nevertheless,  these axes of social stratification 
 were neither static nor exclusive binary dichotomies but  were rather crosscut 
by multiple and at times contradictory axes of in equality— ruling/subject, 
educated/ignorant, wealthy/poor, male/female, and urban/rural (Quataert 
2005)— that  were themselves subject to change over time. Members of the 
ulema and the religious  orders did not therefore fall into two distinct, internally 
homogenous, timeless social groups that enjoyed similarly differentiated eco-
nomic, po liti cal, and cultural capital. Class, regional, and cultural differences 
could just as well place a member of the ulema closer to the popu lar classes or a 
member of a religious order closer to the ruling elites. Prestigious ulema posts 
in central cities  were relatively monopolized by an established group of elite 
families, while lower- ranking posts across poor urban neighborhoods and the 
empire’s rural hinterland  were populated by the less well- educated ulema, who 
 were recruited from the lower classes and who held  limited local power. This 
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group of ulema “had more in common socially, culturally, and eco nom ically 
with their artisan and peasant neighbors than the lofty ulema grandees” (Qua-
taert 2005, 143). Similarly, a sheikh could command  great power and prestige 
not only over a peripheral population but also in the center of the empire 
through his followers holding state offices. Some religious  orders, like the Mev-
levi and the Bektaşi, gained proximity to the religious orthodoxy of the state, 
 were incorporated into the center, and penetrated the ruling elites of the em-
pire, including the ulema and even the sultan.  Others  were harshly criticized by 
the ulema elites, and the more popu lar and rebellious of them  were accused of 
heresy and targeted as po liti cal enemies of the state.

Despite being categorically barred from positions of religious authority in 
the official religious orthodoxy and being gradually excluded within the reli-
gious  orders, Ottoman Muslim  women had some access to religious knowledge 
and authority. Depending on their status,  women received religious education 
ranging from the local mosque school to private tutoring. Some became re-
spected tutors themselves (Peirce 1993), while  others possessed books on mys-
tic lit er a ture (Kafadar 1993). Sufi teachings influenced not only the men and 
 women of letters but also “the world of illiterate village  women” (Schimmel 
1992, 120). In addition to public per for mances of female piety in the form of 
making pilgrimages and establishing pious foundations, Ottoman Muslim 
 women consulted the religious men of mosques and dervish lodges and visited 
popu lar Sufi saints’ tombs, churches, and synagogues as part of their public 
religiosity. Despite criticism, such eclectic practices  were generally tolerated by 
the men of religious authority (Peirce 1993).  Women also participated in an 
intricate web of everyday and momentous ceremonial religious activities, from 
protections against the evil eye (nazar) to Koran recitals. The ulema, whose 
strug gle to control popu lar religious culture was always incomplete, was sus-
picious of popu lar religiosity, among other reasons for its syncretism and the 
room it provided for  women’s religious authority (Berkey 2003).

While the Ottoman Empire was never formally colonized, it began to lose 
power in the seventeenth  century because of the rise of Eu ro pean imperialism 
and was gradually pushed to the periphery of the changing world system. At this 
conjuncture of unequal confrontation with the West, Ottoman elites reflexively 
constructed an idea of tradition in an effort to strengthen the empire with an 
eye to its  future (Deringil 1993). They initially sought to restore the prover-
bial golden age of tradition but, by the eigh teenth  century, the idea of restor-
ing the old order was gradually abandoned in  favor of emulating the power of 
the West. Moving from a desire to restore the traditional order of the past to 
a modernist orientation  toward the  future and novelty, Ottoman reformists 
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began adopting Western techniques and technologies. This state- led modern-
ization proj ect would gradually change both the meaning and social organ-
ization of religion in the empire (Berkes [1964] 1998).

The driving cadres of this transformation, a new class of Westernized/ 
Westernizing cultural elites with a novel version of high culture, emerged in the 
eigh teenth  century during the period of Ottoman modernization. Trained for 
military and administrative posts in new institutions modeled  after their 
Western counter parts and traveling to Eu rope in newly created diplomatic 
posts, their main cultural capital was their familiarity with Eu ro pean languages, 
thought, and socie ties. This new generation found a voice in the emerging po-
liti cal public sphere of the empire, organ izing itself in the nineteenth  century 
into flourishing associations and publications.  There, they discussed the Eu ro-
pean states and socie ties they observed so as to identify the reasons for the in-
creasing power of the West and to propose reforms at home. Overshadowed by 
 these new elites  were the ulema, who  were losing both their prestige and their 
power. As their mono poly over the production of high culture, the training of 
scholarly elites, and the administration of justice waned, they  were gradually 
pushed into what would come to be perceived as the realm of religion.

As this emergent elite culture became distanced from the official religious 
culture of the ulema and the popu lar cultures of the periphery, the distancing 
was negotiated in the po liti cal sphere in the language of religion. According 
to Mardin, “embracing Islam and its cultural heritage was the response of the 
periphery to a center that had failed to integrate the periphery into the new 
cultural framework” (1990, 45). When the role of the state itself evolved from 
being the guardian of the traditional order and the official religion to becom-
ing the agent of sociopo liti cal reform, the legitimacy of the state and its higher- 
ranking ulema as the protectors of traditional religious orthodoxy began to 
erode. In this vacuum, religious  orders and lower- ranking ulema emerged as 
new po liti cal actors who increasingly expressed their opposition to the reformist 
state in the language of religion. The changing relations between the state, the 
ulema, and the religious  orders of the nineteenth  century resulted in a new 
understanding of religion such that the religious was increasingly associated 
with the traditional, while the new and changing took on the connotation of 
nonreligious (Berkes [1964] 1998, 109). The challenge for the coming gener-
ations of Westernist cultural elites who would become the designers, cadres, 
and supporters of  later modernizing and secularizing reforms in both the late 
Ottoman Empire and the early Turkish Republic was to negotiate and reclaim 
the meanings of the traditional and the religious.  These elites’ shifting and 
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complex understandings of, feelings  toward, and efforts to control diff er ent 
classes of fortune- tellers in their society would constitute a seemingly incon-
sequential but in fact deeply felt and contested flashpoint of their macrolevel 
endeavors to delineate a secular national.

Fortune- Tellers of the Empire

Zati was a famous male poet of modest means who practiced geomancy 
in early sixteenth- century Istanbul. One day, while gazing at the sea in 
contemplation, Zati is teased by a man who remarks, “Zati, I see now 
that you have quit geomancy and have started reading  water instead!” 
Zati teases him back, saying that he might certainly earn more reading 
 water or even throwing beans than the few coins he earns by straining 
his eyes with geomancy.

— Cited in Sennur Sezer, Osmanlı’da Fal ve Falnameler

As the joke implies, Ottoman society hosted a varied landscape of divinatory 
practices. When Zati complained that his trade of geomancy, an occult science 
of historical divination involving the interpretation of dots and markings on 
sand (Aydın 1995), brought him less income than reading  water or throwing 
beans might, the humor in his remarks depended upon his audience’s famil-
iarity with the presumed hierarchy of divination methods of his era.7 Some 
(learned, masculine, and Muslim) fortune- telling forms like geomancy held 
more authority and commanded re spect, while  others like reading  water or 
throwing beans  were less valued in price and prestige. Such undervalued forms 
of divination have for the most part been ignored by historical chroniclers 
and researchers. In her nonacademic but highly attentive survey of secondary 
sources regarding fortune- telling in the Ottoman Empire, author Sennur Sezer 
remarked, “Fortune- telling from coffee, beans, and playing cards most certainly 
existed. But  because  these  were read  either by non- Muslims or by amateurs, 
they have not been widely documented” (1998, 143). Historian Cemal Kafa-
dar similarly notes that  there  were reports of “faith healers, ignorant  women 
who relied on incantations, superstitious practices such as pouring molten lead 
into  water, charms, and prayers to cure their patients,” with the observation 
that “witchcraft and fortune- telling  were also a female domain” (1993, 204). 
We thus know  little of the informal and gendered margins of fortune- telling 
in the empire. While the literary, institutionalized, male, public, and Muslim 
sectors of divination such as astrology and geomancy have been more closely 
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studied, historians have barely begun to document the lower- ranked economy 
of fortune- telling practiced in nonliterate, non- Muslim, and/or feminized 
modalities.

Divination was widely practiced at all levels of the diverse landscape of 
Ottoman society, among the courtly elites and the unlearned and uninitiated 
alike. While ostensibly at odds with Sunni orthodoxy, divination was integral 
to Ottoman courtly culture and po liti cal life, particularly during the empire’s 
consolidation in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (Fleischer 2010; Şen 
2017). At the pinnacle of the hierarchy of diviners of that era, astrologers (münec-
cim)  were an institutionalized part of the elite ulema, producing astronomical 
and astrological knowledge for the courtly elites. They prepared imperial cal-
endars, timetables for fasting hours during the month of Ramadan, and astro-
logical  tables and horoscopes, and calculated the most auspicious times for 
all kinds of courtly events, from marriages to war declarations (Aydüz 2006). 
They influenced and officially marked the timing of all significant events in 
the life of the sultan and his  family and in the po liti cal life of the empire. 
Ottoman sultans and courtly elites also consulted vari ous other scholars of es-
oteric sciences who populated the Ottoman courtly circles; some even became 
the sultan’s intimates. Divinatory sciences, especially the science of letters and 
names,  were a “deeply embedded part of the mystical, philosophical, and po-
liti cal environment of even the most self- consciously Sunni environments of 
the period” (Fleischer 2010, 235). In the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, 
prognostication, particularly of the apocalyptic and messianic type, played a 
key role in legitimizing not only individual sultans and their par tic u lar policies 
but also the Ottoman imperial identity and the nature of Ottoman sovereignty 
itself. Following the decline of public interest in apocalyptic prognostication 
in the second half of the sixteenth  century, “neither prognostication nor its 
sources dis appeared. Rather, they  were absorbed into the fabric of private life 
at the Ottoman palace” (Fleischer 2010, 243).

Fortune- telling in its vari ous forms permeated multiple social classes of the 
empire across the divisions of ruler/subject, wealthy/poor, learned/unlearned, 
Muslim/non- Muslim, and male/female. In the second half of the seventeenth 
 century, the famous traveler Evliya Çelebi noted that parading artisans of the 
empire included seventy astrologers and three hundred geomancers (remmal) 
from fifteen diff er ent shops. In contrast with the sober attitude of the astrol-
ogers, a testament to their higher courtly ranking, geomancers shouted at the 
crowd, “Show us your fortunes and misfortunes” (cited in Sezer 1998, 10). While 
astrologers’ tasks required highly specialized and literary knowledge acquired 
in imperial colleges that was rewarded by a prestigious ulema post, geomancers 
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 were or ga nized as an artisan’s guild and learned the art by apprenticeship. In 
addition to astrology and geomancy, many other divination techniques  were 
used in the court and beyond. For example, both Sultan Murat III (r. 1574–95; 
see Fleischer 2010) and Asiye Hatun, a Muslim Ottoman  woman living in 
Macedonia in the seventeenth  century (Kafadar 1994), recorded their dreams 
for interpretation (tabir). Whereas the sultan summoned his chronographer/
astrologer (saati) to interpret his dreams, Asiye Hatun wrote letters to a sheikh 
of her choice. Although Sultan Murat III and Asiye Hatun both recorded their 
dreams in writing, as a nonliterary method accessible to the illiterate, dream 
interpretation was prob ably one of the most common forms of divination. 
Another widespread method was book fortune- telling (kitap falı), which re-
quired consulting a book, usually the Koran or a collection of religious or mystic 
poetry. A randomly selected verse, letter, or combination of letters was then 
interpreted, sometimes by consulting a falname, a fortune- telling book pre-
pared for this purpose (Şenödeyici and Koşik 2015). Given that some Koran 
copies came with a falname booklet attached, book fortune- telling seems to 
have been a popu lar divination method that did not always necessitate con-
sulting a specialist (Sezer 1998). Distinctions of status  were no less pronounced 
in book fortune- telling. While sultans possessed personalized horoscopes and 
falname signed by court astrologers, their subjects consulted public astrolog-
ical calendars and turned to diviners of lower status, who read their fortunes 
from a yıldızname, a horoscope book prepared and read according to the oc-
cult science of letters and numbers. When consulted on what should be done 
about such fortune- telling from the Koran, the sixteenth- century head of the 
empire’s ulema, Sheikh- ul- Islam Ebu Suud, reportedly answered, “Nothing” 
(cited in Sezer 1998, 13). Popu lar divination, while not condoned by Sunni re-
ligious orthodoxy, was tolerated.

Once integral parts of social and po liti cal life, fortune- tellers would be ex-
pelled from the public sphere through criminalization in the twentieth  century. 
The reasons for this exile lay in the changing meaning of religion during the 
long- drawn- out pro cess of Ottoman and Turkish modernization. Brokered by 
a new class of (proto)nationalist elites, a nonreligious/secular realm of knowl-
edge and authority would come to know and order the religious as an increas-
ingly separate and gradually restricted realm. In the constitution of a secular 
national vis- à- vis the (re)in ven ted categories of tradition, religion, and super-
stition, the disciplining of divinatory prac ti tion ers would serve as a productive 
venue in which to summon feelings ranging from familiarity, admiration, and 
tolerance to distance, repulsion, and fury. The public circulation of  these feel-
ings would help demarcate the bound aries of the secular in alignment with 
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gendered, ethnoreligious, racial, and socioeconomic hierarchies that  shaped 
the fault lines of the nation in the making.

The Traditional and the National

The vari ous classes of fortune- tellers of the late Ottoman Empire  were docu-
mented by a protoethnographer, Abdülaziz Bey (1850–1918). Born to an elite 
 family in Istanbul, Abdülaziz Bey learned Arabic and French from his tutors 
and spent his  career as an administrative official in vari ous prestigious posts. A 
man of letters, he wrote poetry and published widely, compiling an extraordi-
nary chronicle of Ottoman traditions, ceremonies, and expressions, including 
divinatory practices (Abdülaziz Bey 1995).

Abdülaziz Bey recognized astrologers at the ser vice of the palace and courtly 
elites as a respected professional class, but assumed a didactic stance  toward his 
readers when describing geomancers. He observed that when geomancers read 
fortunes, “naturally, since part of all the interpretation and words would agree 
with what the person had in mind and heart,  people would say ‘it hit the mark’ 
and immediately believe” (Abdülaziz Bey 1995, 2:368). Dreaming and dream 
interpretation  were also common methods of prognostication, he noted, and 
famous dream interpreters (muabbir) included sheikhs and imams. Drifting 
from his characteristically distanced and rationalist prose, Abdülaziz Bey re-
marked, “From experience, it has been seen many times that interpretations of 
such dreams by famous muabbirs have hit the mark” (2:366). According to Ab-
dülaziz Bey, fortune- telling from the Koran (tefeül) was also widespread, and 
a  women’s version consisted of counting the beads of a tespih (prayer beads).

In contrast to his re spect for and admitted familiarity with  these forms of 
divination, Abdülaziz Bey described the informal, nonliterary, feminized, eth-
nicized, and non- Muslim strata of fortune- telling quite disparagingly:

Another bizarre way used to “discover” the unknown was this:  people 
called fortune- tellers [bakıcı] would sit down, usually in their own  houses 
but sometimes  here and  there on an empty street, with a piece of cloth 
upon which they would place a handful of blue beads, seashells, and 
beans, throw them, and then “interpret” their placement. They would use 
pleasant bromides, and, if  these  were not understood, they would say, “You 
interpret it,” and leave it at that. Famous fortune- tellers read the fortunes 
of  women and sometimes of men, consulting them in their houses. . . .  
Fortune- tellers of this kind  were often Rum [Ottoman Greek Orthodox]. 
Some  were Muslim Roma  women. . . .  At the end of the fortune- telling, 
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she would ask for bread or a dress, then take the opportunity when the 
man answering the door entered the  house [to fetch the  things she had 
requested], break in, grab what she could, and run away with it. And this 
is how it would end. (1995, 2:368)

Practiced in the privacy of homes or on street corners, particularly by non- 
Muslim and Roma  women who also worked in public as petty traders and 
visited their customers in their homes, this type of divination was a margin-
alized female niche that Abdülaziz Bey readily equated with petty crime and 
dismissed as having no legitimate claim to authority.

His distaste for and dismissal of feminized divination notwithstanding, Ab-
dülaziz Bey had even stronger resentment  toward and serious concern about an-
other class of fortune- tellers who claimed to be able to command the jinn (cin) 
to heal, cast and undo spells, and predict the  future. According to Abdülaziz 
Bey, this racialized niche of divination was populated by liberated Black slave 
 women and male occultists from Sudan and the Maghreb, who not only prac-
ticed out of their  houses but even opened shops in Istanbul. Abdülaziz Bey 
considered their trade as one of manipulation and moneygrubbing, declar-
ing it to be the source of grave crimes, including murder, and complaining in 
feigned surprise that distinguished men frequented them regularly. This most 
offensive group of fortune- tellers was described as Arab and Black, as  these two 
ethnic/racial markers tend to collapse together in Turkish. Marking this group 
as representative of the worst kind of fortune- teller allowed Abdülaziz Bey to 
retrospectively rehabilitate the other kinds of fortune- tellers as relatively be-
nign, setting them aside to be potentially tolerated at the margins of the secu-
larist proj ect and possibly to be revived for reinvented traditions of the nation 
in the making.  These Arab/Black commanders of the jinn  were such a danger-
ous source of public vice feeding on the ignorance of ordinary  people that Ab-
dülaziz Bey kept to a brief description and dramatically declared, “It has been 
de cided not to further explain them  here” (1995, 2:370).

abdülaziz bey’s account of Ottoman fortune- tellers reflects not only 
the stratified and widespread economy of prognostication in the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries but also the perspective of a proto– Turkist 
Ottoman intellectual on divination and, more broadly, on religion and tradition. 
Motivated by his stated fear that Ottoman traditions might be lost to subsequent 
generations, given the Ottoman elites’ superficial imitation of the Eu ro pean way 
of life (alafrangalık), Abdülaziz Bey felt compelled to meticulously document 
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what he perceived to be his society’s traditions. Importantly, Abdülaziz Bey 
was not an old man clinging to the past. Rather, his reflexivity about tradition 
was informed by a modernist orientation  toward governing the  future. In his 
foreword, dated around 1910, Abdülaziz Bey explic itly expressed his sympathy 
 toward the emergent Turkist po liti cal movement, to whom his cata loging of 
Ottoman traditions was addressed. Negotiating (self-)Orientalizing discourses 
that pathologized tradition and religion (Islam) together with nationalist 
discourses that (selectively) reappraised tradition and rehabilitated religion, 
Abdülaziz Bey hoped his book would guide the next generation of Turkist po-
liti cal elites in choosing the traditions they could be proud of and would want 
to revive as part of a national culture fit for Western civilization.

His complex classifications of and strong feelings against the vari ous groups 
of fortune- tellers he describes attests to the classed, gendered, and racialized 
complexity of the task of recalibrating the traditional, the religious, and the na-
tional. Abdülaziz Bey matter- of- factly notes the presence of a highly educated 
Muslim male stratum of astrologers, while describing the literate Muslim male 
class of geomancers from the composed perspective of a distanced observer 
who interjects rational explanation and doubt into their scene of reading. In 
describing the educated Muslim male class of dream interpreters, Abdülaziz 
Bey even allows himself a moment of reverent and credulous participation, 
unmarred by the disenchanting and distanced cross- examination that is the 
hallmark of the masculine secular reason he other wise speaks through, and 
joins other fortune- telling clients to admit that the reader does sometimes hit 
the mark.

On the subject of female, illiterate, non- Muslim, ethnicized, and racialized 
forms of fortune- telling, however, Abdülaziz Bey retreats to his position of an 
external observer. This time, he is neither calm in attitude nor brief in descrip-
tion. He quickly dismisses the practices via rational explanation accompanied 
by a liberal dose of scorn. In a display of unabashed gendered, classed, and eth-
noreligious anx i eties, he criminalizes Greek Orthodox Christian and Muslim 
Roma female prac ti tion ers by alleging theft.

Ultimately, though, it is the racialized group of Arab/Black prac ti tion ers 
who conjure jinn that Abdülaziz Bey deems most dangerous and detestable. 
Fueled with ethnoracial hatred, Abdülaziz Bey attributes to this group the 
worst of intentions and the most serious of crimes and declares them manipu-
lators, party to grave crimes, possibly even murderers. His attitude takes shape 
in the larger context of the nineteenth- century criminalization of Arab/Black 
(freed) slave  women of the Ottoman Empire for offenses like theft, arson, and 
murder, with court proceedings suggesting that magical practices facilitated 
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communal relations and (criminalized) acts of agency among this population 
(Erdem 2010). For Abdülaziz Bey, part of the sense of danger posed by this 
group comes from their alleged ability to place educated, respectable Muslim 
men  under their influence, threatening the very distinctions required to con-
struct and uphold a secular national masculine ideal. Indeed, having included 
them in his ethnographic inventory of fortune- tellers, Abdülaziz Bey then re-
fuses in declarative tones to further document this group of prac ti tion ers in 
the hopes that such a public act of deliberate literary erasure might help erad-
icate them from the  future, if not the memory, of the new nation. He warns 
that  these types exist only to suggest that we should not allow them to. Such 
othering is on par with Ottoman Orientalism and the emergent Turkist proj-
ect of delineating Turkishness and its compatibility with modern civilization 
through the construction and ousting of internal ethnicized/racialized  others 
as traditional, irrational, and foreign to the nation (Makdisi 2002).

Abdülaziz Bey’s affective mapping of the gendered, classed, ethnoreligious, 
and racial fault lines of the divination economies of the late Ottoman period 
leading up to World War I foreshadows the complex feelings that would  later 
attend the making of the secular national during the formation of the Turkish 
Republic in the early 1920s. Reverent if at times also disenchanting vis- à- vis 
the educated Muslim male forms of divination; trivializing and even criminal-
izing vis- à- vis the illiterate, non- Muslim, and ethnically and racially otherized 
female forms; ethnoracially hateful and expunging vis- à- vis the Arab/Black 
forms: Abdülaziz Bey’s collection of Ottoman traditions provides a prescrip-
tive account of divinatory practices designed to inform the Turkist po liti cal 
agenda of reviving a national culture compatible with Western secular mo-
dernity. Cata loging the first class of elite divinatory practices as traditions to 
be treated with a mixture of the doubtful curiosity of secularizing reason and 
the respectful interest of nationalist appreciation, the second as trivialities to be 
disregarded or petty criminals to be avoided, and the third as treacherous alien 
ele ments to be known only to be prohibited, Abdülaziz Bey successfully pre-
dicts the fate of this complex divination economy in the secularist nationalist 
proj ect of modern Turkey.

The Superstitious and the Secular

Gentlemen, the aim of the revolutions we have been and still are 
undertaking is to transport the  people of the Turkish Republic into a 
social form that is both wholly modern and civilized in  every sense and 
appearance. This is the fundamental princi ple of our revolutions. It is 
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necessary to smash  those mindsets that cannot accept this real ity. Even 
now,  those who have corroded and dulled the nation’s minds have this 
mentality. The superstitions that exist in such minds  will of course be 
banished. Without expelling them, it is not pos si ble to bring the light 
of truth into the mind.

— Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, Atatürk’ün Söylev ve Demeçleri, vol. 2

The founder of the Turkish Republic, Mustafa Kemal ( later Atatürk), de-
livered the speech above in 1925, just months before the criminalization of 
fortune- tellers, who, together with a range of religious actors, would be expelled 
from the nation. Mustafa Kemal’s discourse is in dialogue with the colonialist 
metanarrative of a civilizing mission set on replacing the darkness of superstition 
with the light of reason and translates the mission into the local contestations 
over the nation in the making. Verbs like corroding and dulling describe the 
alleged effects of superstition on the individual’s and the nation’s (collective) 
consciousness and associate superstition with decline and ignorance. Such lan-
guage in effect paints the promised secular modernity as a bright and exciting 
horizon and colors it with feelings of hope and enthusiasm. Terms like banish-
ing and smashing evoke jagged feelings of anger and the attendant promise or 
threat of aggression directed rightfully and correctively, in the name of secu-
larization and modernization, at the nation’s designated enemies. The forceful 
tone of the speech hints at Turkish secularism’s authoritarianism, described 
by numerous authors as having been assertive (Kuru 2007), didactic (Gellner 
1981), and pedagogical (Kaplan 2006). Marked by its forcible expulsion from 
the public sphere of what had by then been constructed as superstitious, the 
revolutionary force of the speech was meant to make room for a modern, sec-
ular national  future.

The making and remaking of the categories of tradition, religion, and su-
perstition reflected and sought to contain the power ful contradictions of the 
Turkish nationalist proj ect, in which the exact contours of the sphere of reli-
gion remained the subject of intense po liti cal debate in relation to questions of 
national identity and difference from the West. If  those sectors of the elite that 
felt threatened by the Westernizing reforms of Ottoman modernization and 
 later Republican secularism translated their grievances into the language of re-
ligion, the modernizing elites driving the reforms  were themselves in disagree-
ment over the question of which areas of state and society should be subjected 
to modernizing reforms and which should be circumvented and left  under the 
authority of religion. While the Ottoman reformers  were neither postcolonial 
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nor (yet) nationalist, they and their intellectual heirs, the Turkish nationalists, 
shared an almost postcolonial consciousness and a contradictory desire to be-
come like, yet remain distinct from, the West, a contradiction characteristic of 
postcolonial nationalist discourses (Chatterjee 1986; Kadioğlu 1996). To con-
tain this contradiction, Turkish nationalists would reformulate the meanings 
of and relations between the traditional, the religious, and the superstitious 
and subordinate them to the national by articulating a par tic u lar form of na-
tionalist secularism.

By the turn of the twentieth  century, the increasingly power ful ideolog-
ical current of Turkism identified the prob lem of the empire as the decline 
of Turkish national culture, proposing paradoxically that the restoration of 
national culture should be accomplished through Westernization and sec-
ularization. Insisting that “a backward nation could ‘modernize’ itself while 
retaining its cultural identity” (Chatterjee 1999, 30), the main ideologue of 
Turkism, Ziya Gökalp, distinguished between national “culture” (hars) and 
international “civilization” (medeniyet). Gökalp proposed emulating the inter-
nationalized civilization of the West, including its material civilization and its 
po liti cal and cultural organ ization into nation- states, while at the same time 
fostering a pure Turkish national culture. His argument was that while religion 
formed a part of  every national culture, including modern Western ones, in the 
Ottoman Empire, Arab civilizational influences had been mistaken for Islamic 
ideals and had contaminated Turkish national culture. According to Gökalp, al-
though Islam was compatible with both Turkish national culture and Western 
civilization, the Arab civilizational influences mistaken as Islamic  were simply 
not. It was  under  these Arab influences, he argued, that religion had become a 
dysfunctional social institution that had not only failed to perform its proper 
role of promoting and guiding piety but had also impeded the proper func-
tioning of society. Gökalp maintained that while what Westernists argued was 
true— that the religious beliefs and practices of the Ottomans seemed “absurd, 
superstitious and contrary to reason” (Berkes [1964] 1998, 293)— this was not 
 because they  were Islamic but  because they  were distorted by ignorant popu-
lar beliefs and corrupt religious institutions that  were  shaped  under the influ-
ence of Arab civilization. Expanded to the point where it had come to regulate 
most aspects of social life at the expense of national culture, religion had now 
to be relegated once and for all to its proper domain of faith and worship, in 
Gökalp’s words, the domain of religion/piety (diyanet). Diyanet, the proper 
realm of religion pertaining to dutiful devotion to religious faith and worship, 
Gökalp asserted, was the only legitimate arena for religious men and institutions. 
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In the name of nationalization, religious institutions had therefore to be re-
stricted in their authority and scope, and superstitious religious traditions had 
to be disciplined via rational secular reasoning and rule.

Identifying the roots of the relative weakness of the Ottoman Empire vis- à- 
vis the West in its corrupt and superstitious traditions, the founder of the new 
republic, Mustafa Kemal, and the official ideology of the new state, Kemalism, 
closely echoed Gökalp’s Turkism.

Given the place they inhabited and the area they lived in, the Turks  were 
in contact with Persia to one side and the Arab and Byzantine nations 
to the other. Contacts clearly have an effect on nations. The civilizations 
of the nations the Turks  were in contact with had begun to decay. The 
Turks could not help but be influenced by the flawed traditions and bad 
qualities of  these nations. This state of affairs generated mixed-up, unsci-
entific, and inhuman mentalities in them. This is one of the most impor-
tant  causes of our decay. (Atatürk 1989, 143)

 These traditions and mindsets  were seen to cause decay, not only  because their 
alien origins rendered them harmful to the purity of the national culture in the 
making, but also  because their superstitious qualities rendered them incom-
patible with the Kemalist vision of a modern, enlightened country that would 
be allowed into the fold of Western civilization. Secularist interventions into 
religious beliefs, practices, and institutions seeking to discipline and restrict 
religion to its proper shape and sphere  were defined as prerequisites to the full 
development of a national culture fit for Western civilization.

This epistemic closure around the paradox of a Westernizing nationalist 
proj ect would structure the Turkist, and  later Turkish Republican, brand of 
secularism and its contradictions.  Shaped by the way Turkism contained the 
primary contradiction of postcolonial nationalism wherein the nation- to- be’s 
relation to the West was complicated by the attempt to become alike through 
modernization and assert difference through nationalization, Turkists’ “reform 
program would consist, not of secularization via Westernization, but secular-
ization via Turkification” (Berkes [1964] 1998, 366). Destabilizing this elegant, 
if fragile, closure was the fact that the resolution of the postcolonial nation-
alist paradox, in Chatterjee’s words, “necessarily implies an elitist program, 
for the act of cultural synthesis can only be performed by the supremely re-
fined intellect. Popu lar consciousness, steeped in centuries of superstition and 
irrational folk religion, can hardly be expected to adopt this ideal: it would 
have to be transformed from without” (1999, 51). Following the declaration of 
the Turkish Republic as a nation- state in 1923, this cultural synthesis would be 
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undertaken by the Republican elites, who would define and intervene in the 
sphere of tradition and religion from within the interpretative framework of a 
nationalist secularist proj ect (Kadıoğlu 1996).

Recognizing themselves as the leaders of an undifferentiated mass of  people, 
the nation, Republican elites  were resolved to accomplish a social revolution 
(Ahmad 1993) and refine the popu lar (religious) culture of the  people before it 
could be reappropriated as national. One of the major endeavors of  these Re-
publican elites was to dismantle the Ottoman moral order in  favor of an epis-
temologically positivist and nationalist cosmology. The proper subject of the 
new republic was to be a secular, rational, and enlightened citizen constructed 
in opposition to the pious, superstitious, and ignorant Ottoman subject. This 
meant that the new republic was to be tasked with a domesticized version of 
the colonialist civilizational and racial burden of protecting and disciplining 
 those  under its rule who  were feminized by their alleged superstitiousness and 
irrationality.

Turkish Republican elites preferred secularist social engineering to simply 
waiting for economic and social modernization to gradually diminish the au-
thority of tradition, religion, and superstition over the  people, influences they 
held responsible for the backwardness and resultant fragility of the country’s 
national sovereignty. In the imaginary of Kemalist secularism (called laicism, laik-
lik in Turkish), superstitious and corrupt religious beliefs, actors, and institutions 
 were conceived not just as obstacles to Westernization but as dangerous en-
emies of the nation. From the Sheikh- ul- Islam to the last sultan/caliph of the 
Ottoman Empire, Mustafa Kemal argued, the corrupt men of religion used their 
religiopo liti cal authority to betray the nation and had therefore to be elimi-
nated. Preparing to announce a set of secularist reforms targeting all existing 
religious institutions, from the ulema to the religious  orders, Mustafa Kemal cat-
egorized the ulema of his day into two classes: one composed of genuine ulema 
who  were scientifically trained “as though they had been educated in Eu rope” 
and one composed of corrupt ulema who  were “ignoramuses dressed like hod-
jas” (Atatürk 1989, 148). In this dichotomy of modern versus traditional reli-
gious actors,  those sorted into the first class  were designated as model religious 
scholars of the new republic who would be assigned to regulate a  limited terrain 
of piety.  Those sorted into the second class  were deemed traitorous corrupters 
who did not belong to the nation in the making. But even for the first class of 
praiseworthy men of religion, their only legitimate realm of authority was that 
of piety (diyanet), which was to be or ga nized  under the Presidency of Religious 
Affairs (Diyanet İşleri Başkanlığı), a state apparatus designed to produce and 
disseminate a nationalized and rationalized Islam cleansed of obscurantism 
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and superstitions.8 For the rest, repressive Kemalist reforms came to police and 
punish any transgression of the proscribed bound aries of the privatized realm 
of piety and the secularist public sphere. Among the suspected transgressors 
of  these prescriptive bound aries  were fortune- tellers, especially  those of the 
wrong kind, who would soon be designated as one among many superstitious 
influences endangering the secular nation.

Remains of the Secular Nation

What is the purpose of the existing religious  orders if not to render 
their followers happy in worldly and spiritual life? In the civilized soci-
ety of Turkey, I cannot accept the existence of  people primitive enough 
to seek material and spiritual happiness in the advice of this or that 
sheikh,  today, when confronted by science, technology, and the  whole 
scope of civilization. . . .  Gentlemen and the nation, understand well 
that the Republic of Turkey cannot be a land of sheikhs, disciples, and 
followers. The most righ teous, the truest order is the order of civiliza-
tion. To be a  human being, it is enough to do as civilization commands 
and demands.

— Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, Atatürk’ün Söylev ve Demeçleri, vol. 2

Set in a hierarchical scheme of the evolution of humanity, Turkish nationalism 
represented religious  orders as a primitive social form that was incompatible 
with the more advanced (Western) civilization. In this sense, Turkish nation-
alism echoed closely the Orientalist template that juxtaposed rationality with 
obscurantism, modernity with primitiveness, humanity with savagery, and the 
West with the East. The sheer existence of the second qualities in each binary 
was simply unacceptable, as expressed in the quotation above from Mustafa 
Kemal, as they barred the individual from civilized humanity and disqualified 
the nation from secular modernity. Informed by this template, the first de cade 
of the Turkish Republic was characterized by the outlawing of a wide range 
of religious actors who had been classified as ignorant hodjas and deemed to 
be potential enemies of the Kemalist revolution. Early secularizing reforms 
included the dismantling of institutions that had explic itly granted religious 
legitimacy to the po liti cal authority of the state, such as the caliphate and the 
office of Sheikh- ul- Islam. All extrareligious functions of the ulema, from  legal 
to educational ser vices,  were outlawed, centralized, and nationalized.

In a bid to justify the vio lence that accompanied its civilizing mission, the 
Turkish state’s cleansing of undesired religious ele ments would operate through 
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ethnoracial othering. The disbanding of religious  orders and the criminalization 
of associated prac ti tion ers, including fortune- tellers, was initially executed 
through the brutal suppression of a religiously accented Kurdish revolt  under 
the leadership of Sheikh Said in 1925. With the rebellion as pretext, the violent 
disbanding of religious ele ments in the name of civilizational enlightenment 
and the purging of ignorance and superstitions was thus first practiced in the 
southeast Kurdish region of Turkey as part of efforts to subjugate Kurdish po-
liti cal agency to Turkish national sovereignty. This move would solidify the 
marking of the Kurdish region by an excess of religion and tradition. Months 
 after the banning of religious  orders in this area, the violent civilizing mission of 
taming an ethnoracial other was replicated upon the rest of the citizens, and the 
ban on religious  orders was extended across Turkey. The construction and sub-
jugation of an internal Orientalized other thus enabled the Turkish nation to 
proclaim itself as modern/modernizing by recourse to a set of civilizational/
ethnoracial hierarchies (Zeydanlıoğlu 2008), thus justifying state vio lence in 
the name of secularist nationalism. Significantly, the mark of civilizational/eth-
noracial difference deployed at the turn of the twentieth  century by Abdülaziz 
Bey for Arab/Black  people and in the pre-  and early Republican eras by Ziya 
Gökalp for Arab/misguidedly Muslim  people was now transferred to Kurd-
ish/superstitiously Muslim  people. This transfer of the mark of difference from 
one population to the next points out the floating, but central, role that civ-
ilizational and ethnoracial othering played in the localized reassertion of the 
hierarchies of Western/Eastern, secular/religious, and Turkish/non- Turkish.

Constituted as Oriental  others, po liti cally suspect actors, corrupt influences 
on Turkish national culture, and traditional and superstitious obstacles to the de-
sired modernization and secularization of society, religious  orders  were outlawed 
with the enactment of Law No. 677, titled “The Abolition of Dervish Lodges 
[tekke], Cloisters [zaviye], Shrines [türbe], and Related Titles.” The law an-
nulled the  legal status of religious  orders, enabling the state to confiscate their 
estates and sources of income, and criminalized the use of a variety of titles, the 
per for mance of that title’s ser vices, and the wearing of that title’s clothes.9 Ti-
tles specified in the law included, in the following order, şeyh (sheikh), derviş 
(dervish), mürid (disciple), dede (se nior dervish), seyit (sayyid, a descendent of 
the Prophet), çelebi (leader of a Mevlevi order), baba (Bektaşi sheikh), emir, 
nakip (oldest dervish), halife (caliph or ordained successor of a sheikh), falcı 
(fortune- teller), büyücü (sorcerer), üfürükçü (healer), muskacı (amulet writer), 
and  those who seek to “give information about the unknown” (gaipten haber 
vermek) and to help realize wishes (murada kavuşturmak). While many of  these 
titles denoted membership and status in a religious order (şeyh, derviş, mürid, 
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and the like), fortune- telling, like other ser vices specified in the law, was not 
restricted to the religious  orders but was instead integral to the ulema class, 
Sunni orthodoxy, and the empire’s elite culture. The law nevertheless collapsed 
all kinds of religious prac ti tion ers together as corrupt, superstitious, and igno-
rant in the Kemalist vocabulary of “ ‘true’ acceptable Islam and ‘bad’ dangerous 
Islam” (Shively 2008, 707).

Fortune- tellers  were officially exiled from the new nation in 1925. When the 
last Ottoman chief astrologer died in 1924, he was never replaced, in effect 
abolishing the astrologer class of the ulema. In its place, the office of chief 
timekeeper (başmuvakkitlik) was founded in 1927 to oversee the calculation of 
prayer and fasting hours. During this time, the secularizing state succeeded in 
unmaking the established structures in which Muslim, male, public fortune- 
tellers once operated legitimately by completely dissolving institutionalized 
forms of divination such as the official astrologer class and the geomancers’ guild. 
On the other hand, the diverse and multilayered strata of feminized and infor-
mal fortune- tellers that had been categorically criminalized by Law No. 677 
 were diffused into an under ground economy of divination away from public 
scrutiny and proved more resilient. The ongoing persecution of  these fortune- 
tellers remained uneven and, as foretold in Abdülaziz Bey’s chronicles, was 
 shaped by the ways in which gender, ethnicity, race, religion, literacy, and so-
cioeconomic status rendered certain fortune- tellers less tolerable than  others.

Tracing the history of fortune- tellers from their legitimate, if stratified, social 
existence during the Ottoman Empire to their criminalization in early-modern 
Turkey, this chapter has explored how, informed by the gendered and ethno-
racial hierarchies of a (self-)civilizing mission, fortune- tellers emerged as super-
stitious and dangerous figures to be forcefully expelled outside the secular 
nation. Recasting the gendered, ethnoracial, religious, and socioeconomic 
differences that characterized the landscape of divination in the Ottoman Em-
pire through the ideological prism of nationalist secularism, the Republican- era 
criminalization of fortune- tellers would affect diff er ent kinds of prac ti tion ers 
unequally, extending leniency to some while harshly persecuting  others. Track-
ing the multiple appropriations and postsecular subversions of the secularist 
narratives that demonize hodjas who command jinn and excuse  house wives 
who read cups, chapter 2 continues the inquiry begun  here as to how the sec-
ular depends on the continued presence, and spirited disavowal, of its con-
stitutive outsider figures. To this end, chapter  2 turns to  those cultural and 
ethnographic scenes in which the gendered affects of secularism coalesce.
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The Gendered Politics of Secularism

Sıdıka (Ergun 1997) is a 1990s televised comedy focusing on a young misfit girl 
whose aspirations conflict with the gender- conformist expectations of her poor, un-
dereducated  family. In one episode, Sıdıka’s  mother, worried about her  daughter’s 
lack of appropriate female demeanor and consequent inability and unwillingness 
to get married, consults a neighborhood cinci hoca, a popu lar male religious 
practitioner called hodja who treats  those afflicted by jinn and deploys jinn for 
divination and magic. The hodja prays and breathes upon a piece of Turkish 
sausage and promises the  mother that, upon eating it, Sıdıka  will become a 
proper girl, thus improving her chances of marriage.

When Sıdıka finds out about her  mother’s plans, she decides to deceive her. 
She eats the sausage and commences a grotesquely exaggerated per for mance 
of domesticity, cooking, cleaning, sewing, knitting frenziedly, and eagerly 
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awaiting a suitor to marry. At the climax of her immersion into normative fem-
ininity, Sıdıka serves Turkish coffee and offers to read the cups. Her  brother, 
doubtful of the genuineness of her sudden transformation, asks Sıdıka when 
she had learned to read cups. Sıdıka responds, “I just tell what ever I see in the 
cup. But it does sometimes turn out to be true.” To this, her  mother exclaims 
with plea sure, “You have even mastered the vocabulary of a  house wife!”

Initially pleased, her  family become increasingly annoyed as Sıdıka’s ses-
sions with a noisy sewing machine extend into the wee hours of the night and 
disrupt the rhythms of  family life. Their annoyance turns to alarm, however, 
when Sıdıka dresses up and goes out with female friends in search of a candi-
date husband. Worried about Sıdıka’s lack of modesty in seeking a suitor and 
chastised by her own angry husband, Sıdıka’s  mother makes another visit to the 
hodja for a cure that  will cancel the effects of the sausage. She finds the hodja’s 
 house deserted, with a police seal on the door. Returning home, she admits to her 
already-disapproving husband that the hodja is in fact a charlatan and that she 
regrets all the extra sausages she gifted to the hodja in exchange for his ser vices.

as this episode from the popu lar tele vi sion show Sıdıka humorously 
demonstrates, in the interpretive framework of Turkish secularism, the realm 
of divination is divided by gender into tolerable feminine and dangerous mas-
culine domains. On the one hand, as the busting of the hodja in the story 
attests, hodjas, Islamic male prac ti tion ers who perform ser vices such as heal-
ing and divination, serve as the abject figures of secularism to be continually 
ousted and criminalized. On the other hand, as the reactions of her  brother 
and  mother to Sıdıka’s newfound cup- reading skills indicate, the cup- reading 
 woman figure constitutes the epitome of proper if irrational femininity. Within 
this formula, the once explic itly racialized civilizational line that was drawn 
between reason and superstition to distinguish tolerable from intolerable 
fortune- tellers gets domesticated and condensed into the modern idiom of 
heteronormative difference. Barred from proper documentation and wished 
out of existence by Abdülaziz Bey, targeted as “ignoramuses dressed as hodjas” by 
Atatürk, parodied in popu lar tele vi sion shows like Sıdıka, repeatedly unmasked as 
charlatans in real ity and news shows, and insistently referred to by café fortune- 
tellers as a counterpoint from which they might draw legitimacy for their own 
fortune- telling practices, the hodja figure serves as a constitutive outsider whose 
continuing persecution cements the secular (Dole 2006). The figure of the 
hodja and his ousting remains crucial in a postsecular terrain where the sec-
ular is no longer normative. Complementarily, the figure of the cup- reading 
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 woman stands as a proxy for the feminine difference from masculine reason 
that is set apart (but not too far) from the secular, attesting to the mutual con-
stitution of heteronormativity and secularity. Tracking the per sis tent yet un-
stable deployments of hodja- bashing narratives in cultural and ethnographic 
scenes, this chapter explores the affective and gendered makings and remak-
ings of the Turkish secular and the effort to fix femininity to irrationality and 
superstition, against which masculine authority is constituted.

Expelled from the secularist public sphere into both the privacy of the 
criminalized and scandalized under ground economy of hodjas and the fem-
inized and trivialized domesticity of  house wives, divination became tangled 
up in Turkish secularism’s gendered operations. For modern masculine reason 
to (purport to) preside over the modern secularist public sphere, a hypermas-
culinized predatory figure of misguided religiosity has to be both othered and 
outlawed and a feminized private realm of superstition both tamed and tol-
erated. It is in this way that, almost a  century of superstition fighting and hodja 
bashing notwithstanding, a variety of seemingly non- Islamic “superstitions” 
such as fortune- telling from coffee residues or taking precautions against the evil 
eye have flourished as hallmarks of normative femininity within the spaces of 
domesticity, the gendered habitus enabled and sustained by the nationalist sec-
ularist proj ect. Whereas male and religiously accented superstitions mark a 
criminalized and othered masculinity, feminine and domestic superstitions 
signify a normative(ly irrational) femininity.

Consulting hodjas, wearing evil eye charms, and reading coffee cups, the 
 house wife, the prime figure of domestic femininity, appears not only as a po-
tential victim to be saved from hodjas but also as a vessel for the gendered 
 difference of reason and superstition. Her engagements with the super natural 
are perceived as a sign of female irrationality rather than religiosity, and her 
mundane, nonthreatening, feminized superstitions mark a heteronormative 
difference from the masculinized rationalism of her husband. By staging the 
rescue of  women from hodjas in the public sphere and the toleration of fem-
inine superstition in the private sphere, secularist narratives of hodjas and 
 house wives masculinize and bestow authority upon  those men who subscribe 
to the secular.

The sexual economy of desire and contempt that coagulates around the cun-
ning male hodjas and their gullible feminine victims has long informed popu lar 
culture. In the late Ottoman and early Republican periods, the Turkist politi-
cian, journalist, and parliamentarian Hüseyin Rahmi Gürpınar (1864–1944) 
wrote numerous popu lar novels depicting superstitious beliefs and practices 
as harmful and offering their demystification by way of rational explanation 
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remedial (Gürpınar [1913] 2015, [1924] 2018, [1964] 2010). Gürpınar’s critique 
of superstitious meddling in familial and romantic relations provided a major 
foil for his larger agenda of criticizing what he deemed to be  either overly West-
ernized or too- traditional femininities and masculinities. Secular masculinity 
and the masculine as secular  were thus reasserted not only vis- à- vis  women 
but also vis- à- vis the juxtaposing of overly Westernized, too- modern, effeminate 
men with too- traditional, too- religious, hypermasculine men. The characters he 
introduced included ignorant  women who believed in superstitions and engaged 
in the rituals surrounding them, the male hodjas they consulted, and educated, 
urban, effeminate men who irrationally held onto their belief in the super-
natural. His novels thus staged a tension between a masculine reason and a 
feminine irrationality that was resolved in  favor of secular men of reason tri-
umphing over the irrationality of the female and the feminized (Koşar 2008).

The hodja figure is often ste reo typed as a sexually predatory man who abuses 
his naive female clients, inducing them to reveal their intimate personal trou-
bles and other wise inaccessible bodies to him and who abuses his gullible 
male clients who are feminized through their superstitiousness, inducing them to 
bestow authority and wealth on him. A 1953 historical fantasy movie set in the 
Ottoman era titled Cinci Hoca (Tedü 1953) richly plays upon this ste reo type 
thematically and visually. The movie is an adaptation of the novel Osmanlı Ras-
putin’i Cinci Hoca (Tan [1938] 1990), which is loosely based upon the real his-
torical characters of Ottoman Sultan “Deli (Crazy)” İbrahim (1615–48) and 
Cinci Hodja, the seventeenth- century healer Karabaşzade Hüseyin Efendi, 
who was initially summoned to help cure the sultan’s ailments, gained his 
confidence, and  rose in rank to become a chief judge, becoming a contro-
versial figure whose influence over the sultan was cited to attest to the sul-
tan’s irrationality and incompetence and, more broadly, the superstitiousness 
and ineptness of the po liti cal elites of the Ottoman Empire. In typical his-
torical fantasy style and reminiscent of other films excoriating the Rus sian 
mystic Rasputin, the film depicts in fanciful brushstrokes the controversy 
surrounding Cinci Hodja and Sultan İbrahim. In the movie poster, the hodja 
is depicted as a bearded man dressed in religious attire. He is shown writing a 
charm on the exposed chest of a  woman whose face is turned away from view, her 
hands lowering her dress down her shoulders. By inciting desire for the damsel 
in distress, the scene voy eur is tically hails the viewer as a secular, rational man 
to rebuke the hodja and drive him out. The secularist contempt for the hodja 
sets up a fantasy scene in which the secularist new man may triumph over tra-
ditional masculinity, refract his masculine desire for  women through the sec-
ularizing act of lifting  women up out of their backward victimhood, and gain 
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access to the  woman he has just rescued. The hodja’s hypermasculinity, othered 
as sexually transgressive and aggressive, is disciplined by a secularist desire for 
(rescuing) his feminized victim, thus frustrating the hodja’s desire for  women. 
Through the deviant masculinity of the hodja figure and the rescue of  women 
and feminized men, including Ottoman sultans who in their irrationality fall 
prey to them, secularist state elites can be constituted as embodying masculine 
reason and as rationally male.

Reflecting the spatialized and ethnoracial contours of the nationalist sec-
ularist proj ect, the hodja figure is con ve niently displaced onto the past and/
or the periphery of the nation. In addition to the court hodja exemplified in 
the novel and the movie depicted above, the figure of the village hodja appears 
in the progressive lit er a ture of the Republican era as a symbol of the obscuran-
tism, fatalism, and ignorance that hindered the desired modernization of the 
country’s rural periphery (Karpat 1960). Religious village hodjas compete 

Figure 2.1.  Poster 
for the 1953 historical 
fantasy movie Cinci 
Hoca, about the 
seventeenth- century 
healer and controver-
sial po liti cal figure 
Karabaşzade Hüseyin 
Efendi.
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with secularist village teachers, the Republican civil servants tasked with lift-
ing villa gers up out of their backwardness through a secular education in mo-
dernity and nationhood.1 In this context, the subdued ethnoracial markers of 
civilizational inferiority are displaced onto the distinctions of urban/rural and 
educated/ignorant.

If the hodja and his superstitious victims are at times pushed back within 
the linear time and space of modernization— into the Ottoman past or out 
to the country’s rural and ethnic hinterland— their continued presence and 
disciplining  here and now serve to reassert the gendered logics of Turkish sec-
ularism (Dole 2006, 2012). In the 1990s, secularist anx i eties over the rise of 
po liti cal Islam, neoliberal economic restructuring, rural- to- urban migration, 
and the increasing visibility of ethnoracial minorities fueled a renewed interest 
in hodja scandals. In  these stories, hodjas  were viewed as having plagued the 
allegedly ignorant urban poor. They became popu lar figures in televised media 
exposé stories, providing the public with timely and familiar scapegoats whose 
criminalization served to censure po liti cal Islam, legitimize secularist state au-
thority, and assuage secularists’ economic, racialized, and gendered anx i eties.

Hodja bashing continues to be a prominent genre in con temporary popu lar 
culture. From mundanely scandalous third- page stories to televised scenes, hodja 
persecution stories, especially  those of the titillating kind involving sexual ha-
rassment, regularly appear in the media. The characters of this genre include 
male hodjas, female (and less often male) victims who are eco nom ically and 
sexually taken advantage of, and the journalist or the policeman who baits 
and busts the hodja. Hodjas are depicted as deceitful predators operating 
 under the guise of piety and traditionalism, often promising to guide their 
clients along the traditional paths of heteronormativity. Their clients in turn 
are depicted as ignorant victims whose superstitions place them in a situa-
tion of economic and sexual vulnerability and impropriety. The captioned 
image accompanying an ordinary news story succinctly expresses this domi-
nant theme: “The ‘cinci hoca’ who harassed the  women whose marriages he 
promised to save is busted.”

Together, the sexual economy of desire and contempt that fuels the repeti-
tion of hodja- bashing scenarios and the accompanying tolerance of feminized 
superstitions demonstrate how central the politics of gender and sexuality are 
to Turkish secularism. The assembly of the Turkish secular has been closely tied 
to the construction of new national femininities and masculinities. While the 
national public sphere was produced through top- down secularist reforms as 
“a site for the implementation of a secular and progressive way of life” (Göle 
2002, 176) and marked as secular by the presence of mixed- gender sociabili-
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ties, a complementary familial/domestic sphere was coconstituted as a site for 
the production of modern heteronormativity and marked as secular by the 
conjugal intimacy of husband and wife. The gendered proj ect of producing 
a secular(ist) public sphere required a cyclical purging of “misguided reli-
gious traditions” and “superstitions,” for which the hodja served as the per-
fect embodied target: a male antihero placeholder whose expulsion opened 
up legitimate space for the secularist authority of the state and its secularizing 
men. Parallel to this,  women’s weakness for hodjas and their engagement in 
vari ous superstitious practices in the domestic sphere marked their gendered 
difference, allowing for the secularist superiority and authority of ordinary 
men over  women. Superstition and its gendered embodiments had to remain 
in order for the hierarchy to be imposed.2

If secular masculinity is constructed vis- à- vis both religious hypermasculin-
ity and superstitious femininity, feminized subjects are invited to approximate the 

Figure 2.2.  News article featuring photos of a cinci hoca, on the left “treating/
harassing” a female client, and on the right escorted by a police officer into custody. 
The bold headline overlaid across the image reads, “ ‘Cinci hoca’ who harassed  women 
whose marriages he promised to save is busted” (“Kadınları taciz eden ‘Cinci Hoca’ 
yakalandı,” Haber46, September 14, 2020, https:// www . haber46 . com . tr / asayis 
/ kadinlari - taciz - eden - cinci - hoca - yakalandi - h368076 . html).

https://www.haber46.com.tr/asayis/kadinlari-taciz-eden-cinci-hoca-yakalandi-h368076.html
https://www.haber46.com.tr/asayis/kadinlari-taciz-eden-cinci-hoca-yakalandi-h368076.html
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modern secular, especially as a way to find relief from the traditional demands 
of femininity. This is evident in the Sıdıka show, which is built on the dynamic 
tension between Sıdıka’s modern, secular, gender- progressive aspirations and 
the more conventional, gender- conservative expectations of her  family, in-
dexed onto the  family’s lower socioeconomic status. Her  mother, an underedu-
cated  house wife from a lower- class urban neighborhood, turns to a hodja only 
in an effort to bring Sıdıka back into the fold of heteronormative femininity. 
Sıdıka’s  mother’s trust in the hodja’s authority is thus a function not only of 
her superstition but also of her attachment to gender conservatism. Eating the 
sausage, Sıdıka pretends to fall  under the influence of both her  mother’s super-
stitious, conservative brand of femininity and the hodja’s ignorantly religious, 
improperly sexual masculinity. The absurd humor of a hodja praying over a 
sausage, which upon being eaten renders Sıdıka a submissive  woman, depends 
partly upon the sexual connotations of the sausage as a phallic appendage of 
the hodja and partly upon the recognition of the Turkish sausage (sucuk) as a 
traditional food item that is too spicy and smelly for the refined tastes of secular 
urban elites.  After consuming the sausage, Sıdıka overperforms domestic fem-
ininity as a proper ev kızı (literally, “house girl,” a young unmarried  woman 
who does not work outside the home) to such an extent that her submission 
becomes a parody that threatens to destabilize the patriarchal controls over 
her. In the end, Sıdıka’s  mother is saved from her superstitions by the police 
who bust the hodja, apologizes to her husband whose better judgment she 
now admits to, and releases her  daughter from her hodja- powered efforts to 
bring her into gender conformity, if only  until the next episode. The story’s 
coda reaffirms Turkish secularism’s gendered promise to aspiring young  women 
like Sıdıka that secularism can deliver them from  those patriarchal controls 
deemed excessive, traditional, and irrational. Sıdıka is able to maneuver the 
realms of religion and superstition inhabited by the  house wife and the hodja 
successfully, not only  because she is clever and witty but also  because both of 
 these realms are held in check by the rational if patriarchal rule of the  father 
and the police. The story thus not only circulates disdain for the hodja and dis-
missal of the  house wife; it also cultivates attachment to secular reason, in both 
its familial and public guises. In this way, the masculinized claim to secularity 
brokered via the figures of hodjas and  house wives is rendered inviting to and 
inhabitable by feminized subjects. The story thus sutures the gendered hopes 
of relief from feminized subordination onto the secular itself.3

In the same vein, many fortune- telling  women and young and gay men— all 
comembers of mahrem— insistently distance themselves from hodjas and dis-
tinguish themselves from  house wives in order to situate themselves as secular(ly 
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gendered) subjects.4 Not incidentally, this endeavor also helps to keep their 
businesses safe from prosecution. Fortune- telling cafés’  legal status remains 
ambiguous in practice and ranges from toleration to lenient persecution: a for-
mal complaint from a client or a highly publicized conviction case may trigger 
sporadic criminalization.

In this context, as they bargain for legitimacy, café readers continuously reit-
erate and remix familiar hodja and  house wife narratives by flexing the gendered 

Figure 2.3.  News article reporting a police raid targeting fortune- telling cafés in 
Adana in 2017. Several  owners and readers  were taken into custody, and tarot cards 
 were confiscated (Bozkurt 2017).
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dynamics of Turkish secularism. In this way, they destabilize, if only by rein-
scribing, the binaries and hierarchies between masculine reason and feminine 
irrationality that congeal in con temporary remakings of the secular.

Postsecular Remix: “We Are Not Like Hodjas”

 There is a very rich  woman who lives  here in Kadıköy. She’s sepa-
rated from her husband. She is fifty- five and he is seventy. But  they’re 
separated. Believe me, she was  going from one fortune- teller to the 
other. She was traveling all over the country  running  after sorcerers, 
hodjas, and the like. She comes to me one day begging. She wants her 
husband to fall back in love with her; she wants him back. She  doesn’t 
care about anything  else. She loves him so much. She means well. And 
she’s a  great person. I mean, she’s a retired teacher. She lost her husband 
of thirty- three years. He left. I  don’t know why. She says that he fell in 
love with another  woman. . . .  The other day, she points to an exquisite 
apartment in the neighborhood. “Do something. Bring my husband 
back, and this apartment is yours,” she says. I tell her, “Ablam, let it go, 
now.  Don’t believe in  these  things anymore.”5 I worked with her for six 
months. Fi nally, I convinced her to quit. “You  will not consult hodjas 
anymore. Your fortune says that if you visit hodjas again, terrible  things 
 will happen, and your husband  will never return. Stop it.  Don’t waste 
your money. Give that money to the needy and Allah  will recognize your 
good intentions and your husband  will return.” She left crying. She 
told me that she believed only in me now.  People would send her from 
this hodja to that sorcerer. She admitted to me that she had spent fifty 
billion liras on  these  people, and still they could do nothing to help her. 
I said to her, “Think about it!  You’re educated.  You’re a teacher! None 
of  these  people can help you. Why are you still trying?”

— Sinan

Sinan, an unmarried man in his thirties who reads cups part- time at a café in 
exchange for treating himself and his friends to occasional drinks and snacks, 
told me this story in the café he worked at while waiting for a customer to arrive. 
In his retelling of the events, Sinan saves an educated  woman (more precisely, a 
teacher) from her superstitious beliefs and her desperate attachment to gender 
conservatism, both of which make her fall prey to hodjas. Most intriguing for 
this discussion, Sinan accomplishes this mission with the help of pedagogically 
crafted fortune- telling sessions. This rather curious anecdote told in miraculous 
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tones echoes many such stories I have heard from male and female café fortune- 
tellers alike. The details vary, but characters, plot, conflict, and the moral of the 
narrative remain constant: a female client who is very naive and open to ma-
nipulation seeks help from all manner of occult prac ti tion ers, blindly follow-
ing their  every advice despite receiving only economic and psychological abuse 
in return. One day, she comes to a fortune- telling café and meets a fortune- 
teller who proceeds to fervently and long- sufferingly advise her over the longue 
durée  until ultimately rescuing her both from her own folly and from the ever- 
abusive hodjas. And so the story goes: an innocent and vulnerable victim (the 
client) who is abused by evil and cunning antagonists (hodjas) is saved by a good 
and wise protagonist (the café fortune- teller). The irony  here is that this is but 
repetition with a difference, an inversion of the hodja- bashing narratives used to 
censure and criminalize fortune- tellers. In this postsecular version of the secular-
ist narrative, however, the usual villain, the fortune- teller, has become the hero.

The postsecular remix of hodja- bashing narratives si mul ta neously mimics 
and disrupts the logic of secularist pedagogy. In Sinan’s hodja narrative, the double 
continuity/inversion of the hodja- bashing narrative convention is particularly ex-
plicit. The figures of the sheepish believer (the client) and the omnipotent ma-
nipulator (the hodja) remain the same in this version, but the paternalist savior 
figure has been transformed from a journalist or policeman into a(nother) 
fortune- teller. The narrative invokes the themes of education and superstition 
as typical of the promises of secularist salvation, but with an impor tant twist: 
in Sinan’s version, the teacher, the preferred didactic agent of the top- down 
modernist proj ect who saves the public from their own ignorance, becomes 
herself the victim. In his retelling, Sinan emphasizes the promise of education 
as an antidote to superstition but reveals it in this case as a failed promise he 
seeks to restore. Invoking a postsecular moment when the secularist proj ect 
has failed to deliver but is not disavowed, the fortune- teller inserts himself as 
the hero who saves the victim- teacher from villains who are both hodjas and 
other fortune- tellers. Importantly, Sinan educates and enlightens his client by 
reading her fortune. The reading  here becomes a pedagogical gesture that ad-
vises the client not to consult hodjas anymore or more trou bles  will ensue. Like 
Sinan, many café readers emphasize that, contrary to the hodjas, who seek to 
scare or manipulate their clients, fortune- tellers operate from within an en-
lightened and compassionate pedagogy through which they seek to empower 
clients who often arrive vulnerable to suggestion and abuse. In their revision 
of the hodja- bashing narrative structure, female, queer, and young male café 
fortune- tellers not only distance themselves from the hodja ste reo type that 
haunts them; they also subvert the metanarrative of Turkish secularism and, 
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often, the gendered relationship between reason and superstition it posits. 
Such subversion is pos si ble in (and contributes to) the postsecular condition 
in which fortune- tellers operate where the hegemonic hold of secularism has 
already been challenged but its promises have not yet been abandoned.

In a country where secular education has long served as a key marker of so-
cial distinction and has been offered as the solution to  every social ill associated 
with tradition, religion, and superstition (Kaplan 2006), education still holds 
sway. As part of their quest to differentiate themselves from “ignorant” hod-
jas, many café fortune- tellers like to stress the elevated educational level and 
social status of their clients. In response to a secularist discourse that deems 
fortune- telling a pursuit for the backward, the ignorant, and the urban poor, 
café workers describe their clients as coming from all walks of life and a range 
of educational, occupational, and cultural backgrounds: they are teachers, uni-
versity students, faculty members, doctors, nurses,  lawyers, judges. Öznur, a 
college- educated, thirtysomething divorcée who took work at a fortune- telling 
café  after a long period of unemployment, offers her observations.

When you look at it, most of them are students.  There are so many 
 students. . . .  A lot of them are university students. Of the clients who 
work, most are highly educated with prestigious jobs. I mean, generally 
speaking, this is what I see. In terms of  house wives . . .  a significant percent-
age [of the  women] are certainly  house wives. But  women who work and 
have economic in de pen dence are more common. And when you look at 
the  house wives, most of them are actually educated, isolated  house wives. 
I mean, uneducated  house wives are rare. It’s  really a very in ter est ing 
picture— educated  people are more interested [in fortune- telling].

Öznur’s observation that café fortune- telling draws a diff er ent clientele than 
the under ground economy of hodjas is accurate. In part, this appeal reflects 
the virtues of fortune- telling’s setting in cafés: the clientele is more likely to be 
younger, urban, middle- class, and highly educated. Still, the emphasis on the 
elevated educational status of their clients is strategic for fortune- tellers oper-
ating  under the shadow of the secular figure of the fortune- teller- as- charlatan 
who benefits from the ignorance of ordinary  people.

Café fortune- tellers further profess allegiance to modern secular epistemol-
ogies by expressing their re spect for medical authority, differentiating them-
selves from hodjas who perform healing ser vices such as praying over an 
object, food, or the body of the patient (okuyup üflemek), amulet writing (muska 
yazmak), and other cures for vari ous afflictions that might be caused by the evil 
eye (nazar), jinn (cin), spells (büyü), or other misfortunes. In a defensive gesture, 
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most emphasize that, unlike hodjas, they neither diagnose nor cure, volunteer-
ing without being prompted that they “are not doctors.” Nermin, a married 
café fortune- teller in her late forties, complained about the mismatch between 
client expectations and fortune- teller limitations.

The kinds of questions they ask! Only a doctor can answer  those ques-
tions. I  can’t. What’s the use of my answering? The answer to that sort of 
question is biological. My clients object. “But another fortune- teller an-
swered it.” I positively lose it when they say this! [Laughing.] A fortune- 
teller cannot answer that. I certainly  can’t provide that kind of answer. 
If you ask a doctor, even they may not be able to answer it. I mean, if 
you have a  women’s health prob lem [kadınsal rahatsızlık], you have to 
see a doctor, and a doctor has to see you. Another fortune- teller might 
answer the way a doctor would, but she prob ably made it up. I mean, not 
prob ably— she most certainly made it up. I  can’t do that. I tell them to 
go to a doctor.

Once again, the naive and duped female client and the abusive and danger-
ous practitioner of the secularist imaginary are used as a foil for café fortune- 
tellers’ self- presentation as enlightened and ethical subjects. Complaining of 
clients seeking health- related diagnoses from unethical readers, Nermin insists 
that she advises that clients visit a doctor with their health prob lems. Other 
fortune- tellers are more willing to voice their hunches or issue warnings about 
pos si ble health issues during a reading than is Nermin, but  will often temper 
their prognostications with the recommendation to “have it checked out by 
a doctor.” Café fortune- tellers thus attest to their congruence with modernist 
regimes of authority and expertise that secularist laws criminalizing fortune- 
telling sought to make room for.

While hodja- bashing narratives abound among most café fortune- tellers, 
readers are not universally distanced from hodjas. The nonmedical healing 
and care provided by hodjas is both precious and central to the identity of a 
minority of café readers. A few fortune- tellers told me that they had audio or 
visual hallucinations that  were resistant to medical treatment but which,  after 
they became fortune- tellers, became meaningful and manageable as occult 
experiences. Growing up, Hasan, a young queer man who read coffee cups, tarot 
cards, and  water at a restaurant full- time, had  mental health issues that  were ex-
acerbated by the conflict with his  family, who could not come to terms with 
his increasingly apparent queerness and repeatedly admitted him to a psychi-
atric hospital. He recounted  these medical encounters as troubling episodes 
that brought neither relief nor healing. During this time, Hasan found his 
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way to a hodja, who performed healing sessions and taught him how to dis-
tinguish his hallucinations from real  people and recognize them as jinn who 
took  human form. Hasan felt that he had been given new ways to relate and 
respond to his hallucinations and grew more confident as he learned to read 
fortunes with the help of the jinn. When I met him, Hasan referred to his 
jinn straightforwardly, explaining how they disturb and keep him up many 
nights, especially  those both male and female who are in love. In Hasan’s 
case, healing and relief did not mean an eradication of symptoms, but rather 
an improved ability to cope with and accept his hallucinations and, possibly, 
his queerness as meaningful. Transformed  under the hodja’s care from being 
a patient into being an expert, Hasan eventually became a café fortune- teller. 
This newfound  career offered him a way to manage his  mental states and his 
nonnormative gender identity outside the pathologizing frames of biomedical 
and gendered normality.

The care provided by hodjas has at times also afforded respite from other 
kinds of gendered marginalization. Ayşe, a married  woman in her early for-
ties, was a café reader who became a fortune- teller only  after receiving healing 
sessions with a female hodja.6 Ayşe recounted to me how one day she poured 
out leftover pasta  water  under a tree in her backyard. Looking out her kitchen 
win dow a bit  later, she saw a  horse  under the tree. In surprise, she went out 
to take a closer look. The  horse whipped its tail against her face, leaving a red 
mark on her cheek. When her  mother visited her  later that day with some 
 women from the neighborhood, they inquired about the mark. But when 
Ayşe told them her story, she was met with disbelief. She was particularly hurt 
when her  mother, with whom she did not feel emotionally close, suggested in 
front of her guests that her husband must have hit her.7 Some time  after, Ayşe 
formed a deeper relationship with an older neighborhood  woman who heard 
her story and believed it, offering her an explanation of how she must have 
unintentionally disturbed a jinn by pouring  water over it. The jinn must have 
then taken the shape of a  horse. The mark, the old  woman suggested, was the 
proof of the encounter. Over the coming weeks and months, they held many 
sessions with the aim of helping Ayşe to prevent such occurrences and to pre-
pare her should they happen again. During her work with the old  woman, 
Ayşe found the female intimacy she had not been able to build with her own 
 mother and her neighbors. She also learned to read fortunes. While neither 
Hasan nor Ayşe offered ser vices other than fortune- telling in the cafés where 
they worked, their fortune- teller identities and their gendered sense of self 
remained closely anchored to  these nonmedical modalities of healing, which 
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provided them with valuable nonfamilial space for recovery and empower-
ment in the face of gendered and sexual marginalization they felt in their fam-
ilies and communities.

For a majority of café fortune- tellers, however, the range of healing and 
other ser vices hodjas provide signifies their participation in a corrupt moral 
economy that stands in contradistinction to the secularist universe of legiti-
macy they seek to align themselves with. For this reason, they discredit ser vices 
beyond divination in an attempt to distance themselves from the aura of de-
pravity and criminality that the hodja- bashing genre conjures. Semra explains: 
“Why was fortune- telling forbidden? [ Because hodjas say  things like,] ‘You are 
 under a spell and only I can undo it,’ or ‘I  will take this much of your money, 
that much of your property.’  There are laws against this. But just  going some-
where to have your fortune told . . .   because  we’re only selling the coffee  here, 
fortune- telling is a freebie.  There’s no law against this.  There’s no law on this 
subject whatsoever. By  doing it this way, what  we’re  doing is  legal.” According 
to Semra, in the informal economy of hodjas, fortune- telling is the bait, and 
the additional treatments offered as cures for the conditions diagnosed during 
divination are the payoff. Many café workers similarly insist that fortune- telling 
cafés should not be confused with the under ground divination and healing sec-
tor of hodjas, since they do not use fortune- telling as a gateway to convince their 
clients that they need additional ser vices such as the dispelling of the evil eye 
or a malicious spell. In their narratives, they make sure to clarify that fortune- 
telling cafés help move divination out of the under ground economy of hodjas, 
thereby freeing it up for circulation in the market and attaching it to the  legal 
commodity of coffee as a promotional gift. They thus position themselves as 
being in sync with the very modernist spirit that seeks to do away with hodjas.

Like cup readers, café man ag ers also seek to draw and maintain the bound-
aries between their businesses and the larger informal economy of divination 
and healing. They actively work to control and curtail the provision of ser-
vices other than the designated fortune- telling sessions, both in order to have 
full control over the  labor of their employees and to safeguard the precarious 
legality of their businesses.  Owners often forbid fortune- tellers from provid-
ing ser vices other than divination or from providing ser vices outside the café, 
advising them against suggesting to their clients that they need additional 
ser vices or treatments.  Owners habitually complain about and are cautious 
of  those fortune- tellers who “work at vari ous cafés to build up a portfolio of 
clients,” as Ekrem, a divorced café owner in his sixties, put it. To prevent this, 
 owners forbid readers from exchanging personal information such as phone 
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numbers with clients and even recruit clients as in for mants by  gently question-
ing them to make sure no disallowed contact is established.

Drawing a contrast between the aboveboard transparency of fortune- telling 
cafés and the hidden and un regu la ted informal economy of hodjas that is open 
to abuse, café readers and  owners emphasize that, having moved divination out 
of the unsafe and illegal context it had previously been confined to and into the 
formal and public business sector, fortune- telling cafés provide a safe space for 
divination practices in which economic and psychological abuse is less likely. 
Although their  labor remains mostly informal and  under the threat of crim-
inalization, by disassociating themselves from the hodjas and the range of 
healing and other ser vices offered by them, café fortune- tellers mobilize claims 
associated with the cap i tal ist market such as transparency and regulation in 
order to increase legitimacy for their work.

Subverting the secularist hodja- bashing narrative through repetition with a 
difference, café fortune- tellers ingeniously insert themselves in the role of the 
secularist savior. By pledging allegiance to the pedagogical and epistemological 
premises of secularism represented by secular education and biomedicine and 
by drawing upon the legitimacy of the cap i tal ist market to bolster their  legal 
and moral status, café fortune- tellers exploit the dominant tropes of the secu-
larist hodja- bashing narrative while si mul ta neously bending it to make space 
for themselves. At times, however, such avowed distancing from hodjas comes 
at the expense of discounting the trea sured support some café readers have 
found from hodjas in their quest to survive gendered marginalization. None-
theless, café readers’ reiterations of hodja- bashing stories with a difference pro-
vide a legible template with which to assert their own secularity, a fragile but 
essential endeavor, given their perceived proximity to the realms of religion and 
superstition, the ongoing criminalization of their  labor, and the increasing de-
normativization of the secularist po liti cal proj ect.

They Read with the Jinn; We Read with Our Feelings

How do I know? I  don’t know. I  don’t know how I know. Do I have 
jinn? Do I have fairies? No. I  don’t have anything like that. You know, 
some very good fortune- tellers have told me that I have jinn. But no. 
I  don’t have jinn. I would know if I did! They would speak to me or 
disturb me. I  don’t know— something would happen! I  don’t believe 
 those who say that jinn even exist or that they have them. Jinn and fair-
ies existed in the old days.  People  were very pure, very clean then. Jinn 
and who knows what would come and go.  Today,  people have become 
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the jinn themselves! [The second meaning of cin in Turkish: a clever 
person.] What would the jinn come for? They would be driven away 
paralyzed/swindled [çarpılıp giderler]!  There are no jinn, no fairies, 
nothing like that. No, I  don’t believe in such  things. Nor do I believe in 
 those who say they exist.

— Semra

The most impor tant line of distinction fortune- tellers draw between them-
selves and hodjas lies in their methods of divination. Like most secular Muslim 
fortune- tellers, Semra, a café cup reader in her forties, distrusts  those hodjas 
who claim to have contact with jinn,  going so far as to question the very ex-
istence of jinn. Punning on the double meaning of the word cin in Turkish, 
which denotes both a jinn and a clever person, and on the double meaning 
of çarpılmak, which means both to be para lyzed, a common affliction that re-
sults from jinn hauntings, and to be swindled, Semra drives home her point 
that prac ti tion ers who claim to have contact with jinn are inauthentic liars 
motivated by self- interest. Deserted by jinn and fairies, the dispirited world 
described by Semra is nonetheless animated by cunning  human beings. Semra 
distances herself from jinn, and by extension from morally corrupt hodjas and 
fortune- tellers, through a romantic critique of modernity wherein the world 
gets disenchanted. Jinn may have existed once, she contends in nostalgic tones 
that land almost as a time- worn adage—in a purer, cleaner past of innocence— 
but they do not belong to the modern world.

In their bid to designate themselves as secular, like Semra, most café fortune- 
tellers explic itly deny and disparage the claims of traditional and popu lar Islamic 
authorities to have command of the jinn. Comparatively downplayed, but ac-
knowledged as part of Islamic cosmology in the Diyanet’s modernized piety, 
jinn are super natural beings who inhabit a parallel universe alongside that of 
 humans. Subject to the  human world of distinctions such as believer and non-
believer, male and female, and good and evil, the jinn are shape-shifters who 
sometimes interact with  humans, appearing to them as loved ones or animals. 
As some of my in for mants relate, jinn interact with  humans when  people unin-
tentionally disturb or annoy them by  doing the wrong  thing at the wrong time 
or place, such as, in Ayşe’s story, pouring leftover pasta  water  under a tree that was 
frequented by jinn. Jinn may also haunt  people to whom they are attracted, such 
as in Hasan’s story, or  those they dislike. Some individuals are known to have 
the extraordinary gift/curse of being able to perceive and speak to jinn. Jinn 
hauntings may be the cause of many and vari ous trou bles that require healing 
sessions by a hodja. With competence in managing such hauntings, attained as 
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a result of having been haunted and subsequently healed and trained by a hodja, 
some individuals may communicate with and command jinn to their advantage 
so as to learn about the unknown (gaip). Diyanet- branded religious knowledge 
asserts that jinn may indeed know  things that  humans cannot by the virtue 
of their longer life spans and their proximity to heavenly conversations, but 
they do not have proper access to the unknown and thus cannot be trusted for 
acquiring reliable knowledge (Kılavuz 1993). Nevertheless, jinn remain central 
figures in popu lar religious culture, especially pre sent in the practice of hodjas, 
whose divination capacities may depend upon communicating with them.

While the majority of café fortune- tellers seek to provide a form of fortune- 
telling relatively sanitized of the traditional pedagogies, tools, and contexts of 
divination forms associated with hodjas commanding jinn, a few (mostly male) 
fortune- tellers— like Hasan, who frames his predictions with the phrase “they 
say” (diyorlar) in reference to his communion with jinn during his sessions— 
claim authority on the basis of their command over the “three- lettered,” a com-
mon euphemism for jinn, spelled cin in modern Turkish. They may even offer 
healing ser vices associated with hodjas, advertising safer forms of divination 
such as coffee cup reading and tarot fortune- telling explic itly while offering 
other ser vices verbally and selectively, providing them in a more secluded part 
of the business space. Outside the cafés, readers are freer to offer a wider range 
of ser vices without the supervision of café  owners.  There, they enjoy the rela-
tive security of working in a private apartment and selectively admitting clients 
who can only find them via personal reference and can only visit  after making 
an appointment via phone interview.

Given the risk of criminalization and their claims to secular identities, café 
readers are often too cautious to lay claim to most conventional Islamic forms 
of religious authority. In addition to avoiding claims to knowledge of the un-
known via jinn, many café readers disclaim the forms of divinatory authority 
nestled in familiar Islamicate idioms and volunteer that they are neither the 
recipients of super natural ordainment nor have they been handed down 
the authority to practice (el almadım). This is in contrast to a smaller num-
ber of readers who spoke in more traditional idioms about the acquisition of 
divinatory authority, sharing a dream in which a saintly figure bestowed upon 
them divinatory powers or relating that a practitioner in their immediate or 
extended  family or close social circle had passed the practice on to them. In the 
same vein, most café readers avoid explicit Islamic associations or guardedly 
include them only as  limited pieces of an eclectic postmodern patchwork in-
forming their identities at work. This is in contrast to the more liberal use of re-
ligious signs used by several fortune- telling  women I met at their home- based 
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offices, including consultation of the Koran, praying, religiously conservative 
attire and head covering, and spaces decorated with photos of the Kaaba or 
calligraphic paintings of the suras.

As they distinguish themselves from the criminalized figure of hodjas, café 
readers stand to benefit from approximating the ste reo type of the coffee cup– 
reading  house wife, allowing them to share in the tolerance she enjoys. But 
 because they must also differentiate themselves from the  house wife figure, 
who, unlike the hodja, has no authority or expertise and thus cannot make a 
legitimate demand for compensation, they walk a fine line. Many female café 
readers note that they began reading cups “just like any  house wife” or even 
“just like any  woman.” But they are also quick to add that they do “know” bet-
ter than  others, certainly more than the average cup- reading  house wife, and 
offer anecdotes attesting to the accuracy of their reading. Given the double 
bind of hodja versus  house wife ste reo types and the pressures of criminalization 
on the one side and not being considered skilled enough to warrant payment on 
the other, café workers navigate a difficult terrain, where their claims to author-
ity are always fraught.

As part of their challenges in claiming just the right kind of authority, many 
cup readers are informed by but also explic itly seek to distance themselves 
from the well- established cup- reading schema of interpretation (tabir).8 In this 
framework, specific shapes and scenes identified in coffee residues carry par tic-
u lar meanings, which are deciphered by the reader in relation to the recipient’s 
individual circumstances. Öznur, a college- educated, single café cup reader, ex-
plained the pro cess to me during our conversation  after she read my cup.

Actually, I’m not  really bound by the shapes. As an example, a  horse has 
two, maybe three interpretations: kısmet [destiny] and murat [wish/
desire/goal]. Let me make a very crude tabir of that. Think of a person 
atop that  horse. The client is female, and so is the person you see [in the 
residues]. “Look, your wish is coming true— you’re riding a  horse.” This 
is a very classic, very generic, and, usually, the only interpretation. That’s 
how it’s typically interpreted. But to me, it’s also about the shapes I see 
around the  horse.  Those shapes, too, are binding only to an extent. My 
interpretation changes dramatically depending on what I feel. So a  horse 
does not simply mean a wish to me. I  can’t rehearse all of its diff er ent 
meanings for you. It is about the energy I receive when I open the cup, 
when I’m looking.

Öznur refers to the traditional key concepts of divination, such as kismet/des-
tiny (kısmet) and wishes/desires/goals (murat), and conventional symbols that 
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carry an established meaning, such as a  horse, commonly interpreted as murat. 
While demonstrating her familiarity with this traditional divinatory frame-
work, however, Öznur seeks not to establish herself squarely within it so much 
as over it. In diverging from the standard interpretation, she distinguishes 
herself both from the Islamic authority of hodjas and the amateurishness of 
 house wives, thereby placing herself on a higher terrain of skill and originality.

Combining an eclectic variety of fortune- telling methods into one cup- 
reading session is another strategy café readers use to separate themselves from 
 those vocabularies and techniques of divination that might be readily ste reo-
typed as hodja or  house wife readings. Many cup readers combine tarot cards 
with coffee readings. While some tarot readers readily admit their unfamiliar-
ity with tarot cards’ conventional meanings and claim simply to be inspired 
by them,  others claim knowledge of the cards’ established meanings and the 
methods for ordering them. They favorably compare what they characterize 
as a learned skill, usually developed through the in de pen dent study of instruc-
tional books, to the allegedly unlearned method of cup reading, which requires 
the exercise of oral and visual but often not reading skills.9 Other café readers 
incorporate astrological methods, such as asking for a client’s birthday and re-
sponding with their astrological sign and comments on how it affects the cli-
ent. Less common but pre sent are  water readings, which are sometimes offered 
on the side, given their association with jinn and hodjas. What ever it is they 
are interpreting, fortune- tellers often incorporate ritualized or special gestures 
or objects into their sessions: a piece of cloth to cover the  table, a candle to be 
lit during the session, an uncommon fortune- telling deck, a piece of paper to 
scribble on while reading, or another personal signature. All  these mea sures 
ensure that the ser vice fortune- tellers offer is perceived as a form of divination 
that is neither so amateurish as a  house wife’s cup readings nor so religious as a 
hodja’s jinn possessions.

Given the lack of formal regulation, education, and certification of the sec-
tor, the suspect status of hodjas, the low status of cup reading as a feminized 
practice, and cup readers’ fragile claims to secularity, fortune- tellers are left to 
attempt to anchor themselves in an amalgam of loosely defined fields of author-
ity that are informed by an eclectic mix of claims. Some café readers express 
their unique abilities without resorting to religious languages of authority, only 
stressing that they have been diff er ent from  others since childhood or that they 
 were born with a special gift. Similarly,  others contend that every one has what 
it takes to read fortunes, but note that only a few ever develop their innate 
skills. When I ask what it takes to read fortunes, many cup readers insist that 
it is difficult if not impossible to capture in language. They may use words like 
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feeling (hissetmek), sensing (duymak), intuition (sezgi), premonition (önsezi), 
sixth sense (altıncı his), telepathy (telepati), emotional iq (duygusal zeka), re-
ceiving electricity (elektrik almak), and energy transfer (enerji alıp vermek). I 
have also heard them cite popu lar Sufi concepts like “feeling (something) from 
the heart before it happens” (hissi kalbel vuku) or “the heart’s eye” (kalp gözü).

A secularized but enchanted discourse of feeling (hissetmek) is the most 
common framework café readers offer for their practice.10 Çiğdem, a single 
middle- aged  woman who has worked as a fortune- teller for over a de cade at 
vari ous venues, including an in de pen dent fortune- telling business, a fortune- 
telling café, and out of her own  house, dismisses traditional fortune- telling 
frameworks and their claims to access occult knowledge through commu-
nion with jinn or by interpreting the shapes in coffee residues. “ There is no 
such  thing as fortune- telling. It depends entirely on the feel for it.” Echoing 
Çiğdem’s succinct assertion, fortune- teller  after fortune- teller described to me 
how they simply “feel” their way into a reading. They concur that the medium 
they read— residues, cards, what have you—is almost a pretext. It is their feel-
ing during the fortune- telling interaction that guides them into offering up 
interpretations for their clients. Many readers describe such attuned feeling as 
distinct from reflexive reasoning. In contrast, feeling allows readers to artic-
ulate a feminized way of knowing that is as elusive as it is familiar.  After all, 
every one feels, but some feel more, or more skillfully, or more intently, or more 
intensely, than the ordinary person.

The multivarious set of meanings invoked by the concept of feeling allows 
readers to conjure up vari ous forms of authority and draw upon vari ous fields 
of knowledge. The discourse of feelings is widespread, and it resonates and hy-
bridizes with many diff er ent discourses such as new ageism, psy chol ogy, and 
Sufism.11 Some café workers borrow from new age vocabulary extensively, 
read new age lit er a ture regularly, and have studied vari ous new age spiritual 
and self- help techniques, from Reiki to neurolinguistic programming. Some 
are literate in pop psy chol ogy and even draw eclectically on other fields of 
knowledge such as my thol ogy, philosophy, lit er a ture, or per for mance to in-
form their practice.  Others are more familiar with Islamicate idioms of divina-
tion and draw upon them to give substance to their practices. The glocalized 
and eclectic realm of divinatory authority fortune- tellers create through the 
discourse of feeling is at once enchanted and secularized; it is this doubled 
quality that makes feeling well suited to their larger self- fashioning as secular 
Muslims navigating a postsecular country.

Through a syncretic combination of Sufism, pop psy chol ogy, and new age-
ism, achieved  under the overarching discourse of feeling, café fortune- tellers 
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work to distance themselves from the prevailing secularist allocation of their 
practices into the categories of misguidedly religious hodjas or naively super-
stitious  house wives. Navigating the double bind of masculine dangerous and 
feminine trivial fortune- teller ste reo types, café readers advance their claims 
to the secular by attempting to reassert (but in practice thoroughly desta-
bilizing) the very distinction of the secular from its constitutive  others. In 
advancing such claims, they hope to conjure up for themselves a postsecular 
field of authority where they may be relatively unbound by the established 
gendered hierarchies that structure the dualisms between the traditional/re-
ligious/superstitious and the secular.

Hodja Bashing in a Postsecular Landscape

Famous yoga instructor Prof. Dr. Akif Manaf was taken into custody 
 under charges of fraud. The well- known yoga teacher Akif Manaf was 
discovered to have sexually assaulted female members, saying [to them], 
“I  will cleanse your bioenergy field” and “I  will purify the energy centers 
in your body.” Manaf was released  under parole. Manaf hypnotized 
and sexually abused his clients  under the pretense of yoga training and 
“inner peace.” According to the petitions of some complainants, Manaf 
brainwashed clients into divorcing their husbands. . . .  Prof. Dr. Akif 
Manaf was taken into custody  under charges of sexual assault and 
was released  after testifying at the prosecutor’s office. . . .  Some of the 
victims, who had been trained by Manaf and had  later become instruc-
tors, said the following in their testimony at the police station: “I can 
reveal that students who participate in his trainings and come  under his 
influence follow his  every word. Some fight other [students] to be the 
one to help him put on his shoes or to eat his leftovers. They eat what-
ever he eats on the assumption that he does so wisely. But  there’s more, 
and it’s worse. I can also testify that he accepts payment from  people 
who are  under his influence. In 2011, in my  hotel room at a [yoga] camp 
I participated in without my  mother, I felt that he was hugging me in 
a diff er ent way. I was deeply disturbed.  These acts of sexual harassment 
continued. One day, he started fondling my waist, saying, ‘Having 
(sexual) relations with the master is a privilege. It  will make you special 
in the universe. It  doesn’t hurt.’ I refused him and pulled away, saying, 
‘I see you as a  father. I  don’t feel that way.’ It was then that he began to 
exclude me. He pressured me, saying, ‘You have a hormonal prob lem. 
No one can refuse the master.’  Under this pressure, sometimes I  couldn’t 
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say no, and he would continue to molest me. I grew cold  toward him 
and  stopped attending his classes. I can state that  there are many other 
victims who are too afraid to complain. He accepts money  under the 
pretense of donations. I too gave him money indirectly and helped 
 others to do so. I want to press charges.”

— Hürriyet, July 14, 2014

This news of a sexual predator- cum- yoga teacher, reported in feverish detail 
in the Turkish daily papers in 2014,12 in effect helped to craft a new age edition 
of the familiar hodja- bashing narrative. The old trope about a cunning male 
religious practitioner who sexually and eco nom ically abuses his gullible fe-
male clients had found a new host in Manaf, a prominent yoga teacher against 
whom multiple  women pressed charges of sexual assault and fraud. Speculating 
that Manaf may have pocketed the hefty sum of one million new Turkish liras, 
news stories provided titillating details. Their pages reported verbatim from 
survivor testimonies, which depicted the extent of Manaf ’s economic and 
sexual conquests in both number and kind. Painting Manaf as immorally, ag-
gressively, and excessively greedy and sexual, the story reinvested in the sexual 
economy that propels savior narratives. A photo graph of Manaf  under arrest 
in handcuffs surrounded by policemen provided a sense of secularist mastery 
and closure. Diverging from the hodja- bashing genre, however, the news story 
si mul ta neously included photo graphs of Manaf posing half- naked, clad only in 
white yoga pants,  doing yoga poses against scenic views of mountaintops and 
waterfronts. Placed together with Manaf ’s defense testimony and a verbatim 
copy of his self- glorifying bio taken from his personal website,  these last im-
ages stood in an uneasy contrast to the hodja narrative that  shaped the larger 
news piece. As part of a competing register of repre sen ta tion, the yoga images, 
defense testimony, and bio presented Manaf not as the usual personification 
of secularist disgust— stereotypically envisioned as a conservatively dressed, 
bearded hodja— but as a competitor for secular modern female desire.

Manaf ’s transgression was in crossing the conventional lines of difference 
that distinguish hodjas from the secular men who rescue  women from them. 
Although like hodjas he claims to have special spiritual abilities and promises 
healing through his teachings and practices, his cures and prescriptions mark 
neither him nor his clients as Islamic or traditional. Rather, he fashions himself 
at the crossroads of secular and religious regimes of authority, using the title 
“ Grand Master” to indicate his emanation from a respectable line of Indian 
yogis and the title “Prof. Dr.” in reference to his doctoral degree in philosophy 
from the Moscow Institute of Economy. Like many café fortune- tellers who 
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eclectically mix regimes of authority— the secular with the religious, the con-
temporary with the traditional— Manaf is a typical male new age practitioner 
who defies the distinction between modern secular and traditional religious 
men that has long animated the secularist economy of desire fueling hodja 
narratives.

Emblematic of the transnational flows of new age beliefs, practices, prac ti-
tion ers, and business models in millennial Turkey, Manaf is perhaps the highest- 
profile yoga entrepreneur operating in Turkey. A dual citizen of Turkey and 
Azerbaijan, Manaf is the author of dozens of yoga- themed books and dvds 
and the founder of an international yoga-training franchise, Yoga Acad emy. 
Seeking to “provide yoga techniques, improve  people’s physical,  mental, and 
psychological health, and further their spiritual evolution,” the acad emy opened 
its first center in Turkey in 2001 and expanded to seventeen locations in Istanbul, 
sixteen in Izmir, and dozens more in other cities.13 As yoga studios, retreats, 
festivals, teachers, teachings, and accessories became abundantly and commer-
cially available in Turkey in the twenty- first  century, yoga began to attract mainly 
secular, and a smaller group of pious, Muslim  women and, to a lesser extent, 
men. Appealing to the new age taste for seemingly nonreligious spiritualities 
and self- improvement techniques, yoga triggered both secularist and Islamist 
masculine anx i eties. Manaf ’s  legal prosecution and its enthusiastic coverage 
in the secularist newspapers was followed by the pronouncement of several 
unofficial opinions by men of religion and, fi nally, an official fatwa from the 
Diyanet on yoga. Occasioned by an inquiry from the Ministry of the Interior 
concerning yoga businesses, the fatwa stated that “yoga can be performed as an 
exercise, but it is not permissible to attribute religious functions to it.”14 Sus-
piciously spiritual but not recognizable as a conventional form of piety, yoga 
was deemed not necessarily but potentially illegitimately religious by the Diya-
net. Suspiciously hodja- like but preaching a recently pop u lar ized, non- Islamic 
spiritual practice, Manaf was framed in the hodja- bashing genre as a fraud and 
abuser, but was eventually acquitted of the charges and continued his  career.

While Manaf ’s relatively non- Islamic version of new ageism attracts a mostly 
secular(ist) clientele, other prac ti tion ers, such as the self- styled spiritual coun-
selor Uğur Koşar, craft millennial new age identities with an unabashedly Is-
lamic accent, attracting a pious Muslim clientele. Featured on his website with 
a long, full facial beard and clad in the collarless white shirt that is fash ion able 
in pious circles, Koşar assumes the modest posture of hands brought together 
over the belly while posing in front of Süleymaniye, the prominent Ottoman 
imperial mosque in Istanbul. Next to Koşar’s image is his brand logo: his sig-
nature written in calligraphy.15 In addition to his hodja- like self- presentation, 
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which draws generously on Islamic aesthetics, Koşar also claims to descend 
from the lineage of the Prophet, which would make him a seyyid, a legally pro-
hibited title. Indeed, Koşar styles himself as a spiritual counselor, not a seyyid 
or a hodja. In addition to claiming to be a scholar of Islamic fields of knowl-
edge such as fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence), tefsir (interpretation of the Koran), 
and the hadis (reports of the Prophet’s utterances, actions, and tacit approval 
on vari ous  matters) as well as of Sufism, Koşar also claims mastery of the “sci-
ence of the mind.”16

Client testimonies on Koşar’s website attest that the fluidity Koşar enjoys 
across secular and religious healing schemas resonates with his (mostly female) 
clients, one of whom readily expresses that she has “visited  every other doc-
tor and hodja over the years to address her obsessions” before finding relief 
with Koşar.17 While clients often emphasize that they had previously sought 
but could not find respite from doctors and drugs, Koşar interjects a warning 
into one such testimony: “Let us not ignore the work of psychiatrists and [the 
fact] that drugs do work temporarily for neurotic states.”18 Wary of dismissing 
or replacing biomedical authority and of advertising conventional hodja heal-
ing modalities powered by the mastery of jinn, Koşar instead offers relief using 
therapeutic models of his own invention. Calling himself a theatrical therapist 
and a divine light therapist (nur terapisti), Koşar promises relief in a single ses-
sion.  Those who have found respite from psychological afflictions attest that 
they have also grown more pious. One client succinctly described how she had 
“regained both her health and her [belief in] God.”19

Combining popu lar Islamic concepts like submission (tevekkül) and con-
templation (tefekkür), references to Koranic verses and the Prophet’s sayings, 
religious stories, and concepts from new age, Buddhist, self- help, and pop 
psy chol ogy discourses such as energy (enerji), loving one’s self (kendini sevmek), 
knowing one’s self (kendini bilmek), and self- realization (kendini gerçekleştirmek), 
Koşar has authored over twenty books that have sold hundreds of thousands 
of copies.20 His books are read in the larger context of the burgeoning new 
age/spiritual/self- help book business in Turkey, which sports volumes by Akif 
Manaf and other local authors alongside globally acclaimed ones. According 
to Birol Gündoğdu, the Turkish publisher of the international and local best 
seller The Secret (Byrne 2007), “seventy- five  percent of the readers are  women” 
and “sixty  percent belong to the highest education and income bracket.”21 In 
the 2010s, the market niche for Sufism- tinged works grew substantially, attest-
ing to the localization of transnational new age discourses. One of the biggest 
best sellers was Koşar’s (2013) eclectically titled tome Praise Allah and Let Go 
of the Rest.
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Like Manaf, Koşar became the subject of scandalous media exposés that 
sought to reveal him as a fake. Only two years  after being reported by Forbes 
as the highest- paid Turkish author of 2014, Koşar was accused, but not in a 
criminal proceeding, by some duped and seduced female client: this time, the 
plaintiff was none other than Koşar’s wife, and the juridical pro cess was a civil 
divorce case. Koşar’s wife accused him of adultery and released unflattering in-
formation about her husband to the media, who reported it enthusiastically. 
Revealed as a self- taught computer repairman who had only managed to finish 
primary school, Koşar was exposed as an “ignoramus.” And, in line with the 
hodja- bashing genre, Koşar was branded as sexually immoral. To prove Koşar’s 
adultery, his wife presented photos of Koşar and his extramarital partner vaca-
tioning at the seaside wearing shorts and sunglasses and visiting Mecca robed 
and veiled, implying that the contrasting images provided proof not only of his 
adultery but also of the inauthenticity of his piety. His wife further claimed 
that  after finding fame and wealth, “he would give compliments to each 
young  woman he encountered. His adultery and psychological assault left me 
wounded beyond repair. Over the past five years, he regularly and repeatedly 
cheated on me. . . .  My psychological balance was disturbed, so I started ther-
apy. . . .  He had our son erase his ( father’s) electronic messages and images with 
sexual content. Our child had serious emotional crises.”22

According to his wife’s testimony, Koşar’s sexual impropriety was evident 
not only in his disregard for their marital bond and his predatory interest in 
young  women, but also in his failure to protect his child from exposure to sex-
ual content. She attested that Koşar was not a healer but a cause of psycholog-
ical distress. In his defense, Koşar charged that his wife was the real adulterer 
and that while he did have a romantic relationship with the  woman in the pho-
tos, this relationship had begun only  after his marital separation, and that it 
would lead to marriage  after his impending divorce. Already a popu lar figure 
of the Turkish daytime shows, Koşar would repeat his defensive claims in a 
paparazzi show, responding live on air to his wife, who called into the pro-
gram.23 Like Manaf, Koşar was, for a time, placed in the familiar hodja- bashing 
narrative and depicted in a court scene as an ignorant charlatan motivated by 
deviant sexuality preying upon a female victim. He, too, was ultimately able 
to move on without having incurred much damage to his reputation or prof-
itability and continues to practice as a spiritual counselor, authoring ever new 
spiritual/self- help best sellers.

The popularity and insistent if ultimately inconsequential media exposés of 
figures such as Manaf and Koşar attest both to the per sis tence of the secularist 
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hodja- bashing genre and to its new incarnations in a thoroughly postsecular 
public culture. Manaf and Koşar’s pre de ces sors emerged in the 1990s, a time 
when the public ac cep tance of hodjas was beginning to outstrip their persecu-
tion as villains. The most famous hodja figure of this  earlier era was Medyum 
Memiş, who performed healing and other ser vices associated with male hodjas. 
Memiş reached the peak of his rating value in 1994 when he physically attacked 
his rival, Medyum Keto, on- screen, for stating that  people  were saying that 
Memiş was gay (Kado 2016). Within months, both mediums  were framed and 
arrested by policemen posing as clients. Memiş denied the accusations and was 
released on bail. He would nevertheless serve nine months in prison in 1997–
98 for providing ser vices through a pay- per- minute phone ser vice. His trou bles 
with the law notwithstanding, Memiş’s public persona developed well beyond 
the realm of scandal and crime: he became the subject of news as an aid to the 
police in a famous murder case, a con sul tant to businessmen in times of eco-
nomic crisis, and the author of several books. In 2009, Memiş was a guest on a 
talk show, where he explained that he had met with the Iraqi Kurdish po liti cal 
leader Masoud Barzani in Iraq, and then proceeded to comment on po liti cal 
developments in Turkey. In the same year that Memiş spoke on tele vi sion as a 
respectable po liti cal commentator, another hodja was invited to a live daytime 
 women’s show, only to be taken into custody in the studio. The police called 
the program and ordered it to schedule a commercial break so that they 
could enter the studio and arrest the guest offscreen. Thereafter, one of the 
female hosts admonished her audience for having consulted the hodja, whom 
the host now claimed had been invited onto the show for the sole purpose of 
exposing him as a charlatan.24 This incident marked the shifting and  unstable 
par ameters of the postsecular public sphere in which hodjas like Manaf, Koşar, 
and Memiş circulated. They  were figures to be si mul ta neously consulted with 
interest and persecuted with fervor.

For over a  century, hodja bashing has proved to be a tenacious genre. Its 
economy of desire continues to fuel titillating exposés and cement the secu-
larist and masculinizing fantasy of saving  women both from the sexual trans-
gressions of hodjas and from their own ignorance. The continued appeal and 
repetition of hodja bashing in fortune- tellers’ accounts and in the media owes 
as much to the per sis tence of the gendered politics of secularism as it does to 
the genre’s novel articulations within the cracks and fissures of Turkey’s forma-
tive secularist history and its ongoing postsecular pre sent. Liberally remixed 
with postsecular beats, hodja- bashing narratives are repeated with a difference 
that unsettles the conventional lines of distinction that separated secular savior 
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men, villain hodjas, and their feminized victims. New prac ti tion ers complicate 
the rational/superstitious, Western/Eastern, and masculine/feminine distinc-
tions the genre depends upon. Secular Muslim cup- reading  women and men 
position themselves as saviors of impressionable hodja victims. Yogi/therapist/
hodjas are represented as potentially abominable yet ultimately desirable men 
attracting secular and pious  women. Instead of constraining the meaning and 
moral value of the prac ti tion ers they seek to discipline and the clients they pur-
port to save, hodja- bashing narratives increasingly bring to life novel postsecu-
lar ways of engaging with religious belief and practice and conjuring gendered 
subject positions.

Even as postsecular remixes of hodja- bashing narratives traffic in the famil-
iar affects put into circulation by secularism, they recycle and redirect  those 
feelings onto the new figures of the millennial divination economy. Operating 
within the affective terrain of disgust and anger, emotions typically directed 
at hodjas, such postsecular narratives transfer the desire and re spect typically 
reserved for secularist savior figures onto new kinds of fortune- tellers and al-
lied prac ti tion ers.  These new versions of the hodja- bashing narrative find their 
momentum in the postsecular structure of feeling explored closely in chap-
ter 3. Situated in this postsecular terrain of feeling in which the binaries and 
bound aries that have long structured the secular are in flux, secular Muslims 
feel threatened into a reactionary defensiveness and beyond, leading them to 
articulate through their engagements with divination emergent postsecular 
ways of being both secular and Muslim.



3

Feeling Postsecular

 “What do you see in this coffee cup? Please comment. Am I the only one seeing 
it?” This online comment was posted in 2015 above a close-up of coffee residues 
sitting inside a cup by a Facebook user who had  adopted the profile picture and 
name of Atatürk, Turkey’s secularist founding  father, and who commanded al-
most a million and a half followers.1

“I’m getting goose bumps. It’s him!” confirmed a commenter. So many users 
recognized Atatürk’s silhouette in the coffee residues that the photo graph gar-
nered over ten thousand likes and a thousand shares in a single day. Some com-
menters simply confirmed “Atatürk,” which literally means the  father of the 
Turks, a surname bestowed upon Turkey’s first president, Mustafa Kemal, in 
1934 by the Turkish parliament.  Others reacted with the more intimate address 
Atam, my (fore) father, a term used respectfully and affectionately by Kemalist 
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nationalists.  Others added words of affection and admiration. “Seeing him gives 
one such happiness, even if it’s only in coffee residues. Never wash them away!” 
someone demanded, and the users all spread the joy by sharing the post to their 
network. “Atatürk, the nation is applauding,” said another user, as if to conjure the 
national community of Kemalist secularists. Many took this sign as a confirmation 
of their commitment. “Atatürk!” one of the commenters cheered. “In our cup, in 
our consciousness, in our resoluteness. Our strength, our faith, our fortune.”

The reading was widely interpreted as a po liti cal omen: a commentary on 
the current po liti cal situation and a foreshadowing of events to come. “Atatürk 
is watching over us from on high. He’s upset about the condition of the coun-
try,” lamented one user in pessimistic tones, hinting at the larger context sub-
tending the many comments emphasizing perseverance in the face of adverse 
po liti cal circumstances. “He feels sorry for us. That’s why he’s showing up in 
readings,” someone offered sadly. “Beautiful, beloved Atam— better days are 
ahead of us,” another wrote, offering hope. “Atatürk appeared in the light 
against the enemies of secularism who are in the dark,” noted someone, confi-
dently deploying a light/dark symbolism that is characteristic both of the coffee 
fortune- telling idiom and the modernist paradigm. “His enemies are kneeling 
before him,” declared one. “Atatürk and his  children  will defeat the darkness,” 
wrote another. “Atatürk is calling on the nation to make the right choice to 
save your motherland and yourselves,” urged one user, framing the reading as 
a po liti cal message to the entire nation. “Atatürk . . .  meaning that the Kemal-
ists are coming to power, God willing!” said a user, optimistically interpreting 

Figure 3.1.  Online photo of the silhouette of Atatürk in coffee residues.
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the residues as a sign of victory in the upcoming 2015 electoral cycle for the 
secularist Republican  People’s Party, Turkey’s founding po liti cal party, whose 
electoral losses in the first two de cades of the 2000s  were matched by the 
per sis tent victories of the Islamist akp. “Atatürk and the rise of Republican 
 women,” declared a user, taking the opportunity to reaffirm secularism’s gen-
dered promises. “What a beautiful fortune. May it be auspicious [hayırlı],” she 
continued, using the fortune- telling vocabulary commonly deployed to bless a 
favorable reading.

 These secularist divinations  were welcomed by most but not all. For some 
online posters, the familiarity, comfort, and enthusiasm for fortune- telling 
demonstrated by their fellow secularists was a source of unease. The skeptics 
expressed difficulty seeing the image as intended: “I  don’t see it,” they calmly 
dissented.  Others suggested that the residues had been manicured to look like 
Atatürk, conducting an alternative way of looking at the image so as to dissect 
it and gather evidence for a reasonable explanation with which to dispel the 
magic: “An adhesive figure of Atatürk was attached inside the cup, and the resi-
dues naturally gathered over it in the shape of Atatürk. It’s vis i ble on the upper 
side.” To disengage  others from the collective reading and lighten the affective 
intensity that had built around the image, some resorted to playfulness: “If you 
love Atatürk, if you  don’t claim to be a fortune- teller, if you  didn’t see the light 
[hidayete ermediysen], if you  didn’t draw it with a spoon, then you are truly 
blessed!” Secularists reading residues and offering interpretations in the tradi-
tional vocabulary of fortune- telling prompted the need to redraw the bound-
aries between the secularist self and the Islamist other. One user objected: “I’m 
a dedicated Atatürkçü [Atatürk follower], but this [coffee cup divination] 
diminishes his meaning and significance in the same way that  those [Isla-
mists] now governing us are [diminishing] religion. It’s not acceptable to use 
a computer- enhanced image to mess with  people’s feelings.” Another warned 
that the post made secularists look “just like  those we ridiculed for seeing the 
word ‘Allah’ in a potato.” “Do we  really need this?” someone asked.

on social media, in online divination platforms, and in fortune- telling 
cafés, the secular and secularist citizens of twenty- first- century Turkey are turn-
ing to coffee cups to divine their individual and collective  futures. As the scale 
and range of social media responses to the photo of Atatürk divined in a coffee 
cup attests, secular(ist)s engage in coffee divinations with a generous and com-
fortable intimacy. The hesitant distance and lingering skepticism of some not-
withstanding, many locate an abundant source of hope and faith at the bottom 
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of their coffee cups. This chapter follows secular Muslims as they read cups to 
divine their personal and po liti cal fortunes, but with a mea sure of doubt; as 
they articulate for themselves Muslim standards of religious belief, practice, 
and decorum, but with a dose of moderation; as they take advantage of the 
recent registration and taxation of divination business to seek livelihoods from 
it, but with a wariness of ongoing criminalization. As such, it suggests that a 
new type of postsecular brokering of the super natural has emerged alongside 
nonpious articulations of secular Muslimness. In this postsecular formation, 
the central but ambiguous role played by divination in the making of secular/
secularist ways of attuning to the world contributes to the po liti cal and analyt-
ical destabilization of the secular as a hegemonic construct that is confidently 
distinct from its disavowed traditional, religious, and superstitious  others.

The complex allure of coffee divination highlights the discontents of the 
secular in Turkey in a postsecular time and place. Secular Muslims of Turkey 
deploy coffee divinations to affectively negotiate their per sis tent attachments 
to secularism and to craft secular identities in a context where secularism is no 
longer dominant but is revitalized in defense, and where Islamism is increas-
ingly entrenched in power but is still contested. The po liti cal denormativiza-
tion of secularism advanced in the broader context of the neoliberalization of 
both the public sphere and the market, and the concomitant reclamation and 
commodification of fortune- telling practices that  were once discarded in the 
name of secularization. In this socioeconomic climate, the increasing popular-
ity and visibility of coffee divination has kept pace with the growing discontent 
of the secular and secularist citizens of Turkey.

The conjuring trick of circulating a photo of coffee residues resembling the 
silhouette of Atatürk on Facebook accumulates and dissipates contrasting sets 
of secularist affects: from happiness, hope, faith, and belonging to sadness, 
pessimism, doubt, and ridicule. It also puts bodily intensities into motion to 
create goose bumps and coagulates a range of collective feelings to summon a 
community of secularists. In a country where secularism has long been sacral-
ized, in this moment of secularism’s uncertainty, secularists have testified to 
phantom appearances of Atatürk silhouettes in such unexpected places as hill-
top shadows (Navaro- Yashin 2002). In the hopes of asserting a divinatory hold 
over the  future just when the po liti cal fortunes of secularism seem most grim, 
secularists have even claimed that Atatürk himself had a super natural ability 
to predict the  future (Özyürek 2006). If secularism was thoroughly sacralized 
from the very beginning and we have never been fully secular so to speak, then 
secularism is being further enchanted at the exact moment when its fortunes in 
this world do not bode well.
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At a time when secularist politics cannot deliver, divinations provide a space 
in which to pro cess the angst of the pre sent and procure hope for the  future. 
The first two de cades of twentieth- century Turkey have been marked by the po-
liti cal victories of an Islamist party, the akp, which has troubled the secularist 
po liti cal and cultural status quo by branding itself as pro- Western, liberal, and 
pious.2 Successfully combining Islamic discourses and gestures with a neolib-
eral agenda, the akp consistently defeated secularist po liti cal rivals, growing 
more confident and authoritarian in the 2010s. The less proficient Turkey’s 
conventional mediums of the wider po liti cal public sphere (the media, po liti-
cal parties, nationalist cele brations and ceremonies) became at cultivating the 
affective flows that sustain the secularist community, the more urgently alter-
native publics and mediums  were mobilized to generate and pro cess the anx-
ious feelings shaping secularist subjects forced to manage this new postsecular 
condition.

While the denormativization of secularism that fueled increased public 
circulation of coffee divination and religious and spiritual practices was felt 
most acutely in the twenty- first  century, the postsecular landscape was in fact 
prepared  earlier by Turkey’s post-1980s po liti cal and economic liberalization, 
which loosened (secularist) state controls over the po liti cal sphere, public cul-
ture, and the market. In the de cades following neoliberalization, divination 
prac ti tion ers took advantage of new commercial and public ave nues such as 
private radio and tele vi sion channels, pay- per- minute phone lines, and malls 
to advertise and provide their ser vices. Şengül was one of several middle- aged 
 women who hosted the dream interpretation show Rüyanız Hayrolsun (May 
Your Dreams Be Auspicious), which ran on a national tele vi sion channel during 
the early morning hours of 2009.  Here, Şengül interpreted callers’ dreams and 
answered their questions about their lives and  futures.  After being replaced by 
another dream interpreter who also doubled as a fortune- telling café reader 
during the day, Şengül began reading coffee cups on a new radio channel, 
Radyo Astroloji (Astrology radio), which began broadcasting in 2010. Şengül 
was featured in a daily two- hour slot in which clients sitting outside the stu-
dio who had already drunk their coffee and had turned over their cups called 
into a pay- per- minute phone number to reach Şengül, who would then read 
their cups via live broadcast webcam.3 Despite their continuing persecution 
and repre sen ta tion in the media as exposed criminals, since the 1990s, fortune- 
tellers like Şengül have appeared increasingly as ser vice providers, talk show 
guests, and even the hosts of their own shows.

If neoliberalization provided new impetus and spaces for the provision 
of commercial divination ser vices, the postsecular culturalization of what in 
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the secularist proj ect was judged to be deficient, backward, and in need of re-
form or outright abolishment added to the growing demand for commercial 
fortune- telling. Once the secularist state lost its grip over the terrain of cultural 
politics, a “mutual ‘culturalization’ of politics and ‘politicization’ of culture” 
(Kandiyoti 2002, 5) meant that particularistic identities and their accompany-
ing cultural and increasingly commercialized objects and practices saturated 
the public (Özyürek 2006). In this climate, a new taste for “culture on the 
[religious and ethnoracial] margins” (Cruz 1999) fueled the reinvention and 
commercialization of traditions ranging from belly dancing to coffee fortune- 
telling (Korkman 2015c; Potuoğlu- Cook 2006).

The postsecular rediscovery and popularity of coffee cup readings is 
thus squarely situated within the emergent culturalizing and consumptive 
sensibilities of neoliberal Turkey.  These sensibilities culminated in the “Ot-
tomania” of the early 2000s, a popu lar taste for the Ottoman era and an ac-
companying appetite for consuming its associated reinvented traditions (Ergin 
and Karakaya 2017). Through practices of repre sen ta tion and consumption, 
some commodities acquired the mark of civilizational difference and became 
affectively loaded with desire and value (McClintock 1995; Moallem 2018). 
Spanning pious and secular habitus alike, Ottomania fueled a desire for spe-
cific culturalized commodities: marbling and calligraphy courses taught in re-
stored shrines, imperial gowns donned in themed photo studios for placement 
in extravagant  family  albums, tele vi sion serials glorifying the empire, confer-
ences on traditional healing methods like cupping, and Turkish coffee and all 
its associated traditions, from cooking coffee over coal and serving in zarflı 
fincan (a demitasse cup in an ornamental holder) to cup reading.4 The neo- 
Ottomanist culturalization of Turkish coffee produced novel commodities. 
For example, when a fortune- telling café created an overpriced Turkish cof-
fee tray sold with a promotion of fortune- telling, the gold- colored, elaborately 
decorated tray sported a fancy Turkish delight (lokum) holder and a handleless 
coffee cup with an ornamental holder (zarflı fincan) to match neo- Ottomanist 
sensibilities. In keeping with its functional use as part of a fortune- telling pro-
motion, however, the lokum holder contained packaged choco late and chew-
ing gum instead of Turkish delight, and a spare saucer, never used with a zarflı 
fincan, was provided for turning the cup over for a reading.

 These new appropriations of coffee consumption thus form part of a larger 
millennial pro cess of reclaiming the traditional, religious, and superstitious for 
a new brand of Turkishness. The reading of Turkish coffee residues is repeatedly 
described by the inhabitants of fortune- telling cafés as traditional (geleneksel), 
local (yerel), au then tic (hakiki), and “ours” (bize ait), but not as religious or 
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Islamic per se. The consumption of coffee- reading ser vices provides a perfect 
occasion for secular Muslims to claim and integrate a dimension of their na-
tional identity that was publicly disowned during the formation of the Turk-
ish secular. They do so, however, with lingering ambiguity, given their fragile 
secular Muslim identities and alarmed secularist sensibilities. The culturalized 
commodity of coffee readings assists  these secular and secularist subjects in 
navigating the postsecular condition, even as the cup readings themselves con-
stitute a symptom of the very condition from which they offer relief.5

Muslims from Turkey who identify as secular, secularist, and/or nonpious 
and who take up divinatory practices provide a suggestive win dow onto how 
subjects reflect and respond in the oft- overlooked grain of everyday life to the 
denormativization of the po liti cal proj ect of secularism and the category of 
the secular. Coffee readings are a productive terrain in which secular Muslims 
can play out their complex feelings  toward and attempts to fix (if only tem-
porarily and ambiguously) the destabilized categories of the secular and the 
religious. As nonpious secular Muslims read coffee cups to find secularist hope, 
they also craft their new identities through careful negotiation of the norms 
of religious belief, observance, and gendered modesty, distinguishing them-
selves from  those they deem to believe and practice too much, and managing 
the contradictory terrain of simultaneous regularization and criminalization 
of commercial fortune- telling. In  doing so, they bring forth new ways of being 

Figure 3.2.   
An ornamental  
Turkish coffee tray 
that comes with 
promotional fortune- 
telling at Angels Café.
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secular Muslims in a context where the secular and the religious still signify 
po liti cal fault lines and nodes of affective coagulation despite becoming in-
creasingly fluid and futile categories. Attending to the contingent, performa-
tive, and strategic ways in which feminized subjects negotiate  these gendered 
categories of the secular and the religious on the ground helps dislodge the di-
chotomous and stable ordering of  these concepts (Gökarıksel 2012; Gökarıksel 
and Secor 2015; Göle 2012; Kandiyoti 2012) at the same time that it points to 
 those emergent affective constellations of the secular, where renegotiating the 
gendered logics of Turkish secularism remains central.

Secular Muslims of a Postsecular Condition

I try  doing as much [worship] as I can. So, you ask, do I pray [namaz 
kılıyor muyum]? Do I fast? No, I do not. But I do believe. I mean, I feel 
that it’s more virtuous to make someone happy  here in this world than 
to pray and beseech Allah. That’s how I try to make up for my deficit. I 
 don’t know how much of this Allah  will accept, but this feels like more 
of a good deed to me. . . .  I try reading as much of the Yasin [a Koranic 
sura] as pos si ble, for example. For our dead, for  those who have passed 
away, for  those who are gone. I take a bath, perform my ablutions, sit 
down, and read [the Koran]. That comforts me. I  can’t fast  because 
I’m a smoker. I  can’t resist cigarettes. I mean I just  couldn’t. I tried, 
but it  didn’t work out. I was breaking every one’s hearts. My kids  were 
avoiding me. Then I said, “No, I  won’t do it.” It’s no good if you hurt ten 
 people on a day of fasting. That’s more of a sin than a good deed. But I 
do believe. And I try to make my  children believe. They should believe 
too.  Because  there is an entity [varlık]— call it God [tanrı], call it Allah, 
call it what ever you like— but  there’s something. Can you create this 
[pointing to a  rose bush in the garden]? I call anyone who does not 
believe in this ungrateful.

— Semra

Semra, a café cup reader who is married with two  children, identifies herself as 
a Muslim believer but is quick to admit that she is not pious by any orthodox 
standard of observance, such as fasting and daily prayer. If Semra’s religiosity 
is not bound by Sunni ritual observance, neither is it based on its refusal. To 
demonstrate her religiosity, Semra occasionally recites the popu lar Yasin sura, 
for which she observes ritual cleansing. Having reached the extent of her prac-
tice, however, she excuses herself from regular ritual observance (prayer and 
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fasting) by way of a personal justification (her smoking habit) and a substan-
tive argument that  favors good deeds in this world over ritualized obedience to 
God. Her moral universe is populated by common Islamic ideas such as grat-
itude ( şükür), which she applies to a range of situations: from being thankful 
for her modest circumstances to appreciating the beauty of a  rose. The latter 
example is far from incidental, as the beauty of the  rose is a prominent meta-
phor in Sufism. Nonetheless, Semra offers a flexible framing for her moral 
and religious sensibilities, even suggesting an equivalence between God, 
Allah, and other names that might be given to a sacred entity. In her account, 
religion is circumscribed within a privatized frame of morality, and pious ob-
servance is moderated by way of personal limitation and ethical consideration.

Semra does not defy the value of religion and piety: “I care about religion 
a lot. I mean, most  people  don’t believe much nowadays, but I do.” If Semra 
insists on her sense of self as a Muslim believer, she clearly operates with an 
individualized, internalized, and accommodating definition of religion that 
does not compete with her secularist sensibilities. She  will now and then cite 
religion as a moral guide, as when she reproaches her college student  daughter 
for  going to a bar and drinking alcohol during Ramadan. But religion does 
not constitute an explicit frame of reference that regularly informs her every-
day be hav ior and discourse.  Whether in her extended  family, workplace, or 
lower- middle- class neighborhood, Semra is mostly in the com pany of other 
nonpious Muslims. From the newspaper she reads to her daily commentary 
on po liti cal issues, Semra assertively situates herself close to secularists and at a 
critical and condescending distance from Islamists.

The eclectic and syncretic nature of everyday religiosity, especially that of 
 women, is to be expected. However, in a context where Kemalist secularism 
is increasingly self- aware and on the defense, Islamic piety and its par tic u lar 
appropriation by the ruling party are more and more pre sent in po liti cal and 
public life, and identities are polarized around an oppositional axis of secu-
larist versus Islamist, the negotiation of nonpious Muslim position by  women 
like Semra is a tricky affair. Yeşim, a thirtysomething married  woman who runs 
a small fortune- telling café where she is the only reader, similarly defines her 
religiosity by constructing for herself a nonpious secular Muslim identity that 
gives rise to discord with the social world she inhabits:

To be honest, I am not a very pious Muslim. As I said, I grew up in a 
very modern  family. About performing my religious obligations, well . . .  
I  don’t pray daily or fast. But when my older son was in primary school, a 
mosque school [Kuran kursu] opened up in the neighborhood. I sent my 
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son  there to learn a few suras and prayers. He went  there and came home 
only to ask— a seven- year- old child!— what “infidel” [kafir] means. They 
had told him that Atatürk was an infidel. Of course I  didn’t send him 
back. They  weren’t even providing religious education. They  weren’t 
 doing a decent job  there. I sent my son to learn prayers. I did not send 
him to learn that!

Admitting to not being pious as a consequence of having been raised in 
a “modern  family” and excusing herself from Sunni ritual observance, Yeşim 
nonetheless maintains that she was interested in giving her child a basic reli-
gious education. Like some other Muslim families, she found the  limited reli-
gious instruction in secular public schools insufficient. It is for this reason that 
she had de cided to send her son to the mosque school. But her secular Muslim 
commitments clashed rudely with the Koran school’s lesson that Turkey’s sec-
ularist founder was in fact an infidel and that secularism and Muslimness  were 
incompatible. While the Koran school teacher defines proper Muslim identity 
in contrast to secularism, Yeşim defines proper Muslim identity in contrast to 
Islamism. She qualifies her religious identity carefully by saying, “About being a 
Muslim . . .  I mean, okay, I’m a Muslim too, but extremism in anything is harm-
ful.” Faced with a postsecular condition where secularism cannot be taken for 
granted, crafting a secular Muslim identity is achieved by the regular distanc-
ing of its constitutive other, the overly and misguidedly religious subject.

When talking on the subject of religion, the  imagined audience of fortune- 
tellers’ utterances habitually switches to a national public. As my in for mants 
speak through me about and to Islamists, they congeal their own  po liti cal and 
religious affiliations as secular. While they overwhelmingly identify as Muslims, 
they are “secular Muslims” (Öncü 2005), who qualify their Muslim identi-
ties and the nature and extent of their religiosity in contrast to “ those fun-
damentalists” who place religion at the center of their own personal and the 
nation’s po liti cal life. Even  those few fortune- tellers who identify with a re-
ligion other than Islam or who do not identify with (an or ga nized) religion 
at all situate themselves po liti cally as secularists vis- à- vis the Islamists. By giv-
ing voice to the dominant secularist discourse about Islamism, fortune- tellers 
position themselves as secular Muslim subjects, thereby carving out a space for 
themselves within the very secularist discourse that otherizes and criminalizes 
fortune- tellers.

In a context where both secularist and Islamist po liti cal mobilization de-
pend upon regulating  women’s bodies and sexualities, gender norms serve as an 
impor tant medium for articulating secular Muslim identities. This conjuncture 
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of secularist and Islamist politics with gender is felt deeply and alarmingly by 
secular and secularist  women, whose po liti cal fortunes seem increasingly grim 
and whose gendered identities seem increasingly in crisis. From the 2010s, the 
second de cade of the akp’s rule, the party turned increasingly away from the 
gender equality policies and discourses it had previously  adopted as part of its Eu-
ro pean Union harmonization efforts and co ali tional politics and turned increas-
ingly  toward religiously accented neoconservative policies and discourses, such 
as emphasizing  women’s God- given motherly nature and expanding gender- 
segregated religious secondary education. In this context, gender norms and, 
in par tic u lar, modesty expressed in terms of veiling— both the covering of hair 
and (in the larger sense) hiding of diff er ent parts of the body from the gaze 
of  others— becomes an impor tant marker by which secular Muslims distin-
guish themselves. Not all secular Muslim fortune- tellers are as out spoken as 
Çiğdem, a single middle- aged female fortune- teller who declares in an asser-
tive joke, “I am a believer, but I show my ass too!” Nor do all wear to work the 
sleeveless T- shirts and tight capri pants Çiğdem prefers. But then again, none 
of the café fortune- telling  women I met covered their hair. Indeed, not wearing 
the veil operates as a key signifier of a secular Muslim brand of religiosity and 
spirituality, not only for café fortune- tellers but also for female Sufi and new 
age leaders like Cemalnur Sargut (Burak Adli 2020) and Vedia Bülent Çorak 
Önsü (Korkman 2021), who command a distinctly secular, middle- class, and 
female following. The same style of modesty largely holds true for their clien-
tele, among whom veiled  women are a rarer sight than male customers.6

It is not that veiled  women do not read coffee cups to divine their precarious 
gendered fortunes. They just do not tend to do so in fortune- telling cafés, given 
the social significance of cafés as secular, mixed- gender places.7 One of the few 
veiled customers I encountered in the cafés I visited in Kadıköy and Beyoğlu, 
both of which are known as secularist neighborhoods, was one of Semra’s cli-
ents, a teenager who had recently graduated from high school and was just 
starting to wear a head scarf. She was getting her fortune told with the hope of 
gaining insight into her fate in the central placement exams and her chances 
of being accepted to a university. The customer was quizzed and lectured at 
length by Semra about her veiling and how it might limit her from being able 
to fulfill her aspirations, given, among other reasons, the then ongoing ban 
against veiling in public institutions, including universities. This was in 2007, 
and Semra could draw upon secularist state regulations and the then well- 
established practice of trying to “convince” (ikna) veiled students to unveil 
as she attempted to cultivate secular Muslim sensibilities in what she saw as a 
naive young Muslim  woman in danger of being recruited into Islamism.
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Yeşim was facing a diff er ent landscape in 2014 when the akp government 
began expanding single- sex religious education in secondary public schools, 
thereby decreasing the number of seats available in secular public schools and 
leaving the religious public schools (imam hatip lisesi) the only choice for  those 
who could not afford private secular schools. In the first de cade of the 2000s, 
Yeşim had sent her then primary school- aged son to a mosque school, only to 
immediately withdraw him when the religious education he received turned 
out to be incompatible with her nationalist secularist sensibilities. She was 
now anxiously awaiting, alongside millions of other Turkish parents, to hear 
the results of the national  middle school exams that would determine where 
her now teenage son would be placed. When the phone rang, Yeşim was ini-
tially distraught to hear that her son had earned a meager score. This would 
place him in the only public school available in their neighborhood, an imam 
hatip school. Unable to afford a private secular school, Yeşim soon made peace 
with the situation. Out spoken and upbeat, she quickly gathered up her courage 
and reassured her son over the phone that he would be just fine. “Besides other 
 things, you’ll learn about your religion,” she offered calmly, if not enthusiasti-
cally. She  later turned to me to say, “My son is so handsome and such a charmer 
that when he becomes an imam,  he’ll steal all the girls in the mosque.” Navi-
gating a landscape of Islamization shaping her and her  family’s life as secular 
Muslims, Yeşim remained optimistic that her son would subvert the religious 
disciplining the school might seek to inculcate, if only by means of seduction, 
a sign of sexual immodesty. Yeşim herself embodied a secular femininity with 
chic clothes that emphasized her body contours, long brown hair with blonde 
highlights that she would tie quickly in a high pony tail at work, and a con-
fident, lively laugh that has become the recent target of masculinist religious 
commentors seeking to discipline  women into Islamist modesty.8 Indeed, for 
the providers and consumers of café fortune- telling who are secular Muslims 
of the postsecular era, gendered nonconformity to pious norms of modesty is 
a key strategy with which to reassert and reaffirm a(nother) version of being 
Muslim.

Semra and Yeşim are quite typical of other secular Muslim  woman readers 
I talked to who are relaxed about orthodox ritual observance and doctrine, 
drawing loosely and liberally from Sunnism, Sufism, and other forms of Islam 
to explicate their version of religious belief and practice and centering their 
gender pre sen ta tion in their constructions of a secular identity. All the while, 
they insistently identify themselves as Muslims and believers over and against 
pious and particularly Islamist individuals. For  these  women, secular identity 
is not exclusive of religion but depends on a negotiated excusing of oneself 
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from conventional Sunni piety, a confident insistence on nonpious standards 
of gendered (im)modesty, and a highlighting of  those aspects of inner feeling 
and outward be hav ior that together signify one as a moral and religious per-
son, but in a mea sured manner that is not too much like that of a pious or 
Islamist Muslim.

“ Don’t Believe in Fortune- Telling, but  Don’t Do Without It  Either”

You know the saying, “ Don’t believe in fortune- telling, but  don’t do 
without it  either”? Actually, some [clients] come in believing too much. 
That’s wrong. I say this even though I read fortunes. I have my own cup 
read when I need to, too. But . . .  that  woman you saw yesterday, she 
comes to me and tells me, “Every thing you predicted came true! Not 
just this one  thing. Every thing you told me. So  after experiencing all 
you said, I’ve returned.” I told her, “All the same,  don’t believe in it too 
much.” I mean, she  shouldn’t believe so much and go along with it word 
for word. Okay. She can believe, read, listen. But she  shouldn’t blindly 
attribute every thing to it. Every body likes fortune- telling. Every body 
has a weakness [zaaf] for it.

— Semra

In addition to insistently distancing themselves from the norms of pious prac-
tice and gendered modesty while avoiding outright objection, secular Muslims 
mark themselves with a modicum of secular faith in fortune- telling that nev-
ertheless stops at suggesting its full- out rejection. According to Semra, belief 
in fortune- telling is a  human shortcoming to be indulged— within limits. 
Repeating the ste reo type of the gullible client while reversing the ste reo type 
of the cunning practitioner that animates popu lar hodja- bashing narratives, 
fortune- tellers like Semra assert themselves as moral and pedagogical agents 
who caution their impressionable clients. Believing in fortune- telling is fine, 
Semra insists, but blindly adhering to its predictions and allowing them to 
guide one’s life travels too far across the continuum that stretches between 
doubt and belief. This formula is highly resonant for secular Muslims, for 
whom faith qualified by a mea sure of distance is the preferred way of relating 
to fortune- telling in par tic u lar and religion in general.

Far from being an idiosyncrasy of café fortune- tellers, the secular Muslim 
attitude of “believe, but not too much” is codified in the widely used axiom, 
“ Don’t believe in fortune- telling, but  don’t do without it  either.” The dialectic 
of belief and doubt expressed in this common saying, quoted time and again 
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in fortune- telling cafés and beyond, also reflects the commonsense awareness 
that, despite modernist claims to the contrary, faith and skepticism are not ex-
clusive but rather constitutive of each other (Taussig 2003). The axiom further 
cultivates a space for engaging with fortune- telling through an array of si mul-
ta neously held seemingly contradictory feelings, from hesitation to trust.

Belief and skepticism can work both ways in this contextual game of flexi-
ble postsecular responding. If believing in fortune- telling in general does not 
exclude the possibility of remaining skeptical of this par tic u lar fortune- teller 
or that par tic u lar session, then being skeptical of fortune- telling in general 
does not exclude the possibility of believing in this par tic u lar fortune- teller 
or that par tic u lar session. It is the premise that many fortune- tellers are prob-
ably shams and a few are possibly the real deal that enables faith and doubt 
to function si mul ta neously and reproduce each other. For this reason, time 
 after time, upon finding out that I am a researcher interested in fortune- telling, 
 people have approached me to assert that they “do not believe in fortune- telling 
but have a story they must share.” Derya, a married secular Muslim  woman in her 
thirties, had just such a story:

I  don’t believe in fortune- telling, but I remember this from my child-
hood: I was in  middle school. We had just moved to a new town. All the 
neighbors  were visiting to extend their welcome.  People  were meeting 
and greeting, drinking coffee and tea, chatting. One of them, a  woman 
in late  middle age— I remember her well. The neighbors said she read 
cups, that she was good at it. She read my  mother’s cup. And we  were all 
shocked. The  things she said: about our past, about our relative who was 
in trou ble, a fugitive back then. It was nerve- racking  because we had just 
arrived, and nobody knew  these details.

Like Derya’s childhood memory, such stories are testimonial narratives, as 
unique in each iteration as they are generic. The narrative reaches its climactic 
turning point when the narrator encounters a fortune- teller who demonstrates 
accurate intimate knowledge or makes predictions that cannot other wise be 
explained by rational means.  There is no trick the fortune- teller has hidden up 
her sleeve that can be exposed. The story conjures awe and won der through 
its insistence on continued disbelief. The key ele ment is that  these narratives 
are told as exceptional stories. They do not suspend doubt: neither the narra-
tor nor the listener is converted to an unconditional faith in fortune- telling. 
Quite the opposite;  these stories produce curiosity and skepticism, leaving 
open the possibility of encountering an accurate reading even  after numerous 
disappointing ones. This active concurrent engagement with belief and doubt 
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allows fortune- telling to work its magic. It is precisely the exceptional and ever- 
elusive promise of encountering a  really “good” (iyi) fortune- teller that makes 
visiting fortune- tellers a worthwhile experience for clients who believe, but not 
too much.

Importantly, having faith in a par tic u lar fortune- teller or a par tic u lar session 
is neither a monolithic nor a passive pro cess. Faith is actively developed, con-
tested, and reaffirmed throughout each fortune- telling session and works in 
tandem with skepticism. Accurate predictions about the past and pre sent build 
in reliability for prophecies about the  future, which clearly cannot be judged as 
accurate or inaccurate in the pre sent. Even if uncommon or concerning insig-
nificant events, a prediction that hits the mark precisely can earn a fortune- teller 
enough credit to make up for several inaccurate ones. The balance is delicate: 
loose, open- ended predictions or an overabundance of advice may turn a client 
off; focusing on something too closely may risk wild inaccuracy and loss of 
the client completely. Crucially, clients who refuse to cooperate actively in the 
session or who fail to offer comments, ask questions, or give answers are the 
ones most likely to get disappointed.  Those who are too involved, too exacting, 
or have expectations that are too ambitious may prove the hardest to please. Still, 
the par tic u lar mode of consuming fortune- telling captured in the phrase “ don’t 
believe in fortune- telling, but  don’t do without it  either” allows clients to si mul-
ta neously and strategically believe in and doubt fortune- telling.  Here, doubt 
does not preclude practice, and practice does not require suspension of doubt.

The pedagogical insistence on the right combination of faith, skepticism, 
and practice reflects how secular Muslims relate to fortune- telling and, by 
extension, to religious belief and identity. This stance comes in particularly 
handy in postsecular times. Through ongoing engagements in what has been 
ousted from the secular that emphasize ambiguity and moderation, cup read-
ers integrate practices and beliefs deemed religious and superstitious with the 
kind of reasoning and orientation that has been associated with secular doubt 
and secularist politics, crafting for themselves a secular Muslim position fit for 
a postsecular landscape.

Bound aries in Flux

Ada is a fortysomething divorcée whose decisively secular middle- class habitus 
is evident in all aspects of her fortune- telling persona, which includes every-
thing but conventional signs of Sunni female piety such as the veil. She sports 
business casual dresses and short dyed- blonde hair and combines tarot read-
ings, Reiki, and life coaching together with cup readings and lead pouring.
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Ada emphasizes that she is a believer and that she is firmly convinced that 
 there is a “creator”(yaratıcı). She practices (irregularly, she says) the Sufi recita-
tion ritual of dhikr (zikir) and prays (namaz). However, she notes that she does 
not buy into the “hard- core rules” that she observes her pious friends abiding 
by, such as animal sacrifice. Informed by familiar Sufi teachings, Ada defines 
her belief as springing from love and insists on a secular and mystical under-
standing of the otherworldly in which “heaven and hell are in this world and 
within us.” Ada explains that she picked up her love of the Sufi master Rumi 
from her  mother and combined it with a hunger for any and all books and 
trainings related to new age self- development, spirituality, and healing. Her 
 adopted name, Ada, is what Rumi called her in a dream from which she “never 
woke up.”

Alongside her many certificates of course completion in new age modalities, 
Ada draws upon the authority of having been ordained in a dream by a Sufi 
master—an allusion to traditional modes of spiritual authority—to assert her 
capacity to feel  people and read their fortunes. She cites the vari ous and dispa-
rate authorities of a wide array of discourses and symbols liberally, as visually 

Figure 3.3.  The waiting room of a formally registered fortune- telling office that 
also offers Reiki and vari ous other ser vices, eclectically decorated with evil eye charms, 
Rumi figures, and paintings of Chinese characters.
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represented in the decoration of her office where evil eye charms and dervish 
figures are accompanied by paintings of Chinese letters and angel figurines, 
attesting to the glocalization of an already unabashedly eclectic set of new age 
discourses and practices.

When I visited her office in Kadıköy in 2014, Ada proudly presented her 
framed tax registration certificate (vergi levhası) to me.9 The certificate read 
“fortune- telling, astrology, and spiritualist ser vices” and proved that her busi-
ness was part of the formal economy and subject to taxation. Ada was one of 
the small but increasing number of fortune- tellers who  were taking advantage 
of new regularization opportunities to register their businesses despite, or per-
haps as a strategic defense against, the ongoing criminalization of commercial 
fortune- telling.

fortune- tellers like Ada who formulate a secular Muslim femininity 
through their mea sured and eclectic engagements in religion and divination 
operate  today in a peculiar setting of ongoing criminalization and emergent 
legalization, testimony to the fluctuating bound aries of the secular in relation 
to the traditional, religious, and superstitious.10 Ada and other fortune- tellers 
benefited from regulations passed during the akp- led but  later abandoned 
Eu ro pean Union harmonization pro cesses, which provided them with oppor-
tunities to legalize their fortune- telling businesses. Despite the standing secu-
larist  legal clauses rendering commercial fortune- telling a criminal offense and 
the disciplinary reflexes of parts of the state apparatus that target divinatory 
practices, businesses like Ada’s that have blossomed in the postsecular cultur-
alization and commodification of divination are now finding opportunities 
for formalization. Secular Muslim readers like Ada operate in this postsecular 
landscape, where their identities and livelihoods are tightly bound to the com-
plex transformations of the secular as a po liti cal and everyday category.

In keeping with the Eu ro pean Union’s  legal compatibility efforts, in 2002 
the Turkish Ministry of Industry and Trade  adopted the 1957 Nice Agreement 
Concerning the International Classification of Goods and Ser vices for the Pur-
poses of Registration of Marks (Nice Classification). In conflict with the then 
seventy- seven- year- old Law No. 677, the Nice Classification casually listed as-
trology as part of the legitimate ser vice economy. In this context, the ministry 
issued a communique that classified “reading fortunes from stars” (yıldız falı 
bakma) as one of “the ser vices performed on behalf of third parties.”11 Another 
part of the harmonization pro cess involved the adoption of the nace codes, the 
industry standard classification system used by the Eu ro pean Union. In 2008, 
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the Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey (Türkiye Oda-
lar ve Borsalar Birliği)  adopted the nace codes, and in the following years 
local chambers of commerce and state agencies, including the Ministry of 
Trea sury and Finance, began using a Turkish list of nace codes.  These codes 
provided economic activity categories for registration and taxation purposes 
and included the category of “fortune- telling, astrology, and spiritualist ser-
vices” (fal, astroloji, ve spiritualist hizmetleri) with the code number 96.09.03 
as a ser vice class  under which businesses could register and report income. It is 
 these codes that Ada and  others are now taking advantage of in order to regu-
larize their businesses.

The recent legalization trend is part of a longer decriminalization pro cess 
that can be traced not incidentally to the 1950s and the end of the Republi-
can  People’s Party’s single- party rule, which allowed for some changes to the 
secularist laws and the increased presence of religion in po liti cal and public 
life. In this period, Law No. 677 was modified to include a more specific and 
narrow definition of the criminal offenses the law stipulated.12 In 1955, the Su-
preme Court ruled that in order for someone to be judged guilty of such crimes 
as being a healer or amulet writer, as specified in Law No.  677, they must be 
known to  others with  these titles, benefit from  these activities, and be engaged 
in the specified activities as an occupation, and that occasional noncommer-
cial practice of the activities did not align with the mandate of the law to pro-
tect the  people from superstitions and related abuses.13 This ruling specified 
that fortune- telling constitutes a criminal offense punishable by Law No. 677 
only when it is a habitual occupation engaged in for one’s own benefit (men-
faat amaçlı mutat iştigal). Despite  these offenses not requiring a complaining 
party, in practice, fortune- tellers and hodjas seem to have been criminalized 
almost exclusively upon the complaint of disgruntled clients and only rarely 
on the basis of Law No.  677. The majority of cases have been tried instead 
on the basis of the criminal offense of “fraud by the abuse of religious beliefs 
and feelings” (dini inanç ve duygularının istismarı suretiyle dolandırıcılık), as 
defined by Article 158 of the Turkish Penal Code (tck 158).14 Although the 
criminalization of fortune- tellers has continued, the 1925 Law No.  677 has 
been moderated over the years, not only through formal changes to its word-
ing but also by changes to the de facto  legal practices. The new administrative 
routes for legalization that emerged in the first two de cades of the twenty- first 
 century represent a continuation of this trajectory.

That  there are opportunities for legalization does not invalidate the ongo-
ing threat criminalization poses to fortune- tellers. On the one hand, the Turkish 
secularist proj ect has been criminalizing fortune- telling since the early twentieth 
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 century, its guardians zealously persecuting Islamic forms of divination per-
formed by hodjas while tolerating domestic and feminized fortune- telling. On 
the other hand, secularist hegemony is currently being uprooted by an increas-
ingly authoritative ruling party that secularists fear is determined to fold sec-
ular Turks into its own brand of Muslimness through sociopo liti cal pressure 
on  women’s piety and public presence. It is seemingly paradoxical, then, that 
 under the rule of this same government and its (former) aspirations to join the 
Eu ro pean Union, (secular Muslim) readers are finding opportunities for legal-
ization of commercial fortune- telling. In a context where registration and taxa-
tion seem to offer a promising if fragile path  toward decriminalization for some 
prac ti tion ers (individuals and companies), most fortune- telling businesses 
that pay taxes on the other goods and ser vices they sell (cafés, restaurants, bars, 
beauty salons, and offices) still avoid explicit charges for fortune- telling ser-
vices, offering them instead for  free.

That the secularist proj ect is no longer hegemonic in its mandate to sanitize the 
public sphere of undesired religious and superstitious ele ments does not imply 
that the state in its many incarnations and  faces has abandoned its multifac-
eted ambitions of control. Alongside the repressive hand of Turkey’s criminal 
justice system, which continues to forcefully intervene to cleanse the public 
sphere of fortune- tellers (particularly  those of the wrong kind), and the newly 
mobilized hand of the financial system, which cata logs and taxes them, is the 
hand of  those disciplining forces seeking to manage their presence in public 
culture. Two state organs whose aim it is to determine the bound aries of popu-
lar and religious culture— the Radio and Tele vi sion Supreme Council (Radyo 
ve Televizyon Üst Kurulu, hereafter rtük) and the Diyanet— continuously 
issue warnings that frame fortune- telling and other questionable popu lar reli-
gious practices from yoga to magic as superstitions (batıl inanç).

In its eagerness to delineate the bounds of popu lar religious culture, the 
Diyanet issues opinions and sermons that declare over and over again the su-
perstitious nature of fortune- telling and endorsing state controls over it. In the 
1995 edition of the Encyclopedia of Islam published by Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı, 
a foundation closely affiliated with the state’s official religious body, the Diya-
net, the entry titled “Fortune- Telling in Islam” stated that the religion of Islam 
forbids fortune- telling and deems it superstitious (batıl), complained about 
astrology columns in the print media and the then novel phone lines that pro-
vided fortune- telling ser vices, and emphasized the need for taking precautions 
against the spread of such legally banned activities (Çelebi 1995). In 2002, the 
Diyanet prepared a sermon to be delivered during Friday prayer in mosques 
throughout the country declaring fortune- telling to be incompatible with 
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both reason and Islam. Coming on the heels of the fortune- telling café fad, 
the sermon specifically cited fortune- telling from coffee grounds, reading cards 
and beans, summoning jinn, and pouring lead as irrational and un- Islamic su-
perstitions that had survived into the con temporary era.15 In a parallel effort to 
exercise control over popu lar culture, this time via regulating the media, rtük 
has over the last de cades repeatedly issued reminders that the media must abide 
both by Law No. 677’s criminalization of fortune- telling and with broadcast-
ing Law No. 6112, which states that “broadcasting cannot abuse  people with 
fortune- telling or other superstitions.” Further, rtük has issued numerous 
warnings and temporary closures of local and national channels for hosting 
mediums and hodjas or for broadcasting cup- reading programs.

For all their active engagement, the regulatory efforts of state agencies in the 
criminal, economic, cultural, and religious spheres seeking to govern fortune- 
tellers are neither concerted nor total.  These efforts are not even particularly 
effective at curtailing or controlling popu lar commercial and noncommercial 
forms of divination in Turkey, as evidenced by the continuous and repetitive 
nature of the pronouncements and other punitive mea sures. They do, however, 
function as a way for the state to mark the contours of national identity by way 
of the meticulous cata loging of what is deviant. Such pronouncements and 
punishments delineate which religious beliefs and practices can be legitimately 
reinvented and incorporated into the con temporary version of Turkishness.

Responding to a complex and moving po liti cal, cultural, and  legal landscape 
of Turkey’s postsecular condition, fortune- tellers lay claim to both secular and 
Muslim modes of belonging through their ambiguous yet insistent engage-
ments in religion and divination. They turn to coffee cups to cultivate hope in 
their personal and collective  futures, carefully gauging the exact combination 
of belief and doubt that is to accompany the right way of reading fortunes and 
their preferred way of being a Muslim. It is by tempering their belief and observ-
ing the specific secular standards of gendered modesty that they are able to dis-
tance themselves from the pious observance of their superstitious and religious 
 others. But in reasserting the secular as distinct from the superstitious and reli-
gious in the postsecular Turkey of  today, they must also  labor meticulously to 
distinguish themselves from the wrong kind of fortune- tellers, personified in 
the figure of Islamic hodjas, and the wrong kind of believers, personified in the 
figure of pious and Islamist Muslims. They do this by taking advantage of the 
recent Eu ro pean Union– sparked regularization and culturalization of divina-
tion to craft legitimate practices for themselves and their clients. Such secular 
Muslim adaptations to the neoliberal postsecular landscape via the medium of 
coffee divinations reveal the messy intractability of the secular, which cannot 
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be easily disciplined or simply and clearly separated from its constitutive out-
sides: traditional, religious, and superstitious.

Part I has explored the adventures of the Turkish secular from Turkey’s early 
secularist era to its postsecular pre sent, featuring fortune- tellers as central and 
yet abject figures, and increasingly as active brokers in the makings and un-
makings of the secular. By tracing the racialized and gendered contempt cul-
tivated against fortune- tellers as the anti theses of a secular nation (chapter 1), 
the sexual economy of fear and desire animating the energetic public attacks 
on masculinized hodjas and the tolerant dismissal of feminized  house wives 
(chapter 2), and con temporary cup readers’ laborious and complex investments 
in a secular Muslim way of attuning to their postsecular world (chapter 3), this 
part pre sents a nuanced account of the per sis tent centrality of the politics of 
gender and sexuality within the affective lives and afterlives of the secular in 
Turkey. The next part turns to the affective and sociospatial formations of fem-
ininity, intimacy, and publicness in which coffee readings circulate as a win dow 
into the gendered ways of feeling and inhabiting the postsecular public sphere 
in Turkey.
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FEMININITY,  INTIMACY,  

AND PUBLICS
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Feeling Publics of Femininity

 “ You’re a sensitive person. Your heart has been broken.  You’ve been trusting, but 
 were disappointed. You won der if you’ll ever get it right.” She pauses briefly. 
“You  will marry. Two years. In two years, you’ll be wed.”

Listening to the middle- aged  woman reading my cup, I ask myself, “Is this my 
 future?” It could be any  woman’s. It could be mine. I can make it mine. I rehearse 
the disillusionment of loss and the anticipation of promised happiness. The sorrow 
conjured up by the possibility of a romance gone awry draws me in. I reach out 
tentatively for the reassurance promised by the age- old remedy for any and all fem-
inine trou bles— marriage— and am summoned to a scene of femininity at once so 
personal and private, so generic and shared, that  there is no way around it but to be 
hailed by the reading. I am a  woman in the intimate com pany of another  woman. 
It is uncannily suffocating and yet reassuringly familiar. It feels like femininity.
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I am not the only one who is summoned to this scene of femininity. On 
this weekday after noon, one reader  will serve several waiting customers in this 
small fortune- telling café. My reading is quickly over. Pro cessing the reader’s 
many remarks on life in all its predictable unpredictability— health,  career, 
friendship,  family, and, of course, love, I return to the  little wooden  table in the 
foyer where I had  earlier sipped my coffee, waiting among the  others. I watch 
the reader as she approaches a  table where two young  women are seated, cov-
ered coffee cups drained and ready in front of them. The reader picks up one 
of the cups and walks back to her reading  table tucked away in the back corner of 
the café. Her new customer follows. I can see but not hear them. I watch the 
client as she listens, nods, and talks, as she moves from ex pec tant and worried 
to relaxed and pleased, as the reader moves her through the vari ous mundane 
and extraordinary scenarios that a younger  woman is better primed for than I. 
I notice how she lingers a bit longer  after the reader has set her cup aside, savor-
ing the intense conversation that follows on a good reading.

I look around the café, my eyes meeting  those of the twentysomething  woman 
sitting at the  table across from mine. She asks if the reader who has just read my 
cup is any good. She’s waiting for her friend to finish her reading with the same 
fortune- teller. She’s been  here before. “That one was good,” she confirms of an-
other  woman who had read her cup that day. She  hasn’t tried this fortune- teller 
before.  She’ll have to wait and see. I ask what brings her  here  today. She tells me 
she just wants to relax and have a good time. She goes to fortune- telling cafés 
occasionally, but  today hopes to find out about her situation with her boyfriend, 
which is complicated. She’s single now—in fact, recently separated from her 
boyfriend— but is wondering if  there’s any chance of a reunion or if it might be 
better for her to leave him  behind altogether. She’s also recently graduated from 
college and could use some clues as to what her employment prospects are. 
She’s not desperate yet. She has some leads, but nothing has yet materialized.

 After her reading, she and her friend stay to enjoy a deep conversation. 
Incomplete pieces of their dialogue drift into my ear: “She said he  will . . .  I 
would never . . .  My mom thinks so . . .  I won der if . . .” I watch the two  women 
talk about the predictions and the reader’s comments. And about other  things: 
strategizing, guessing, despairing, hoping, and simply relaxing in the intimacy 
of the same- sex friendship of young single  women.

this chapter details the affectivity of fortune- telling as a win dow onto 
the coimbrications of femininity, intimacy, sociability, and space. In par tic u lar, 
it highlights the affectivity of fortune- telling as a venue to track the production 
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of and transformations in gendered publics. Circulating scenes of femininity 
in which gendered hopes and anx i eties are generated, divination conjures femi-
ninity as an affective terrain, contouring it as a felt condition. The trou bles and 
joys of femininity parade in divination as a way of mapping feminine realms 
that are normatively deemed petty and banal, terrains invested with  great af-
fective intensity. The affective flows of divination are structured and habitual, 
channeled by the riverbed of gendered scripts and conventions that charac-
terize the genre of fortune- telling. As the reader and the client interpret and 
reinterpret the coffee grounds and the predictions,  these flows, ever fluid and 
ephemeral, are bent, stretched, and fleetingly inhabited.

Divination surfaces femininity as both a subjective and subjectifying affec-
tive terrain. It si mul ta neously assumes and opens up the subject position of 
femininity as a universally shared yet uniquely personalized condition, inviting 
the cup reader to recognize the client and the client to recognize herself as a 
par tic u lar type of person. Being hailed and interpellated as the subject of div-
inatory scenes of femininity presumes and produces feminized subjects. This 
feminized personhood is (usually but not exclusively) recognized as a  woman, 
one among many  women, one par tic u lar  woman. But if such affective investment 
in femininity is not an automatic function of sex/gender categories, then nei-
ther is divination simply an activity for an already existing category of  woman. 
More accurately, womanhood emerges at the nexus of divinatory scenes as a 
node of identification.

Coffee divination is thus a genre of femininity. Reading coffee grounds is a 
ubiquitous and ordinary practice that is both symbolic and constitutive of an 
unmarked normative femininity. In providing an affective genre within which 
to express the intimate yet ordinary desires and aversions associated with femi-
ninity and through which to pro cess the feelings of hope and disappointment 
that accompany femininity’s (usually but not necessarily) heteronormative 
scenes, coffee cup readings facilitate homosocial intimacies. The symbolic re-
lationships between coffee, femininity, and domesticity extend beyond the cup 
reading. The brewing and serving of coffee serve as a rite of passage for adult fem-
ininity. Brides serve coffee to their suitor’s  family when they come for the cere-
monial visit to ask for her hand. Young girls are taught how to make and serve 
coffee, and their proficiency is a marker of proper socialization into adult wom-
anhood, signaling their readiness for marriage. Reading cups is such a naturalized 
part of normative femininity that many  women who read cups as amateurs or café 
workers reiterate that they “tell fortunes just like any other  house wife would.”

Divination thus functions as part of a larger terrain of femininity generated 
through the circulation of many genres, which may be oral or written, textual 
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or performative, collegial or commercial. From  women’s talk to the daytime 
talk show,  these genres both assume a common experience of and circulate a 
common knowledge of femininity. Like a book, a song, or a movie that is put 
into circulation to be read, listened to, or watched by an audience of anony-
mous strangers, divination summons the audience it supposes and addresses 
it from its outset. This specific group of strangers it addresses share something 
in common—in this case, their affective investments in femininity. Like other 
genres mediating publics of femininity, divination assumes a public whose 
members are summoned as an audience to the extent that they find echoed 
in the genre their sense of gendered commonality. This commonality is not 
merely reflected in the genre; it is rallied by it. In simulating feminized sub-
jects, divinations conjure up a public of femininity by and for  those who are in-
terpellated into feeling the intimacy of a shared affective terrain as femininity.

Divinations deal in the currency of feminized intimacy.  People do not get 
cup readings to divine the results of coming elections or the best stocks to in-
vest in. They get readings to hear about prospective suitors, unfaithful spouses, 
controlling parents, and misbehaving  children. The scheming enemies and 
faithful supporters that are to be found among one’s relatives and friends. The 
lost jobs, failed  family businesses, and new prospects one may encounter. 
The personal debts to be paid or collected,  houses or cars to be bought or sold, 
exams to be passed or failed. The routine and grave illnesses to be suffered. 
 Those yet to be born and to die. In this parade of private joys and trou bles, the 
shameful and the scandalizing appear alongside the proper and the ordinary. 
The hidden affair is revealed  after the heralding of a respectable marriage, the 
secretive abortion follows the coveted birth of a son. At their heart, divinations 
are about the intimate in all its banality and scandal. Divinatory scenes and 
the affects they elicit foster a feeling of intimacy between the reader, the one 
whose cup is being read, the patrons of fortune- telling cafés, and the  imagined 
community that divination summons into being as an intimate public of sim-
ilar strangers.

Coffee divinations are appropriated by young and gay men as well as lesbian 
and transgender  women as a medium with which to navigate gendered and 
sexualized marginalization. In effect, they provide a subaltern vernacular for 
 those disadvantaged along the multiple axes of heteropatriarchal hierarchies. 
At each iteration, coffee divination opens the feminine wisdoms of managing 
and surviving the gendered banalities of life to appropriation. In this sense, coffee 
divination may be compared to Lubunca, the queer slang of Istanbul (Kontovas 
2012) that articulates in its alternative vocabulary how it feels to be queer. Like 
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Lubunca, which conjures up through the queer intimacy of speaking Lubunca 
together its own intimate public, a community with which outsiders would 
rather not be affiliated, coffee divination summons an intimate public for the 
feminized. While queer publics are not identical to feeling publics of feminin-
ity, they may and do overlap, particularly in contexts where  those who fall out-
side the heteronormative social order are stigmatized as feminine.

Thus, coffee divinations also conjure an intimate public of  those (who are 
or who dare to be) marked by femininity. They do this not only through the 
feelings of intimacy that are evoked when divinatory scenes circulate but also 
through the intimacy of partaking in the activity of coffee divination.  Whether 
during  house visits or at cafés, reading cups is something  women do among 
themselves, something  others would  either not care for or be ashamed to partake 
in. Like gossip or witchcraft, divination is considered  either ridiculously point-
less or cunningly sinister. It is a feminine propensity that (heteronormative) 
men, as well as  women who do not indulge in the minor domestic pleasures 
of normative femininity ( because they “know better” or have “better”  things to 
do), look down upon or look away from. Femininity is of course not equiva-
lent to womanhood as a social position and a gender identity. As relations of 
power and subjectification, heteropatriarchal hierarchies of age, gender, and 
sexuality feminize youths and nonheteronormative men who socialize around 
coffee cups alongside  women, especially in the booming café scene of urban 
Turkey.  Here, the feminized cultivate intimate publics in each other’s familiar, 
comforting com pany.

This conceptualization of divination is informed by Laurent Berlant’s (2008) 
formulation of  women’s intimate publics, where she analyzes the relationship 
between the literary genre of “female complaint” and its audience as an active 
affective pro cess through which femininity circulates to produce  women as a 
public. Cata loging and circulating the disappointments of the heteroromantic 
fantasy and  women’s emotional  labors of per sis tence and reinvestment in the 
face of  these disappointments, the feeling- centric epistemology of the sentimen-
talist style of “female complaint” constitutes an “archive of feeling” (Cvetkovich 
2003). More specifically, this sentimentalist style of female complaint is an archive 
of feeling feminine. In this formulation, a public appears as a terrain of affec-
tive expectations in which individuals can recognize themselves and each other 
as generic subjects ( here, of femininity) in the intimate assurance of belonging 
to a community ( here, of  women). By focusing on the circulation of affects as 
constitutive of publics, divination practices become vis i ble as the conjuring of 
intimate publics of femininity. In divination publics, the social spaces in which 
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affects circulate and publics coagulate do not constitute an empty category to 
be disregarded. To the contrary, spatiality lies at the heart of the conjuring of 
gendered intimacy.

In Turkey, the gendered relationship between genres, affects, intimacies, 
and publics is brokered via a thoroughly spatialized gender formation. This so-
ciospatial formation and its many intimate publics of femininity are informed 
by the reciprocally interacting layers of an Islamicate formation of gendered 
intimacy (mahrem), a secularist remaking of the public sphere, and a neolib-
eral intimization of the public sphere. Building on the genealogy of the secular 
and postsecular presented in part I, part II explores the productive mutuality 
and fissuring of  these layers by drawing upon an (auto)ethnographic analy sis 
of fortune- telling cafés where  women, alongside young and gay men, gather in 
each other’s intimate com pany. Chapter 4 situates this ethnographic pre sent 
in the histories of the feminized postsecular publics that have emerged for the 
first time around coffee sociabilities, while chapter 5 places the gendered inti-
macies of divination businesses into a broader politics of intimacy brokered 
in a postsecular public culture and po liti cal public sphere by examining the 
novel forms and differential costs of public intimacies in scenes ranging from 
fortune- telling cafés to daytime tele vi sion shows. Together,  these chapters ap-
proach divination as a win dow onto the gendered and gendering productiv-
ity of the specific sociospatial arrangements of affect, affinity, and intimacy in 
 today’s postsecular, neoliberal Turkey. Part II thus emphasizes affectivity and 
femininity as a gendered lens into the dynamic coconstitution of publicness 
and intimacy.

Intimate (Mahrem) Publics of Divination

“Zeynep.” As he leans in  toward me from the other side of the  table, the man 
I just met addresses me by my first name in a warm, affectionate voice that de-
mands my full attention. He takes a quick look at the overturned coffee cup he 
has just opened and scans the residues revealed inside. “ You’ve encountered de-
ceptive, dev ilish  people in the past.  You’ve had many trou bles.  You’ve not been 
lucky. Your private life was a mess. You broke off a relationship. Breaking off was 
painful and distressing. Secrets  were revealed.” He pauses briefly and looks di-
rectly into my eyes. I feel his gaze. Focused and intensified by this gaze, I feel his 
words. He is saying that he knows. That he knows me. He knows me inside out. 
He knows my past. He knows what secrets  were revealed. He is the one now 
revealing secrets. I nod my head up and down  under his probing gaze. Leaning 
back in his chair, he confidently points to one of the tarot cards he placed on the 
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 table next to my coffee cup. I follow to where his fin ger is, but the card does not 
divulge its meaning to me. I look back at him to hear his interpretation. As our 
gaze meets, he declares decisively, “This is the past.  These  things are over.” I feel 
relieved. I’m ready to hear more  things, better  things. “It  will get better in 
two months,” he announces. “You know how?” I  don’t know. I wait eagerly 
for him to tell me how. “Good luck is at your door, my dear,” he addresses me 
with the presumptuous sincerity of a diva speaking to a fan. “Inside a box 
waits the delayed paperwork you have been expecting.” He continues to read 
my fortune, revealing more secrets from my past and opening more doors and 
boxes, inside which lies my  future.

My intimate hopes and regrets are uncovered through  these openings and 
revelations. They are revealed to me via stock stand- ins that mask as much as 
they lay bare, refracted into shapes the coffee residue has dried into while my 
cup sat closed upside down, waiting for the reader who is in the business of 
opening what is closed and revealing what is hidden. The magic of closing and 
opening. Inside out. I feel exposed, disclosed by and to a complete stranger. 
Yet I feel comfortably safe, as though I am with a close confidant. How is this 
pos si ble? It takes me a while to figure it out; then I know. I am reading him as 
a queer man. Is it his tone of voice, his choice of words of endearment, how 
he called me “my dear”? “My dears” was Zeki Müren’s preferred address to his 
audience, the lone queer public persona of the Turkey of my childhood, whose 
unruly gender per for mance was as much an unspoken public secret as a flam-
boyant spectacle. I feel comfortable sharing the details of my private life with 
this male fortune- teller  because his queer gender pre sen ta tion allows him to 
share in the feminine intimacy that the exchange of divination demands and 
creates. I assume that, despite this relaxation of the gendered bound aries of 
what would other wise remain concealed between a man and a  woman who did 
not know one another, he  will not make an unwelcome sexual advance such 
as could be encouraged in such an intimate space. Had he performed a het-
eronormative adult masculinity, it might have felt improper and intrusive to 
have this kind of talk and this level of intimacy with an unfamiliar man.

This fortune- telling café is no place for male strangers (yabancı erkekler). We 
are in a space marked by feminine intimacy. It’s not just that most visitors are 
 women. The sights, sounds, and smells of this place are  those of domestic femi-
ninity. In the background of my divination session is a playing toddler watched 
over by her grand mother, the  woman who runs the café and reads fortunes 
herself. The grand child is on a pink plastic tricycle.  There’s not enough space to 
 ride in the crowded  little café, but the toddler seems to enjoy the high- pitched 
melodies she can produce by pushing the brightly colored buttons spicing up 
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the handlebars. The room is decorated with several American diner- style seats, 
not arranged in seating groups but lining the walls of the café, facing inward 
 toward the center of the room, each with a tiny  table in front of it. While indi-
viduals and small groups may hold semiprivate conversations thanks to the ongo-
ing background noise of the  music, traffic, clients, workers, and  today the tricycle 
melodies, the place feels domestic, almost like a large living room. At the inner-
most part of the café  there is a seating circle arranged around the main desk and 
the cash register where the owner is enjoying some tea over a leisurely conver-
sation with a middle- aged  woman. This guest is no stranger. She is a neighbor, 
the owner of the small  women’s boutique next door, who often steps inside to 
casually kill time during slow business hours. She has brought over some sweet 
snacks, the way a proper guest would, and is feeding them to the child, who 
could use some fattening up, she says, the way a good auntie would. Although 
I’m seated at the café’s outermost  table next to the sidewalk where I can see 
and be seen by the busy traffic of pedestrians and smell the fumes from passing 
cars, I’m also feeling the spontaneous joy of the toddler as she sings along with 
her noisy toys, the casual tone of the  women’s conversations, and the homely 
smell of freshly brewed tea. I’m outside, out in a café, just by the street, and I 
am inside, in the familiar safety of feminine intimacy, in the easy comfort of 
feminine domesticity.

the felt intimacy of femininity has sociospatial effects. As a heteropatri-
archal compass, this felt intimacy orients individuals  toward or away from gen-
dered  others in social space, congregating them into intimate publics.  These 
intimate publics of divination situate gendered subjects within a broader ma-
trix of social proximity and distance that is sensed through affective intimacy 
and navigated through relational and spatial arrangements. Divination’s inti-
macy is thus derived from and feels right within this larger sociospatial schema 
of gendered intimacy that makes it sensible for  women and young and gay men 
to come together and share intimate issues in domestic spaces and fortune- 
telling cafés.

Animating this formation of intimacy is the concept of mahrem, derived from 
the Arabic root hrm, meaning forbidden/sacred/inner (Schick 2010). Although 
mahrem corresponds to the range of meanings captured by the En glish words in-
timate, familiar, private, confidential, and concealed, such one- to- one translations 
gloss over the gendered logic of affinity that permeates the concept. According 
to the Turkish Language Institute’s online dictionary (Türk Dil Kurumu 2019), 
mahrem (adverb and noun) means (1) “unmarriageable close kin,” (2) “some-
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thing hidden that is not to be told to  others,” and (3) “confidant,” one to whom 
secrets are entrusted. The condition of being mahrem, mahremiyet (noun), 
is glossed as meaning “secrecy/privacy” (gizlilik). The combination of  these 
multiple and layered definitions captures the constitutive relations between 
hidden/forbidden and intimate/familiar that together make up the concept’s 
sense. A mea sure of intimacy, mahrem denotes  those who are intimate with 
each other ( those who are closely related and thus forbidden to marry each 
other) and shapes what can be revealed to whom (one becomes an intimate by 
dint of someone sharing what is hidden from  others).

Mahrem and its spatial corollary harem (mahrem spaces) are often viewed 
through the lens of the Western- centric dichotomies of male/female and pub-
lic/private, which are inadequate to explain how femininity and intimacy are 
mapped onto space and sociability in Turkey and the  Middle East (Ozbay 
1999; Thompson 2003).1 In the narrow sense, mahrem is a religious  legal cate-
gory denoting  those who are forbidden to marry one another because of close 
kinship status. As such, conventional modern formations of mahrem reflect 
heteropatriarchal imperatives demarcating (il)legitimate objects of masculine 
sexual desire and (il)legitimate sexual and reproductive intimacies by denoting 
which pairs are (in)eligible to marry. Based upon a heteropatriarchal gender 
schema, an adult  woman’s mahrem includes adult men she is not eligible to 
marry ( because they are close  family members of the opposite gender) and 
her husband (to whom she is already married). Implied and therefore in no 
need of explicit mention as mahrem in this arrangement are  people in the 
same-sex category, who are categorically ineligible for marriage. Nevertheless, 
the operation of mahrem depends not upon a  simple, dichotomous sex segre-
gation of male/female, but upon a complex logic of masculine sexual desire 
that is mapped through gender expression and age. This gender formation 
 orders nonheterosexual orientations, variant gender per for mances, and non- 
cisgender embodiments into normative gendered intimacies along the axes of 
masculinity/femininity and age. Mahrem thus includes  women as part of the 
same-sex category, including lesbian  women (who remain mostly invisible), as 
well as adolescent and gay men who are not (yet) subjects but rather (poten-
tial) objects of masculine sexual desire.2

Mahrem/harem has long been studied from Orientalist perspectives and 
in terms of power in the negative, repressive mode, with an emphasis on se-
clusion/segregation and gendered oppression (Ahmed 1982). Less emphasized 
is the productivity of this gender formation and the nonbinary construction 
and complexity of the gendered spaces and relationships nestled in it. Mahrem 
is often thought of as seclusion by gender in space and protection from gaze, 
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usually in terms of covered body and closed domestic quarters. What is often 
understood as a mechanism for creating taboos and gender segregation is bet-
ter understood as a mechanism of creating gendered intimacies and publics 
(Sehlikoglu 2016, 2021). Thinking mahrem in terms of relational and affective 
affinities renders vis i ble the production of gendered spaces, sociabilities, sub-
jectivities, and feelings. Far from a rigid and timeless religious/cultural code, 
mahrem generates a situated, flexible, diffused, and felt sense with which to 
gauge who is a stranger to whom, who is an intimate of whom, and who can 
share how much with whom, and where. A gendered compass of intimacy, 
mahrem thus provides not just a static map of the heteropatriarchal relations 
of marriageability but a larger, more dynamic symbolic orientation around 
social relations and spaces that operates through a felt sense of gendered in-
timacy. This intimacy shapes how affective closeness and distance are felt and 
performed in and through spatialized social relations.

Explic itly demarcating a zone of forbidden intimacy, mahremiyet si mul ta-
neously constitutes the realm of proper intimacies (Sehlikoglu 2016). It not 
only distances opposite- sex nonkin as “strangers” (yabancı) but also brings 
 people ineligible for marriage closer together.  Those who are mahrem can be 
legitimately intimate. They can share space, socialize closely, and see each other 
(uncovered) in ways that  those outside the circle of mahrem may not, at least not 
legitimately. Sociality among mahrem individuals is intimate: more is revealed 
more comfortably. Relational intimacy is routinely cultivated among (same- sex) 
nonmarriageables, and such homosocial bonds are more amenable to producing 
affective intimacy. As social ties are thickened in mahrem publics, strong homo-
social affinities,  whether familial, neighborly, or friendly, may compete with or 
take pre ce dence over heterosexual intimacies of sexual/reproductive relations, 
such as romance and marriage (Kandiyoti 1987; Olson 1982; Sirman 2005). 
Sociality among namahremler ( those who are not mahrem to each other), such 
as between an adult  woman and men who are eligible for marriage, is more 
restricted, and their intimacy is managed through relational and spatial strate-
gies such as affective distance, reserved be hav ior, modest clothing, and spatial 
segregation (Göle 1996; Sehlikoglu 2016). Concomitantly, the affinity- creating 
force of mahrem conjures intimate publics of femininity, where  those who are 
potential objects of masculine sexual desire experience (femininity as) com-
fort (Sehlikoglu 2016, 2021), intimacy (Korkman 2015c), and inside((r)ness) 
(Peirce 1993).

The widespread and everyday practice of coffee fortune- telling fits squarely 
in mahrem sociabilities. It is part of the domestic habitus of femininity in a so-
ciety where adult, married  women regularly mingle in same- sex groups in the 
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privacy of their homes and where offering coffee is a habitual part of prop-
erly hosting a guest. Similarly, commercial cup readers are invited to  women’s 
prebridal parties, a (re)in ven ted and commodified version of women- only 
“henna night” cele brations hybridized with bachelorette party rituals and 
merchandise. Coffee divination’s appropriation in the context of fortune- 
telling cafés derives from  these mahrem sociospatial gendered arrangements in 
which cup readings circulate.

At fortune- telling cafés, the majority of fortune- tellers are  women. Café 
fortune- tellers are predominantly adult, heterosexual, cisgender  women, usually 
married or divorced as opposed to never married.  There are fewer younger and 
single  women readers compared to male readers, and female readers are al-
most never (publicly) acknowledged as queer. A small number of transgender 
 women, whose chances of employment are other wise highly  limited and pi-
geonholed into sex work, also find employment at fortune- telling businesses. Male 
fortune- tellers are fewer, younger, and single. While larger cafés often employ male 
cooks and waiters and are more likely than smaller establishments to have adult 
male  owners,  these men often remain outside the cup- reading sociabilities in 
the café. An overwhelming majority of divination clients are  women.  There are 
teenage girls, young adult  women, middle- agers, and older  women. In contrast to 
the profusion and wide age range of the female clientele, male customers are rare 
and tend to be young. Whereas  women frequently visit fortune- telling cafés 
both alone and in groups, men often arrive in the com pany of  women. Men are 
an infrequent sight in smaller fortune- telling cafés, while larger cafés sporting 
extra attractions such as an expansive menu, games, or  water pipes draw more 
heterosexual men, who are less likely to get their fortunes read.

Although most clients and customers are  women, fortune- telling cafés are 
not women- only segregated publics. In addition to the less common male cus-
tomers,  there are also male fortune- tellers. A significant number of male café 
readers perform a nonhegemonic masculinity that is culturally intelligible as 
feminine and/or queer, as the two may overlap in dominant gender expecta-
tions in Turkey. In the field, such gender nonconformity was often articulated 
in terms other than lgbtiq identity categories. For example, Serkan, a 
male reader in his twenties, was described to me by a heterosexual cisgender 
 woman reader in the neighboring café as “diff er ent” and “both a man and a 
 woman.” Before introducing me to Serkan, she “alerted” me to the situation 
and added that “we do not have such [queer]  things  here [in our café] but over 
 there [at the restaurant where Serkan works] they do. You would not think it, 
given the owner.” The owner of the café where Serkan read cups, she added, 
was a Kurdish immigrant  woman, implying that the  woman’s ethnic identity 
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and immigrant status, ste reo typically associated with gender traditionalism, 
stood in unexpected contrast to her unusual accommodation of Serkan’s gen-
der fluidity, in effect further othering Serkan’s queerness within the tropes 
of racial aberration.3 Such rhetorical distancing did not mean, however, that 
she was not intimate with Serkan; indeed, she shared habitual reciprocal cup- 
reading visits with him in the early morning hours when business was slow. 
While reading Serkan’s cup during one of  these visits, she informed Serkan that 
someone dressed in a uniform would give him some money. Hearing this, Ser-
kan cheerfully turned to tell me, “I have a soldier husband. Well, one of many!” 
Weeks  later, during an extended private conversation, Serkan explained to 
me that he has many jinn (cinler), both male and female, who are in love with 
him, jealous of him, and want to marry him. Rather than resorting to lgbtiq 
identity categories, Serkan and  those around him communicate his sexual 
identity in the idiom of the super natural and by situating him as an object of 
male desire, desired  either by the jinn with whom he communicates or by the 
“husbands” that appear in his coffee cup. Indeed, while only a few fortune- 
tellers publicly identify with lgbtiq categories, queer men and  those around 
them often recognize and express gender and sexual nonnormativity in such 
occult(ed) ways. In the context of divination publics, nonconforming men are 
thus mapped onto and rendered legible within the heteropatriarchal logic of 
sexual desire that determines who is in and out of mahrem intimacies.

The mahrem relations of divination produce confidants who share what 
is other wise hidden and not to be said to outsiders. This relational intimacy 
among  those who are mahrem to one another allows intimate topics to cir-
culate among  those gathering around coffee cups. “Private life [özel hayat],” 
fortune- tellers answer in unison when asked what kinds of issues are addressed 
in divination sessions. Divination scenarios are set in realms deemed private 
and personal, where romantic and sexual relations constitute the main sub-
ject. Readers and clients spend a lot of time exploring scenarios of namahrem 
intimacy that are on their way to becoming (hopefully, potentially) mahrem. 
They describe past or prospective suitors, analyze failed and  future romantic 
relationships, and calibrate the prospects of love and marriage. The focus of 
divination publics is often  those intimate relations with strangers (nonkin, 
opposite- sex namahremler) who are eligible to become mahrem (intimate ro-
mantic/sexual partners). Whereas discussing such  matters with  those outside 
the intimacy of mahrem (such as with heterosexual nonkin/male strangers) 
runs the risk of being read as a breach of the mahrem bound aries of normative 
intimacy and modesty and potentially an excuse for further breaches of mahrem 
bound aries, including (unwelcome) sexual advances from the interlocutor, in the 
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intimate publics of divination, the sharing of private  matters actually fortifies 
the bound aries between intimates and strangers. In essence, divination publics 
provide spaces for sharing intimately within the relative safety promised by the 
community of the feminized.

Spatializing Intimate Publics

The first and still the largest fortune- telling café in Istanbul, Melekler Kahvesi 
(Angels Café), is located in a multistory building with several large salons and 
smaller rooms. The mixed- gender parts of the café are on the entry- level ground 
floor, consisting of large salons with high, richly decorated ceilings and heavy, 
elaborate curtains. Sets of chairs are or ga nized around individual  tables so as to 
seat several groups at a time. Customers sitting at each  table face  those in their 
com pany  under the indirect, anonymous gaze of other customers. Below this, 
in the basement, are smaller rooms reserved for women- only groups.  These 
 women’s quarters are more casual, with lower, undecorated ceilings and homey 
armchairs and couches facing each other arranged around central coffee  tables. 
In addition to a random se lection of artificial flowers and glass ornaments, 

Figure 4.1.  A room reserved for women- only groups at Angels Café.
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 these rooms are decorated with Atatürk portraits, a common sight in living 
rooms of secularist  house holds. To prevent complete privacy in  these rooms, 
which might render them hospitable to intimacies not intended by the man-
agement, a small win dow opening on the inner corridor has been cut in the 
wall of each room, allowing for oversight.

intimacy is a spatialized accomplishment. While reserving certain 
parts of the café exclusively for female customers is a rare but direct way of 
creating mahrem spaces, all fortune- telling businesses mobilize spatial strate-
gies to enable and boost the relational and affective intimacies fortune- telling 
depends upon. To begin with, coffee divination is culturally marked as a femi-
nine, domestic activity, and its presence is itself domesticizing and feminizing 
of the space in which appears.4 Divination spaces may also be rendered inti-
mate through queering gestures that do not connote heteronormative femi-
ninity, but that nonetheless distance them from heteronormative masculinity. 
The basement of a restaurant was used by Serkan, a young queer man, as his 
fortune- telling quarters. Filled with restaurant  tables and chairs with the am-
bitious yet unfulfilled expectation that the upstairs salon would overflow with 
customers, the windowless basement unit became Serkan’s exclusive place in 
which to afford privacy to fortune- telling customers, partially decorated with 
a few personal touches. Serkan’s presence dominated the space through the 
use of one  table as a stand for dozens of stuffed animals. “I love them,” he re-
sponded when I inquired about them, grabbing and hugging one of the many 
teddy bears joyously in a childish gesture. “They are all gifts from my clients,” 
he boasted, parading the close affection of his clientele, who gifted to him what 
flirting youths might give to each other.

Divination cafés are made further legible and inhabitable as intimate pub-
lics through vari ous gendered ways of shaping and socializing in space, such as 
decorating, partitioning, and, importantly for the design of mahrem spaces, spa-
tially regulating interactions among the café inhabitants.  Because the creation of 
mahrem intimacies depends upon preventing namahrem ones, policing mixed- 
gender socialization is a common strategy for rendering divination space an 
intimate public. At Angels Café, the women- only rule, the living room– style 
decoration, and the win dows combine to foster mahrem intimacies while si mul-
ta neously policing namahrem ones.5 Some other cafés refrain from providing 
(semi)private spaces they may not be able to supervise in the fear that clients 
might use them to be sexually intimate, given that the unmarried youths who 
most frequent the cafés tend to have  limited access to spaces without parental 
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or neighborly supervision. Adolescents being affectionate despite  these pre-
cautions may be given a warning in the form of a direct probing gaze or re-
mark. Some  owners explic itly take upon themselves the role of the paternalist 
patriarch protecting the (honor of the)  women in the café (both café workers 
and clients) and police any infractions of proper intimacy. This might include 
closely watching  those suspect male customers who arrive unattended by a 
 woman and asking them to leave if they are observed gazing at or engaging 
with  women inappropriately.6  These strategies seek to control the presence of 
namahrem/male strangers whose male gaze and sexual desire may disrupt the 
comfort and intimacy feminized publics of divination depend upon.

The spatial, relational, and affective intimacies of divination publics are 
embedded in and enabled by the production of embodied intimacies. In a 
neighborhood sporting many fortune- telling cafés, a piece of paper announc-
ing “Fortune- Telling Available” is plastered on the street- facing win dow of a 
first- floor flat in a residential apartment building. It takes me a minute to re-
alize that this is the win dow of a waxing salon. I ring the bell and am buzzed 
into the building, where a modest sign directs me to the first- floor apartment 
housing the salon. I walk into the waiting room, designed and furnished like 
a living room with couches and armchairs facing each other around a coffee 
 table.  There is a desk with a cash register by the entrance, a reminder that this 
is a commercial business. The two inner rooms are reserved for waxing. While 
the drinking of Turkish coffee and the occasional cup reading are an ordinary 
practice in  women’s beauty salons, it takes a particularly entrepreneurial owner 
to double her waxing salon business as a fortune- telling café. “I’m still  doing 
exactly what I’ve been  doing for years now,” the owner explains. A straight-
forward  woman in her thirties, Reyhan has long been serving coffee to, read-
ing cups for, and sharing in the trou bles of her regular clients. “I just started 
to charge for it,” she remarks casually on the transformation of her business 
into a waxing/fortune- telling salon. She has decorated the corridor connecting 
the waiting room to the waxing rooms with three sets of pink, nursery- sized 
 tables and chairs. This furniture suggests a feminine café look, but they are too 
small to be functional, so she serves coffee and reads cups in the living room– 
turned– waiting room. Still, this waxing salon/fortune- telling café benefits 
from its unique combination of the bodily, spatial, and relational intimacies 
of the practices of waxing, the furniture of living rooms, and the relations of 
coffee fortune- telling to produce a place fit for mahrem publics.

Bodily intimacies of femininity regularly appear in many divination ses-
sions as a way of delineating mahrem communities. Wombs and their many 
orderly and disorderly states (like pregnancies, miscarriages, abortions, births, 
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and cysts) and breasts and their vari ous ailments (like lumps and cancers) regu-
larly make their appearance in coffee residues, instigating discussions about the 
private parts of female bodies that are other wise supposed to remain hidden 
even from the gaze of fellow same- sex members of the mahrem community 
and the many medical, sexual, and reproductive issues revolving around them. 
The bodily intimacies of femininity are not  limited to female reproductive 
organs but also extend to the many practices meant to produce and sustain 
normatively feminine bodies.7 The shaping of the eyebrows, the straightening 
of the hair, the waxing of the legs, the polishing of the nails— together,  these 
and other forms of backstage  labor designed to produce normatively feminine 
bodies fit for male desire create intimate publics of femininity in beauty salons. 
Such bodily intimacies reinforce relational and affective intimacies and mobi-
lize similar sociospatial arrangements to conjure the feelings of comfort and 
closeness that mahrem intimacies depend upon.8

Spatialized intimacy often extends beyond the female body and the inner 
space of the fortune- telling café and out into the neighborhoods in which 
divination businesses are located. As an everyday, noncommercial practice, 
 women’s coffee visits serve to forge good neighborly relations (iyi komşuluk) 
(Helms 2010). Specifically, it is  because they facilitate closer relations and the 
circulation of personal information among residents that coffee divinations 
function as a constitutive medium for producing the neighborhood space as 
intimate (Mills 2010). Such cultivation through fortune- telling of the social 
ties that render space intimate is relevant to commercial fortune- telling in mul-
tiple ways. Like many other businesses, fortune- telling cafés mushroom in the 
vicinity of each other. As the workers of neighboring fortune- telling cafés visit 
one another to have a cup of coffee and a chitchat, they forge good neighborly 
relations. During  those visits, workers from competing businesses regularly ex-
change readings and information, just as residential neighbors would. Fortune- 
telling cafés attract neighborly visits, not only from adjacent fortune- tellers but 
also from (predominantly female and young male) acquaintances, friends, and 
 family members of the café  owners and staff who stop by to say hello, help out 
with chores, have a glass of tea or a cup of coffee, and sometimes get a reading, 
just as they would  were they visiting someone’s home.

Divination cafés change the experience of urban space for their clients, 
who, to get a reading, may find themselves visiting neighborhoods and walking 
streets where they have not previously felt comfortable. Having walked almost 
half a mile with the many shopping bags they had just finished filling at the 
famous weekly Tuesday bazaar close by, two  women in their late fifties arrived 
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out of breath at a fortune- telling café in the Asian- side Kadıköy district of 
Istanbul. They  were two among many other  women who visited cafés as an 
extension of their habitual traffic in the urban center, combining their move-
ment to the main commercial district to run errands, pay bills, or do some 
shopping with a coffee reading. As they dropped their bags and collapsed into 
their chairs, they explained half- jokingly that they had gotten lost on their 
way to the café, only to find themselves “among  those Satanists,” a phrase 
insultingly used for the youths who hang out around and in the cafés and 
bars at the other end of the street, less than a hundred meters from the café. 
“We never come  here,” they demurred, referring to what has been called “the 
street of bars,” a long strip of cafés and bars featuring alcoholic drinks, live 
 music, and a public culture of youths mingling in mixed- gender groups, drink-
ing and dancing.

The presence of intimate publics of divination shapes the gendered experi-
ences of urban space. The owner of a fortune- telling café in the central Istanbul 
district of Beyoğlu boasted, quite correctly, that in a society where street ha-
rassment is rampant, his business drew  women into a back alley of the neigh-
borhood they would never have dared venture down before. “Only working 
 women [çalışan kadınlar] visited this street before we opened shop,” he said, 
to suggest that only sex workers, also called “street  women” (sokak kadınları) 
in Turkish, frequented the area previously.  After the fortune- telling cafés took 
over, the street was nicknamed “Fortune- Telling Street” (Fal Sokağı), in ref-
erence to the many divination cafés it hosted, and began to be frequented by 
 women from vari ous walks of life. The alley is located near İstiklal Caddesi in 
the prominent district of Beyoğlu. With its pa tis se ries, cafés, bars, and clubs, 
the area has long served as the center of Istanbul’s mixed- gender public life, as 
well as of lgbtiq publics.9

Indeed, the presence of fortune- telling cafés is itself indicative of the gen-
dered ordering of social space. Fortune- telling cafés appear in (close vicinity 
of ) mixed- gender public spaces of leisure and socializing, such as  those that 
have been historically located in parts of the Beyoğlu and Kadıköy districts. 
Many divination businesses are almost indistinguishable spatially from the 
mixed- gender businesses around them, sharing the same neighborhood, street, 
building, or even the same space. They nonetheless conjure, through their so-
ciabilities and the felt intimacies they are host to, feminized publics that are 
distinct from the mixed- gender publics they grow in proximity to. The signif-
icance of this par tic u lar spatialization of intimate publics of divination lies in 
the history and modernist politics of gendered publics.



Figure 4.2.  Adnan Işık Sokak in Beyoğlu, also known as Fal Sokağı, Fortune- 
Telling Street.
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A Gendered Genealogy of Coffee Publics

At a café, you take a photo with your lips pursed.
At a coffee house, you  will get an ax on your head for  doing that.

At a café, you drink white choco late mocha [I had to google this for 
spelling].

At a coffee house, you drink tea or treat yourself to an orange powder drink 
[Oralet].

At a café, you listen to foreign  music.
At a coffee house, you listen to Turkish classical  music [Türk sanat müziği].

At a café, you play Mono poly.
At a coffee house, you play 101, batak, yanık [three local card games].

At a café, you smoke a million kinds of flavored hookahs.
At a coffee house, you smoke tobacco [tömbeki].

At a café, you spend time with Pelinsu [con temporary female name] and 
her friends.

At a coffee house, you spend time with Tilki Selim and Muzo Dayı  
[customary male nicknames].

— Cayisallama, Öğretmen Sözlük, August 21, 2015

As suggested in the quotation above from a humorous social media website, 
coffee houses are marked as traditional, local settings for male homosocial re-
lations, while cafés are marked as modern, Western venues for mixed- gender 
socializing.10 This culturally resonant difference between a coffee house (kah-
vehane) and a café (kafe) is the product of a gendered bifurcation of coffee 
publics that emerged in the sixteenth- century Ottoman Empire. With the 
push to modernize in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the former, 
male- only coffee houses would become objects of a (self-)Orientalizing gaze 
that deemed them embarrassing traditional institutions of gender segrega-
tion to be reformed, while their mixed- gender counter parts— cafés— would 
hold the promise of rehabilitating and modernizing the men who segregated 
in coffee houses as well as the  women who  were isolated in harems. By tracing 
the six- century history of the journey of sociabilities around coffee, from the 
first Ottoman coffee houses that fashioned coffee consumption into male- only 
coffee houses to the mixed- gender Eu ro pean cafés (Ellis 2011) that inspired 
Habermas’s ([1962] 1991) canonical work on the nature of the public sphere, 
this section highlights how feminized coffee publics emerged for the first time 
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in divination cafés. Distinct from mixed- gender publics in their conjuring of 
a community of  women and young and gay men (and not adult heterosexual 
men), and distinct from  women’s domestic gatherings in their emplacement 
in publicly accessible, commercial, and nonsegregated venues, divination cafés 
pre sent a novel gendered arrangement of sociability and publicness.

The first documented coffee publics  were formed by Sufis who integrated 
the drink into their religious rituals. As the drink’s popularity spread out from 
Sufi circles, the first coffee stalls emerged in the early sixteenth  century around 
mosques in Mecca (Desmet- Grégoire and Georgeon 1999). With the arrival 
of coffee in large cities, “some merchants of the bean took an imaginative en-
trepreneurial step and created an institution for its consumption in a social set-
ting” (Kafadar 2002, 53), and coffee houses  were born. By midcentury, Ottoman 
courtly elites  were enjoying the drink, and coffee houses had reached the cap-
ital of the Ottoman Empire. Breaching conventional social bound aries,  these 
emergent spaces and the new consumption habits they fostered brought men 
of vari ous religious, ethnic, and social strata together. Bringing together individ-
uals from across social classes and distinctions outside the mosque,  coffee houses 
created a new kind of public space and sociability (Kömeçoğlu 2005; Özkoçak 
2007), hinting at a “secularization of public space” (Kafadar 2002, 52). Coffee-
houses fostered “critical communication, be it in the form of rational, aes-
thetic, emotional, or playful criticism” (Karababa and Ger 2011, 747), through 
conversations, games, per for mances, readings, and such, fostering an early-modern 
public sphere.

As coffee spread to the popu lar classes and became an object of mass con-
sumption in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, it fostered a type of social 
space for socializing and leisure that quickly became the subject of religious 
and po liti cal criticism. Competing with the mosque as a gathering space for 
Muslim men, serving as a hub of sins and immoralities like narcotics and gam-
bling, and breeding po liti cal conversation critical of state officials and even the 
sultan himself, coffee houses  were seen as sources of social disorder and  were 
attacked by religious and po liti cal authorities. Sunni Islamic authorities is-
sued official religious opinion  after opinion to denounce coffee consumption 
and the illicit activities it accompanied, while Sufi poems represented coffee 
favorably (Karababa and Ger 2011). From the perspective of the ruling elite, 
coffee houses  were also perceived as a sign of social disorder  because they car-
ried the po liti cal, which was yet to be separated from the religious, into the 
realm of the public, the outside, and the profane.11 Numerous closures and 
prohibitions starting in the sixteenth  century notwithstanding, repression 
was neither complete nor successful. Re sis tance, toleration, accommodation, 
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and routinization characterized the historical development of the relation-
ship between coffee houses and religious and po liti cal authorities (Karababa 
and Ger 2011; Öztürk 2008).

Coffee houses  were exclusively male publics. In that sense, a coffee house was 
a “man’s  house” (Desmet- Grégoire and Georgeon 1999). Coffee house publics 
hosted what might  today be read as nonheteronormative masculine desires, sug-
gested, for example, by the employment of “beautiful boys” in coffee houses 
(Hattox 2014). However, by the eigh teenth  century, coffee consumption 
was a well- established feature of domestic life within the  house hold and part 
of  women’s sociabilities. Coffee was served in homes, both in selamlık quar-
ters where nonkin men visited with the men of the  house hold and in haremlik 
quarters reserved for  women and mahrem males. The harem quarters of one 
elite  house hold even hosted a designated alcove in which to prepare coffee 
(Kallander 2013). As coffee became the offering of choice for displaying hospi-
tality, wealthy  house holds hired servants whose sole responsibility was serving 
coffee, and judges accepted coffee as a basic  house hold provision that would, 
should a husband fail to furnish it, grant even a poorer  woman legitimate 
grounds for asking for a divorce (Çağman 1993). A cup of coffee became such 
an essential daily consumption item that the modern Turkish word for break-
fast, kahvaltı, is shortened from kahve altı, meaning “before coffee.” When a 
prospective groom’s  family or a matchmaker acting in their name paid a visit 
to the home of a marriageable girl, they would sip their coffee slowly so as to 
observe and judge the suitability of the bride- to-be (Abdülaziz Bey 1995). Ot-
toman  women socialized around a cup of coffee not only at home visits but 
also in women- only spaces such as public baths (Sokołowicz 2019). The latter 
was famously called a “ women’s coffee house” by Lady Montague, an En glish 
observer of eighteenth- century Ottoman society (Fernea 1981).12 While male 
public consumption of coffee has attracted fervent interest, and the commu-
nications accompanying it have been closely examined for both po liti cal (for 
example, by the Ottoman secret police) and academic reasons (for example, 
by historians examining the rec ords state officials left  behind), feminine and 
domestic consumption of coffee has attracted less interest.

Publics that congregated around coffee  were not neatly distributed into an 
already existing distinction between male/public and female/domestic, but 
rather aligned with and realigned space and sociability along an intersectional 
axis of masculinity and femininity  shaped by economic, ethnoracial, and re-
ligious differences. While gender segregation was a normative ideal for Otto-
man Muslims, it was not always attainable for the ruled classes. Poorer men 
and  women often circulated and worked in public together out of necessity, 
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while wealthy, respectable men and  women surrounded themselves with an 
entourage while out in public (Peirce 1993, 2010). In contrast to the elite, who 
could afford separate male and female quarters (selamlık and haremlik) in their 
homes, for many men, coffee houses served as a male- only selamlık where they 
could host their guests and socialize with other men. Shifting the conventional 
terms of analy sis, coffee houses might be said to have functioned as extensions 
of the domestic space for men of the popu lar classes, which in turn provided 
 women who could not afford separate haremlik quarters with an empty  house 
in which to accept their female guests (Mikhail 2007). The emergence of 
coffee houses as publics for men might have allowed  women to inhabit their 
homes as spaces where they could host nonkin  women who  were namahrem 
to the men of the  house. In this sense, the coffee house as a masculinized space 
and the  house as a feminized space for same- sex intimacies might have cocon-
stituted each other.

For the modernizing elites of Ottoman Empire for whom the perceived im-
moderations of gender segregation and the lamented absence of gender mixing 
was a marker of difference from and inferiority to the West, gender- segregated 
sociabilities and spaces would come to signify si mul ta neously a postcolonial 
lack (of Western modernity) and excess (of Eastern/Islamic religion and tra-
dition) (Kandiyoti 1997). They would find objectionable both harems, which 
 were believed to leave secluded  women in the exclusive com pany of their fe-
male peers and thus unprepared to participate in public life and even socialize 
with their husbands, and male public spaces like coffee houses, which  were be-
lieved to be incompatible with modern  family life and the conjugal intimacy it 
required (Öztürk 2005). Longing for mixed- gender socialization and compan-
ionate marriages,  these modernizers  were (younger) men who felt themselves 
to be  limited by the patriarchal controls over  women’s visibility and mobility 
exercised by the oldest male head of the extended  house hold, a  family structure 
that  limited the autonomy of its younger male members along with that of the 
females (Kandiyoti 1994; Sirman 2000). The public mixing of genders as well 
as the ideals of romantic love and marital compatibility  were central po liti cal 
issues for the Ottoman reformists and their  later po liti cal heirs, the Turkish 
nationalist secularists. Indeed, while nineteenth- century public discussions 
around coffee houses compared traditional neighborhood coffee houses to mod-
ern reading  houses modeled  after Eu ro pean ones, twentieth- century discussions 
would focus on a desire for coffee houses to function like “clubs” (kulüp) where 
 women could join men (Öztürk 2005).

Public places where men and  women mingled drinking coffee emerged in 
the latter half of the nineteenth  century in non- Muslim and Westernized urban 
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quarters like Pera (Beyoğlu) in Istanbul. Adopting the French word for coffee-
house,  these mixed- gender spaces employing female waitresses  were called 
cafés. The distinction between a kahvehane (coffee house) and a kafe (café) can 
be literally translated into En glish only at the expense of losing the culturally 
meaningful distinction predicated upon the postcolonial gendered tension 
between modern and traditional that is then mapped onto a distinction be-
tween gender- mixed and gender- segregated socialization. The public presence 
of  women as workers and clients marked cafés as modern, distinguishing them 
from gender- segregated, male- only coffee houses marked as traditional.

Echoing their Ottoman pre de ces sors, the nationalist (male) state elites 
of twentieth- century Republican Turkey  were proto- feminists who  were vo-
cally critical of gender segregation, which they perceived as the remnant of an 
overly religious, traditional, and backward past, and who advocated greater 
participation of  women in public life, a social reform they held to be a prime 
symbol of modernization and secularization.  Women’s public presence was 
key to the establishment of a secular public sphere in Turkey (Göle 1997). 
From the classroom to the parliament, the Turkish Republic strategically 
and symbolically fostered  women’s public visibility and mixed- gender social-
ization by instituting a range of policies, such as compulsory coed schooling 
and  women’s suffrage, while banning in de pen dent (feminist)  women’s organ-
izations and writing  women’s activism out of official history (Kılıç 1998). The 
state replaced sharia  family law with Swiss civil law, thereby codifying a mod-
ern patriarchal  family model with individual male heads of nuclear  house holds 
(Sirman 2000), and promoted a modernizing ideal of feminine domesticity in 
the image of rationalized, educated  mothers and wives (Navaro- Yaşın 2000). 
While  women’s inclusion in the public sphere brought im mense po liti cal sig-
nificance to the identity of the new nation as Westernizing/Westernized, it 
also fostered anx i eties over national identity and difference. Anx i eties around 
over- Westernization and national authenticity situated  women in public on a 
tightrope between tradition and modernity, demanding a “modern but mod-
est” public presence (Durakbaşa 2000).  Women’s inclusion in the publicness 
of a mixed- gender social life was constitutive and significant, but also instru-
mental and disciplined.

Gender- mixed public spaces in con temporary Turkey are central to main-
stream public sociability and consumption practices, as attested by a widespread 
and diversified, if decisively urban, presence of cafés.13 Nonetheless,  there was 
and still is a tension between the aspirations of mixed- gender and heterosexual 
sociability and closeness and the continuing appeal of gender- segregated so-
cialization and homosocial intimacy (Olson 1982; Sirman 2005). In the 1930s, 
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when the founder of the Turkish Republic, Atatürk himself, was daringly 
asking the wives of state elites in attendance to dance with him on the empty 
dance floor of a new social club in Ankara, a coffee house owner in Istanbul 
was admitting that the concrete dance floor he had been required to build on 
the order of the municipality was never used for mixed- gender dancing (Öz-
türk 2005).  Because the relations of gender- segregated intimacy sit uneasily 
with the modernist ideals of mixed- gender sociability,  women may be found 
complaining about their husbands spending too much time in coffee houses 
and other spaces of male intimacy, and men may be found complaining about 
their wives idling around coffee cups and other modes of feminine intimacy. 
Even the socializing habits of mixed- gender groups might inadvertently fall 
across both male and female groupings, and so their members warn each 
other apologetically vis- à- vis an internalized modernizing gaze by invoking 
the gender- segregated confines of homosocial intimacy: “Let’s not make it 
haremlik- selamlık” (gender segregated). The discontents of state- led modern-
ization and (an almost postcolonial) secularist nationalism thus operate in 
the fabric of everyday life through a deeply felt tension in and negotiation 
over the gendered practices and affects of intimacy and spatialized sociability.

The lifestyle and consumption habits of the  middle classes play a signifi-
cant role in the fostering of the emphasis on heteronormative domesticity and 
mixed- gender public life, as well as on the attendant transformations of the 
relations between gender, space, and sociability. Tracing the changing uses of 
 house hold space from the Ottoman to the modern Turkish era, Ozbay (1999) 
observes that harem quarters  were transformed into backstage living rooms, 
situated in the inner quarters of the  house where the informal, day- to- day ac-
tivities of the nuclear  family took place, while selamlık quarters became the 
front- stage salon, rooms located in the outer section of the apartment where 
the conjugal  couple hosted their mixed- gender guests. It was also in  these sa-
lons that  women held “reception days” called gün, which translates literally 
as “day” and refers to periodic and rotating home gatherings of a group of 
 women scheduled during the daytime when the men of the  house are away. 
 These women- only receptions  were hosted in the outward- facing section of 
the  house, in the salon rather than the  family living room, suggesting that 
 women  were “moving into a species of public life” (Ozbay 1999, 5). Among 
such  women’s sociabilities nestled in their  houses and gender- segregated so-
ciabilities, coffee cup readings constitute regular pastimes. As the distinction 
between living room and salon began to fade, hinting at a reor ga ni za tion of 
the gendered relationships between space, intimacy, and sociability, coffee cup 
readings moved out of the  house to the burgeoning fortune- telling cafés where 
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mahrem intimacies of the domestic and feminine spheres and the stranger so-
ciabilities of the mixed- gender urban settings are conjoined in new ways.

The neoliberal and postsecular remakings of middle- class habitus in Turkey 
 today contribute to the transformations of gendered habits of sociability and 
intimacy, adding to the blurring of the distinction between cafés and coffee-
houses.  These two places of coffee consumption have long differed, not only 
in terms of the gendered sociabilities they fostered but often also in terms of 
the class habitus they signified, connoted by location, decoration, and menu 
(Göle 2000). Whereas in coffee houses the main beverage has been brewed black 
tea alongside Turkish coffee, cafés offered cappuccinos, lattes, and herbal teas, 
and even skipped more conventional se lections like Turkish coffee and black 
tea. Since the 2000s, however, a new generation of local coffee chains has reap-
propriated Turkish coffee into the café form. Informed by a millennial taste for 
reclaiming the traditional, they have stylized it as a trendy café beverage along-
side more recently introduced coffee beverages for the consumption of mixed- 
gender groups, attesting to the novel brokering of the gendered categories of the 
traditional and the modern that have long set the terms for the coffee house/café 
distinction in par tic u lar and for secular middle- class public life in general.14

The gendered dynamics of public space that distinguish coffee houses and cafés 
have even been subject of direct action by feminists. In 1989, a major daily reported 
that “feminist groups who have been very active lately raided a coffee house and 
discussed  women’s rights with the men pre sent.”15  Women entering a coffee house 
and talking to men about  women’s rights constitutes a newsworthy feminist in-
tervention where coffee houses mark public space as masculine; even when walk-
ing past a coffee house, neighborhood  women are expected to avoid them. As 
key sites of the constructions and per for mances of masculinity in the public 
sphere, coffee houses are so naturalized as part of hegemonic masculinity that, 
when asked if and why they visit coffee houses, most male respondents  were 
taken aback, replying blankly that all men visit coffee houses (Arık 2009), a re-
tort analogous to many of my fortune- telling in for mants who commented that 
all  house wives read coffee cups. Feminist gestures ranging from “raids” in the 
1980s when  women defiantly entered coffee houses and interacted with men in 
front of press cameras to the imprinting of a coffee house front win dow with 
the names of  women murdered by men in the 2010s notwithstanding, the gen-
dered distinction between coffee houses and cafés persists.

In this context, the fortune- telling café emerges as a novel kind of public 
space that does not easily map onto the long- standing bifurcation along gen-
dered lines of coffee sociabilities into cafés and coffee houses and their atten-
dant binary of mixed- gender and gender- segregated spaces. In fortune- telling 



Figure 4.3.  A customer arriving at  Women’s Coffee house (Kadınlar Kahvesi) in 
Beyoğlu.
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cafés, intimate publics or ga nized around the affective and relational affinities 
of the feminized are hosted in non- gender- segregated urban public spaces that 
are located in the spatial and cultural vicinity of mixed- gender publics. In-
deed, the names of the earliest fortune- telling cafés themselves constitute a 
reflection of and on their gendered novelty. The first such café, Melekler Kah-
vesi, subverts the distinction in Turkish between a coffee house reserved for 
men, a kahvehane (abbreviated as kahve, which also refers to the drink itself ), 
and a café (kafe) reserved for mixed- gender socializing. This novel use of the 
gender- nonspecific portmanteau kahve (coffee/coffee house) highlights the in-
ter est ing combination of a public space where mostly  women socialize around 
coffee in a café, including in Melekler Kahvesi’s unusual female- only rooms. 
While the Turkish version of the business’s name deploys the word kahve along 
with the feminine and modern/secular- sounding adjective melekler (angels), 
the En glish translation coined by the  owners, Angels Café, switches to the 
word café, which would translate in Turkish as kafe, not kahve. Even more ob-
vious was another early fortune- telling café that called itself  Women’s Coffee-
house (Kadınlar Kahvesi), self- reflexively emphasizing the challenge  these 
public spaces posed to the established terms of gendered publicness in Turkey 
at the start of the twenty- first  century.

This chapter has detailed the affective and sociospatial relations of gendered 
intimacy as they are brokered in postsecular coffee publics. In this inquiry, 
fortune- telling cafés emerge as novel arrangements that represent a new config-
uration of femininity and intimacy which draws upon and remakes the Islamicate 
and modernist secularist formulations of privacy and publicness in a postsecular 
milieu. Distinct from both gender- segregated domestic sociabilities and gender- 
mixed public sociabilities,  these divination businesses conjure for the first time 
a new kind of gendered public that is squarely centered around the intimacies 
of the feminized and is singularly dependent upon public, and not domestic, 
spaces and sociabilities. Fostering novel public intimacies among  women and 
young and gay men (but not adult heterosexual men), fortune- telling cafés ne-
gotiate mahrem bonds of intimacy and secularist ideals of publicness  under a 
millennial neoliberal and neoconservative intimization of the broader public 
sphere. Therefore, they necessarily pose new questions about the personal and 
po liti cal stakes of intimacy and publicness, themes pursued in chapter 5.
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The Joys and Perils of Intimacy

Elif is a soft- spoken  woman in her early twenties. She’s just graduated from 
college and is looking for work, letting  people know she is looking, sending 
résumés around. She’s exploring her options for a higher degree. Maybe. She 
 hasn’t de cided yet. She’s also busy managing her romantic life  under the gaze 
of her parents, with whom she lives. She emphasizes that she’s very close to her 
 mother and shares with her many personal trou bles but also admits that with 
a fortune- teller she can talk about  things she would rather not talk about 
with her  mother. She started frequenting fortune- telling cafés last year when 
she had a boyfriend with whom she had an unstable relationship. “My mom 
knew about him,” she confirms, and “was understanding at first.”  After Elif re-
peatedly broke up and then got back together with the boyfriend with whom she 
“did not have a  future [marriage prospects],” her  mother became disapproving. 
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Elif did not want to hear her insistent recommendations that she cut him off 
for good. So she de cided to keep  things to herself, letting her  mother think that 
the relationship was over. This secrecy not only meant that to meet with him 
she had to lie her way around her  mother’s supervision but also that she could 
no longer benefit from her  mother’s emotional support through the ups and 
downs of her romantic life. “I knew already that nothing would come of it [the 
relationship],” she admits. “But I just needed someone who would understand.” 
That’s when she began frequenting fortune- telling cafés. She enjoyed a close re-
lationship with a par tic u lar fortune- teller, a  woman of her  mother’s generation. 
Although her troubling romantic relationship is now over, she still enjoys visiting 
fortune- telling cafés as places where she can find an intimate confidant.

Elif ’s story reminds me of my high school classmate Sibel. It was the 1990s. 
Fortune- telling cafés  were not around yet. On a pleasant spring after noon, Sibel 
invited me and another girlfriend to hang out at her  house  after school. Her stay- 
at- home mom welcomed us. We spent time in Sibel’s room relaxing and chatting, 
talking about  things that high school girls are supposed to talk about— school, 
romance, friendships.  After a while, Sibel’s mom invited us to the balcony 
to have Turkish coffee. I distinctly remember that I felt complimented to be 
treated like a real  house guest; Sibel’s  mother was offering us coffee and conver-
sation the way she would with her peers. She even offered to read our cups. I 
was excited to be treated like an adult  woman. Cup reading felt diff er ent from 
the adolescent ritual my best friend and I shared, where we would do a  simple 
opening with a standard deck of playing cards (iskambil falı) for each other 
to get answers to questions like, “ Will he call  today?” I  don’t remember what 
Sibel’s mom told me and my friend. I do clearly remember my surprise upon 
hearing her comments about a boy who was romantically interested in Sibel. 
Sibel had a boyfriend with whom, much to our admiration, she held hands and 
visited cafés. We knew about it, and we also knew not to know it around her 
mom. So we listened intently but quietly, as did Sibel, while Sibel’s  mother re-
counted her  daughter’s romantic prospects in the cup. A few weeks  later, Sibel 
missed class for many days, and we became worried about the reasons why. My 
friend talked to her on the phone briefly and reported back to me what Sibel had 
confided in her: Sibel had been grounded following a beating by her  father and 
older  brother, who had caught her getting out of a car with her boyfriend. Her 
 mother had snitched on her; it was an intimate betrayal.

divination provides a culturally intelligible template for inti-
macy through which the reader and the recipient can readily enter the terrain 
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of the personal and the private through a close, if transient, interaction. Yet, as 
the chronicle in this chapter reveals, the intimacy of divination is in the pro-
cess of being transformed  under its commodification in fortune- telling cafés in 
the larger context of the neoliberal intimization of a postsecular public sphere. 
Fueled by the anx i eties of a postsecular moment and the vulnerabilities of het-
eropatriarchal subordination, secular Muslim  women clients like Elif come 
to fortune- telling cafés to hear the intimate details of their lives as retold by 
a stranger so that they may avoid the potential costs associated with the rev-
elation of their intimate lives without the shield of confidentiality like Sibel 
experienced.

The romantic and sexual lives of  women and lgbtiq individuals are disci-
plined in the  family, community, and, increasingly, in the millennial public cul-
ture and po liti cal realm of Turkey, where the neoliberal media, from daytime 
shows to tele vi sion serials, abounds with the brokering of the intimate in previ-
ously unseen openness and where an Islamically accented gender- conservative 
government and the vital feminist and lgbtiq movements it targets both 
place the intimate at the heart of the public and the po liti cal. In this milieu, 
intimacy, especially of the public kind, entails both strong appeals and grave 
risks.  Here lies the significance of the novel combination of anonymity and 
intimacy offered by the proliferating practices of commercial fortune- telling. 
Meeting the desire to broker the intimate outside their social circle with the 
provision of the relative safety of a disembedded interaction, fortune- telling 
cafés provide  those for whom public intimacy can prove costly—at times even 
fatal— a safe space in which to discursivize the intimate in public and yet away 
from the prying eyes of relatives, friends, neighbors, community members, 
and the government. The inquiry presented in this chapter into the vari ous 
constellations of publicness and intimacy entailed in commercial divination 
requires, therefore, a nuanced feminist reckoning with divination’s novel inti-
mate publics of strangers within which the personal is generalized to the point 
where its consumers feel both recognized and reflected without feeling auto-
biographically uncovered. In feminized publics of divination, the gendered 
stakes of recognition and exposure are played out with exceptional lucidity, 
illuminating the contradictions and challenges of feminist and lgbtiq pol-
itics, particularly in neoliberal and postsecular times of reactionary gender 
conservatisms.

Key to the transformation of the intimacies of fortune- telling in twenty- 
first- century Turkey is their move from socially embedded domestic settings to 
anonymous public venues. When circulating in the enduring social networks 
of  family members, neighbors, and friends, divination is rooted in the already 
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established intimacies of kinship and community. In this context, divination 
serves as a medium for producing, expressing, and sustaining relational inti-
macy, as well as for negotiating the prescribed terms of the intimacy accompa-
nying a relationship. Through cup readings, younger siblings can advise their 
elders without being disrespectful, concerned friends can provide critical com-
mentary on a sensitive topic without coming off as rude, nosy neighbors can 
speculate on the marriage of the  couple next door without sounding intrusive, 
and curious  mothers can inquire about their  daughters’ romantic lives with-
out explic itly cross- examining them. Divination works along the relational 
bound aries that define existing relationships between readers and recipients. 
 These bound aries have been set by the conventions of intimacy so as to allow 
for temporary breaches and produce deeper intimacies.1 In the context of last-
ing social ties, the entry that divination provides into other wise inaccessible 
terrains of intimacy might serve a range of relational objectives. Divination can 
be a medium for checking on, advising, comforting, inspiring, encouraging, 
celebrating, and supporting. It can also serve as a tool for questioning, manip-
ulating, controlling, shaming, and sanctioning. Especially in the context of 
familial and communal relationships that situate the individual as a gendered 
member of a social group, revelation carries the risk of exposure. The price to 
be paid for being exposed  under the heteropatriarchal gaze of the  family and 
the neighborhood might be judgment about or intervention into one’s life. 
Depending on participants’ social status and vulnerabilities, exposure might 
trigger disciplining, gossip, exclusion, and even physical vio lence, particularly 
in the context of hierarchical kinship ties. This is the dark side of socially em-
bedded intimacies.

The move of coffee divination from the realm of feminine domesticity to 
the realm of the market and the city recalibrated the relationships between 
intimacy, sociability, and the public. By removing divination from embedded 
social networks and joining up with cap i tal ist flows of commodities and ser-
vices in the market, the commodification of divination created the necessary 
conditions for the emergence of a new regime of intimacy. Brought together 
at a fortune- telling business  under the terms of a commercial contract that re-
duced their interaction to the exchange of a fee for a ser vice provided for a 
standard period of time at the provider’s workplace, the reader and the client 
became strangers conducting an economic transaction in a clearly specified 
time and place,  under no obligation to develop or sustain a social relationship. 
The commodified intimacy of divination thus allows clients to indulge in the 
pleasures of sharing their intimate lives  under the gaze of a stranger, but in the 
safety of an anonymous and therefore confidential interaction. Sanctioning 
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intimacy as a commodified experience unbound from social expectations and 
 free for circulation among strangers, commercial divination fosters anonymous 
intimacies.2 Öznur, a divorcée in her late thirties with a college degree who 
began reading cups  after a full year of desperate job seeking, explains, “ People 
share very private issues. We are strangers.  We’re not from their social circles. 
So  there is no chance that what they share might be heard by someone who 
knows them.”3 The newfound anonymity of commercial fortune- telling ren-
ders the closeness of divination intimate/authentic (samimi) for  those clients 
who can more genuinely explore their feelings and desires in the absence of the 
looming threat of social sanctioning.4 In other words, the “bounded authen-
ticity” (Bern stein 2007, 103) of the intimacy in this commercial interaction is 
deeply structured by and valued precisely for its disembeddedness, anonymity, 
and thus confidentiality.

Confidentiality is precious to  those who strategize their intimate lives  under 
conditions of relative secrecy while navigating relations of love and domina-
tion. For Elif,  women fortune- tellers of her  mother’s generation offer a caring 
compassion that is felt as genuine, welcomed precisely for its motherliness. But 
such au then tic sharing is pos si ble only  because  these  women are not in fact 
her  mother, as Sibel’s story indicates. Like many youth and gender and sexual 
minorities who depend on “facades” to manage their personal lives without 
explic itly conflicting with their families and communities (Özyeğin 2009, 2015), 
Elif ’s and Sibel’s romantic lives  were partially but not fully transparent to their 
 mothers. Their  mothers initially knew about and supported their flirting, 
 going even so far as to cooperate with the young  women in keeping up the fa-
cade of premarital modesty vis- à- vis the larger  family and community. When Elif ’s 
 mother withdrew her support for her  daughter’s romantic relationship  because of 
its lack of marital prospects, Elif turned to the nonfamilial intimacies of com-
mercial divination and kept up a facade of submission to her  mother. For Sibel, 
the familial intimacies that grew through that fateful divination session with 
her  mother years ago proved costly, as facades broke down between Sibel, her 
 mother, and the male members of her  family, who intervened violently.

Commodification loosens cup readings from the disciplining heteropa-
triarchal gaze and lateralizes this social practice, providing a space for  those 
whose intimate lives, particularly romantic and sexual be hav iors, are denied 
legitimacy and autonomy in dominant cultural narratives and are controlled 
through heteropatriarchal disciplining and vio lence. Fortune- telling cafés may 
not be as hospitable as many other kinds of cafés and bars are to the namahrem 
intimacies of flirting and cruising. But they are more amenable to another kind of 
intimacy among the mahrem community of the feminized, one that provides the 
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emotional support necessary for self- sustenance through the ups and downs of 
navigating namahrem intimacies that are unsupported by the hegemonic insti-
tutions of intimacy such as  family and marriage.

Single, married, and divorced  women may explore in fortune- telling cafés is-
sues they may not other wise safely broach in familial and even friendship contexts 
(for example, marital dissatisfaction, premarital or extramarital relationships, 
divorce) with the confidence that the fortune- teller cannot circulate the in-
formation in their social circles. The threat of male vio lence in retribution 
for perceived breaches of modesty such as premarital or extramarital flirting 
or planning to leave a relationship or marriage is what makes the sharing of 
intimate issues in intimate publics that do not offer anonymity so volatile for 
 women. In such a milieu, many café readers are well aware of the gendered 
asymmetries inherent in their clients’ need for confidential intimacy— and 
of the potential costs of a breach. Echoing many other café readers, Öznur 
insists, “I would never tell a husband that his wife is cheating on him or that 
she wants to leave him. He could do anything. You never know. I would never 
share something like that.”

Commercial divination provides not only youths and  women but also some-
times lgbtiq populations with a safer space in which to explore namahrem 
intimacies that would render them vulnerable within and outside the heter-
onormative spaces of intimacy of  family and marriage. A female client in her 
early thirties was delighted to be offered predictions about her female roman-
tic partner when the young male fortune- teller who read tarot cards along-
side coffee residues directed her attention  toward a specific card with a queen 
figure and inquired if it might represent her romantic interest. Indeed, some 
café fortune- tellers have devised ways of acknowledging their clients’ same- sex 
desires in their prognostications, sometimes simply by taking advantage of 
the fact that personal pronouns are not gendered in Turkish, thereby leaving the 
gender of a person of romantic interest ambiguous. Readers can thus strategi-
cally avoid potentially uncomfortable revelations while still making space for 
diversions from heteronormativity.

The anonymous intimacies of divination interactions are tucked into the 
larger anonymity of urban spaces. A fortune- telling café is,  after all, a café, a place 
to be outside and away from one’s  family home and neighborhood, a place to be 
around strangers. Clients are not in the living room of someone’s home getting 
a reading from a neighbor, auntie, or girlfriend. They are in public getting a 
reading from a stranger away from the prying eyes and ears of the  family home 
or the rest of the neighborhood. Fortune- telling cafés are located in the com-
mercial strips of neighborhoods like Beyoğlu and Kadıköy, where other forms 
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of urban leisure and entertainment businesses are located. Unlike traditional 
residential neighborhoods where especially younger and female members of 
the community may be supervised not only by their  family members but also 
by neighbors who might check and report on their mobilities and sociabilities, 
neighborhoods like Beyoğlu and Kadıköy allow for a type of urban anonymity 
where diff er ent kinds of gendered and sexual intimacies can flourish beyond the 
heteropatriarchal norm (Sandıkçı 2015). “I was never normal,” Bayhan, a male 
fortune- teller in his midthirties, verbalizes in the most explicit terms he has 
ever used with me to describe his gender queerness. Referring to the many years 
he lived and worked in Beyoğlu, Bayhan concludes, “I am not normal. Taksim 
[Beyoğlu] let that abnormality fully emerge.” For the unmarried, youth, and 
lgbtiq individuals, the anonymity of certain urban neighborhoods provides 
an oasis for nonnormative intimacies.

Anonymous spatial intimacies of divination are also increasingly folded into 
stranger sociabilities conducted in the virtual realm. As commercial fortune- 
telling is provided more and more often in online businesses, both the reader 
and the client become further disembedded from in situ social and relational 
markers.  Here, interactions are mediated by texts, images, and sounds that the 
reader and client choose to share online as they adopt pseudonyms, craft self- 
presentations, and fill out basic demographic information forms. Customers 
and fortune- tellers exchange pictures of coffee cups and money with textual 
or audio recordings of interpretations, chat sessions, and, less often, live video 
sessions. In the virtual sphere, clients’ and readers’ social and physical locations 
are, on the one hand, flexibly inhabited and, on the other hand, hard to escape. 
Meral is a young lesbian reader who works part- time for a transnational digital 
fortune- telling website using the online persona of an older straight  woman. 
She had a regular young male client who at some point in their ongoing chat 
exchanges came out by talking about his romantic interest in a man. He  later 
shared that he lived in a provincial town where he was  under a lot of pressure 
from his  family and larger community and feared for his safety. Meral wanted 
to reach out and support him but did not wish to come out of her online per-
sona herself, so she de cided to remain in character but disclose as the support-
ive  mother of an adult gay son.  Under this alibi, she offered practical resources 
such as the contact information of lgbtiq individuals and organ izations that 
might be of assistance, all located in Istanbul. Meral was disappointed when 
she did not hear from her client for a while. The virtual care and solidarity she 
extended to this young man was valuable but not enough to breach his geo-
graph i cal isolation. “He needs to get out of  there [the town he lives in with his 
 family] and come  here [to Beyoğlu, Istanbul],” she insisted.
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Allowing clients to share intimately with strangers in public without being 
exposed as they could easily be in the  family or the neighborhood, in situ and 
online intimacies of commodified fortune- telling create safer venues where in-
timacy and authenticity can be coupled with anonymity and confidentiality. In 
millennial Turkey,  these venues indulge the increasing desire to talk about the 
intimate in public that is incited by the growing intimacy of the po liti cal and 
public culture. The personal and po liti cal significance of the anonymous inti-
macies of divination lie in this broader context in which the questions of who 
can talk about the intimate publicly, in what ways, and in what venues, and 
who can afford or choose to be intimate and au then tic are highly contested 
and consequential (Sehlikoğlu 2013; Sehlikoglu 2015).

The Treacherous Imperative of Public Intimacy

Tele vi sion is a spectacle of the intimate. Zapped through during daylight hours 
of the week when programming is directed at a presumed audience of stay- at- 
home  women, the screen is filled with ordinary  people living ordinary lives, 
with their so generic yet so personal moments of love and betrayal, care and 
vio lence on full display. I feel the pull of this publicly mediated world of do-
mestic femininity during  those mornings and early after noons when I relax at 
home before heading out to fortune- telling cafés, where business picks up  later 
in the after noon. A number of Oprah- esque programs compete on diff er ent 
channels. Each features a female host interacting with an anonymous offstage 
audience of ordinary  people who voice all manner of generic public opinions, 
accompanied by a few experts— a doctor, a therapist, a  lawyer. Sometimes  there 
is an astrologer, fortune- tellers being,  after all, experts in all  matters intimate. 
The object of reflection is the intimate, performed by the few onstage guests 
who share their extraordinarily ordinary stories of private lives gone awry. 
They are  there to find a way out, a way through. They are  there to be seen and 
heard. They reenact scenes of gendered marginalization. They narrate in self- 
disclosure as the host primes the audience to be attentive and to feel along with 
her guests, to offer advice or put- downs. The audience reacts in empathy, pity, 
anger, or joy. They comment and reason.  People regularly break down in tears 
or stand up to dance in joy.  Later in the day, during the primetime tele vi sion 
hours following the eve ning news, the screen is again filled with media genres 
brokering the intimate: fictional series dramatizing romantic and familial adven-
tures and misadventures glue  people to the screens, while the actors’ off- screen 
lives are brought into public view in accompanying paparazzi shows.5
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 There is no escaping intimate publics by moving beyond popu lar culture. 
On the news I hear in the background on the eve ning tele vi sion as I type my 
field notes, statesmen refer to reproduction and the  family with increasing reg-
ularity and detail. They insist that youths should not delay marriage and that 
 women should have more  children. Hardly found on the mainstream news but 
vis i ble to me in the streets and the alternative media, feminist and lgbtiq 
voices address issues of sexuality and reproduction more unequivocally than 
ever in defense of nonnormative intimacies. The vari ous speakers differ in their 
relation to state power and in their po liti cal stances, but they are all brokering 
the intimate in the po liti cal public sphere.

turkey of the 2000s has seen a proliferation of intimate publics (mahrem 
kamusallıklar) in the larger context of the intimization of the public sphere. 
This has followed the neoliberalization of the Turkish economy and the 
 concomitant privatization and expansion of the media in the 1980s and 
1990s, when the intimate became increasingly discursivized and displayed 
in a neoliberal “shop win dow” (Gürbilek 2013). “Taboos are breaking down” 
(Tabular yıkılıyor) was the motto of the post-1980s, which brought forth the 
innovations of paparazzi, dating, and debate shows, rendering mahrem public in 
previously unseen and unspoken ways. The intimacies of mainstream public 
culture have expanded exponentially since 2000, with feminized Oprah- esque 
daytime programs, matchmaking programs, and real ity shows taking central 
stage. In the postsecular popu lar culture of the 2010s, religiously flavored, mor-
alistic, “real- life story” series demonstrated how mundane sins and virtues  were 
punished and rewarded with this- worldly consequences, and Islamic charity 
shows invited viewers to peek into the dispossessed lives of the deserving poor 
before and  after make overs, while more secularly flavored versions featured or-
dinary  people living together in a tele vi sion studio  house, filmed in their own 
home, or walking the halls of a show studio and followed around by cameras in 
routine, everyday situations like hosting a dinner party or shopping for clothes. 
The intimate became the centerpiece of public culture.

Watching daytime tele vi sion in par tic u lar has become an exercise in attun-
ing to the intimate publics of femininity. Daytime shows encourage troubled 
 people of diverse social ranks to dissect their dramatic yet everyday misadven-
tures, guiding and assisting them back to gendered normativity though the public 
scrutiny of their mahrem. In  these programs, audiences of anonymous strangers 
are invited to watch (and incited to volunteer themselves as participants) as 
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ordinary  people disclose their insides: the insides of their homes, their personal 
lives, their bodies, their psyches. In the intimate public culture of neoliberal-
ism, individuals are primed to pre sent themselves on the (romantic/economic) 
market to be appraised, to prove themselves valuable, deserving, and desirable. 
They make themselves over and compete with each other. They talk explic itly, 
fight, act in wayward ways, and often do not end up coupled, reformed, or 
remade. They are on screen to be talked about, compared, judged, apprised, 
disclosed, refashioned, improved, advertised. They may survive, or win, or nei-
ther. Yet the mediatized publics insist on providing pseudo- remedies for the 
vulnerabilities of gendered marginalization and the destructions of neoliberal-
ization intensified by destabilizations of the postsecular era. In  these intimate 
publics, the unemployed and disabled seek alleviation of their destitution 
through charity. Missing girls, including young adult  women who are deliber-
ately not in contact with their families, are found with the help of the commu-
nity. The poor and the el derly are married as a supposed remedy for their social 
isolation and poverty. The intimate is thoroughly exposed to public gaze as the 
bound aries of mahrem and namahrem are rendered porous in new ways.

Not only feminized intimate publics but also masculinized realms of the 
po liti cal public sphere are increasingly rendered intimate. From celebrities 
to ordinary citizens, from religiously conservative politicians to feminist and 
lgbtiq activists, every body seems to be talking about intimate  matters or 
displaying intimate scenarios in public.  Whether arguing over social policy 
or relating personal experience, intimate issues that have not previously been 
discursivized in public debate gain new visibility on news and po liti cal debate 
shows. At venues ranging in scope from private wedding cele brations to in-
ternational population conferences, the most vocal mouthpiece of this new 
politics of intimacy, current president and long- time prime minister, Recep 
Tayyip Erdoğan, repeatedly prescribes romantic and reproductive decisions in 
increasing detail: “Do not delay marriage! Do not be too picky in choosing 
a spouse!”6 “Have at least three  children!” (Çetik, Gültekin, and Kuşdemir 
2008). “Abortion is murder!” “I am against cesarian section births.”7 Protesting 
Erdoğan’s habitual comments on sexuality and reproduction, which they frame 
as illegitimate state intervention into the intimate, feminists chant, “Where, 
how, with whom? None of your business, Tayyip!” and defiantly declare, “I  will 
have sex and not get married. I  will get pregnant and not give birth.”8 Echoing 
feminist activists, a  woman mp from the main opposition party, the Repub-
lican  People’s Party (Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi), Aylin Nazlıaka responded, 
“Erdoğan should stop playing the vagina watchman.”9 In an effort to publicly 
shame her, the then deputy prime minister, Bülent Arınç, rhetorically asked, 
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“How can a  woman mp married with  children speak of her organ so openly, 
without feeling any shame?” (Tahaoğlu 2012). The po liti cal public sphere is 
saturated through and through with all  things intimate and with incessant de-
bates about the proper and improper forms and displays of the intimate (Acar 
and Altunok 2013; Korkman 2016).

By the third de cade of the twenty- first  century, proliferating neoliberal scenes 
of intimacy have been increasingly  shaped by an Islamically accented neocon-
servative familialism, a recently rearticulated ideology of marital, procreative, 
and heteronormative intimacy and sexuality that has been fiercely promoted by 
the state.10 Far from being a passive endorsement of what citizens traditionally 
have done and habitually are still  doing, neoconservative familialism is in fact 
a call for citizen subjects to reclaim and revalue heteronormativity and gen-
der conservatism in an era when the intimate is increasingly debated in public 
and when feminist and lgbtiq movements are increasingly vocal (Korkman 
2015a). In this postsecular moment, a religiously tinted “masculinist resto-
ration proj ect” (Kandiyoti 2013) professing to reconstruct masculinist author-
ity remains in full swing, and the reinstatement of the  family is at the center of 
its efforts to order not only the po liti cal realm but also public culture.

In a context where the government promotes pronatalist and promarital 
policies, such as financial rewards for new  mothers and low- rate credit for new-
lyweds, and even takes on the explicit role of matchmaker, as when the then 
prime minister Ahmet Davutoğlu announced that citizens “who wish to marry 
should come to us [the government],”11 and the feminist and queer opposition 
decry this across- the- board endorsement of heteronormative  family, insisting 
that “ there is life outside the  family,” marriage- focused matchmaking tele vi sion 
shows and related spin- offs become the most popu lar genre of feminized inti-
mate publics. Aligning neoliberal refashionings of the self with the neoconser-
vative remakings of gender and sexuality in televised intimate publics, marriage 
shows reassert the  family as the main frame of gendered normativity and self- 
making (Akınerdem 2015). Va ri e ties of desire and vio lence to be legitimately 
admitted into heteronormativity are constantly negotiated  here: a marriage 
show host heavi ly chastises a  woman for daring to call in to find a female part-
ner, while another host is protested by feminists for inviting to his show a man 
who killed two previous wives.12 New types of family-  and marriage- oriented 
shows are regularly in ven ted to train their female guests and viewers in the 
arts of being a suitable bride and wife. In Bride’s Home, newlywed  women dis-
play their  house hold goods and decor in order to compete over who has the 
best taste and shopping wit.13 In  Mother’s Heart, on- staff pseudo- moms and 
mothers- in- law supervise young  women contestants on domestic chores such 
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as cleaning, knitting, and cooking in a bid to win the title of “most eligible 
bride” (Korkman 2017). The disquiets of gender liberalization are addressed in 
increasingly neoconservative ways, as  women are retrained into heteronorma-
tive femininity, ad infinitum.

The neoconservatization of public culture is not autonomous from the 
po liti cal pro cesses of neoconservatization. The limits of what can be said by 
whom about intimate  matters are managed by governmental suppression of 
feminist and lgbtiq voices, as exemplified by the bans and attacks on Pride 
and International  Women’s Day marches and the criminalization of feminist and 
queer activists, as well as by state intervention into the media repre sen ta tions of 
the intimate though financial incentives, fees, and other punishments. While 
shows that train  women in normative femininity are sometimes financially 
supported by the Ministry of  Family and Social Policy and screened on official 
state channels,  others hosting feminized intimate publics are regularly issued 
monetary fines and temporary broadcasting closure penalties from the na-
tional regulatory board for radio and tele vi sion broadcasting, the rtük. Most 
of  these rtük decisions refer to infractions of Article 8(f ) of Law No. 6112 
regulating broadcasting, which stipulates that broadcasting “should not con-
tradict national and spiritual values and the princi ple of the protection of 
general morality and the  family” (toplumun millî ve manevî değerlerine, genel 
ahlaka ve ailenin korunması ilkesine aykırı olamaz).14 In fact, a large share of the 
board’s penalties targets daytime feminized publics. In one incident, a daytime 
Oprah- esque show exclusively addressing mother- in- law/daughter- in- law rela-
tions was found harmful by rtük, since “familial prob lems  were discussed in 
detail in front of millions of viewers, creating negative feelings about the insti-
tution of  family and marriage,” and the channel was issued monetary fines for 
“having  violated the privacy/intimacy [mahremiyet] of the  family.”15

By the late 2010s, the neoconservative push had reached such form and in-
tensity that even marriage shows  were deemed threatening to the gender order 
the government sought to endorse. In 2016, rtük convened all marriage pro-
gram producers in a meeting to discipline them.16 Months  later, a statutory 
decree (khk/690) added to Article 8 of Law No.  6112 the stipulation that 
broadcasting cannot include “programs where individuals are introduced to 
each other or brought together with the purposes of finding a friend” (arkadaş 
bulma amacıyla kişilerin tanıştırıldığı ve/veya buluşturulduğu türden program-
lar).17 “Friendship” (arkadaşlık) in Turkish is commonly used as a semidis-
guised way to describe premarital relations between men and  women, and 
the decree was broadly interpreted as banning marriage programs.18 Since the 
decree, marriage shows have often continued to be broadcast  under the same 
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names with the same hosts, but they have shifted their focus from premarital 
matchmaking to neoconservative  family reparation. The decree also assigned 
to rtük, in consultation with the Ministry of  Family and Social Policy, the 
mission to financially incentivize  family and child- friendly programs deemed 
to “support the integrity and continuity of the  family and the psychic,  mental, 
and moral development of  children and youth.”19

The neoconservative politics of intimacy is executed not only by produc-
tive and repressive powers regulating discourse in public culture and the po-
liti cal public sphere, but also by coercive powers directly targeting feminized 
bodies. In addition to escalating and violent police attacks on feminist and 
lgbtiq protestors, the state’s repressive apparatus, which has routinely uti-
lized sexual vio lence, has been operating intimately with new sorts of public 
visibility. During a 2016 military attack on Kurdish- populated cities, Turkish 
special military forces scattered the  houses they invaded with  women’s un-
derwear, lipstick, and condoms, and graffitied threats like, “Girls  we’re  here. 
Where are you?” (Baysal 2016). The soldiers shared photos of  these exploits 
on social media, including graffiti addressing the president that read, “I love 
you, long man,” using one of the president’s masculinist nicknames with clear 
sexual innuendo.20 In another instance, the state defended sexual vio lence com-
mitted  under its auspices aggressively, when, for example, a  woman journalist 
who had reported on child rape in prisons was arrested for the alleged crime 
of “exposing the privacy/intimacy [mahremiyet] of the state.”21 Even the gov-
ernmentalized apparatus of public medicine has been operating in coercively 
intimate ways in its eagerness to promote par tic u lar sexual and reproductive 
be hav iors. As part of pronatalist paternalism,  family doctors have sent text 
messages to  women who have tested positive for pregnancy, inadvertently shar-
ing information with whichever  family member was the primary provider of 
social security and had their phone number on rec ord; in one case, the  father 
of an unmarried  woman who attempted to stab his  daughter (Saluk 2021).22 
Other, longer- standing examples include public hospitals performing manda-
tory mea sur ing of trans  women’s vaginas (Zengin 2016) and nonconsensual 
virginity tests (Parla 2001). The masculinist politics of intimacy thus depends 
upon a violent denial of the right to intimacy for lgbtiq individuals and 
 women, particularly for younger and single  women and racially and sexually 
marked populations such as Kurdish and transgender  women.

Despite the contentious and violent disciplinings of intimacy in an intimate 
public culture and po liti cal public sphere, the most desirable commodity to 
be produced and consumed continues to be the intimate itself, and demand 
seems to increase with supply. Not only are audiences trained to consume it 
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with growing appetite, but the mass supply of (a commodified and staged) in-
timacy is felt to risk diminishment of the intimate quality of the very  thing 
that is on display. Producers, hosts, guests, and audiences continuously de-
mand more intimacy and accuse each other of not disclosing enough, or of 
not disclosing honestly enough, or of lacking genuineness or authenticity. The 
public display of the intimate never seems to suffice;  there is always the suspi-
cion of yet another layer to be revealed. Are we  really getting an inside view, 
or is what we are seeing just a scripted dialogue, a manicured  house, an actor 
from the casting office, a manipulative host? Debates about who is truly open 
and sincere (samimi ve içten, the latter term literally translating as “from the 
inside”) versus who is acting or putting on a show abound in intimate publics. 
“Stop pretending and be au then tic!” guests, contestants, hosts, and audience 
members demand, as intimacy (samimiyet) becomes an ethical imperative for 
appearing and speaking in public. Politicians accuse each other of not being 
intimate (samimi), while tapes leaking private conversations or sexual liaisons 
involving statesmen produce unexpected intimacies. The more the intimate is 
displayed and dissected in public, the more intense is the felt crisis of and par-
adoxical push for intimacy.

Yet the insistent desire and demand for intimate self- disclosure in public 
that accompanies the saturation of public debate and culture by the intimate 
(mahrem) is a treacherous imperative. Even beyond the coercive reach of state 
institutions, the privileges and costs, risks and rewards of being publicly inti-
mate are unevenly distributed along heteropatriarchal lines. Being au then tic 
could endanger one’s social standing, relationships, and safety. This holds es-
pecially true in the context of rising femicide rates in Turkey in the first two 
de cades of the twenty- first  century, which was marked by a brief early period 
of gender equality reforms that  were quickly followed by a rising reactionary 
gender conservatism, accompanied all along by a vocal feminist and queer 
movement (Atuk 2020). For  women who have invested a fragile trust in in-
timate publics such as daytime shows despite their deep knowledge that inti-
macy holds the potential of vio lence close at hand for the feminized, the cost 
has sometimes been their very lives (Akınerdem 2020). A  woman who mar-
ried a man she had met on live tele vi sion was murdered by him three months 
 later.23 Another  woman was shot and seriously wounded by her teenaged son 
 after sharing her experiences of domestic vio lence on a daytime show (Schleifer 
2005). The provocation to discursivize and display the private and the personal 
brings new desires and new trou bles where gendered expectations of propriety, 
honor, and shame increase not only the risks of romantic and familial intimacy 
for the feminized, but also the costs of being intimate in public.
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It is in this context that divination cafés flourish by offering a safer, more 
anonymous type of public intimacy while also satisfying the desire for the 
making of the intimate in public. Products of a long history of shifting rela-
tionships between gender, intimacy, sociability, and space, divination cafés re-
configure the logic of intimacy (mahremiyet) by reordering the relationships 
between stranger sociability, privacy, and publicness. By offering the benefits 
and pleasures of a par tic u lar combination of urban anonymity and confiden-
tiality together with feminized intimacy, comfort, and familiarity, they re-
duce the risks associated with being intimate in public for gender and sexual 
minorities. In relation to the many forms and layers of intimate publics that 
surround them, this particularity makes the feminized publics of divination a 
productive entry point into feminist politics and critiques of public intimacies 
and intimate publics in their vari ous incarnations and entanglements.

Intimate Publics and Feminist Politics

—   We’ll release them [sex workers– turned– revolutionary agitators] out 
into the world.  We’ll send them to vari ous cities and towns in propor-
tion to the frequency of femicides.  We’ll make sure that they each have 
a new  career and are able to support themselves. Their task  will be to 
congregate with other  women, converse [muhabbet kurmak], or ga nize 
günler [rotating daytime female parties hosted at home]. For now . . .

—  [Interrupting.] We should think about the tele vi sion series too.
—  How . . .
—  [Interrupting again.] What  will they talk about?
—  We need to talk about [them] watching tv serials and then inter-

preting them together.  Don’t we mean to implode the discourses 
from inside?

—  Sooo . . .
—  From a communist perspective, [ they’ll talk about]  human relations, 

what [it] is to give birth and to die [can vermek], what love is, what 
commodity relations are, what strug gle is, how to raise kids, what to 
do in the  house hold.

—  Yes, but they  shouldn’t just propagandize. They should be able to 
spark debate by asking questions from diff er ent perspectives.

—  I like the idea of using tele vi sion serials to do that.
—  Yeah . . .  besides  those, I also think that fortune- telling [ fal ] is a good 

method. I mean, interpreting, propagandizing through cup readings. 
 After all, fortune- telling is an indirect communication medium.
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—  Yes, yes. As we talked about before. What if  there was a  women’s 
coffee house where fortunes  were told, but with hidden mics on the 
 tables, sending messages via that medium?

—  The café business is too eccentric and too institutional. Let’s think 
about this.  Women’s [tele vi sion] shows are also impor tant. . . .

—  Okay. Looking at all  these issues, we should teach them stuff like 
anthropology, participant observation, and such. Not too in- depth 
though.

—  All right. Moving on. This is what we gather from reading the 
testimonials [of sex workers]:  were  these  women not in this line of 
business, they would want to be “normal”  women, have a  family or 
some such  thing.

—  This is why,  after completing their training, they should go flood a 
 women’s shelter. One calamity is worth more than a thousand words 
of advice.

— Suphi Nejat Ağırnaslı, Menkibe: Mevcut,  
Menkul ve Müşterek Komünizmde Israr Beyanı

The above discussion is taken from a self- consciously ironic personal po liti-
cal manifesto (Ağırnaslı 2013, 125–26). In this po liti cal fantasy, a mixed- gender 
group of revolutionaries are discussing their plans to recruit and train former 
sex workers as under ground feminist revolutionary agitators who  will deploy 
 women’s everyday practices like discussing tele vi sion shows and reading for-
tunes in an effort to subvert normative femininity itself. Written with dry wit 
and dark humor by a young male leftist who was trained as a sociologist and 
lost his life as a revolutionary fighter during the defense of the autonomous 
Kurdish region of Kobane, the dialogue provides a rare if comical reflection on 
the po liti cal potential of gendered practices of divination and fortune- telling 
cafés. Indeed, with rare exceptions such as Kandiyoti’s (1987) insightful com-
parison of the gender- segregated close bonds of  women in Turkey with West-
ern feminist consciousness- raising groups, which similarly insulated  women 
sharing the intimacies of femininity, intimate publics of divination are not per-
ceived as significant for feminist politics.

It is most certainly the case that,  unless infiltrated by sex workers– turned– 
revolutionary agitators, fortune- telling cafés are not readily oriented  toward 
politics as such.  There is a potentiality to divination publics as proto- political 
publics, as was the case, for example, with gay clubs or bath houses, which  were 
not (perceived as) spaces for po liti cal identity formation and activism  until 
they become spaces of or ga nized re sis tance and oppositional action, often in 
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response to police harassment and repression. Nevertheless, divination publics 
are clearly not counterpublics (Fraser 1990) where subaltern groups gather to 
regroup and form their voices, only to return to the dominant public sphere 
to speak back, as feminist and queer po liti cal organ izations do. They are rather, 
as Berlant (2008) put it, juxtapo liti cal publics that lie to the side of the po liti-
cal and are valued by their participants for their very distance from the formal 
po liti cal realm.

Importantly, counterpublics such as feminist groups and juxtapo liti cal pub-
lics such as fortune- telling cafés are not necessarily exclusive of one another but 
share audiences, spaces, and genres.  There are individuals who identify with 
feminist and lgbtiq politics and also populate divination publics, and their 
po liti cal discourses and intimate feelings inform the divinations they give or 
receive. Divination publics also resonate in more direct and unexpected ways 
with counterpublics, such as occurred in the 2014 urban protests known as the 
Gezi Uprising, to which feminist and queer politics  were central. The counter-
public of the Gezi Uprising was placed in the close vicinity of the birthplace 
and hub of fortune- telling cafés around Taksim Square in the Beyoğlu district. 
As a modern urban square, Taksim was a highly contested site of po liti cal pro-
test, public access to which has long been obstructed by the state and fought 
for by oppositional groups. Connected to the square, both Gezi Park and the 
major shopping thoroughfare of İstiklal Caddesi  were subjects of highly con-
tested past, ongoing, and planned redevelopment and commercialization proj-
ects that threatened to destroy the lifeworlds of  those who inhabited them as 
subjects on the fringes of economic, ethnoracial, religious, and gendered nor-
mativity (Parla and Özgül 2016; Potuoğlu- Cook 2015; Yıldız 2014). It was in 
this context that some workers and clients used fortune- telling cafés in the area 
as regrouping grounds during the uprising to escape police vio lence on the 
streets and provide for their own needs. Complementarily, the occupied Gezi 
Park grounds included a makeshift wishing tree to which protestors attached 
rags and notes, deploying the practice of wish making also common in cof-
fee fortune- telling to express their hopes and desires in the po liti cally oriented 
counterpublic of Gezi Park.

Despite  these connections to the po liti cal, the worth of fortune- telling 
cafés does not inhere in their intersections with or proximity to counterpub-
lics. To the contrary, in a time of intimate politics, the significance of divina-
tion publics lies in their very distance from po liti cally oriented publics. As we 
have seen in this chapter, the po liti cal public sphere in Turkey is increasingly 
dominated by a postsecular, neoliberal politics of intimacy that often employs 
disciplinary and moralizing modes, while in mainstream public culture, the 
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intimate is increasingly demanded, produced, and regulated in alignment with 
an Islamically accented neoconservative familialism. In this context, the in-
quiry explored in this chapter forwards the argument that the intimacies of the 
po liti cal public sphere and public culture offer an inviting yet treacherous ter-
rain for  those disadvantaged by heteropatriarchal hierarchies for whom public 
disclosure may prove dangerous. While part and parcel of the larger trend of 
the intimization of the public sphere, divination publics offer some relief from 
the push for public revelation of the intimate and the normativizing and gov-
ernmentalizing impulses of mainstream public culture and the po liti cal public 
sphere. Rather than orienting their discourses outward for the reformulation 
of the(ir) clients’ intimate (grievances)  toward larger public and po liti cal spheres, 
such as a tele vi sion show or po liti cal group might do, divination cafés are ori-
ented inward so as to safeguard the confidentiality of the anonymous intima-
cies they produce.  Here the intimate is not primarily or readily an object of 
voy eur is tic consumption or of disciplining governance, but is instead afforded 
a degree of privacy where it can remain safely confidential while being nur-
tured through social relations among the feminized. This is highly significant 
from a feminist perspective, given that the growing trend of intimate/authentic 
self- disclosure, which might demand that youths,  women, and queer folk shed 
the practices of keeping up facades, is likely to result in stricter supervision, 
control, and even vio lence over and against them.

Having strug gled for the recognition that the personal is po liti cal, femi-
nists have long bemoaned the artificial separation of public and private and 
the dismissal of feminized issues from the po liti cal public sphere as private. 
Yet in  these times of the mainstreaming of feminist and even lgbtiq poli-
tics and religiously accented reactionary gender conservatisms, feminists have 
also come to bemoan the rendering of the po liti cal as thoroughly intimate that 
has been fostered by neoconservative masculinist politics and biopo liti cal gov-
ernmentalization. Further complicating feminist considerations around pub-
lics and intimacies is the fact that the desire to reach and influence the public 
at large might conflict with the (at times mortal) need to create and sustain 
safe(r) publics for the feminized.24 In this context, venues for the articula-
tion and expression of the intimate feelings of gender and sexual minorities 
below the radar of the po liti cal public sphere and mainstream public culture 
are highly noteworthy. As the  earlier examples of masculinist vio lence follow-
ing the mother- daughter fortune- telling session or the sharing of domestic 
vio lence experiences on a  women’s daytime show indicate, however, juxtapo-
liti cal intimate publics are neither necessarily nor effortlessly safe(r), let alone 
readily amenable to feminist aspirations. It is perhaps for this reason that 
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intimate publics of femininity are not easily (recognized as) compatible with 
feminist praxis. For example, feminists in Turkey have long inveighed against 
the gender- normative discourse of tele vi sion shows, petitioning them to take 
on feminist messages and divest themselves of their misogynist baggage, even 
resorting to demands for the abandonment of some daytime  women’s shows 
altogether. In a more mundane moment of feminist politics, concerned vol-
unteers at a domestic vio lence shelter for  women hesitated to replace broken 
coffee cups for fear that fortune- telling among residents fostered fatalism.

In consideration of  these multilayered contradictions and feminist hesita-
tions, part II of this book has approached the intimate publics of femininity 
that are conjured in fortune- telling cafés as a case in point to insist on a nuanced 
inquiry into the shifting, complex, and (juxta)po liti cal terms of the gendered re-
lationships between affect, intimacy, and publics in a postsecular, neoliberal mi-
lieu. Part III continues the inquiry into the affectivity of divination by turning 
to the  labors of fortune- tellers who conjure the intimate publics in which the 
feminized may attune to their secular anx i eties and gendered vulnerabilities, 
if only at the expense of the growing precarity of their own divination  labors.
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Feeling  Labors of Divination

 “How do you read fortunes?” I ask Bayhan, a thirtysomething man who has 
been reading coffee cups at cafés for over a de cade. He pulls another cigarette 
out of a box of the cheap local brand he smokes and lights it up.  After a long 
exhale, he starts to speak.

I look into their eyes. I hold their hands. I feel their energy. It’s not  really 
about the shapes [of the coffee residues]. But if I said  things out of the 
blue,  they’d be scared. Coffee, tarot cards— these are just instruments. 
Every one has feelings. Mine are rather intense, highly developed. At 
times, feelings arise merely by touching someone. I once made a bet with 
a coworker at the café I used to work at about a female customer. I bet 
that she had just had a breakup and had run straightaway to the café. She 
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was getting a reading at the  table next to us. We listened in, and I won 
fifty liras. My friend was surprised. “How do you know?” “It’s a feeling,” I 
said. “I get a feeling” [içime doğuyor]. Something happens when I see some-
one. It grows stronger when I touch them. Sometimes without any instru-
ments. I would never consult tarot cards or coffee residues. One day an 
abla [elder  sister] arrived. I read her fortune without even opening her 
cup. She asked me why I  didn’t look at the residues. “I paid for it. I drank 
it,” she objected. My boss chewed me out. That’s how I learned to read 
cups, for formality’s sake. Name a few shapes, rotate it once or twice, 
create the impression. But it’s all about feelings. The goldsmith knows 
the diamond. He feels its authenticity from its radiance. He is that fa-
miliar with it. This is about familiarity with seeing  people. Taxi  drivers, 
salespeople— their feelings are strong.  They’re in constant interaction 
with  others. They have intense feelings. Some occupations are like public 
relations: they know  people, they see them, their feelings grow stronger.

Fortune- tellers feel  people. “I feel it” (hissediyorum), most café readers insist 
when asked why they say what they say and how they know what they know. 
Most find this pro cess of feeling hard to explain in any more detail, but, like Bay-
han, some are quick to clarify that coffee residues, cards, and other mediums are 
mere instruments— excuses, even— there to provide a well- recognized container 
for the deployment of their feeling capacities. Sight is a key sense and idiom in 
divination, feeding and substantiating the pro cess of feeling. Readers often pref-
ace their comments by saying “I see” (görüyorum) or “it seems” (görünüyor). One 
looks at, rather than reads, fortunes in Turkish (fal bakmak), an apt description 
of the perceptive skills of fortune- tellers who see the  people they interact with 
through the lens of a deeper if intuitive attentiveness to who they are. Feelings 
grow stronger for  those in regular contact with strangers, Bayhan asserts, in-
dexing the discerning sensibility developed by fortune- tellers and  others who 
come into regular contact with large numbers of  people. Such familiarity with 
and knowledge of diff er ent classes of  people whose characteristics, from cloth-
ing style to body language, hint at their socially patterned if deeply individu-
ated dreams and trou bles operates in fortune- telling not as a reflexive thought 
pro cess but as a visceral pro cess of feeling.

Fortune- tellers do not just feel  people; they also make  people feel. Feeling 
in divination refers not only to the pro cess of skillfully if intuitively seeing 
 people for who they are, but also to the ongoing pro cesses of affective attune-
ment and being moved that characterize the fortune- telling interaction. The 
sense of touch (dokunmak) is central to divination in terms of its wider usage 
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in Turkish, as in En glish, to denote the state of being touched or affectively 
moved. Like seeing, touching complements this divinatory sense of feeling, 
giving substance to the other wise undefinable pro cess of feeling that allows 
fortune- tellers to read and move  others. For Bayhan, touch is key to feeling 
 others, and he often asks to hold the client’s hand before opening the cup. But 
most café readers do not regularly initiate physical touch with their clients. 
All readers do, however, attune to their clients, opening themselves to being 
moved by them. It is this opening to mutual affect that increases their ability to 
say the right  things in the right way, allowing the clients to be moved in their 
turn. “Feeling  labor” refers to this par tic u lar modality of feeling  people and 
making them feel.

Part III explores the feeling  labors feminized secular Muslim fortune- tellers 
perform in the ser vice of living precariously. While coffee divinations have 
long served as a medium of feeling one’s way through gendered vulnerabilities, 
they are increasingly appropriated in the ser vice of managing a compounded 
neoliberal and postsecular precarity. This chapter examines how, as a product 
of and a response to the gendered precarities of neoliberalization and the gen-
dered allures of neoliberalism’s therapeutic accompaniments, the feeling  labors 
of divination are mobilized so as to survive precarity.  These feeling  labors not 
only offer a way for fortune- tellers to make a living; they also provide a ser vice 
for emotionally sustaining clients through the disappointments of femininity, 
the frustrations of postsecularism, and the distresses of neoliberalism. Ironi-
cally, feeling  labors are increasingly put to therapeutic use to address precarities 
produced by the interlockings of heteropatriarchy, secularism and Islamism, 
and neoliberalization at the expense of placing the fortune- tellers themselves 
in highly precarious  labor conditions. In an era when the anx i eties of economic 
neoliberalization, rising Islamism, and shifting gender norms are increasingly 
soothed by the reassurances of enchanted therapeutic remedies, this chapter 
grapples with the interlocking and gendered relationships between feminin-
ity, affect,  labor, and precarity as they play out in the postsecular divination 
economy. Together, chapters 6 and 7 trace the transformation of feeling  labors 
 under the therapeutic ethos and self- entrepreneurial idiom of neoliberalism 
and the commercialization, digitalization, and transnationalization of divina-
tion  under akp’s par tic u lar brand of religiously accented neoliberalism.

Feeling  people and making  people feel is hard work. Hidden  behind the 
customary disparagement of fortune- tellers as quacks and the routine degrad-
ing of coffee fortune- telling as a feminine diversion is the  labor that reading 
fortunes entails. While reading fortunes is often assumed to be an easy and 
effortless job, attuning affectively to and facilitating the expression of  others’ 
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feelings not only can be difficult and exhausting; it also takes skill and experience. 
The feeling  labors of divination require skillfulness and effort on both affective 
and emotional levels. As readers tune into and help thicken floating, yet- to-be 
personalized affective intensities, they also stimulate and verbalize their clients’ 
culturally legible emotions (Korkman 2015b). Whereas the concept of emo-
tional  labor has been used to render vis i ble the modulation of workers’ inner 
states in order to produce a desired emotional result in their clients (Hall 1993; 
Hochschild 1983; Kang 2003; Lively 2000; Paules 1991; Pierce 1999), and the 
concept of affective  labor has been used to explore the commodified produc-
tion of affects (Ducey 2007; Hardt 1999; Negri and Hardt 1999; Wissinger 
2007), I use the phrase feeling  labor to emphasize the mutual embeddedness 
of both emotional and affective pro cesses. The term feeling is usefully ambigu-
ous and can thus conjure both of  these dimensions (Cvetkovich 2003). It also 
mirrors fortune- tellers’ own understanding of their work as an active pro cess 
of “feeling” (hissetmek). This conceptualization allows for an analy sis of the in-
tersubjective and inseparable pro cesses of affective attunement and emotional 
expression that is highly cognizant of the laboriousness and commodification 
of  these pro cesses but does not reduce their productivity and value to their 
instrumentalization  under neoliberal capitalism.

While the management of emotions at work has been examined by a now 
well- established emotional  labor lit er a ture, the production of affect at work 
has only recently and cursorily been addressed by an emerging lit er a ture on 
affective  labor. The concept of feeling  labor synthesizes and intervenes in  these 
lit er a tures to outline a holistic approach that neither focuses on one dimen-
sion at the expense of the other nor collapses  these analytically distinct lev-
els together, but instead takes both emotional and affective dimensions into 
account in their specificity and their interrelation. Feeling  labor retains emo-
tional  labor’s emphasis on the gendered inequalities that characterize the cap-
i tal ist commodification of emotional capacities and experiences (Bellas 1999; 
Hall 1993; Hochschild 1983; Kang 2003; Lively 2000; Paules 1991; Pierce 1999). 
The conception of emotional  labor as the management of the customer’s mood 
through the display of  either feigned or successfully self- induced emotions by the 
worker, as originally suggested by Hochschild (1983) and widely  adopted in 
the field, is insufficient to capture the intersubjective pro cess of feeling  labor. 
Particularly constraining are the under lying assumptions about the individual, 
which, based on a binary of alienated/authentic selves, blunt the concept’s 
analytical and critical edge (Weeks 2007). With its emphasis on preindivid-
ual, precognitive, and yet thoroughly social pro cesses, the concept of affective 
 labor provides an alternative to the atomistic individualist and instrumentalist 



undertones that often accompany the concept of emotional  labor. Informed 
by scholarship on immaterial  labor (Lazzaratto 1996), the concept of feeling 
 labor thus contributes to  those nascent affective  labor studies that highlight 
the cap i tal ist production and channeling of flows of affect which work to con-
nect disparate bodies and individuals and create spaces for the flourishing of 
subjectivities and social relations (Ducey 2007; Freeman 2011, 2015; Hardt 
1999, 2007; Negri and Hardt 1999; Wissinger 2007). Yet although feeling 
 labor depends on affective  labor characterized by “the creation and manipu-
lation of affects” (Hardt 1999, 96), it is not reducible to such affective  labor. 
Feeling  labor operates instead through interpersonal pro cesses of affective at-
tunement that foster emotional incitement and identification and thus blur 
the very bound aries between self and other as well as between spontaneous 
versus manufactured feelings.

The feeling  labors of divination are directed initially at the creation and 
maintenance of an affectively intense atmosphere that moves the client strongly 
and deeply, irrespective of the par tic u lar emotional accent into which this af-
fectivity might be translated. Before anything  else in the session can unfold, 
the client needs to get into an excitedly/anxiously ex pec tant mood, ready to be 
affected. The caffeine consumption closely preceding the reading helps stim-
ulate the body into an alert state, prompting a restless readiness. One reader 
takes a long pause before opening the cup, inviting clients to bring their full 
concentration to the  table. Another withholds the opening of the cup  until late 
in the session, keeping her eyes on the client and demanding instead the return 
of her gaze and attention. Some readers open the session by offering a deck of 
tarot cards for the client to pick from, solemnly placing the chosen cards face 
down on the  table in a specific order only to be turned face up one by one  later 
in the session.  Others start off by speaking frantically, as though they have too 
much to say in the  limited time available with the client and cannot afford a 
pause or distraction, absorbing instead as much as they can by staying alert and 
feverishly pre sent. What ever individual styles and gestures they adopt, it takes 
a confident, charismatic presence and an impressive opening of the session on 
the part of the reader to summon the affective intensity required to prepare the 
client to be read.

Creating an effective cir cuit of feedback requires a customer whose attention 
is focused on the reader, who is literate in the genre, and who is “open,” in the 
lingo of divination, to be read/affected. “I have been to many fortune- tellers, 
but no one can read my fortune,” remarks a young  woman in her twenties as 
she sips her coffee and waits for her turn with the reader. She is visiting the 
café with her boyfriend, who is also drinking coffee but explains that he is not 
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interested in getting a reading. “ There was only one person who was accurate. 
I went to her twice, but  after that I  couldn’t locate her,” the  woman explains 
with the familiar mixture of nagging doubt and insistent hope that brings 
many back to fortune- telling cafés. “If you believe her and if you are open, she 
is very good,” the owner of the café offers. Being open refers to the client’s abil-
ity and willingness to work with the reader to flexibly interpret predictions as 
personally meaningful and to provide feedback. Such openness might pre sent 
as brainstorming for pos si ble  people in their lives when the reader mentions 
someone whose name starts with the letter S or T, correcting the reader who 
has made an almost but not truly accurate dating of the time of one’s marital 
trou bles, or selectively responding to  those comments that hit the nail on the 
head while disregarding  those that are off base. Readers are wary of customers 
who are unresponsive and uncooperative,  either too timid in offering feedback 
or too exacting in their questions. “Closed” customers are likely to leave disap-
pointed, as they neither feed into nor feed from the affective intensity of the 
interaction. In contrast, open customers serve as porous and generous nodes of 
an affective cir cuit, helping both themselves and the reader to a good reading.

Throughout the session, reader and client feel each other out within the en-
chanted intersubjective space of divination via affective attunement. The reader 
incites agitated anticipation on the part of the client by keeping the suspense 
and surprise  going, increasing the capacity of both the reader and the client 
to affect and be affected. The reader’s initial scanning of the coffee residues at 
the bottom of the cup, their gaze quietly focused on a seemingly random shape 
identified in the residues, their unexpected comment or unusual phrasing— all 
feed the attention and engagement of the client. The clients’ looks of concentra-
tion, their ner vous tapping, their nodding in recognition, their abrupt excla-
mations and quick questions— all feed the reader. Readers probe the client by 
offering partial and vague cues and prompts, describing a tall man to be met, 
depicting an ailing body part, or suggesting travel to a remote destination— 
all incite the client to feel. Clients provide feedback to the reader to the extent 
that they are (dis)affected by the interaction, guiding the reader to continue 
with a particularly moving topic or to pursue other ave nues that might provoke 
more engagement. Some readers encourage specific forms of feedback, such 
as when they tell clients to jump in with their questions at any time or urge them 
to take notes on the predictions they want to remember.  Others ask clients to 
save questions for the end or refrain from recording and focus on listening in 
the moment instead. The client and the reader are continuously aligned and 
realigned as they feel each other out, producing, sustaining, and revitalizing 
the affectively intense atmosphere through its highs and lows. It is within this 



affective cir cuit that the reader and the client feel each other, feeding the inter-
subjective space in which affects circulate before dissolving or gaining traction 
to be subsequently individuated and articulated as emotions. The reader and 
the client develop the capacities to summon, experience, and express emo-
tions in the repre sen ta tional realm offered by the cup- reading genre out of an 
amorphous intensity of flows of affect animating the intersubjective space of 
divination.

The coffee divination genre offers a template with which fortune- tellers can 
voice (their clients’ potential) emotions, allowing customers to engage with 
a shadowy sketch of their most intimate selves from a safe distance. Coffee 
divination starts with the client drinking a cup of finely ground Turkish cof-
fee. Consuming the coffee creates an enchanted and personalized connection 
between the drinker and the coffee grounds, which can then be read as a reflec-
tion of the drinker’s fortune. Prognostications usually start by sketching the 
client as a stick figure with a few basic lines, usually marital and employment 
status, and continue by adding a few contours— a personality trait, a dominant 
mood descriptor. This initial personalization allows clients to enter the cup, 
so to speak, and identify as the (hy po thet i cal) person being described by the 
reader. The main body of divination sessions consists of descriptions of past 
and pre sent scenarios that address the client’s prior and prevailing circum-
stances and  future scenarios that reflect possibilities, narrated in an emotional 
style befitting the situation described, ranging from lamentation to cele bration. 
Cup readers encourage their clients to subjectively embody the narrated de-
sires and fears, hopes and regrets, and expectations and frustrations by inviting 
them to situate themselves in  these scenarios and experience the emotions that 
arise from imagining themselves to be the subject of the situations described. 
Consumers’ affective openness and readiness to identify with the scenes are 
essential to the successful delivery of the ser vice of divination. As clients turn 
inward and approach their intimate lives through the reader’s lens, they partici-
pate in the coproduction of the divination ser vice by consuming the reading as 
personally relevant, meaningful, and moving.

Clients’ appetite for and aptness in turning inward in order to pro cess 
their intimate experiences and emotions in an encounter with a stranger is 
accentuated in a neoliberal era where the intimate is displayed and managed 
in public, especially in  those intimate publics of femininity where therapeu-
tic modalities figure prominently.1 In this milieu, the feeling  labors of divina-
tion join a postsecular terrain of therapeutic discourses and interventions that 
promise to alleviate the unequally distributed burdens of life in all its precarity. 
For the clients, the intimacy of fortune- telling conjured by the feeling  labors 
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of divination provides an enchanted venue in which to pro cess therapeutically 
the gendered precarities exacerbated by postsecularism and neoliberalization.

The Therapeutic Ethos of Neoliberalism

Readers and clients alike regularly compare fortune- telling to therapy, or at 
least to what they imagine therapy might be like, given that only a few have 
had firsthand experience with it. Semra, a fortysomething, married, lower- 
middle- class  woman with two teenage  children, explains the therapeutic  labor 
involved in cup reading.

You know what it is we actually do? Psychological treatment! You sit 
the client down across the  table, facing you. By the time the cup reading 
is over you have already bonded, and you have a conversation [muhab-
bet kurulur]. “You see, this and that happened, so do this and that, my 
 daughter” [kızım, used to address a younger  woman]. Based on your life 
experiences, you advise the client. And they actually leave happy. “You 
 really comforted me. I’m in utter bliss!” [they say]. They arrive desolate 
and leave with a wide smile. [Fortune- tellers provide] that kind of sup-
port. Actually, this is psychological treatment to the tee. Some [clients] 
explic itly say that instead of  going to a doctor and paying a lot of money, 
they come  here and pay a  little.

Situated outside officially sanctioned biomedical and psychotherapeutic mo-
dalities of care, the amalgam figure of the cup reader– as- therapist provides 
what is expected of the therapist, but without the stigma, cost, and, impor-
tantly, the hierarchical relationship of authority over the client that pertains 
in formal care modalities. Indeed, one of the most cited reasons clients offer 
for visiting café fortune- tellers is that it comforts them and raises their spirits 
and morale—an outcome they have come to expect from a therapy session— 
without the monetary and social price tag attached to visiting a  mental health 
specialist.

Fortune- tellers’ and their clients’ eagerness to describe divination as therapy 
is informed by a familiarity with and desire to speak in the parlance of the 
larger therapeutic culture accompanying neoliberalism. Neoliberalization of 
the Turkish economy started in the early 1980s  under the tutelage of the Inter-
national Monetary Fund and the World Bank following a military coup. The 
1980s’ deregulation, privatization, and liberalization of the economy brought 
previously unseen opportunities for sudden enrichment and unmatched scenes 
of con spic u ous consumption. But this was only for the lucky few, while the 



masses  were faced with increasing income in equality, inflation, and unemploy-
ment. During the 1990s and early 2000s, optimism and hope  were increasingly 
replaced by disappointment and anxious anticipation, as crisis became the key 
word for describing the economic and po liti cal climate of repeated economic 
downturns and unstable governmental co ali tions. Following the economic crisis 
in 2001, the akp would rise to power, preaching democ ratization, social jus-
tice, and integration into the global economy. Also, in 2001, the first fortune- 
telling café would open its doors in Istanbul, seeding what would become a 
robust economy of commodified divinatory ser vices in the next de cades.

Following the neoliberal turn of the 1980s, Turkey was increasingly im-
mersed in the global expansion of a therapeutic culture (Rose 1990). Private tele-
vi sion channels abounding with therapeutic programming such as Oprah- esque 
talk shows and self- help lit er a tures circulated to teach individuals to confess 
and reflect upon troubling intimate experiences, perform pathology, and seek 
well- being in proximity to therapeutic discourses and experts, often at a dis-
tance from sociopo liti cal remedies (Peck 2016; Rimke 2000; Rose 1992). This 
therapeutic turn was facilitated by a historical conjuncture in which psychiat-
ric expertise and categories become more widely distributed, particularly for 
intervention in the wake of sociopo liti cal disasters such as war and earthquake 
(Açıksöz 2015; Dole 2015, 2020).2 With a new lingua franca gaining currency 
in Muslim/new age therapeutic lit er a tures and modalities in the postsecular 
2000s, the reach and appeal of this therapeutic culture grew in religiously/
spiritually accented ways. Cup readings  were pulled into this neoliberal ter-
rain  shaped by the therapeutic ethos of neoliberalism and joined other com-
modified therapeutic ser vices, from lead pouring and Reiki to talk therapy and 
psychiatric medicine, some offered by informal prac ti tion ers and  others by 
professionalized psy- experts such as therapists and psychiatrists (Illouz 2008; 
Rose 1998; Tucker 2002). Recalibrating the bound aries of the intimate in pub-
lic,  these new and reinvented therapeutic mediums created novel ave nues for 
crafting and healing neoliberal, (post)secular selves.

Therapeutic culture has an affinity with neoliberalization  because neoliberal 
precarity produces anxious subjects (Beer 2016; Berg, Huijben, and Larsen 2016; 
Wilson 2017), which the therapeutic culture of neoliberalism then promises to 
soothe (Foster 2016; Peck 2016; Rose 1990). As a political- economic proj ect 
that recalibrates society in line with market princi ples, neoliberalization is ad-
ministered by the state through liberalization, privatization, deregulation, and 
the dismantling of social security and ser vices (Harvey 2005), thinning out the 
systems of support individuals depend upon in times of crisis and vulnerability. At 
the same time, neoliberalization entails selectively distributing opportunities for 
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individual choice and freedom to the privileged portions of a citizenry trained 
to be self- responsible, while reserving paternalistic disciplining and criminal-
ization for marginalized populations (Wacquant 2012). In  these ways, neolib-
eral restructuring renders personal fortunes less stable and fates less prone to 
individual mastery, deepening the level and reach of economic precarity and 
intensifying the intimate condition of gendered precariousness the feminized 
already had to contend with. At the same time, neoliberal ideology exalts, and 
neoliberal technologies of the self propel, the ideal of an enterprising, self- 
governing, self- fulfilling, self- responsible, autonomous individual (Rose 1992). 
The neoliberal imperatives of self- sufficiency and self- realization are si mul ta-
neously encouraged by the millennial assurances of economic opportunity 
and frustrated by the structural limitations of the neoliberal economy, fueling 
anxious anticipation (Beer 2016; Berg, Huijben, and Larsen 2016; Cossman 
2013; Foster 2017; Isin 2004; Molé 2010; Scharff 2016). Rather than resolving 
the contradiction, the therapeutic ethos of neoliberalism seeks to channel the 
anx i eties emanating from the incompatibility of the  human condition of inse-
curity and de pen dency with a neoliberal ideal of self- sufficiency into therapeu-
tic self- making activities, harnessing the psychic energies instigated by the very 
wounds of neoliberalization into the cultivation of neoliberal subjects (Foster 
2017). In this context, therapeutic modalities that mind or even promise to 
mend the gap between the ideal of individually secured  futures and the real ity 
of intimate misfortunes beyond one’s control abound. In par tic u lar, enchanted 
therapeutic modes such as commodified forms of religion and spirituality, 
especially modes like money magic that preach magical formulas for enrich-
ment, have a structural affinity with millennial neoliberalism, which depends 
on more and more occulted mechanisms of accumulation and dispossession 
(Comaroff and Comaroff 1999, 2000a, 2000b).

The feeling  labors of divination are put to new tasks and  under new pres-
sures when they are reconceived as the commercial therapeutical modes of a 
postsecular neoliberal era. Fortune- tellers move their clients, both in the sense 
of making them feel something and in the sense of moving them across the emo-
tional spectrum. Qualitatively diff er ent from emotional  labor that “requires 
one to induce or suppress feeling in order to sustain the outward countenance 
that produces the proper state of mind in  others” (Hochschild 1983, 6–7), 
feeling  labor takes clients on an emotional journey. Rather than creating and 
maintaining a par tic u lar mood (of contentment), readers strive to open cli-
ents to experience a range of affective intensities and emotional states, to move 
them, for example, from peaceful tranquility to agitated anticipation and from 
nagging worry to cautious hope.



But if the feeling  labors of divination provide a space both for feeling one’s 
feelings and for feeling better, the increasing value of clients feeling good in 
commercial fortune- telling sometimes comes at the expense of experiencing a 
broad array of feelings. Many fortune- tellers find themselves recalibrating their 
per for mances on their way from amateur or under ground commercial contexts 
to fortune- telling cafés, learning to balance “the bad news with the good,” self- 
censoring to “never speak of death,” and monitoring clients so as “not to devas-
tate an already depressed person.” A confident cup reader bluntly declares, “I 
can relax  people, no doubt. But it all depends on me. I could speak in a way 
that makes the client anxious. Their spirits would definitely not be raised  were 
I to tell them that their past was horrible, their pre sent sucks, and their  future 
 will only get worse!” But he is only partially justified in his confidence, since the 
range of affective/emotional experiences offered in commercial divination is 
influenced not only by the moral sensibilities of fortune- tellers but also by café 
man ag ers. While employee training in fortune- telling cafés is non ex is tent and 
managerial oversight and intervention are  limited, employers still exercise some 
control over the  labor pro cess through customer feedback and selective hiring 
and firing practices that exclude readers deemed too intense or too negative.

Bayhan, who has spent the last de cade working at fortune- telling cafés and 
the previous de cade working in the under ground economies of healing and div-
ination, complains, “Fortune- telling has changed a lot since we started. I now 
call café divination ‘customer fortune- telling.’ The reader deceives, says every-
thing is  going to be all right. This is customer fortune- telling. . . .  I recount 
what ever I see and feel. But the younger ones, the newer ones, offer what ever is 
demanded. It’s a  matter of supply and demand. What ever the client wants. . . .  
In short,  after a de cade, divination is no more.” The range of feeling offered 
by divination is  under constant pressure from the contradictory influences 
of commodification to shrink and rebound. On the one hand, following the 
imperatives of the ser vice industry, readings are increasingly valued for their 
capacity to produce what is generically called “customer satisfaction,” often re-
duced to the production of a positive emotional state in the client. On the 
other hand, as Bayhan’s remarks indicate, this instrumentalist imperative to 
make clients happy threatens divination as a therapeutic industry by turning 
it into  little better than a feel- good- quick ser vice. Paradoxically, the very mea-
sures taken to ensure customer satisfaction may ultimately threaten to depre-
ciate the ser vice by rendering readings too tame or too optimistic. A single 
 woman in her early twenties I had accompanied to a fortune- telling café re-
turned to our  table  after her session with a young male reader with an annoyed 
expression on her face and quickly advised her friend who was waiting her turn 
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with a closed cup not to waste her money. “It was no fortune- telling,” she de-
clared with contempt. “Just pleasantries and advice.” She was not alone in her 
disappointment, as I heard such complaints regularly. If deemed too tame, flat, 
or instrumentally oriented so as to create only positive feelings, a divination 
session might be judged unsatisfactory or even declassified as a proper divina-
tion ser vice altogether.

In the midst of  these contradictory forces, readers meticulously work from a 
delicate position to read, respond to, and successfully involve their clients such 
that, even as they are affectively moved and incited to engage with a variety of 
emotions (sadness, anxiety, fear), they remain safely anchored to the fortune- 
teller so that by the end of the session they can be led to emotional security and 
an uplifted mood. Esra, an articulate queer  woman in her thirties, eloquently 
expresses this fragile balance: “It’s like opening a wound, and you’d better not 
open it  unless you know how to heal it. . . .  One of my clients told me the most 
beautiful  thing. She told me, ‘Esra, you make me walk naked in the snow and 
not get cold.’ ” The most  adept fortune- tellers are the ones who can walk their 
clients through worry, despair, hope, and faith, and leave them deeply affected 
but safely unscratched. The clients should be moved, but in close connection 
to the reader, who remains attuned to their needs and desires, including the 
common expectation to be comforted in a semitherapeutic encounter.

If divination is like therapy, it nevertheless comes packaged in an enchanted 
form that remains key to the affective appeal and intensity the interaction 
commands in a postsecular milieu. Hearing client  after client emphasize how 
they are simply  there to pour their heart out and be comforted, Nazan, a 
fortune- telling café owner in her early sixties, regularly joked that if she could 
find a  legal loophole for this type of business, she would start a “tell me your 
trou bles” ser vice. This was perhaps the same line of reasoning that motivated 
the young man who sat on the pavement of İstiklal Caddesi, not far from the 
fortune- telling café street,  behind a piece of cardboard that read, “I  will listen 
to your trou bles for one lira.” Indeed, many online fortune- telling platforms 
have added a “share your trou bles” (dert ortağı) option to their menus of coffee, 
tarot, palm, and other readings, inviting customers to unburden themselves of 
 those difficulties they cannot other wise share with  those close to them. More 
often and with more commercial success, however, cup readings are integrated 
with other enchanted forms of therapeutic care, including globally circulating 
new age forms such as Reiki and Islamically accented, locally familiar forms such 
as pouring lead into  water and reading its shapes so as to dispel the evil eye.

“Reiki is my gift when you get a lead pouring,” explains Derya when I in-
quire about the ser vices she advertises. Derya owns and works at a small 



fortune- telling café on a tiny but busy street in Kadıköy alongside her only em-
ployee, Nazmiye. “It  will  really comfort you. You’ll feel good,” affirms Nazmiye, 
who has just read my coffee cup in her unusual style of pacing the small reading 
room while talking animatedly and offering hopeful predictions alongside dire 
warnings about intimate  matters of love,  family, and work. Lead pouring “ will 
help with all  those trou bles we talked about,” Nazmiye insists. The next day, 
I return to Derya’s café, where the few  tables and chairs are so tiny and are 
packed so tightly that they look more like a symbolic gesture approximating 
the fortune- telling café format than they do actually functioning furniture. 
Derya soon walks me into the  little back room reserved for readings and treat-
ments. Inviting me to sit in the single chair in the  middle of the room, she starts 

Figure 6.1.  A fortune- telling café in Beyoğlu advertising coffee and tarot readings 
alongside life coaching, Reiki, meditation, holistic healing ser vices, dream interpreta-
tion, and vari ous Turkish coffee options, also posted in Rus sian and En glish.
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melting the lead in a metal ladle held over the heat from a mini propane tank 
on a small  table, where a deep orange- pink crystal lamp is also glowing. The 
room is decorated with blue glass evil eye charms (nazarlık) of many sizes and 
shapes and a tiny angel figure on the wall. Tightly packing the small bookshelf 
are popu lar fiction, romance, and international and local self- help best sellers. 
I recognize the famous Sufi text Sırru’l Esrar (Secret of secrets), in hard cover 
with its title in gold letters. As the lead starts to melt, Derya prays—in Turk-
ish, the verb is reads (okumak)— over the  water. I follow her gaze to the  water 
and watch her lips move. I can barely hear her murmuring prayers. Instructing 
me to cover up with a blanket she has provided, Derya holds a bowl of  water 
over my head and pours the hot lead into the cool  water. I feel si mul ta neously 
safe and vulnerable, cozy  under the blanket with an unnerving sizzling over my 
head. Soon it is time for me to see what is uncovered in the  water. Derya asks 
me to shed the blanket and observe what the lead has revealed. She shows me 
the pieces of now cold, solidified lead swimming in the  water. “Eyes. So many 
eyes,” she interprets. “You have so much evil eye [nazar] upon you. You should 
be glad you arrived for the session so you can ward it off before it  really gets to 
you,” she comments. “And tongues. Such pointy tongues,” she adds,  after melt-
ing and pouring the lead a second time, showing me the long, thin lines into 
which the hot lead has coagulated in the cool  water. Derya performs another 
round of melting and pouring, this time showing me all the dusty residue at the 
bottom of the bowl the crumbling lead has left, a testament to the power of the 
treatment to neutralize the evil eye.  After a quick and final reading of the lead, 
now poured directly onto the concrete floor of the room, it is time for Reiki.

“Reiki  will further cleanse your energy,” Derya says, translating the modality 
of lead pouring into the idiom of Reiki. She asks me to sit with a straight back 
and feet placed firmly on the ground for my next treatment. “I  will now take all 
the negative energy and replace it with positive energy. You would understand 
if you studied quantum [physics] even just a  little bit,” she adds, demanding 
my familiarity with quantum theory– inspired new age concepts of energy and 
well- being.  After quietly holding her hands on my chest and back for a few 
minutes, she starts observing. “You are blocked in this area. Do you get back 
pain?” When I confirm, she says that it is  because I have been carry ing a lot and 
holding on and not forgiving, giving a lot but receiving  little in relationships. 
“You have to let go and you have to balance this,” she insists. Derya teaches me a 
trick to protect my energy. “Imagine a zipper in your midsection,” she instructs. 
“Mentally close it up  every morning before leaving the  house.” She also rec-
ommends some affirmations to practice regularly. “ Every morning when you 
wake up, say, ‘I am precious, and I deserve the best.’  Every night before you go 



to sleep, think about the person you cannot forgive and say to them that you 
are letting them go  free and thank them for all they have taught you.” I leave 
her business with affirmations to repeat, a folded piece of lead to dispose of in 
the soil or, better yet, the sea, and the prayed- over  water poured into a plastic 
 bottle to anoint myself with for most benefit.

A lead- pouring session with a gift of Reiki joins an eclectic market of ther-
apeutic interventions that merge two or more modalities. The lead pouring is 
informed by an Islamicate universe of the evil eye, which is detected doubly in the 
form of the eyes and tongues into which the lead molds in the  water, and in 
the form of vari ous alignments of the body and misfortunes of life. As the lead 
is formed and deformed and the client is covered and uncovered repeatedly, 
the evil eye is manifested and neutralized with the divining and healing powers 
of  water and prayer, which work to restore the proper bound aries of the inti-
mate that have been disturbed by the evil eye and eliminate the ill effects on 
the client’s well- being. Attached now to lead pouring is Reiki, performed in the 
new age universe of disturbed energy, which manifests in imbalances and dis-
orders of affectively felt energy and related misalignments of the body, mind, 
and life.  These are treated with energy healing, coaching, and affirmations that 
redraw the bound aries of the individual so as to restore the client’s depleted 
vitality and cultivate the client as a self- contained and active agent of self- care.

Integrating divination, lead pouring, energy healing, life coaching, and 
other modalities, Derya is in good com pany in the fortune- telling scene of 
the thoroughly postsecular late 2010s, where increasingly therapeutically con-
ceived neoliberal selves are fashioned and mended. Prac ti tion ers of divination 
have long combined fortune- telling with a range of therapeutic practices, from 
dispelling the evil eye to exorcizing jinn. In the neoliberal era, however, the 
therapeutic associations and accompaniments of fortune- telling are expanded 
and reconceived, with a heightened focus on the individual as the locus and 
agent of therapy and a growing emphasis on feeling good. Long the focal point 
of feminized practices of fortune- telling, the precarious romantic and familial 
fortunes of the feminized remain central to this therapeutic milieu.

Precarity as an Intimate Condition

I accompany my newly married friend in her late twenties on a long drive to 
the poorer outskirts of the city and the  house of a fortune- teller. Hacı Ana 
(Hajji  Mother, a respectful title for an older  woman who has made the pilgrim-
age to Mecca) receives us in her living room decorated with a framed photo of 
the Kaaba and sits us on the floor in front of her seat on the couch. She opens a 
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yıldızname to read our fortunes with the help of the stars and the occult science 
of letters and numbers. Asking for my friend’s and her  mother’s name, as well 
as her birthday, she makes a brief calculation, converting letters into numbers. 
With a quick murmur of prayer, she finds the relevant pages in the yıldızname 
and reads my friend’s fortune. She predicts that in a few years’ time my friend 
 will be a divorcée. My friend becomes deeply upset. “Search for an amulet,” the 
reader advises, suggesting that it must have been placed somewhere around her 
husband to sabotage their marriage. She conducts a detailed search and finds 
a suspicious piece of paper with Arabic writing in the office of her husband’s 
business, which is  going down fast and causing a  great deal of stress that is seep-
ing into their marriage. She takes the evidence of the malevolent spell not back 
to the original reader, who was both exceptionally expensive and thoroughly 
distressing, but to another under ground reader, who agrees to neutralize it for 
a modest fee and is more generous in offering comfort.

precariousness is an intimate condition that permeates the familial, 
domestic, and psychic realms. While thoroughly institutionalized and nor-
malized, heteronormative femininity is far from being a terrain of psychic (or, 
for that  matter, physical) safety for  women. It is instead fraught with feelings 
of insecurity. In fortune- telling, all the conventional life stages of womanhood 
line up as a series of fears—or as desires turned into fears. As my friend’s reading 
illustrates, the fortunes of married  women are filled with husbands sleeping in 
separate beds and taking long work trips, female figures who stand suspiciously 
close to distractible husbands, failing businesses that leave husbands frustrated 
and  house holds anxious, failed attempts to conceive, lost pregnancies, and 
 children who misbehave, stray away, or fail to fulfill their parents’ dreams. A 
sense of powerlessness over  those who are cast in the most intimate roles in our 
lives yet who fail to act their part per romantic and familial fantasies perme-
ates readings. It is this sense of powerlessness that provokes vari ous efforts and 
interventions, including  those of the occult kind, such as  future readings avail-
able in fortune- telling cafés, or  those that dispel malevolent spells, for which 
one might have to look further.

If married life is characterized by a sense of vulnerability for  women, sin-
glehood, too, is troubled, particularly by the unreliable outcome of pursuing 
a romance that  will culminate in marriage. The qualms of a perilous romantic 
market and single  women’s fraught efforts to secure stable relationships figure 
prominently in fortune- telling. “I see Zeynep alone,” Bayhan says as he starts 
reading my fortune.



A man a  little taller than you, well- built, brunette, not too dark. A re-
lationship whose terms are not as clear as you would like them to be. 
He acts like he would like to break up, but when it comes to it, he  will 
not. He confuses you. A hypocrite, a double dealer. You feel like  you’re 
wasting your time. You want to know where you stand with him. He 
knows this but he cannot deliver. He is not in a place to do it. I see a 
knife that  will cut this off.  There are many Zeyneps in you. One is still 
thinking of the past; the  others tell you to stop thinking about it. One 
wants to have  children but is not willing to have a relationship sim-
ply for a child’s sake. One is stuck with this man creating uncertainty. 
And the last one wants to put all this aside and ponder what she  really 
wants. She is weighing  whether she wants an adventurous and exciting 
partner or a mature and reliable one, and the latter weighs heavier in 
the balance.

Like a ship on the high seas, Bayhan’s reading sails through the conflicting de-
sires and uncertainties of femininity. Following this pro cession of contradic-
tory longings, Bayhan reassures me with a hopeful  future scenario that resolves 
the dilemmas of the pre sent, if a  little too swiftly: “You  will meet someone new, 
someone mature.”  After exploring work and home fronts, where he predicts 
failed attempts at change and improvement, Bayhan concludes the session by 
reminding me that “love  will have its turn only  after work and home issues have 
been clarified.”  Under the stairs in a low- traffic area of the café where Bayhan 
works is a less advertised menu, listing among other ser vices a treatment for 
“increasing one’s marriage chances” (kısmet açmak), available for  those who are 
not willing to wait and can spare the expense, which is many times the price 
of a reading. When I inquire, however, Bayhan brushes me off, likely worried 
about confirming that the café offers a ser vice that is usually provided by hod-
jas, religiously accented and criminalized prac ti tion ers. So I am left to rerun 
Bayhan’s predictions in my head. As a thirtysomething secular urban middle- 
class  woman not sporting a wedding ring, I feel that I have heard many versions 
of this story before. Time and again, I have been placed in romantic scenes of 
an unpredictable, unreliable, disappointing relationship, only to be reassured 
of my chances at story’s end of successfully navigating this treacherous mar-
riage market. The fragilities of heteronormative aspirations make young single 
 women the prime customers of fortune- telling cafés where, with the help of the 
feeling  labors of divination, they can feel their way through the shifting terrain 
of normative femininity, where secularists, Islamists, and feminists stake their 
conflicting claims in increasingly vocal and intimate terms and where secular 
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middle- class femininity is increasingly felt  under the threat of a neoliberal 
Islamist government.

Precariousness is thoroughly intimate for lgbtiq individuals in an era 
when queer  futures are  shaped by blatant discrimination and homophobia 
punctuated by fragile moments of po liti cal recognition and community build-
ing. Denied the support of the complex social infrastructure that upholds nor-
mative forms of intimacy and otherized actively and violently, queer intimacies 
are systematically rendered precarious.  After reading my fortune, Bayhan, a 
thirtysomething queer reader who is speaking with an accent I recognize as 
Roma, starts narrating his life history for me: “My  family, well . . .  it was like I 
 didn’t belong to that  family. I  couldn’t be a part of that  family. I was a twelve-  
or thirteen- year- old who would roam  free. Call me a  free, stubborn, unshack-
led child, or what ever you please. I would travel from city to city with  people I 
 didn’t know. Like I  didn’t belong to that  family.” Without a strong attachment 
to his  family, Bayhan wandered the margins of society.

I grew up in an abnormal environment. The normal  there is my normal 
now. I would just walk right into  Women’s Coffee house [Kadınlar Kah-
vesi in Beyoğlu, one of the earliest fortune- telling cafés]. I grew up in 
places where  there was no distinction between men and  women. I am 
not normal. Taksim [Beyoğlu] let that abnormality fully emerge. Istan-
bul increased the degree of abnormality in me—it was tripled. It is  there 
that I was fully formed [hamur yoğruldu]. I would enter the Roma com-
munity, the Jewish community, and I  wasn’t treated as someone abnor-
mal. In Samsun, Ankara, Urfa, Adıyaman, I was treated as normal in very 
conservative circles. My friends told me that I would be killed in Fatih 
Çarşamba [the most conservative neighborhood of Istanbul], but I went 
nonetheless. I attended Naqshbandi meetings in Adıyaman Menzil for a 
few years. No one questioned why I was this way. . . .   Either they get used 
to me, or they see me as a guest and are curious.  There’s a normal  family 
 woman [normal aile kadını]  here, and this abla loves me. We meet in the 
 middle.

Bayhan drifted through a smattering of disparate peripheral social worlds 
in search of a place to be (queer): on the ethnoracial margins among the Roma 
 people, on the religious margins among the Jewish community and the Men-
zil sect of the Naqshbandi Sufi order, on the gendered/sexual margins among 
the lgbtiq community in Beyoğlu. It was the latter that offered him a new 
normal he could grow into. While Bayhan does not employ lgbtiq terms, 
he strongly articulates a queerness as he describes his negotiation of a social 



life for his queer presence in all manner of unlikely places. Clear about where 
and why he does and does not fit the (hetero) norm, Bayhan is content with 
himself as he reasserts his in de pen dence of the familial and the mainstream. In 
proud defiance, he insists that he is “a  free soul who does not follow the rules.” 
He nonetheless expresses a deep sense of disappointment in his personal for-
tunes. When faced with a life that has not delivered on its promises, Bayhan 
vents his sense of frustration as he repeats his sense of having been deprived 
of something that is his due: “I’ve been cheated. I’ve been cheated in  every 
way.” When I ask delicately about his romantic life, he cuts my inquiry short: 
“I am just asexual in my private life.” A  little  later, he adds melancholily, “Life 
has cheated me. At school, at work, at divination, I’ve been often deceived. In 
romance, I’ve most certainly been cheated. The disappointments have made 
me asexual. . . .  I’ve been betrayed by  people I let in, close friends, lovers. . . .  I 
closed myself off. I de cided not to look for someone. That became my choice. 
I lost hope that I would ever find a partner. I lost hope that someone even ex-
ists.” When faced with the many disappointments of familial, communal, and 
romantic life, Bayhan experiences his multidimensional nonnormativity as an 
axis of vulnerability and expresses more resignation than hope.

As the entanglement of vari ous forms of in equality and exclusion in Bay-
han’s life history suggests, intimate lives are rendered precarious along the in-
tersectional lines of religion, ethnicity, race, and citizenship. As they are filled 
up with precarious hope (Parla 2019) through “demo cratic openings,” in the 
parlance of the Turkey of the early 2000s, only to be frustrated in an era of 
multiculturalist demo cratizing gestures that punctuate systemic discrimina-
tion, dehumanization, and vio lence against minorities (Weiss 2016; Yilmaz and 
Barry 2019), lives are made differentially disposable (Butler 2004).  Whether 
through spectacular bursts of brutality, war, and displacement or mundane 
undercurrents of everyday microaggressions, unpredictability and instability 
shape the lives of the minoritized. While  these events and nonevents seldom 
figure explic itly in the language of divination— except perhaps in their individ-
ualized and privatized effects— they nevertheless powerfully shape the larger 
social worlds in which  people try to get or keep a job, find a life partner, have 
 children, and just try to live. They summon a tenuous landscape of hope and 
disillusionment, leaving but a precarious hold on intimate dreams.

The precariousness of the intimate lives of the feminized, whose capacities 
to shape their own fortunes in romantic and familial realms are structurally 
constrained  under heteropatriarchal imperatives, has long been pro cessed af-
fectively through the feeling  labors of divination. The commodification of feel-
ing  labors carries into the postsecular neoliberal market of therapeutic ser vices 
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this enchanted engagement with gendered precariousness, a precariousness 
that is only exacerbated by the unstable  labor conditions fortune- telling cafés’ 
working- class employees and middle- class clients find themselves in.

The Precarity of Divination  Labor

 “Cheated,” Bayhan repeats again and again as he recounts expectations that did 
not materialize and hopes that  were not fulfilled. “Cheated at school, at work, 
at relationships. I was cheated at school. I wanted to attend the conservatory to 
study opera and ballet. I  didn’t get a high enough grade in the entry exam. So 
they advised me to study electronics instead, suggesting that I attend that high 
school for one year only. I ended up studying for three years  there. I  didn’t go 
to college. I was disadvantaged in the college entry exams by having graduated 
from a vocational high school.”

Bayhan’s educational experiences left him feeling misdirected, led astray 
from his aspirations. During this time, Bayhan started his work in divination. 
“I was cheated at divination.” He narrates his early misadventures as an adoles-
cent clairvoyant apprenticed to and working with an older hodja:

I was about thirteen or fourteen. I would locate missing  people, miss-
ing  things, missing kids. Once, at a séance, they hypnotized me to find a 
stolen car with the help of the three- lettered [jinn]. I described a place 
in Kayseri that I had never seen before. They found the car, just as I had 
described. We had agreed on ten billion liras, but they never paid up. . . .  
This other time was big. It was in the newspapers. You might remember. 
A famous  family’s grand son was kidnapped. We found him. You know 
what happened then? They accused us! That is when I vowed never to 
find the missing again.

Cheated out of an agreed- upon fee and  under threat of criminalization in 
proximity to his mentor, who was being pressed on all sides by both the police and 
the mafia, Bayhan had to move on and find a way to make a living via other means. 
“Fortune- teller, waiter, textile worker, salesperson, promotion, distribution—I 
did it all. I even sold simit [a Turkish sesame bread  shaped like a large bagel] as a 
child, you know. What have I not done? I have not polished shoes.”

 After cycling through a long list of precarious jobs, Bayhan fi nally ended up 
in his mid twenties at a fortune- telling café. “I left  behind working at bars and 
nightclubs and was considering working as a pollster. Then a friend reminded 
me that my readings come true, thank God, and suggested that I work at a 



fortune- telling café for a few months. A few months turned into a few years, 
and I ended up working at cafés for a de cade.

“We  were used like slaves,” Bayhan sums up dramatically, referring to the 
work conditions at the large famous fortune- telling café where he was first 
employed. He found himself cheated at fortune- telling cafés, too. “[I worked 
 there] for over a year. The customers paid five or six liras; we got only seventy- 
five kuruş [cents]. We  were reading seventy to eighty fortunes a day. I started 
keeping tabs on how many readings we did  because they would keep faulty rec-
ords to fool us and then keep the money themselves. An older coworker put it 
this way: ‘ We’re paid less than a beggar. You give beggars one lira.’ No lunch 
provided, nothing.”

Bayhan’s next stop was an informal cottage industry that had sprung up 
alongside the fortune- telling cafés as part of a semiunderground divination econ-
omy. “I worked at fortune- telling  houses [ falevi] and fortune- telling offices 
[ falbüro]. . . .   These are apartments with waiting rooms and separate rooms for 
 doing readings. . . .  They  don’t have a signboard. The clients who already know 
you follow you  there. The conditions  were good. I worked with an abla. It was 
split fifty- fifty. I got twenty liras per reading.”

While the under ground businesses usually offered higher remuneration 
rates and more autonomy and re spect, Bayhan and his partner had to stay 
 under the radar and thus had difficulty recruiting new clients. Bayhan worked 
at four other fortune- telling cafés in Beyoğlu and Kadıköy before eventually 
finding his way to the small long- standing café in which I met him. “I’ve been 
 here for a few days now. . . .  I’m  here to help out  until they find someone regu-
lar. When a few clients complimented me, they asked me to stay. If customers 
like me, want me, I might just stay.  We’ll see if this  will be permanent or not. I 
 can’t sit still, you know— that’s my nature.”

The uncertainty of this informal trial period did not stand out as unusual 
to Bayhan, whose entire working life, including his fortune- telling  career, had 
been structured by flexibility and instability. The familiarity of this set of af-
fairs did not, however, make the financial insecurity any less dire or cut any 
less close to the bone. “My housing situation is complicated. I’m in between. 
You know, rotating stays at a few places,” he says, euphemistically describing his 
near  homelessness.

Bayhan has been disappointed too many times to continue to hope. “ We’ll 
see what happens next.” He pauses and then cuts his brief flight of hope short 
with a keen sense of constraint: “ People have offered to shake hands and work 
together as partners, but I  don’t want that. . . .  I  can’t be a business owner. I 
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 can’t run my own business. I know this.” Conceding his refusal to aspire, his 
life narrative draws circles recounting his sense of disappointment.

precarious  labor conditions have systematically  limited Bayhan’s 
fortunes throughout his life. With a  family that did not deliver sufficient mate-
rial and emotional resources, Bayhan has worked odd jobs since childhood. He 
studied at a vocational school that closed off to him one of the few opportuni-
ties for upward mobility available to poorer  children— a college education— 
and distanced him from his gender- nonnormative dreams of training for the 
opera and ballet. Unable to follow his queer dreams into a conservatory or 
pursue his middle- class aspirations through college, Bayhan was apprenticed 
as a teen into the under ground divination economy, where he became imme-
diately vulnerable to exploitation and criminalization. As an adult, Bayhan en-
tered the  labor market soon  after the neoliberal opening and deregulation of 
the Turkish economy with a vocational high school degree whose recipients 
could not expect to find stable working- class jobs. Bayhan’s ensuing search for 
a living took him in many directions, yet  every job he took was marked by ir-
regularity, insecurity, flexibility, informality, and poverty. Café fortune- telling 
was no diff er ent.

Reading fortunes is precarious work. The exploitative conditions Bayhan 
equates with slavery, the long and flexible work hours without lunch or rest-
room breaks, low and irregular incomes, high turnover rates, and the lack of 
job security and benefits— all are par for the course in fortune- telling cafés. 
The Café and Bar Workers Association (Kafe- Bar Çalışanları Birliği) reports 
that  these conditions permeate the larger café- bar industry, resulting in what 
one member called “premature aging” (Kural 2014). While the extended hours 
and high customer volume dictate a relentless work pace in larger businesses, 
smaller cafés often mean insufficient work. In  these venues, readers may sit idly 
for hours on end waiting for a customer, only to find their shifts reduced to 
Friday to Sunday employment when  there might be enough customers to sup-
port a(nother) reader. Extended trial periods for readers are also common. So 
are the “unemployed” who “just hang out” at a café, helping out with serving or 
reading fortunes when needed, having a  free drink or hosting a few friends as 
a perk, lingering  until “something better comes along” (daha iyi bir şey çıkana 
kadar). Even when employment is more regular, with explic itly if verbally set 
terms, it is rarely long term. Like Bayhan, most readers move from café to café. 
Accumulating regular customers and then changing employers are two of 
the few strategies readers have at their disposal for improving their incomes. 



In turn, café  owners play a double game, attempting with one hand to limit 
employer- initiated mobility by policing the exchange of contact information 
between fortune- tellers and clients and trying with the other hand to recruit 
new fortune- teller  faces whom they hope  will both be attractive to their pa-
trons and bring along their regulars from another café. Adding to the irregu-
larity of employment is the risk of criminalization, which renders café readers 
vulnerable not only to the employers who hire and fire them informally but 
also to disgruntled clients whom readers fear might file a  legal complaint.

In a global age when the relationship between the state, the market, and the 
citizen has been recalibrated to “harness the first [the state] to impose the stamp 
of the second [the market] onto the third [the citizen]” (Wacquant 2012, 71), 
fortune- tellers are part of the growing segment of workers whose  labor con-
ditions are characterized by vari ous forms of  labor insecurity: unguaranteed 
and low incomes, flexible and disposable employment, and even the collapse 
of the distinction between employment and unemployment (Bourdieu 1998; 
Hardt and Negri 2004; Standing 2011). However, for  those like Bayhan,  labor 
precarity is less a novel condition and more a given that limits life chances. 
The expectation of  labor security has been a historically and geo graph i cally 
 limited achievement of (Western white male) or ga nized  labor, making precar-
ity more the global norm than the exception (Neilson and Rossiter 2008). In 
the Global South, informality and insecurity seem to be the rule (Mosoetsa, 
Stillerman, and Tilly 2016; Munck 2013). In Turkey, where the informal econ-
omy supplies over a third of total employment, flexibility and disposability are 
widespread (Guloglu 2005). Inaugurated in the early 1980s  under the tutelage 
of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank through deregula-
tion, privatization, and liberalization (Öniş 2004), the neoliberalization of 
the Turkish economy deepened the disciplining, poverty, and precarity of the 
working classes (Balkan and Savran 2002; Boratav and Yeldan 2006; Bozkurt- 
Güngen 2018). The ensuing growing precarity was then addressed, if only 
partially and unsatisfactorily, through an increasingly familialized, privatized, 
charity- based, and clientelist distribution of social assistance (Bugra and Candas 
2011; Eder 2013; Elveren 2008). In this context,  labor precarity is hardly news for 
gender, sexual, religious, ethnic, and racial minorities, immigrants, and large seg-
ments of the working class who have been relegated to informal and irregular 
employment.

Given the larger constraints of feminized  labor, which has not only been 
low paid and contingent but even unpaid, unrecognized, and structurally ex-
cluded from wage  labor as such (Federici 2008),  labor precarity does not pre-
sent itself as exceptional, especially to  women. Coffee divinations have long been 
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provided as part of  women’s unpaid reproductive  labor in the  house hold 
and have sporadically served as an informal income- generating activity. 
Coffee cup reading is considered a natu ral feminine propensity that “any 
 house wife can do.” As such, it enters the  labor market as a low- skilled and 
low- income- generating occupation to be performed by feminized workers. 
Most readers are  women, with few heterosexual and some gay men in the ranks. 
Male readers are not only rarer but also tend to be younger, better educated, 
and less likely to depend on their café income to support dependents.

Female  labor force participation rates have historically been and currently 
remain low in Turkey,  limited, among other  factors, by a patriarchal gender 
contract that shapes state and social practices which frame  women’s employ-
ment as secondary (Moghadam 2005).  After a period of decrease in  women’s 
employment rates because of the neoliberal disintegration of agriculture and 
 women’s concomitant  house wifization (Mies 1998), female  labor force partic-
ipation rates are slowly increasing (Dayıoğlu and Kırdar 2010), aided by the 
growth of the ser vice industry (İlkkaracan 2012) and the presence of a small 
but significant segment of highly educated urban  women with  career aspira-
tions. Poorer  women’s  labor force participation is also triggered by periodic 
economic crises that leave husbands unemployed and push  women into paid 
work (Başlevent and Onaran 2003). Of  women who are in the workforce, 
over one- third are employed informally (Toksöz 2007), with poorly educated, 
married, urban  women being largely delegated to the informal sector (Çınar 
1994; Dedeoğlu 2010; White 2004).  Women earn approximately half of what 
men earn (Kasnakoğlu and Dayıoğlu 1997). They are also more likely to suffer 
unemployment. Unofficial unemployment rates for 2019, which include mar-
ginally attached, discouraged, and underemployed workers, are 25  percent for 
youth, 28  percent for young  women, and 31  percent for  women overall, exclud-
ing agricultural workers, compared to 21   percent for the general population 
(disk- ar 2019). By the end of the 2010s, the ratio of  women left unemployed 
because of the ending of a temporary job increased to one- fourth of all unem-
ployed  women, highlighting the spread and impact of precarious employment 
for  women (Yılmaz 2019). Recent initiatives for  women’s employment colored 
by neoconservative appeals explic itly direct  women into flexible employment 
and encourage  women’s low- status, low- paid (care) work in the home, recruit-
ing  women in the ser vice of the neoliberal privatization of welfare (Çavdar and 
Yaşar 2019; Korkman 2015a; Toksöz 2016; Yazici 2012). And in the absence 
of  legal protections, discrimination at work and exclusion from employment 
opportunities remain unchecked for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender in-
dividuals (Öztürk 2011; Yılmaz and Göçmen 2016). In such a climate, urban 



poor  women, unemployed youth, and marginalized lgbtiq individuals find 
in café divination an acceptable opportunity despite its precarity.

 Labor precarity is further distributed along ethnic, racial, national, and 
citizenship lines. The majority of café workers have Turkish citizenship, are 
considered to look Turkish, and speak Turkish with the right urban (Istan-
bul) accent. Readers like Bayhan who speak with another accent or display 
other (embodied) signs of ethnoracial minority identity are an exception. 
Stigmatized, criminalized, and  limited to the most marginalized forms of work 
(Akkan, Deniz, and Ertan 2017), Roma  people have long offered fortune- 
telling on the streets and in parks. They now find themselves mostly excluded 
from cafés, even as their imagery is appropriated in online businesses where 
digital fortune- teller avatars don Roma names and clothing. Also excluded are 
Syrian refugees, who are largely delegated to unemployment, illegality, and 
temporary, low- paid  labor (Baban, İlcan, and Rygiel 2017; Şenses 2016). Fe-
male  labor mi grants from post- Soviet republics who are already largely delegated 
to informal care work (Akalın 2007; Kaşka 2007; Şenses 2020) can be very rarely 
found at cafés, offering readings in their native languages. The racialized exclusion 

Figure 6.2.  
Screenshot from an 
online fortune- telling 
ser vice featuring 
stylized fortune- teller 
avatars (falcıbot) with 
appropriated Roma 
symbolism (“Online 
Falcıbot- Sanal Kahve 
Fali,” Tellwe, Septem-
ber 16, 2020, https:// 
www . tellwe . com / fal 
- baktir / falcibot - fali 
- bak).
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of  these groups of  women from café work is closely tied to their exclusion from 
respectable femininity and domesticity as nomads, refugees, or immigrants. 
Heteronormativity and racialization thus deeply and mutually structure the 
making of feminized  labor as precarious (Gutiérrez- Rodríguez 2014).

 Labor precarity structures and compounds the broader anxiety felt by the 
secular and secularist citizens of Turkey’s postsecular era. As neoliberal eco-
nomic restructuring has progressed in Turkey, precarious  labor conditions 
have expanded to include previously shielded sections of the  labor force. The 
spread of  labor precarity is an anxiety- producing indignity for members of 
the downwardly mobile secular  middle classes of Turkey in par tic u lar (Bora 
2013). Their ner vous ness has intensified  under the latest millennial waves of 
neoliberalization shepherded by the Islamist akp government. Members of this 
class now suffer their loss of the prospect of landing a job as a state employee, 
a  career trajectory that had previously provided a path to stable employment 
for  those with a secular education but that has now been ideologically deval-
ued and practically diminished and deregulated (Köroğlu 2010). At the same 
time that the akp’s pop u lism partially buttresses the destruction brought 
about through its neoliberal restructuring, it also works to contain ethnora-
cial opposition through a neoconservative welfare/workfare model operated 
by state and nongovernmental Islamic charities (Buğra and Adar 2008; Mor-
varidi 2013; Yörük 2012) whose patriarchal, class, ethnic, racial, and religious 
considerations do not prioritize the downwardly mobile secular Turks. In such 
a postsecular neoliberal climate, the secular  middle classes increasingly find 
themselves and their  children unable to accomplish upward mobility or even 
class reproduction. Instead, they strug gle to hold onto insecure  careers and are 
frequently under-  or unemployed and in debt.

The amplification and wider distribution of  labor precarity fuels both the 
demand and supply ends of café divination as more feminized, secular, work-
ing-  and lower- middle- class employees are enlisted into fortune- telling and as 
more feminized, secular, middle- class customers seek divination as a way of 
living precariously. The precariousness of the intimate lives of  those who are fem-
inized and disadvantaged along the axes of gendered, sexual, ethnic, racial, reli-
gious, and classed inequalities is exacerbated by the deepening and broadening 
 labor precarity under the early 2000s Turkey’s postsecular brand of neoliberal-
ization.  These coconstitutive layers of precariousness are then affectively pro-
cessed through the commodified feeling  labors of divination  under the sway 
of the enchanted therapeutic ethos of neoliberalism, ironically entailing the 
further recruitment of gender and sexual minorities into  labor precarity and 
into the affective terrain of feeling precarious.



Feeling Unsettled

 “Your fortune is already set” (senin falın fallanmış), cup readers  will tell you if 
you are contentedly coupled, married with  children, have a stable  career, or are 
other wise financially secure—in other words, if you are settled into your life, 
into a life that resembles something proper.3 When asked what brings clients 
to their doors, readers repeatedly narrate acute and chronic scenes of unset-
tlement.  Those with unsettled lives,  those who are not yet married or are just 
divorced,  those who are heartbroken,  those who are childless,  those who are 
looking for a job or for a better job,  those who are waiting to get accepted to 
college— they are the ones whose fortunes need to be told.  Those who do not 
know exactly what to do with their lives, whose life plans do not hold, who are 
scandalized by their lost privileges, who have aspirations that exceed the con-
fines of the structural barriers imposed on their life chances, who insist on hop-
ing and wishing, they need divination to help them look for a way through, a 
way out.  Those who feel unsettled, fraught with uncertainty, anticipation, and 
anxiety— they are divination’s prime subjects.

not having your fortune already played out and your  future already 
set is to some extent a  matter of life stage, as younger  people are less likely to 
have settled into a (heteronormatively adult kind of ) life with a job, a roman-
tic partner, and  children. And to a large extent, having one’s life unsettled is 
a  matter of precariousness. Conceived broadly as vulnerability to the misfor-
tunes of life, precariousness is distributed unevenly along the lines of ethnic, 
racial, religious, classed, sexual, and gendered privileges, unsettling lives with 
unequal frequency and intensity.  Labor precarity deepened by neoliberalism 
renders stable and secure work less and less available and the concomitant 
pro cess of settling into a job, a  house, and an intimate relationship less tangi-
ble, even for (aspiring)  middle classes. A vital feminist and queer movement 
competing with a religiously tinted proj ect of masculinist restoration confers 
upon gender normativity a far from stable trajectory.4 In this context, not only 
do more  people find their lives unsettled; in the face of precariousness, more 
 people feel unsettled, propelling the neoliberal work of self- making assisted by 
enchanted therapeutic and self- entrepreneurial technologies like divination.

Precariousness is an everyday condition demanding to be felt. It folds into 
a structure of feeling, a feeling that permeates one’s being in the world. It ac-
cumulates in the body and the psyche. How you feel precariousness and what 
you do with it however depends on who and where you are. How neoliberal 
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precarity is felt and how feelings of precariousness get managed are mediated 
through one’s (imaginary relationship to one’s) socioeconomic position and 
its cultural and po liti cal articulation in a par tic u lar time and place (Althusser 
1971; Neilson 2015). Similarly, how gendered vulnerability is felt in its inter-
sections with ethnoracial and classed marginalization and in which direction 
such feelings of precariousness are channeled depend upon one’s (culturally 
legible, sociopo liti cally legitimate, and eco nom ically accessible) aspirations. 
The pos si ble ways to affectively engage with precarity are varied. Some, like 
working- class Rus sian Muslim immigrant  women, embrace their gendered 
precarity with a sense of perseverance and promise that they sustain through 
their entrepreneurial, social, and spiritual  labors (Ra bino vich 2018).  Others 
hang on to a “cruel optimism” (Berlant 2011) where aspirations for normativity 
are frustrated but attachments are not suspended, in contexts ranging from the 
post- Reaganite United States to postrevolutionary Egypt (Pettit 2019).

For many secular, fragilely middle- class, straight, and cisgender female divi-
nation customers who fear and experience (intergenerational as well as lifetime) 
downward mobility exacerbated by a neoliberal Islamist government, while 
managing their intimate lives marked by heteronormative aspirations and a 
generous dose of gendered fragility intensified by a religiously tinted neocon-
servative familialism, precariousness feels like an unsettling condition they orient 
 toward and work to keep at bay.5 They thus come to readers while they work 
on themselves and on securing a living, while they prepare (their  children) for 
college entry exams, study for more diplomas and certificates, make out job ap-
plications, manage  careers, launch business ventures, buy and sell  houses, find 
and keep marriage partners, have  children and raise them with good prospects, 
and try to piece together and keep afloat a (hetero)normative middle- class 
standing about which they feel an increasingly frustrated aspiration or even 
entitlement. As this becomes a progressively more tenuous goal, they attempt 
anxiously to gain a sense of control and efficacy by striving and hoping, and by 
getting readings to help them continue striving and hoping. With  these efforts, 
the feminized secular Muslims of Turkey’s divination cafés join the ranks of 
the anticipating (Molé 2010) or even neurotic subjects of neoliberalism (Coss-
man 2013; Isin 2004) who are subjectified by the therapeutic technologies that 
interpellate anxious selves.

In the twenty- first  century, Turkey’s felt relationship to the  future has been 
shifting. On the one hand, secular and secularist actors in Turkey have been feel-
ing increasingly ner vous about their pre sent  under a neoliberal Islamist govern-
ment that has squelched their economic and gendered aspirations. In response, 
secular and secularist actors in Turkey have maintained nostalgic attachments 



to a secularist past (Özyürek 2006) and nurtured faith in their  futures in a 
booming economy of fortune- telling businesses. On the other hand, a newly 
confident hopefulness, exemplified by the broader trend of neo- Ottomanism, 
which refers to a novel appropriation and valuation of the Ottoman heritage 
and history, has been thoroughly infusing Turkey’s affective landscape, reach-
ing into and well beyond the pious and Islamist segments of the population. In 
the first de cade of the 2000s, the akp’s Turkey was globally touted as a model 
Muslim democracy and a candidate for impending Eu ro pean Union member-
ship, with a relatively broad ruling co ali tion that afforded some demo cratizing 
reforms to the country and a relative stability in economic growth. This hope-
ful conjuncture encouraged a new assertiveness in the pre sent and an assured 
expectation for the  future. In this conjuncture, a novel, neoimperial pride in 
the past stood in contrast to an almost postcolonial sense of shame about the 
past, a ner vous feeling of inferiority in a pre sent that was always already lag-
ging  behind (the West), and a tired hope of catching up in the  future (with 
the West), which had combined to produce the temporal landscape of secular 
Turkish national identity throughout the twentieth  century. Indeed, numero-
logical divinations of the Islamist nationalist variety have been summoning a 
promising Islamist  future for the country for some time now, with akp propa-
ganda emphasizing the years 2023, 2053, and 2071— representing, respectively, 
the one hundredth anniversary of the foundation of the Turkish Republic, the 
six hundredth anniversary of the conquest of Constantinople, and the one 
thousandth anniversary of the Seljuk Turks’ decisive military victory in Anatolia—
to proj ect a repetition of the glories of Turkish history by way of the continua-
tion of akp reign. That conjuring trick of prophesying an Islamist  future with 
a  simple recitation of numbers places the country and the akp in a cyclical 
temporality of glory, rendering the  future a fantasy landscape of assured ex-
pectation. In the economic terrain, the performative recitation of other kinds 
of numbers, such as  those related to the Turkish economy’s global standing 
and growth, have sought to boost confidence in the country’s economic  future 
(Korkman 2015a). But in the vein of assurances about neoliberal ideology that 
circulate globally, this local brand of futuristic millennialism could not deliver 
on its promises and fell progressively flatter as the 2010s progressed.

By the end of the 2010s, gone  were the hopeful expectations of a millennial 
moment. A previously  eager pro cess of Eu ro pean Union harmonization that 
had encouraged demo cratizing reforms, including gender equality policies, 
seems irrevocably over. In its place stands a neoconservative familialism that 
has bankrolled neoliberalization on the backs of the feminized, who have with 
increasing vio lence been put back in their places through policies ranging from 
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Turkey’s withdrawal from the Istanbul Convention that ordered protections 
against gendered vio lence to escalating police attacks on feminist and lgbtiq 
activists. The hopeful gradu ates of an exponentially growing number of uni-
versities the akp resolved to establish in  every city across the country  were 
rudely told not to feel entitled to landing a job upon graduation  because eco-
nomic growth rates had stagnated and unemployment had soared. Any hopes 
of democ ratization that  were instigated by the broad hegemonic co ali tion ini-
tially forged by the akp have turned increasingly sour as the akp party/state 
has  under Erdoğan’s leadership become more and more authoritarian. A pro- 
Western, shy Islamism that worked in co ali tion with liberal po liti cal ele ments 
has instead made way for an isolationist, aggressively confident inflection of 
religion into public policy. As all semblance of a multicultural recognition 
and peace pro cess has been abandoned, once again, in  favor of military vio-
lence and repression, any formerly held expectations of peace and justice for 
the Kurdish  people and other ethnoracial and religious minorities have been 
prematurely precluded. In a public sphere where previously banned languages 
 were heard and scantly populated Pride marches turned into mass events, re-
pression and censorship have amped up. A flourishing urban public life with 
both secular and pious shades has faded as public spaces have become less and 
less hospitable for leisurely activities in the wake of uprisings, a coup attempt, 
an extended state of emergency, suicide bombings, police vio lence and securiti-
zation, and, unexpectedly, a global pandemic.

In millennial Turkey, magical promises have been paired with limiting cir-
cumstances, aspirations have been repeatedly cultivated and then frustrated, 
and po liti cal, economic, and cultural formations that prescribe and support 
normative desires and prerogatives have been rearranged in fast succession. In 
the rapidly changing context of the first two de cades of the 2000s, where frus-
trated secular, middle- class, and gendered aspirations combine with po liti cal 
and economic instability to render previously reasonable life expectations and 
long- cultivated desires quickly out of reach or out of fashion— even over the 
relatively short period of a de cade and a half that this research has explored— 
the feeling of being unsettled has intensified. Where unsettlement sets the tone 
of feeling, divination emerges as a most resonant response. The proliferating 
practices of fortune- telling have been providing a venue in which  those feeling 
unsettled may attune themselves to their gendered fortunes with all of their in-
stability and possibility.6 In the intimate publics hosted by fortune- telling busi-
nesses, the feeling  labors of divination serve as a particularly fitting medium 
for reassuring and recharging secular Muslim  women and lgbtiq individuals 



tasked with managing the pressures of neoliberal precarity, gender in flux, and 
po liti cal hegemony in dissolve.

If precariousness often feels unsettling to secular, middle- class  women and 
youths in Turkey, this is not a universal but a historically and geo graph i cally 
specific structure of feeling, one that is filtered through gendered, classed, eth-
nic, racial, and religious positionality and produced through one’s subjective 
and situated engagement with a social terrain of shifting expectations and pos-
sibilities. Bayhan, the thirtysomething queer reader who spent over a de cade at 
fortune- telling cafés, looks and feels worn out as he reflects wistfully, “I have 
aged beyond my years.” He keeps his graying, shoulder- length hair in a tiny 
ponytail. His teeth are stained from the cigarettes he chain smokes as he drinks 
coffee and tea. He is dressed in an old, wrinkled T- shirt with jeans and sneak-
ers. His body language matches his clothes: shoulders dropped, leaning back. 
He is speaking in a low- energy voice. “I’ve experienced a lot of pain, and I’ve 
matured. My hair went white at seventeen.  People think I’m forty or fifty years 
old. They tell me that I sound like an old person,” he concludes  after a long and 
intense conversation recounting the vari ous disappointments of his life. Sud-
denly, he does seem old, sitting squarely in his depression, refusing the healing 
reflex, holding out for a pause in the rush of life. To Bayhan, precariousness 
feels like attrition, a wearing out of the body and the soul. It leaves him with 
prematurely receding hopes and graying hair. Life offers but a series of decep-
tions: the unrealized promises of a  family, a stable job, a long- term partner, and 
a permanent home; a string of frustrated efforts that did not amount to a sense 
of safety and belonging. Too wise to believe in the promise that he can improve 
 things through personal effort, too tired to strive to make his life amount to 
something resembling a middle- class, heteronormative Turkish life, Bayhan 
judges his life to have already been lived out. I feel deeply sad listening to him. 
Tempted to dispel my sadness by relieving his, I long to give him some conso-
lation. But unlike me or many of his middle- class clients, he is not subjectified 
by the bits of therapeutic discourse I  mumble. His dour acquiescence and stub-
born resignation are refusals of the quick therapeutic fix. They are demands for 
something deeper. Sitting with this affect and in this impasse is an opportunity 
to ponder what propels (and gets buried  under) the mainstream therapeutic 
impulses to fix (Cvetkovich 2012).7

Standing in contrast to the unsettled quest to feel better and the constant 
striving for better  futures that most of his customers and colleagues orient 
their readings  toward, Bayhan’s depression renders the ner vously aspiring souls 
around him vis i ble as just one of many pos si ble responses to  labor precarity 
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and a broader condition of precariousness. For someone like Bayhan who has a 
keen and likely realistic sense of his own immobility and limitation as a secu-
lar working- class queer Roma man and who is not subjectified by promises of 
improving one’s lot by working on oneself as a self- entrepreneurial proj ect, the 
response to precarity is not an energetic pushing against but a sluggish wear-
ing out; more of a lateral agency (Berlant 2007) that smells like cigarettes and 
looks like premature aging. Bayhan’s precariousness, structured as much by 
neoliberal  labor precarity as by the compounded effects of ethnoracial, classed, 
and gendered and sexualized vulnerabilities, refuses the postsecular neoliberal 
therapeutic invitation to funnel this condition into an animated anxiety and 
striving activity.

Unlike Bayhan and some of his fellow working- class colleagues who brook 
a stale, dense depression, however, a majority of secular,  middle class, Turkish 
café readers and their clients feel precariousness as an unsettlement where a 
combination of anxious anticipation sits uneasily with a tenacious hope and 
turn to divination therapy to help raise their spirits vis- à- vis the wearing out 
that Bayhan has settled into. Indeed, increasing numbers of fortune- tellers 
who share the aspirational horizon of the  middle classes yet find themselves 
engaging in divination work through a combination of downward mobility 
and ambitious business acumen are embodying the dominant therapeutic 
ethos of neoliberalism so as to manage their own and their clients’ feelings of 
unsettlement. As we have seen throughout this chapter, in contrast to Bayhan, 
who is not enticed by the booming new age therapeutic entrepreneurialism 
that motivates some of his colleagues to specialize in such new ser vices as “life 
 coaching”—an endeavor he dubs “a classy way of being a son of a bitch”— this 
new generation of fortune- tellers increasingly mobilizes the commercialized 
feeling  labors of divination to cultivate themselves and their clients as neolib-
eral (post)secular subjects who can acclimate to their newfound compounded 
precariousness. Their feeling  labors play a central role in containing the gen-
dered contradictions of a postsecular neoliberal capitalism. The acclimatiza-
tion they proffer and participate in through the feeling  labors of divination is 
affected through an anxious activity that wraps itself in the enchanted idiom of 
self- entrepreneurship, the subject of chapter 7.



7

Entrepreneurial Fortunes

 “My life choice might be a  little surprising. I’m actually an economist with a 
ba from a good university in Istanbul,” starts Ada, who offers coffee and tarot 
readings in her fortune- telling office alongside a range of ser vices, including 
lead pouring, Reiki, and life coaching.

Ada grew up in a secular Muslim lower- middle- class  family. “My  father was 
some kind of a civil servant,” she states flatly. “My  mother was a  house wife,” 
she adds with indifference. Ada’s parents did not embody her aspirational hori-
zons. But with their support, she earned an economics degree from an august 
public college in Istanbul. Upon graduating, she launched a successful  career 
as a corporate man ag er “at four diff er ent big firms, one in cosmetics, two in 
the  water business, and one in logistics . . .  as a city man ag er, regional man ag er, 
and sales man ag er.” While success came through conventional means, in her 
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life narrative she spoke of her  career in the same breath as she indexed a lack 
of choice and self- realization: “This was a choice I made given the rules of the 
world I lived in, given my  family.”

Ada made all the grades that  were supposed to deliver a good life: a valued 
college education, an accomplished  career, marriage, motherhood. She had it 
all, at least, all that an urban, secular, college- educated, middle- class Turkish 
 woman should expect. Yet she was unsettled. Her marriage fell apart while her 
child was still young. Her  career was anything but fulfilling for her. “I  wasn’t 
satisfied. Waking up in the morning, dressing up, working, but not  really being 
useful to anyone. I noticed something [that irked me]: be it in a corporate firm 
or a  family firm, someone who may not be as educated or aware as you are pats 
you on the back. ‘ You’re  doing  great.  You’re so successful,’ they say. And you 
feel wonderful. But all  you’re  doing is making money for them.” Ada insists 
that she “just resigned overnight,” emphasizing how she more or less impul-
sively left her corporate  career  behind. The reasons, she contends,  were moral 
and spiritual. “For me, fatigue is about my conscience, my heart, my soul. If 
 they’re not tired, I’m not tired. I was very tired in corporate life.”

If moral critique and soul searching drove Ada out of the corporate world, 
so did  labor precarity, from which even managerial positions like hers  were not 
shielded. “Ten, fifteen years of working like this, moving from one com pany to 
the next. This was my fate. I thought it all a waste. But once I found this new 
occupation, that  didn’t concern me anymore. Whenever I would transfer to a 
new com pany, I would won der how long I was  going to last. I  don’t have to 
worry about that anymore. I’ve been in this office for four years.”

 Until she found a sense of stability  running her own divination business, in 
 every position she held, Ada had an acute sense of tentativeness. Combined 
with the feelings of exhaustion and alienation her  career elicited, Ada felt that 
her work life was thoroughly taxing, despite decent financial returns.

 After resigning for the last time, Ada combined some entrepreneurial know- 
how with her business management acumen to create a new type of business 
that could successfully compete with fortune- telling cafés in her neighbor-
hood. Housed on the high- traffic, entry- level floor of a centrally located apart-
ment building, Ada’s business is located in an apartment where she can give 
coffee, tarot, and astrological readings in the comfort and intimacy of a femi-
nized business space that looks like a cross between a private apartment and an 
office and that is populated heavi ly but not exclusively by  women.  Here, Ada 
offers a full, thoroughly postsecular range of therapeutic ser vices, including 
lead pouring, Reiki, spiritual therapy, detox, Emotional Freedom Technique 
(eft), Neuro- Linguistic Programming (nlp), and life coaching. She also 
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offers workshops in some of  these specializations, granting participants cer-
tificates with which they can start their own practices. She takes  great entre-
preneurial pride in the business she created. “Given my background, I wanted 
to start an official/legal [resmi] business. This is official. I’m billing clients for 
fortune- telling. Yes, fortune- telling! We are registered for ‘spiritual and astro-
logical ser vices and fortune- telling.’ This is what my tax certificate says.”

Taking advantage of recent tax regulations that allow the registration of 
economic activity  under the banner of “fortune- telling, astrology, and spir-
itualist ser vices,” Ada has been able to create an official business to manage, 
something she knows well. Ada manages a team of several  women, including 
sales, administration, and her business’s media presence personnel. She takes 
customer relations seriously. Scrolling through her list of several thousand reg-
istered clients, she explains, “I enter them all into my computer and send them 
messages on holidays, the way corporations do. I remember their birthdays.” 
Ada’s business also has a high- quality online presence via a webpage advertis-
ing her ser vices, where offerings with traditional and Islamic resonance such as 
coffee readings and lead pouring are omitted and new age ser vices with a semi-
professional aura are described in detail.  Here, Ada also sells jewelry that has 
“spiritual and energy value” while also being appropriate for corporate settings, 
a combination she hungered for in her previous life as a man ag er.

Ada’s biggest asset is the class habitus and associated economic and personal 
orientations she shares with her clients: they work at similar occupations, shop 
at the same malls, hope their  children  will attend the same schools, and employ 
similar techniques to mend and manage their businesses and their selves.

I understand my friends who are living corporate lives so well. I thought 
a lot about why they come to me, what makes me diff er ent, why I have such 
a good client portfolio. I think I have the right temperament. This is diff er-
ent from my soul. I love  people. I’m welcoming. I’m a  great confidant. This 
is my personality. But I also come from a good background. I’m from a 
good  family. I have good morals. I can prepare a cv for someone. I have 
a printer, a computer  here. I can prepare a marketing system. If it’s an in-
dustry I’m familiar with, I can advise them myself. I also connect clients 
up with  people who know  people—in the United States even.  Either I 
resolve the business issue for them, or I connect them up with someone 
who can. With this setup,  people consult with me. I also believe I have 
strong foresight.

Her strong foresight mentioned almost as an afterthought, the amalgam 
of affective and business ser vices Ada provides makes her a forerunner in the 
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postsecular neoliberal divination economy, where entrepreneurial conduct of 
business and the self is increasingly in supply and demand.

this chapter details how fortune- telling is reconceived by feminized 
secular Muslim readers like Ada in the idiom of entrepreneurship, which en-
velops not only the economic enterprise of commercial divination but also the 
personal enterprise of fashioning the self through divination and associated 
therapeutic practices. Tracking the increasingly (self-) entrepreneurial, digital, 
and transnational routes commodified fortune- tellings are circulated in, this 
chapter chronicles the becomings of the feeling  labors of divination in a con-
text where the economic and spiritual activity of fortune- telling serves as a me-
dium of working (on the self ) in response to the unsettlements of postsecular 
neoliberal precarity and gendered precariousness. As evident in Ada’s work, 
the personal and business realms fuse together in this entrepreneurial milieu: 
work and life goals and pro cesses become indistinguishable, and navigating the 
economic and intimate conditions of precarity becomes an individuated and 
enchanted journey.

 Under neoliberalization, entrepreneurship has emerged as a highly desirable 
subject position, gaining value beyond its mere economic utility to become a 
moral and personal orientation to life writ large. As an ideal, entrepreneur-
ship draws Ada’s aspirational horizons. Unlike her  father’s generation,  after the 
erosion of public employee salaries and the narrowing of public employment 
opportunities brought about by neoliberal economic restructuring, secular 
Muslims like Ada could not depend on a government job to secure middle- class 
status. But then again, in an era when the figure of the self- propelled, neolib-
eral entrepreneurial subject ( girişimci, entrepreneur) was constructed in oppo-
sition to the degraded figure of the passive, dependent civil servant (memur) 
and a rule- bound, bureaucratic conduct (memur zihniyeti, civil servant men-
tality) became the despised other of risk- taking, innovative, entrepreneurial 
conduct ( girişimcilik), Ada would not want such a government- secured job. 
Having grown up with an orientation  toward a secular, modern femininity 
with claims to public life beyond the confines of familial roles and in times of 
a rising feminist movement that encouraged  women’s self- realization outside 
the  family, staying at home as a wife and  mother like her  mother had was another 
social position Ada could not be content with. Indeed, even when she took sev-
eral years off  after marriage to raise her only child, Ada thought of herself as 
self- searching, with a strong desire to “find” herself.
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Entrepreneurship is increasingly the answer to  labor precarity. Armed 
with one of the most prized degrees for urban middle- class  children of her 
generation (an economics degree designed to cultivate the very qualities of 
an entrepreneur), Ada was set on the right path to the most prestigious jobs 
a lower- middle- class kid could hope for: a managerial position in the private 
sector, maybe in banking, finance, or communications, all sectors that had 
blossomed with the liberalization of the Turkish economy. For Ada, the path 
delivered on its promise. In the 1990s, Ada was one of growing numbers of 
college- educated  women to find formal, relatively well- paid work in the ex-
panding ser vice and financial sectors, if only to be (and to constantly anticipate 
being) laid off. Throughout the first de cade of the 2000s, crisis  after crisis left 
many periodically unemployed, forcing workers to ready themselves preemp-
tively or even to make the next move and leave in the hopes of hedging against 
a  future when times  were sure to get tough for their com pany of employment. 
It was in this context that, turning to entrepreneurship, Ada joined the grow-
ing ranks of self- employed  women whose numbers increased to one- tenth of 
all employed  women in the 2010s (Yılmaz 2019). Ada is now a proud entrepre-
neur who not only makes a solid living from her exceptionally successful busi-
ness but also works with a degree of flexibility that, as a single  mother, allows 
her to care for her teenage  daughter while enjoying the sense of authenticity 
and self- direction so critical to meaning making in her work and her life.

Long coded as male and associated with the masculine values of in de pen-
dence and dominance, the entrepreneur is reenvisioned in the female  under 
neoliberalism (Ahl 2002; Connell 1995). In Turkey, as elsewhere,  women’s small- 
scale entrepreneurship is touted as a fix for the many destructions brought about 
by neoliberal economic restructuring. An assortment of ngos promote  women’s 
entrepreneurship by cultivating  women as self- sufficient, self- governing, neolib-
eral subjects and at the same time recruiting them as altruistic contributors to 
and caretakers of their families (Altan- Olcay 2014). But in bundling together the 
contradictory ideals of a neoliberal, individualistic self and a feminized, other- 
directed self, such civil society programs are unable to resolve the contradictions 
they purport to remedy. In the Global South, co- opting feminist discourses 
of  women’s empowerment and eagerly hailing  women as neoliberal subjects, 
 women’s employment, microfinance, and entrepreneurship initiatives promise 
economic and social gains to  women and their families, while in practice often 
leaving poor  women indebted and burdening them with the duty of holding to-
gether the social fabric through their reproductive and productive  labors  under 
the assault of global capital (Al- Dajani et al. 2014; Cornwall 2018; Karim 2011; 
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Roy 2010). Nonetheless, the discourses and practices of entrepreneurship con-
tinue to provide ideological justification for and practical responses to neoliberal 
economic policies, gaining renewed traction on the ground as a feminized and 
individualized self is placed at the center of the entrepreneurial enterprise.

Entrepreneurship is increasingly a proj ect of the self.  Under neoliberalism, 
the individual self is reenvisioned as one’s own capital to invest by mobiliz-
ing a  whole host of individual capacities and activities for profitability and 
self- fulfillment (Foucault 2008; Rose 1992). Ada is not only an entrepreneur 
opening a new business; she is also a self- entrepreneur who invests in herself 
and who coaches  others in their self- entrepreneurial ventures. Ada brings her 
business skills into her new line of work, not only by managing her business 
professionally but also by offering  career and business advice to her divination 
customers. The intuitions of a fortune- teller and the prudence of a professional 
 woman come together seamlessly for Ada in her advice to a client. She concludes 
that her “area of expertise is  people, it’s sales; and sales is every thing in life.”

The hegemony of neoliberalism recasts  every aspect of  human existence in the 
idiom of the eco nom ical (Brown 2015). The collapsing of the distinction between 
the economic and the personal allows the self to be reconceived as an entrepre-
neurial proj ect. When Ada attunes to her clients and assists them through her feel-
ing  labors, her work is closely informed by her familiarity both with the logics of 
the corporate world of business and finance and with the logics of self- fashioning 
in which her clients are steeped. Ada’s business management education, her busi-
ness savvy born of experience, and her familiarity with Islamicate and new age 
modalities put in ser vice of self- entrepreneurship all cultivate her business. But it 
is her ability to seamlessly combine practical work and business support (every-
thing from preparing résumés to formulating winning tenders) with intimate spir-
itual care (lead pouring to dispel the evil eye and card reading for tips on the next 
business opportunity) that produces such a potent business model.

As self- entrepreneurship becomes the prescribed response to the demands 
for flexibility and adjustability of a precarious  labor market,  women are inter-
pellated and positioned as ideal neoliberal subjects prized for their capacity 
for self- management and self- transformation (McRobbie 2009; Ringrose and 
Walkerdine 2008; Scharff 2016; Weber 2009). The feminized mandate of self- 
remaking, long expected of  women who have to reinvent and correct their 
bodies and souls to be valued, is extended to all (heterosexual male) workers 
(Sender 2006). In this context, Ada, alongside an increasing number of café 
readers and workers from other niches, are continuously investing in them-
selves so as to maximize their work opportunities as well as the sense of meaning 
in their lives. Densely embedded in new age and psychologized discourses of self- 
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improvement and self- realization, the books, courses, and workshops in Reiki, life 
coaching, astrology, spiritual therapy, and other fields offer  these  eager female 
consumers postsecular venues for neoliberal self- entrepreneurship.

Enchantments of Self- Entrepreneurship

For Ada, whose sense of insecurity accompanying her corporate employment 
was coupled with a nagging sense of meaninglessness, self- entrepreneurship 
was an enchanted quest. In search of the sense of purpose and significance her 
 career could not deliver elsewhere, Ada worked hard during her years as a cor-
porate man ag er to develop herself by hungrily reading books and spending her 
weekends at spiritually/psychologically oriented self- development workshops 
and trainings that proliferated in the postsecular milieu of millennial Turkey. 
Unrelated to her sales  career,  these endeavors soothed her unsettled soul and 
imbued in her an alternate sense of meaning and satisfaction that helped to 
sustain her through an unsatisfying job. “I trained in Reiki while I was working 
 because I had to find a way to love my life over the weekends. I learned nlp. 
I also studied eft. For some ten or twelve years I had  these trainings over the 
weekend. Now I have quite a number of diplomas.”

Ada’s weekends dedicated to learning and practicing new age and self- help 
technologies gave her the sense of fulfillment and nourishment she was starved 
for at work. She enjoyed the pro cess and felt inspired, dedicating her time out-
side work to her quest for personal and spiritual development.

Although her spiritual development journey took considerable time, effort, 
and money and would eventually prove profitable, culminating in a gainful 
divination  career, Ada did not describe her sustained  labors of self- investment 
and her  later decision to leave her managerial  career in financial or instrumen-
tal terms. To Ada, they  were moral, emotional, and spiritual decisions: she felt 
moved by her “conscience,” her “heart,” and her “soul.” If proud of her many 
certificates, which she framed and displayed in her office, she also felt ordained 
by a dream in which the thirteenth- century Sufi master Jalal al- Din Rumi 
called her Ada, a newly popu lar female first name meaning “island,” thereby 
bestowing upon her a new taken name. Ada’s new work of divination was as 
much an escape from her estranging and precarious previous  career as a deeply 
felt and spiritually articulated inner calling.

ada is a member of a transnational class of “spiritual entrepreneurs” who 
use spiritual discourses and new age mediums to retool and reenergize them-
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selves as workers, gaining a new sense of meaning and agency by attuning to 
the very neoliberal precarity that renders them in need of retooling and re-
energizing in the first place (Gregory 2012). Ada may be a professional busi-
nesswoman managing an innovative business, but she also feels strongly that 
this is her personal spiritual path. Combining ideals of secular femininity 
with an eclectic religious/spiritual sensibility and practice, Ada’s thoroughly 
postsecular business gives her a sense of ethical and mystical direction that si-
mul ta neously sustains her spirit and her pocket book. Framed as a spiritual self- 
entrepreneurial activity, the commodified feeling  labors of divination allow 
Ada to integrate the business of work (caring for her clients) and the business 
of life (caring for herself and her  daughter). She not only finds personal ful-
fillment in her work and works nonstop to develop her capacities for finding 
work and fulfillment by training in new modalities; she also supports her 
clients through the emotional and practical ups and downs of their lives and 
 careers, offering business wisdom and spiritual healing to help them improve 
themselves at work and in life. In so  doing, feminized secular prac ti tion ers like 
Ada propel themselves and  others forward in the ever- incomplete efforts that 
make up self- entrepreneurialism, using enchanted mediums for reinvesting in 
and reinventing themselves and their  labor capacity so as to live with  labor pre-
carity and the broader sense of insecurity that attends gendered vulnerabilities 
and postsecular anx i eties.

Postsecular spiritual self- entrepreneurship is enabled and energized by 
therapeutic modalities fit for an age of anxious precarity.1 Fueled by the con-
tradictions of neoliberalism, which preaches self- sufficiency and refuses to 
acknowledge the real ity of deepening de pen dency and precarity, the “enter-
prising self ” (Rose 1992) is by its very nature an anxious self. The available 
answer for such constitutional anxiety is the therapeutic and spiritual cultiva-
tion and care of the self. Applied via the consumption of ser vices and educa-
tion in self- help, divination, energy healing, and other therapeutic specialties, 
the remedy requires repeated applications to soothe and energize postsecular 
neoliberal self- entrepreneurs, who again and again find themselves drained 
and worried.

Self- entrepreneurship is a continuous and laborious pro cess, but is (supposed 
to be) experienced as unalienated  labor that restores meaningfulness to life and 
work while at the same time yielding financial returns. Importantly, it promises a 
path to semiprofessionalization for fortune- tellers. While many seek informal 
and affordable ways to develop themselves professionally through mentorship 
from fellow readers or by reading new age best sellers from pirated copies sold 
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on street corners, quite a few readers like Ada attend (when they can spare the 
expense and make the time) official classes and proudly frame and display the 
certificates they receive from them. Crucially, unlike Ada, many find that their 
self- entrepreneurial efforts bring few if any returns, at least in the short run. 
Yet the activity itself keeps precarious working-  and lower- middle- class self- 
entrepreneurs busy hoping and investing. Similarly, in the hopes of sustaining 
themselves through insecurities and alienation from their prior or current 
corporate and business  careers, through the anx i eties of secularism in decline 
and secular femininity  under threat, and through the perils and fragility of 
their romantic and familial relationships, secular feminized divination clients 
visit businesses like Ada’s to consume feeling  labors in the form of readings 
and other spiritual and self- help therapies and to obtain training in  these mo-
dalities. Feeling  labors directed  toward self- entrepreneurship thus allow Ada 
and similar readers to experience their  labor as settling and nourishing to both 
their clients and themselves.

The neoliberal cultivation of entrepreneurial selves is facilitated by feminized 
forms of affective  labor (Freeman 2015; Ouelette and Wilson 2011). Cup read-
ings, which have long helped the feminized navigate their intimate vulnerabil-
ities and pro cess their feelings of precariousness, are in this context recruited 
in the ser vice of neoliberal self- making. In the pro cess, the neoliberal ideals of 
the individual are cultivated, and feminized  labor is recruited into the  labor 
market, not despite but through a range of affective investments facilitated 
through religious/spiritual discourses, in realms ranging from the divination 
economies of secular Muslim fortune- telling  women to the pious economies of 
devout Muslim  women (Isik 2014).

(G)localizing and enchanting the ideas and practices of self- entrepreneurship 
is their entanglement with broader spiritual and religious discourses, which are 
recruited in the ser vice of the moral elevation of entrepreneurship as a mode 
of profit- oriented economic activity. To authenticate and sacralize the pro-
cesses of self- enterprising, aspiring spiritual self- entrepreneurs of the neolib-
eral era across the globe harness locally resonant religious discourses (Freeman 
2015; Gooptu 2013). Informed by the growth of popu lar religious and new 
age sensibilities in postsecular neoliberal Turkey, Ada and many other spiri-
tual (self-)entrepreneurs draw on Islamic and new age idioms as they fashion 
their identities and ser vices. They legitimize their expertise by reciting dreams 
in which saints appear in ste reo typical robes and white beards to endow them 
with authority. They translate new age and psychologized discourses of the self 
into established local idioms, such as framing disturbed energy flows as effects 
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of the evil eye. If secular Muslims participating in the divination economy are 
busy hybridizing new age and Muslim discourses and practices with the aim of 
enchanting self- entrepreneurial ideas and activities, their pious Muslim peers 
craft similarly therapeutic personas and ser vices so as to attract a devout cus-
tomer base, framing their offerings in familiar popu lar religious idioms such as 
gratitude (şükür) and peace (huzur).2

While individual prac ti tion ers and their clients navigate neoliberal precar-
ity through  these religious/spiritual ideas and modalities, the Islamically ac-
cented akp government also borrows from resonant Muslim vocabularies such 
as blessings (bereket) to sacralize its neoliberal economic policies and to hail 
citizens in their now dually conceived economic and spiritual capacities to act 
both profitably and piously. Government officials claim that, just as the pious 
government is blessed, so are its pious citizens. As recompense for their devout 
be hav ior in the intimate and work/business realms—(male) profit- seeking eco-
nomic activities performed in public piously and (female) familial  labors such as 
having  children or taking care of the disabled and the el derly at home dutifully— 
citizens can expect heavenly economic rewards. “The economy is blessed,” they 
declare to celebrate economic growth rates. “ Children are blessings,” they in-
sist to encourage  women to have more babies (Korkman 2015a).3

 These governmental policies resonate in a neoliberal era when the global best 
seller The Secret (Byrne 2006) preaches and a transnational network of prosper-
ity churches teaches (Hasu 2006; Hunt 2000; Maxwell 1998) that the right kind 
of “individual  will” and “energy” exuded into the universe  will magically at-
tract financial and spiritual well- being and that God blesses the faithful with 
wealth. It was Karl Marx (1977) who first brought back the notion of the occult 
at the heart of the modern world through the concept of commodity fetishism, 
which he used to account for the magical nature of the cap i tal ist mode of pro-
duction and consumption (Taussig 1980). By highlighting the ways in which 
classed socie ties are doomed to rely on mystification, the concept of fetish has 
enabled the critique of the modernist premise that reason  will supersede reli-
gion and superstition. In this vein, Jean Comaroff and John Comaroff (1999, 
2000a, 2000b) have claimed that what fuels the global rise in the occult is a 
faith in the millennial and messianic promises of neoliberalism facing the re-
alities of the structural marginalization produced by neoliberalization. In this 
world made millennial through a peculiarly materialist spirituality, navigating 
neoliberal precarity is an enchanted endeavor.  Under the ideas and practices of 
spiritual self- entrepreneurship, the tensions between financial and moral, busi-
ness and personal, and communal and individual considerations are occulted 
by design. Working as enterprising dually signifies personal fulfillment in this 
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world and the fulfillment of one’s purpose in the otherworld. It doubly instan-
tiates one’s contribution both to societal well- being and to the religious/spiri-
tual order of  things. As the economic and personal activity of entrepreneurship 
is endowed with new moral weight, Turkey’s millennial fortune- tellers shed 
their  earlier modesty about their work to speak proudly and assertively in an 
entrepreneurial language.

Entrepreneurs of Divination, Old and New

No doubt it took an entrepreneur, in the narrower literal sense of the word as 
one who manages and assumes the risks of a business, to start and operate a 
fortune- telling café in early 2000s Turkey. Fortune- telling café  owners had not 
only to display considerable initiative in pursuing this new business niche; they 
also had to take on substantive financial and  legal risks. But even by 2010, when 
fortune- telling cafés  were mushrooming one  after the other, only a minority of 
their  owners (and an even smaller number of their workers) spoke the entrepre-
neurial lingo that was soon to become the norm. With the exception of a few 
male  owners of the earliest and largest fortune- telling cafés, when asked how it 
was that they began adding fortune- telling to their businesses, most café  owners 
drew from a stock list of market- related justifications: “We had to outdo the 
competition.” “I  wasn’t making enough money to keep the café open.” “This 
was the only way anyone would climb all  those stairs.”  These  owners, many of 
whom  were  women, offered up the stories of their business  battles in modest, 
almost apol o getic tones, emphasizing compelling but impersonal and external 
 factors, such as constraint, necessity, and obligation (mecburiyet). They stood 
in stark contrast to the divination entrepreneurs of the second de cade of the 
twenty- first  century, who would eagerly emphasize their initiative in operating 
a fortune- telling business, rejoicing not only in entrepreneurial pride but also 
in a curious kind of self- celebratory enthusiasm that hailed work as a personal 
and spiritual experience.

The most touted entrepreneur of divination of the 2010s, Sertaç Taşdelen, is 
the founding partner and ceo of Binnaz Abla (Elder  Sister Binnaz), a popu lar on-
line platform and mobile application that allows clients to obtain written, audio- 
recorded, phone, or live video readings from fortune- tellers of their choosing.

A poster child of entrepreneurship in a postsecular neoliberal era, Taşdelen 
is highly literate in spiritual self- entrepreneurship discourses. Commenting on 
the success of his new business, Taşdelen declares, “This is not about creating 
a start-up. It’s the endless journey of self discovery” (Hariri 2014). Following 
the quick growth of his business into a transnational corporation that employs 
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hundreds of workers as fortune- tellers, translators, tech support personnel, 
and a management team, Taşdelen receives generous media coverage and in-
vitations to entrepreneurship workshops and awards ceremonies. “Interview-
ing him was like talking to a life coach,” a journalist enthusiastically attests. 
“He enshrined in my mind this message: You can do it! Why not? . . .  He has 
an irresistible energy, and I think this is the secret of his success” (Tavşanoğlu 
2013). “No success is coincidental. May Sertaç’s story inspire you as much as 
it inspired me,” cheers one blogger, herself a self- titled “lifestyle ceo” and an 
escapee from a corporate  career (Mutlu 2017). In one of the many entrepre-
neurship workshops he speaks at in high schools and universities around the 
country, Taşdelen defines his notion of “success as happiness,” which he ex-
plains is “an inner state, a choice.”4

entrepreneurship is a newly dominant discourse, its moralization 
and valuation of economic activity novel in the context of fortune- telling 
cafés. It is certainly the case that the fortune- telling café business was from its 

Figure 7.1.  Screenshot from the digital fortune- telling website Binnaz Abla that 
reads, “Real Fortune- Tellers. Choose your interpreter, send your fortune” (“Gerçek 
Falcılar: Yorumcunu Seç Falını Gönder,” Binnaz Abla, September 16, 2020, https:// 
www . binnaz . com / tr).

https://www.binnaz.com/tr
https://www.binnaz.com/tr
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very beginnings an entrepreneurial venture, in the sense that it depended upon 
inventing and operating an innovative business model. From its early days, 
the first and largest fortune- telling café, the Angels Café (Melekler Kahvesi), 
and a few other large businesses modeled  after it  were exceptional in exuding 
an entrepreneurial assertiveness backed by a complex and formal business ad-
ministration model. A forerunner in this niche, the Angels Café diversified its 
products to include a range of fortune- telling ser vices, drinks, snacks, games, 
and more. It designed, printed, and patented its own divination card deck and 
coffee cups and opened a  sister publication  house that released several per-
sonal development books. It operated a membership system that encouraged 
and rewarded repeat customers. It actively fostered coverage of its ser vices and 
business model in the local and international media, where its all- male group 
of  owners proudly and joyfully celebrated their entrepreneurial agency in cre-
ating a new kind of business.

But during the first de cade of the twenty- first  century, entrepreneurial 
discourses  were rather uncommon and self- entrepreneurial ones downright 
unfamiliar in the fortune- telling economy. Unlike a handful of larger busi-
nesses, most cafés  were microenterprises, opened with  little monetary in-
vestment, maintained for a period of time through intense self- exploitation, 
offering a living for a few  people at best, and surviving only for a time through 
the ebbs and flows of the crisis- prone Turkish economy. Their  owners insisted 
that they simply “had to” resort to this line of business when faced with com-
petition and need. “ Every other café in the neighborhood was offering read-
ings,” they contended, shifting responsibility for their switch to a generalized 
category of other business  owners. “We just had to,” they explained, noting 
that their financial survival was at stake. Similarly, employees in  these years 
also situated their decision to read fortunes in a narrative of constraint and 
strug gle, describing their other wise  limited work options, histories of unem-
ployment, and other  people’s insistence that they “give it a try.” Many remained 
content with practicing coffee fortune- telling, often construed as a feminized 
nonskill, sometimes adding tarot cards to the mix. Individual  will and initia-
tive  were de- emphasized and work/business was narrated in the externalized 
idiom of economic necessity.

In the almost two de cades that have passed since the opening of the first 
fortune- telling café in Istanbul in 2001, the discourses and practices of self- 
entrepreneurship have thoroughly enveloped café fortune- tellers and their 
employers.5 In the mid- to- late 2010s, more and more  owners and workers, 
including smaller businesses and  women,  were speaking not only with en-
trepreneurial assertiveness but also in a fully elaborated self- entrepreneurial 
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idiom. In the divination sector, this development was encouraged in the be-
ginning by a loose imposition of laws criminalizing commercial fortune- telling 
and  later by new routes of formalization.6  Under pressure from the increasing 
saturation of the postsecular divination economy and  under the influence of a 
neoliberal understanding of the self, workers and  owners started to advertise 
their increasingly diversified ser vices more aggressively and assertively.  These 
new entrepreneurs take pride not only in their own agency for having been 
able to commodify and expand their fortune- telling and related ser vices and 
for having created new and more successful forms of divination/spiritual/
therapeutic businesses; they also delight in describing their work as delivering 
opportunities for personal fulfillment, moral agency, spiritual meaning, and 
even societal improvement. In this new idiom, individual choice and agency 
become both the path to and the marker of business success and moral person-
hood, endowing work/business with new, personalized, enchanted meaning 
and even a promise of social benefit.

As the ceo of the international digital fortune- telling venue Binnaz Abla, 
Taşdelen is the archetype of the spiritual self- entrepreneur of this new postsec-
ular neoliberal era and is celebrated in the Turkish media as the ideal model of 
the successful, desirable, and moral entrepreneur. In an oft- repeated narrative 
of corporate drudgery versus entrepreneurial self- realization, Taşdelen’s past 
 career as a management con sul tant at a multinational corporation in Dubai 
and Singapore preceded by a business administration degree from a presti-
gious private university in Turkey is narrated as a safe bet he courageously 
left  behind for the radically unpredictable endeavor of managing his own busi-
ness. Journalists use dramatic, awe- inspiring terms like “resigning overnight,” 
even though Taşdelen himself has stated explic itly more than once that he left 
his employment only  after thorough planning and consideration, once the in-
come from his new venture exceeded his salary at the time. Taşdelen’s move 
from being a high- level corporate employee providing management advice to 
 others to being the man ag er of his own corporation is described as a successful 
bid to “escape the prison of the corporate world to the freedom [of ] entre-
preneurship” (Hariri 2014). Taşdelen on one occasion describes this change 
in a resonant religious/spiritual meta phor as nothing less than being “born 
again” (Hariri 2014). Taşdelen’s educational and work experiences and his so-
cial and cultural capital pale  under the bright light of his persona, his energy, 
and, most copiously, his affect in narrating his business success. His economic 
activities are signified as affectively intense, personally meaningful, and spiri-
tually significant.
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According to media accounts, flexibility, inspiration, creativity, and self- 
realization characterize Taşdelen’s new  career as the ceo of Binnaz Abla. “I can 
live and work anywhere with an internet connection,” Taşdelen joyfully com-
ments on his current working life spread across several global cities, including 
Istanbul, New York, and Singapore, and his touristic travels around the world 
(Mutlu 2017). Owning an online business with no physical offices, Taşdelen 
is freed from work locations and schedules. Although he is busy performing 
management tasks similar to  those that occupied him in his  earlier  career, 
the degree and kind of flexibility he now enjoys, as well as his sense of self- 
realization, imbues his new business management tasks with an altogether dif-
fer ent meaning and feeling. When asked about his dreams, Taşdelen mentions 
his aim of making Binnaz Abla a global brand alongside his bucket list of space 
travel, DJing at the Burning Man festival, and climbing Mount Everest, attest-
ing to how the spirit of self- entrepreneurship seemingly mends the fissures 
between the realms of business and personal, work and play, and alienation 
and authenticity.

Through the prism of self- entrepreneurship, profit- oriented work/business 
activities and lives and selves crafted in the enterprising mode combine to be-
come a moral and po liti cal good that promises to alleviate the ethical burdens 
and social consequences of structural in equality without any recourse whatso-
ever to collective po liti cal solutions. “My life is much more meaningful, with 
fewer physical possession[s], simpler and much happier,” concludes Taşdelen 
of his post– corporate employment entrepreneurial life, which he describes 
as though it  were an ascetic quest (Hariri 2014). Complementing his almost 
saintly aura, Taşdelen supports the education of disabled  children with Binnaz 
Abla profits as part of a corporate social responsibility program, is the founding 
director of the nonprofit online donation platform İyilik Paylaş (Share Good 
Deeds), which matches ngos and foundations with donors at no charge, and 
can be seen mountain climbing for charity. With  these endeavors, Taşdelen’s 
(self-)entrepreneurship becomes a quest not only for self- realization and profit 
but also for societal improvement. Taşdelen articulates the corporate social 
responsibility program with a similarly virtuous philosopher- king aspiration: 
“Binnazabla . com is a super, even super natural,  family working hard  toward big 
goals. Our long- term goal is to provide innovative solutions to entrenched so-
cial prob lems, to create proj ects, and effect systematic change . . .  to overcome 
prejudices so as to help ‘ human beings,’ the first and smallest link in the eco-
nomic chain” (Çepik 2011). Self- entrepreneurship meets social entrepreneur-
ship, extending the neoliberal economic logic from the individual through the 
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family/company to the  whole social realm. By promising not only personal but 
also social transformation, the self- entrepreneur- cum- philosopher- king emp-
ties out the po liti cal.

Paralleling this almost magical and decisively masculine entrepreneurial 
story, however, are the  labors of Taşdelen’s  mother. Taşdelen’s interviews detail 
the lengths his  mother went to in supporting him early in his  career through 
regular visits, hosting lavish homemade dinners for his corporate colleagues 
and friends replete with Turkish coffee and even reading their cups. Taşdelen 
had the idea for his online venture when his colleagues reminisced about  these 
readings in his  mother’s absence abroad. Taşdelen sent pictures of their coffee 
cups to his  mother back in Turkey, who then sent back a written reading. With 
the help of a business partner offering technical infrastructure for the website, 
Taşdelen created his business. He named the website  after his  mother, Bin-
naz Gündoğan, and, in his words, “gifted” it to her on her birthday. A retired 
pharmacist, Gündoğan then became Taşdelen’s first and only worker during 
the online divination business’s trial period. Contributing to his business 
even now by writing and interviewing for the affiliated blog, Gündoğan’s 
skills and  labor appear to have been central to the success of the enterprise 
that carries her name. Yet she is often framed in the media as a proud  mother, 
not as an entrepreneur or professional. Her determination and many  labors 
are relegated to the background so as to foreground the individual agency of 
her son, who, by dint of his familiarity with corporate management, appropri-
ated, digitized, and put into transnational circulation the feminized practice of 
coffee reading.

Taşdelen’s popularity owes to the way he and  those who portray him downplay 
his business acumen alongside the feminized  labors of his  mother to sprinkle his 
business story with the postsecular neoliberal magic of self- entrepreneurship. 
The appeal of this magical rendering of Taşdelen’s business and persona testifies 
to the grasp of the discourses of spiritual self- entrepreneurialism in which find-
ing one’s calling at work and in life is miraculously rewarded with individual 
fulfillment and financial well- being at the same time that it also promises to 
heal the wounds neoliberal capitalism inflicts on society. In a milieu where vari-
ous actors ranging from the government and big business  owners to small- scale 
divination entrepreneurs and even working- class café readers preach the tack-
ling of precariousness in an enchanted realm of personal and economic activ-
ity, Taşdelen shines brightly in the media spotlight.  These self- entrepreneurial 
discourses attract not only man ag ers and business  owners like Taşdelen who 
are busy digitizing and transnationalizing the fortune- telling sector but also 
their workers, whose  labor is rendered at once more self- entrepreneurial and 
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more precarious by the business innovations of divination entrepreneurs like 
Taşdelen.

Digital, Flexible, and Self- Entrepreneurial: Remaking Feeling  Labors

 “The advantage [of digital fortune- telling] is that you can do it anywhere that 
has internet, sitting comfortably in front of a computer,” Meral, a reader in 
her late twenties, notes on the flexibility of digital  labor. If Meral agrees with 
Taşdelen in appreciating the freedom from a fixed workplace and hours that 
online fortune- telling grants, she is also quick to note the costs and the lim-
its to the freedom promised. “Is it reliable? No,  there are no guarantees,” she 
acknowledges. “But it does give you the feeling of being the boss.” She also ad-
mits “the truth that  there are rules, and  there is a big difference between what 
the customer pays and what you receive.”7 She  later reads flatly from her screen, 
“First, thank you so much for your interest in me and our website. Let us now 
see what your cup shows. . . .  I conclude the reading  here, but you can always reach 
me.” She then turns to me to ask in a conversational tone, “You know what this 
is? My first and last words. The website makes us say them.” Meral explains that 
she is required to rec ord a minimum of five minutes of audio per client, but, 
she says, “I abide by my own standard. I spend seven minutes or more. Seven is 
my lucky number.” With her deep knowledge of the precarity, exploitation, and 
 labor discipline that characterizes digital fortune- telling, Meral is keenly aware 
that feeling like she’s the boss does not make her the boss, even as she enjoys and 
exerts  every bit of autonomy she can muster at work. While for business  owners 
like Taşdelen self- entrepreneurship through divination may literally mean being 
one’s own boss— and by extension may connote individual, moral, and spiritual 
autonomy— for digital divination workers like Meral, self- entrepreneurship 
means precarity with a prized yet  limited sense of self- direction.

The child of an urban  house wife who had once been a rural farmworker and 
a factory worker who had once been a shop keeper, Meral grew up in a secular 
Muslim working- class  family in small city with a strong belief that “education 
would give [her] wings.” Unable to afford the private classes for the national 
university placement exam that her middle- class peers took for granted, she 
began working full time at a factory, taking the exam repeatedly over the course 
of several years. Smart and per sis tent, she was fi nally placed in the humanities 
program of a public university in a large city with government tuition support. 
Her college experience “ really encouraged and supported living openly with 
[her] sexual identity” but did not make her employable.  After college, “like any 
other unemployed university gradu ate,” she returned to her natal home, where 
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she helped her  mother raise her niece. Looking for a way out, Meral took the 
university exam again and enrolled in another program that offered a full year 
of intensive En glish language classes, considered essential for a job that might 
lead to a middle- class life. While her En glish education did not (immediately) 
produce a job, during her studies, she ended up developing a romantic rela-
tionship with an American citizen and followed her to the United States on a 
tourist visa. The visa allowed her to stay up to six months a year in the United 
States, so Meral moved back and forth between the two countries, working 
at odd jobs in Turkey to save for her return to the United States. When the 
relationship ended  after a few years, Meral resourcefully found her way into a 
gradu ate program and a student visa, which allowed her to stay in the United 
States continuously for the duration of her enrollment, if with significantly 
 limited  legal employment options.

As a working- class immigrant, relocating first to a larger city from a provin-
cial one and then to the United States from Turkey, Meral had gone from gig 
to gig, working in direct sales, giving private lessons,  doing  house sitting, baby-
sitting, cleaning, and laundry, and “never turning down a job” (iş ayırmam). 
Already mixing and matching a number of precarious informal jobs to make 
ends meet, Meral added digital divination to the patchwork to get by as an 
international student. She had for some time been reading her friends’ fortunes 
“for plea sure.” Having grown up around her  mother, grand mother, in- laws, and 
neighbors, all of whom gathered in regular rotating  women’s gatherings ( gün) 
to read cups, she was well familiar with the ins and outs of fortune- telling. “I 
guess I, too, have the power to interpret  things,” she contended.

Meral’s options might be  limited, but her aspirational horizons are not. 
She has her own entrepreneurial dreams for a new model of divination busi-
ness. “You know what I think about, Zeynep? How I could put divination in 
conversation with Freudian psy chol ogy. I’ve thought about this a lot, but I 
would need professional help to make it into something real. How can I bring 
fortune- telling and science, Freudian psy chol ogy, together? See, I’m getting 
goose bumps! I feel that if I could achieve this, it would be im mensely popu lar 
in a place like the United States. Maybe even [good enough for] a private clinic 
in Istanbul. This is what I have in mind.”

Meral has a creative idea and the right entrepreneurial affect, one that gives 
her goose bumps with the anticipation of it coming true. But to pursue her 
entrepreneurial divination dreams successfully, Meral knows that she  will need 
more than the much- touted entrepreneurial inspiration. Without business 
management expertise and experience and, more impor tant, the social capital 
with which to connect her emergent business with the right  people who can 
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publicize and expand it, Meral’s (self-)entrepreneurial affects and efforts would 
most likely continue to feel like, but not result in, her becoming the boss.

a product of  labor precarity, digital divination further institu-
tionalizes and deepens its workers’ precarious  labor conditions. While en-
trepreneurs of online fortune- telling like Taşdelen are celebrated for creating 
businesses with the moral and social potential to remedy the destructions of 
neoliberalization, online fortune- telling businesses operate with a flexible 
 labor model in which workers are highly disposable. In a  labor market where 
unemployment and underemployment rates are high, especially for  women 
like Meral who constitute the majority of fortune- tellers, online divination 
businesses supply and swap out workers with both ease and aplomb. In sub-
stituting and disposing of workers so seamlessly, they entrench the insecure 
employment practices that have  shaped café fortune- telling.

Hired with a no- strings- attached contract, online fortune- tellers are puta-
tively  free to work and earn as much or as  little as they can. Meral estimates 
that over the previous month when school was out of session and she did not 
have other employment, she read over 250 fortunes. Calculating solely the time 
spent recording audio readings, she conservatively estimates that she worked 
for approximately forty hours, earning two- thirds the Turkish monthly mini-
mum wage in the equivalent of a full- time work week in Turkey. “I could work 
full time and make more than a physician,” she optimistically estimates. Yet, 
Meral admits, digital divination is work with “no guarantees.” Not only is  there 
no job security or benefits, but work pace and volume are both variable and 
monitored and controlled in ways that diminish worker autonomy. Customers 
who come to the website looking for a reading have the option of asking for 
a reading from a par tic u lar reader or from any available reader. If personally 
requested, a reader must respond within four hours during the daytime and 
eight hours during the nighttime. If anonymous, the request goes to a pool 
where any fortune- teller can pick it up. A fortune- teller can only queue up to 
four standing fortune- telling requests and cannot accept more  until finishing 
their queue and clearing out their message box by responding to outstanding 
customer messages. If a reader is repeatedly delayed, their queue capacity is re-
duced.  These regulations limit workers’ control over the tempo and volume 
of work and push them to complete  orders swiftly while remaining online as 
much as pos si ble to avoid underemployment.

Underlining her agency, Meral emphasizes her range of choices in this setup: 
“You manage it. You decide  whether you want to read fortunes or not. You can 
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go online or offline. . . .  You just make yourself available. I sit down whenever 
I have time.” She explains how she opens the reader interface of the website 
and waits for reading requests to come in, rec ords audio or typewritten read-
ings to send to clients, replies to client messages, and views customer reviews.8 
While Meral waits for customers, she completes her academic work, chats with 
friends, or watches something on the computer. She  doesn’t complain about 
the extended time and space such work seeps into and tries to work as much 
as pos si ble. But life has a way of getting in the way, and she finds it a challenge 
to sustain the high tempo that would allow her to live off the money she makes 
from online divination. Indeed, the precarity of the work means that making a 
living from her digital employment is quite challenging. Even depending on it 
to supplement her other income is unreliable. Workers thus need to continu-
ously recalibrate how best to allocate their time and energies across their vari ous 
flexible work options with one or more employers, working whenever and for as 
long as work becomes available, wholly in the absence of any guarantees.

In an implicit comparison to industrial work where discipline is external to 
the disaffected, alienated worker, digital work is often touted as a realm of free-
dom and self- realization. But  labor precarity and the self- entrepreneurial re-
sponses to it promote a highly individualized and internalized regime of  labor 
discipline. Already transformed  under the pressures of the market via their 
move from the domestic economy to cafés, the feeling  labors of divination are 
further disciplined in digital businesses through standardization and quantifi-
cation.  Labor discipline at cafés consists of cutting lunch breaks short on busy 
days, taking cell phones away from particularly chatty readers, interrupting 
long readings when waiting clients are pre sent, and other methods used by café 
 owners to extract  labor more efficiently. The larger mandate of customer satis-
faction is operationalized through the own er’s appraisal of client demand for a 
reader, supported by  limited and voluntary customer feedback. Online divina-
tion allows duration to be mea sured to the second for audio and chat sessions 
and to the last word for written ones, contents to be prescribed with required 
fixed statements, and work pro cesses to be controlled via elaborate limits and 
deadlines around work volume and pace. Unlike the occasional verbal com-
ment offered by or recruited from select clients at cafés, divination websites 
thoroughly mea sure customer satisfaction via standardized, numeric, and qual-
itative mea sures, in addition to quantitative comments. They evaluate, manage, 
retain or fire, and pay workers through the regular and quantified use of per for-
mance scales.  Every client Meral reads for gets to assign her a score (maximum of 
five) and provide a written review.  These points are used to calculate Meral’s av-
erage for the last 250 readings and to assign her a customer satisfaction rating, 
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converted to a scale of one hundred points. Customer satisfaction is visualized 
with stars assigned to readers, with three- star readers being allocated a satisfac-
tion rating of 98.5  percent and above, two- star readers 94.5  percent and above, 
and one- star readers 92.5  percent and above. The price of the reading and the 
payment the reader receives are three- tiered and are linked directly to their star 
rating. If ratings drop below the one- star threshold, the reader risks losing em-
ployment, making customer satisfaction highly consequential. The pro cess of 
providing feeling  labor as a commodified ser vice is now not only more closely 
supervised and controlled by management but also more self- reflexively scruti-
nized and regulated for workers.

In such a highly flexible and meticulously (self-)managed  labor regime, the 
digitization of fortune- telling reinvents the feeling  labors of divination. Online 
customer feedback is crucial in digital divination, not only  because of its finan-
cial and employment consequences but also  because unmediated feedback and 
two- way interaction are no longer available. By writing or recording readings 
in the absence of the physical presence of a client based on  limited and fixed 
cues from a customer form, the affective attunement between reader and client 
other wise animated by the embodied proximity of two persons is transformed 
into a pro cess where the readers are alone with their projections of a client 
while also being overcrowded by an increasingly pre sent management that mi-
nutely regulates their delivery of a reading. Readers are now required to specu-
latively conjure an imaginary client to whom they may address their reading in 
a way that is moving enough for them to be able to produce a reading likely to 
please the  actual client, while also bearing in mind the directions and limits set 
by management for their reading. Deprived of the real- time presence and feed-
back of the client, readers are burdened by the de facto and unalterable feedback 
that is provided  after the reading is consumed and that remains on the reader’s 
profile for  future clients to read.9 This new medium through which feeling  labors 
are delivered changes the way readers connect to their clients and voice their 
desires and fears, replacing the more intuitive and embedded forms of affective 
attunement with more regimented forms of customer feedback and more self- 
reflexive efforts of alignment.

As readers manage the reverberations of living with a constant stream 
of  reviews and evaluations indexing and intensifying their precarity,  online 
fortune- telling recruits the feeling  labors of workers both in the ser vice of cus-
tomers and as a self- directed care and recuperation endeavor. Online fortune- 
tellers join the growing segments of a precarious  labor force around the globe 
whose psychic lives are colored by anxiety, insecurity, and self- doubt (Scharff 
2016). “ Free to work anxiously” like their colleagues in other digital on- demand 
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platforms, online readers like Meral si mul ta neously celebrate the so- called 
freedom of digital  labor and admit to the vulnerabilities flexible employment 
subjects them to (Malin and Chandler 2017). Despite her confident personal-
ity, Meral was quickly worn out by the ongoing stream of customer reviews and 
the incessant computation of per for mance metrics the website imposed.

I read cups for a few months, and my scores started to drop.  People 
started to not like my readings. It’s  because I was affected by the reviews. 
The reviews are vis i ble on my page. I was constantly reading them, always 
checking. Someone would say that they had wasted their money, and I 
would worry about why they had written that. I was affected. So natu-
rally my scores  were dropping.  There’s pressure from the website to keep 
your scores above 95  percent, at the very least at 92  percent. If you  can’t, 
it means  you’re not competitive enough.

Per for mance metrics affect readers’ fortunes as well as their moods, increas-
ing their need to work on themselves in order to restore their profitability and 
spirits and be able to continue to perform the feeling  labors of divination for 
their clients. Quantification in the context of self- entrepreneurship incites 
workers to self- monitor in an attempt to control the uncontrollability of their 
precarious  labor pro cesses, managing and producing further anxiety in the pro-
cess (Moore and Robinson 2015). Willed to perform by anxiety, readers work 
on themselves affectively to keep their spirits up and continue to reinvest and 
 labor in the face of demoralizing customer feedback, dropping per for mance 
scores, and threatened livelihoods. The rhythms and pressures of online work 
leave workers oscillating between panic and depression as they feel the precar-
ity of digital  labor (Berardi 2009). Redirecting their feeling  labors, readers in-
creasingly need to attune to their own anxiety, an anxiety which, if they are to 
remain profitable, should move them enough to motivate their self- investment 
but not so much as to become overwhelming, thereby thwarting their self- 
reflexive efforts to improve their per for mance.

The technologically mediated and thoroughly regimented neoliberal  labor 
management that online divination workers are subjected to places continuous 
demands of self- entrepreneurship on digital fortune- teller workers. To become 
and remain profitable, readers must continuously invent and reinvent them-
selves. Meral recalls how the online job application form includes “information 
presenting yourself: why I want to read fortunes, how I started reading for-
tunes, why I’m good at it,” asking prospective workers not only to explain how 
they are qualified but also how their sense of self and personal motivations 
align with their work. “You write a piece introducing yourself pretty much like 
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a personal statement for a college application,” summarizes Meral.  After a few 
trial readings are reviewed by the website management team, selected readers are 
invited to create an online profile, requiring them to assess, fashion, and brand 
a most profitable version of themselves. For Meral, this meant highlighting 
the reading and healing skills of multiple generations of  women in her  family, 
taking on a nickname, and choosing a stand-in profile picture that presented 
her as a middle- aged heteronormative  woman. “They call me abla,” she shares, 
denoting her clients’ use of the honorific reserved to address  women who are 
se nior to oneself. “They want to get interpretations and advice from someone 
older and more experienced.”

With the tools and the inducement provided by the management, online 
readers intensify the self- entrepreneurial work of continuously observing and 
developing their affective  labor capacities throughout their employment. When 
digital readers receive negative reviews or experience a decrease in demand, they 
may revise their images and portfolio of ser vices in a way that  will attract new 
clients and better reviews.  After Meral’s per for mance scores dropped almost 
below the required minimum, the website man ag er emailed her to suggest that 
she start offering tarot readings. Meral had not touched a tarot deck before, so she 
requested some time to learn it. Her study happened in an unexpected manner.

It was summer. I was  doing cup readings online. I had a crush on a girl. I 
knew she was straight, but I still felt  there was something  there. I was  really 
wondering what would happen with her. I thought maybe I should get a read-
ing myself. I picked a tarot reader with a 99  percent rating and sent her a re-
quest from my own reader page, disclosing that I was a reader, too. I did not 
tell her that I am lesbian, of course. In return, she sent me back a request 
for a cup reading. She has a business degree.  After she got divorced and her 
business dwindled, she found her way to fortune- telling and became one 
of the top readers on the website. She offered to teach me how to read 
tarot cards. We Skyped, and she showed me the card spreads and shared 
with me a few recorded readings. That’s how I started reading tarot cards.

The unexpected intimacy between coworkers born of mutual readings helped 
Meral manage both the emotional vulnerability she felt as a queer  woman and 
the vulnerability of her precarious  labor status. Finding a supportive and inspir-
ing reader/friend who was willing to mobilize her feeling  labors of divination 
to mentor a fellow worker helped Meral practically, in that she diversified 
her ser vices, and emotionally, in that she restored her spirits. The relation-
ship served to bolster her self- entrepreneurial efforts, enabling her to remain 
gainfully employed. While the feeling  labors of divination are directed by the 
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profit- maximizing imperatives of online businesses into a thoroughly self- 
entrepreneurial form that presupposes competitive and individualistic work-
ers, this does not exhaust their potential for producing other kinds of relations 
to the self and  others. As Meral’s unexpected intimacy with and support from 
a fellow reader demonstrates, workers who are structurally or ga nized to com-
pete against one another and against themselves may also forge relations of sol-
idarity and mutuality in response to their feelings of uncertainty, inadequacy, 
and insecurity, providing noncommercially feeling  labors to help each other 
stay afloat financially and affectively in the digitized divination economy.

Transnational  Futures

Tarık, a small- framed man in his late fifties, has been working as a Turkish- to- 
Arabic translator at a fortune- telling café for several years now. Born in the south-
ern province of Hatay bordering Syria, he learned Arabic growing up and as a 
young man joined the then prominent wave of  labor migration from Turkey 
to the Arabian Gulf states. Becoming fluent in Gulf Arabic, Tarık worked for 
almost three de cades as a cook in Bahrain, Dubai, Libya, Oman, Saudi Arabia, 
and Qatar. In addition to translating, he invites in and welcomes customers in 
Arabic and Turkish and does some chores around the café. He shakes his shoul-
ders carelessly as he describes his ambivalent circumstances: “I  don’t believe in 
this type of  thing [fortune- telling and related practices] at all, but what can you 
do [ne yapacaksın]?” Already retired with social security, he seems not to mind 
that he is informally employed with no benefits. Yet combined with his mea-
ger retirement wages, his monthly minimum- wage income from the café is not 
enough to support his  house hold of a wife and three  children. “I would go fur-
ther into debt  every month  were it just the salary,” he sums up. Tarık depends 
on tips from fortune- telling clients. Tourists from the Gulf countries “have the 
money,” Tarık insists. Variable rates apply to local and foreign customers, with 
wealthy- looking Arab tourists charged many times more than the locals. This 
encourages Tarık to expect relatively high tips, too, but  there is no explicit re-
quirement or rate for tips. “Some give generously,  others nothing. What ever 
their heart pleases [ gönlünden ne koparsa],” Tarık says modestly, borrowing a 
phrase from street beggars.

the newly transnationalized fortune- telling economy now enlists a 
new class of precarious workers into their ranks: translators. Digital divination 
businesses that recruit workers and clients from across the globe and that hire 
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translators to mediate between Turkish- speaking readers and foreign clients 
are not the only sector to go translational and transnational. In situ divination 
economies are also transnationalizing. While Taşdelen’s Binnaz Abla provides 
ser vices in diff er ent currencies and languages, including En glish and Arabic, 
fortune- telling cafés in Istanbul also post signs and offer readings regularly in 
En glish, occasionally in Rus sian, Bulgarian, and other languages spoken by 
 labor immigrants in Turkey, and, from the 2010s, increasingly in Arabic. While 
readings in En glish translation have long been provided to the occasional for-
eign tourists who made their way to a fortune- telling café with the help of a 
guidebook or travel show, divination in Arabic has grown exponentially in 
cafés over the last de cade.

As the number of tourists from Arab countries, particularly the Arabian 
Gulf, has increased to a quarter of all international visitors to Turkey and the 
number of refugees from Syria to over three million, most fortune- telling cafés 
in the divination hub of Taksim, Istanbul, have begun to advertise divination 
ser vices in Arabic.10 Their Arabic signs and designated personnel inviting cus-
tomers in and translating in Arabic welcome this growing segment of tour-
ists whose presence in Turkey has been cultivated through the transnational 
circulation of cultural products such as tele vi sion dramas, as well as through 
state- sponsored regional broadcasting in which Turkish coffee features promi-
nently as a symbol of the familiarity and benign nature of Turkish influence in 
the region (Al- Ghazzi and Kraidy 2013; Anaz and Ozcan 2016). Together, neo- 
Ottomanism, which refers to a postsecular reformulation of Turkish national 
identity and foreign policy in line with the akp’s reignited neoimperialist am-
bitions that emphasizes a shared Islamic moral universe and a pluralistic Otto-
man heritage in the Muslim  Middle East and Africa, and Ottomania, which 
refers to a neoliberal popu lar taste for appreciating and consuming the Otto-
man past, set the broader terrain for this latest transnational wave of the Turkey- 
based divination economy (Ergin and Karakaya 2017; Yavuz 1998).

Translating for fortune- tellers is precarious work, but some translators 
are more precarious than  others. Tarık, whose skills include Arabic linguistic 
and cultural literacy, is lucky to have had regular employment long enough to 
earn social security and retirement benefits and to hold Turkish citizenship. 
Together, his national belonging and transnational work history secure him 
a monthly salary. Not all translators are able to mitigate the effects of their 
precarious employment relatively well, like Tarık. Hassan is a young Arab man 
with the look of a teenager and thick brown hair framing his acne- marked face. 
A refugee from Syria who arrived five year ago, he speaks enough Turkish to 
translate readings into Arabic but does not get much business. “I  don’t believe 
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what the Turkish readers say. All lies. I’m not  doing that anymore,” he says, cut-
ting my inquiry into his  career as a translator short. He has a Syrian acquain-
tance who reads his cup as a friendly gesture. Hassan trusts him. He used to 
work at the beer  houses in the neighborhood and has been helping out at the 
café for almost a year now. He waits downstairs at the door of the apartment 
building where the café is located to invite and accompany clients up. He hangs 
out at the café waiting for  things to do, but  there’s not much business, with a 
Moldovan immigrant  woman cooking and cleaning at the café and only a few 
customers coming in. He hopes to learn from one of the café  owners, a tattoo 
artist who tells me half- jokingly to take Hassan with me to the United States. 
“I already looked into that,” Hassan responds impatiently. “It has to be  either 
via marriage or a sponsoring com pany. It’s  really hard.”  Later he walks me out. 
Before bidding me goodbye, he cannot help but half- reprimand me. “What are 
you  doing  here? Go back to the United States.” He  doesn’t need to tell me that 
he feels stuck in Turkey. Many of the country’s refugees and mi grants hope to 
make it to a more desirable destination in the Global North.

Hassan’s (im)mobility and precarious employment are located in a larger 
context in which Turkey became a migrant- receiving country not long  after 
the neoliberalization of the economy in the 1980s. Since the 1990s,  labor mi-
grants from the collapsed eastern bloc countries and poorer Asian and African 
countries and war refugees and po liti cal asylum seekers from  Middle Eastern 
countries, to whom the doors of the Eu ro pean Union have become increasingly 
closed, turn to Turkey. Finding entry, yet irregularized through restrictions 
around work permits, most mi grants end up in the informal economy, concen-
trating overwhelmingly in feminized sectors such as care work, where they are 
underpaid and insecurely employed (Toksöz and Ulutaş 2012).

In a world of  labor and intimacy  shaped by transnational movements of mi-
grants, workers, tourists, and lovers, mobility and flexibility pose uneven op-
portunities and limitations for individuals differentially located along the axes 
of class, gender, sexuality, religion, race, ethnicity, and citizenship (Constable 
2009; Mills 2003). For a once middle- class and now wealthy male entrepre-
neur like Taşdelen who furthered his business management  career at a multina-
tional corporation by relocating from country to country before launching his 
own transnational online divination business managed from several countries, 
transnationality of flexible digital  labor brings a number of embedded free-
doms: the freedom to take formal, well- compensated work and experience life 
in diff er ent world cities across the globe, peppered by touristic travel around 
the world and visits from a  mother who brings to him, wherever he may be, a 
taste of home cooking and even of fortune- telling. For a working- class queer 
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 woman like Meral, transnational divination offers a tool with which to piece 
together a livelihood amid visa restrictions, financial constraints, and precari-
ous  labor conditions, while maximizing mobility and the ability to live, love, 
and learn.

The relative unboundedness of transnational, and in par tic u lar digital,  labor 
from national and industrial time and space is on the one hand habitually cou-
pled with the hyperregulation, criminalization, and devaluation of immigrant 
 labor (Robinson and Santos 2014). This  labor’s unboundedness is on the other 
hand tied to the very cultural and language skills that are acquired through 
immigration and to the constitution of a “transnational cybertariat” in the 
transnational workspaces digital  labor conjures (Alarcón- Medina 2018). Flu-
ently able to navigate the multiple linguistic and aspirational universes their 
clients are immersed in, employees like Meral who are highly educated yet 
barred from the formal  labor market, insecurely mobile yet ever available for 
precarious work, are exceptionally qualified for digital transnational  labor. 
Similarly, a translator like Tarık, who grew up in a bilingual borderland and was 
sucked into transnational  labor migration to the Arab Gulf only to find him-
self reintegrated into the new divination economy formed around other kinds 
of transnational flows from the same region, is able to find work thanks to his 
linguistic skills and cultural familiarity. Fi nally  there is Hassan, marginally em-
ployed and thoroughly constrained in his chances of economic and geo graph-
i cal mobility  under the xenophobia, racism, and neoimperialism that limit the 
life chances and movement of refugees.

This chapter has documented how,  under the transnationalization and dig-
itization of divination, feminized secular Muslim workers of the postsecular 
fortune- telling economy  labor  under deepening precarity and in increasingly 
self- entrepreneurial ways. On the heels of gendered, postsecular, and economic 
vulnerability, spiritual self- entrepreneurial discourses and practices envelop 
readers and their clients, making new demands on their  labor and their selves. 
The feeling  labors of divination are transformed in the pro cess, increasingly 
directed  toward investing in and regulating workers’ own affective capacities 
and pro cesses. New therapeutically conceived and entrepreneurially inspired 
modes of conducting the business of divination contribute to its digitization 
and transnationalization, enlist novel kinds of workers into the fortune- telling 
economy, and enmesh the (self-)entrepreneurial fortunes of readers and  owners 
of divination businesses with the fragilely transnational lives of ex- migrant and 
refugee laborers. Along with chapter  6, which details the affectivity of divi-
nation as a  labor of living precariously, this chapter suggests that reading the 
transformation of the feminized postsecular feeling  labors of fortune- telling 



is akin to divining the  futures of working  peoples  under neoliberal capital-
ism, who are pushed to feel their own and  others’ way through unevenly 
distributed and compounded precarities by means of therapeutically tinted 
self- entrepreneurship in an increasingly digitally mediated transnational 
economy.



This book has explored the gendered feeling  labors of divination as a way to 
attune to the exacerbated precariousness secular Muslim  women and lgbtiq 
individuals endure as a result of the coimbricated formations of heteropatriar-
chy, neoliberalism, (post)secularism, and Islamist authoritarianism. By zoom-
ing in on the affects, sociabilities, and  labors through which feminized subjects 
navigate  these larger formations, we see how, even as the metanarratives prom-
ising a linear development of secularization, a demo cratized public sphere, 
increased economic opportunity, and more progressive gender policies fail 
to deliver, gender and sexual minorities manage to keep their spirits renewed 
and their livelihoods reinvented. As a means available to them for navigating 
their feelings of unsettlement in response to their regularly raised and then 
frustrated hopes, fortune- telling enables  women and lgbtiq individuals in 
Turkey to feel their way through their precarious livelihoods, secular Muslim 
identities, and alternative publics. Inspired by the resilience and subtlety of 
 these gendered practices of divination, this book ultimately proposes feeling 
as a feminist analytic of attunement that can highlight minoritized and femi-
nized ways of living and understanding the world.

The lens of feeling employed  here joins calls for “affecting feminism” in 
order to critically scrutinize the analytical and po liti cal potentials of feminist 
engagements with emotion, affect, and feeling (Pedwell and Whitehead 2012). 
One does not need to believe in divination to get one’s fortune told or even to 
read fortunes, for that  matter; one needs only to engage in it: “ Don’t believe 
in fortune- telling, but  don’t do without it  either.” The feeling  labor entailed 
in reading one’s fortune and getting one’s fortune told— opening oneself to 
feeling and being felt—is the pro cess through which believable projections are 

Coda
Feminist Divinations
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generated, even if only provisionally,  until they are proven right or wrong. Par-
adoxically, feminist insight derived from Muslim Egyptian  women’s piously re-
ligious practices, which asserts that belief does not necessarily precede practice 
but is instead inculcated through it (Mahmood 2001, 2005), also holds true 
for the popu lar forms of fortune- telling practiced by nonpious secular Muslim 
 women in Turkey. The feminist redemption of pious Muslim  women and the 
rethinking of feminist agency associated with thinking beyond the categorical 
distinctions of religious/secular and pious/nonpious challenges commonsense 
assumptions that pious  women live by faith and secular  women by reason. If, as 
can be seen in the feminized publics of divination in Turkey, belief and doubt 
are not mutually exclusive but rather coconstitutive, if they neither precede 
nor preclude practice but are in fact entailed by it, then the assumed oppo-
sition of pious as unquestioning and secular as skeptical cannot hold. This 
line of thinking prompts both a revaluation of the otherized pious subject of 
feminism and a reexamination of the hegemonic secular subject. Reckoning 
with the discovery that the secular facade of gendered agency conceals within 
it a complexity and dynamism of belief, doubt, and practice for secular and 
religious  women alike might even inspire a rethinking of the ways feminism’s 
subjects and affects have been  imagined.

What might feminism(s) feel like if envisioned via the inherently contra-
dictory dialectic of faith and skepticism that underlies the feeling  labors of 
divination? Feminist and queer scholars have engaged with hope and its co-
constitutive companion of hopelessness (Coleman and Ferreday 2010; Duggan 
and Muñoz 2009) to insist on a nonnaive hope that may be used to fuel the 
quest of collectively envisioning feminist and queer desirable  futures, even if 
only strategically and in fleetingly stable fashion. By embracing the tongue- in- 
cheek belief of divination’s prac ti tion ers, a belief held not through the exclu-
sion of doubt but through an active engagement with it, this book (re)invests 
in the possibility of collectively conjuring feminist feelings through a practice 
of feminist divination that reworks the age- old saying about fortune- telling: 
“ Don’t believe in feminism, but  don’t do without it  either.”

Feminists around the world are having to reckon with the perilous fortunes 
of feminism in the new millennium (Fraser 2013): their unholy alliances with 
neoliberalism and neoimperialism; the mainstreaming and co- optation of 
their premises; masculinist pushback; and the discontents unleashed by racial 
and sexual differences among feminists themselves. Could such a practice of 
feminist divination inspire the precise mix of belief and doubt, faith and 
skepticism, necessary for conjuring feminist scenarios in which we might 
feel our way through the tangle of fears, hopes, and desires we harbor about 
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our many- dimensioned gendered precariousness? Could feminist divinations 
practiced in the intimate com pany of fellow feminists help us find and offer the 
care we need to sustain us in this reckoning work?

The feminist visioning work that can be facilitated by feminist divinations 
 doesn’t require that we rush to extremes: on one hand, prescriptive and norma-
tive formulations which demand that we abandon our differently positioned 
and articulated feelings and skepticisms in the name of a collective po liti cal 
leap of faith; on the other, pessimistic and ineffectual formulations which 
demand that we abandon our collective faith in politics in the name of our 
differently positioned and articulated feelings and skepticisms. What it does 
require is a vulnerable openness to affecting and being affected by one another 
in the presence of what Clare Hemmings (2012) calls “affective dissonance.” 
Whereas Hemmings deploys “affective dissonance” to scrutinize the feminist 
po liti cal potential of the felt discrepancy between “one’s sense of self and the 
possibilities for its expression and validation” (2012, 154), a dissonance valu-
able  because of its potential to produce feminist feelings, I extend the term 
 here to include the sense of unsettlement driven by the felt mismatch between 
the myriad forms of gendered predicaments that may bring us into feminism 
in the first place and the failure of currently existing or dominating feminist 
po liti cal repertoires to do justice to them. Feeling  labors of divination might 
inspire us in our quest to live with such feminist affective dissonance.  After 
all, an apt fortune- teller knows to persist through many failed predictions 
and accept them as part of the pro cess of attuning to a client, just as an open 
client continues to invest in the affective cir cuit of a fortune- telling session 
through the inevitable misrecognitions fortune- telling generates. It is this kind 
of intersubjective feeling  labor that can foster feminist affective solidarities. In 
times of transnational unsettlement driven by the ruins of neoliberalism and 
neoimperialism— rising authoritarianism, revitalized xenophobia, multiplying 
racisms, religiously tinted reactionary gendered conservatisms, and scorching 
feminist (self-)critiques— this book insists on the urgent need for a po liti cally 
inflected feeling  labor ser viceable enough to grow the feminist feelings neces-
sary for attuning with each other to conjure livable collective  futures.
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Notes

introduction

 1 By the term secularism (laiklik), I refer to, in the Turkish case, a historically state- 
sponsored modernist nationalist ideology and social engineering proj ect, as well as 
a basis for social and po liti cal identity. By secular, I refer to a sociocultural construct 
that is historically contingent, contested, and dependent upon its other, the religious.

 2 I use the participle feminized, as opposed to  women’s, female, or feminine, to empha-
size that feminization is an active, accumulated, and ongoing relation of power and 
subjectification.

 3 In the context of this research, I use the term secular Muslim to refer to  those for 
whom religion does not constitute a central or significant reference point for living 
and narrating their lives, even as they identify as Muslims and/or believers, and for 
whom secularity operates as a marker of a par tic u lar (socioeconomic class) habitus 
and lifestyle. I deploy the term secularist to refer to  those who are aligned with secular-
ist politics in Turkey, which might mean voting for the secularist Republican  People’s 
Party (Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi), following secularist news media, and/or harboring 
strong secularist attachments to nationalist symbols.

 4 All the readers I talked to but one, an Armenian Christian man, identified as Muslim. 
Of  those identifying as Muslim, only one man asserted himself as an atheist, while 
 others negotiated versions of nonpious and secular Muslim identities.

 5  Here, by feminized I mean  those  women, lgbtiq individuals, and young men who 
gather together in the intimacy of fortune- telling by virtue of their feminization 
within the heteropatriarchal hierarchies of gender, sexuality, and age. See also note 8.

 6 Cup readers,  whether amateurs or workers, tend to emphasize the worldly functions 
of their practice and de- emphasize its religious dimensions, which can be read as a 
secularizing gesture.

 7 I deploy the term neoliberalization to refer to po liti cal and economic restructuring 
pro cesses such as liberalization, deregulation, and privatization, and the term neoliber-
alism to refer to the ideological and governmentalizing rationales that legitimize 
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  neoliberal economic transformations and that prescribe the institutional and indi-
vidual techniques of (self-)governance facilitating  these transformations.

 8  Here I use precarious(ness) in multiple ways: first, to connote a  labor condition that 
is generalized, intensified, and normalized  under neoliberalism; second and more 
broadly, to convey the larger (existential) sense of insecurity and vulnerability of (in-
timate) life that is unevenly and intersectionally distributed across populations along 
the axes of gender and sexuality as well as race/ethnicity, religious and secular identity, 
and class; and third, as a structure of feeling. I frequently deploy the phrase  labor pre-
carity in reference to the first sense of the term. For a discussion of the diff er ent ways 
in which precarity and precariousness are defined in the lit er a ture, see Puar (2012).

 9 I use the adjective young to refer to men who populate fortune- telling cafés as clients 
and workers.  These are men primarily in their teens or twenties, and less often in 
their thirties, who are single, do not have  children, and who strug gle to make a 
living. In this work, young therefore refers less to a category of biological age and 
more to a social construct informed by the relational power differentials intrinsic to 
heteropatriarchal domination.  Here, the term young men refers to males who are not 
(yet) admitted to heteronormative adult masculinity as associated with breadwinner 
status, marriage, fatherhood, and so on. Based on this definition, I use young and gay 
men repeatedly as a single phrase to describe heterosexual and gay young men together 
to emphasize their affinity in terms of their exclusion from masculine privileges tied 
to hegemonic adult masculinity and their feminization in relations of heteropatriar-
chal subjection.

 10 See Gürsel (2009, 2012) for a highly perceptive take on coffee divination as a means 
by which Turkish  people negotiate and pro cess the uncertainties and ambiguities 
produced by Turkey’s decades- long bid for Eu ro pean Union membership. Also see 
Seremetakis (2009) for an insightful discussion of cup readings and associated prac-
tices such as evil eye treatments and dream interpretations and related involuntary 
bodily gestures as somatic registrations of and the means for reading the effects of 
broader social transformations on the individual.

 11 The research took me to many locations hosting commercial fortune- tellers, includ-
ing websites, offices, restaurants, bars, and even campgrounds, as well as the  houses 
of fortune- tellers who worked from home. But my main site remained fortune- 
telling cafés. I spent many months at the first fortune- telling café I gained entry to, 
and I acquainted myself with the rhythms and patterns of daily life at a divination 
business and the practices of divination itself. Following this extended entry, I 
expanded my research to other businesses where fortune- tellers worked, which my 
initial interlocutors had introduced me to, and  later to other fortune- telling cafés I sam-
pled  because of their size or location to reflect the diversity of divination businesses 
available. I returned to  these individual fortune- telling cafés several times over days 
or weeks to acquaint myself with the  owners and the readers, observe the interactions 
between  owners, readers, and clients, and immerse myself in the sociabilities that the 
cafés hosted.

While I talked to many clients and  owners of fortune- telling businesses, the main 
interlocutors of this research  were the readers. Although I interviewed and regularly 
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interacted with a number of café  owners, some of whom doubled as readers, my 
relationships with  owners  were often  limited to obtaining their permission as 
gatekeepers to conduct research at their café. Similarly, while I regularly engaged in 
casual conversations with café clients, barring a few exceptions where I conducted 
interviews,  these  were usually one- off, passing interactions typical among clients at a 
café. Similarly,  because of the built-in anonymity café divinations offered, with few 
exceptions, I observed the fortune- telling sessions of  others only from a distance. 
At the cafés, I belonged to the circle of readers, with whom I had tea, ate, and 
hung out waiting for customers. From them I heard about the intimate trou bles 
that brought clients to the café and the challenging demands  owners placed on their 
 labor. My sociabilities and loyalties lay with the readers, and I familiarized myself 
with the world of divination businesses from their standpoint.

 12  Here I am inspired by Ann Cvetkovich, who discusses her “mixed feelings about a 
feminist politics of affect” (1992, 1), so as to distinguish between her scholarly and 
po liti cal investments in the feminist reclaiming of affect as significant and the overly 
optimistic and co- opted promise that articulations of feminized affect in the po liti-
cal and public realms are necessarily transformative.

 13 See also Korkman (2021) for an extended discussion of subversion via mimicry of 
the gendered conventions of Turkish secularism and the attendant destabilization 
of the coconstitutive binaries of secular/religious and male/female.

 14 See chapter 6 for an in- depth discussion of the distinctions and relations between the 
terms affect, emotion, and feeling in relation to my conceptualization of divination  labor.

1. crimes of divination

 1 Law No. 677, “The Abolition of Dervish Lodges, Cloisters, Shrines, and Related 
Titles,” enacted by the Turkish parliament on November 30, 1925.

 2 “Savcılık fal kafelerin peşine düştü!,” Haber 3, December 8, 2005, https:// www 
. haber3 . com / guncel / savcilik - fal - kafelerin - pesine - dustu - haberi - 40922. All transla-
tions in this book are my own.

 3 Fortune- telling cafés had already gained nationwide visibility in the media, but  until 
December 2005  were typically covered in a lighthearted tone as  human interest 
stories.

 4 Within Turkish criminal law, prosecutors have the right and the duty to investigate 
any crimes against the public committed within their jurisdiction, even when  there 
is no grievance or no injured party, or when the injured party does not resort to 
criminal prosecution. Despite his track rec ord as a zealous guardian of the secular 
nation, Türkaslan had not understood the infraction against secularist laws  these 
fortune- telling cafés posed  until the issue was brought to his attention by İsa Güven, 
the chair of the Ankara Association of Coffee houses. Arguing that the emergent 
fad of fortune- telling in cafés amounted to unjust competition that threatened the 
economic livelihood of coffee houses, Güven demanded that the municipality inter-
vene to protect the interests of the constituency he represented as guild organ ization 
chair by limiting  these cafés’ ser vices to  those legally specified within municipal 

https://www.haber3.com/guncel/savcilik-fal-kafelerin-pesine-dustu-haberi-40922
https://www.haber3.com/guncel/savcilik-fal-kafelerin-pesine-dustu-haberi-40922
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  regulations. Güven’s demands  were thus based on the princi ples of fair competition 
and the infraction of municipal regulations, not on criminal law. It was Türkaslan who 
translated Güven’s administrative and economic complaint into the framework of a 
criminal threat against the public.

 5 While neither Turkey nor its pre de ces sor, the Ottoman Empire,  were ever formally 
colonized, the Ottoman Empire of the twentieth  century faced an imminent threat of 
colonization. This threat infused modern Turkishness with a sense of inferiority and 
vulnerability vis- à- vis the West and rendered the making of Turkish national identity 
an almost postcolonial proj ect.

 6 While the highest religious authority/highest judge, held by the office of the Sheikh- 
ul- Islam (şeyhülislam), was authorized to issue religious opinions that could  either 
legitimize the sultan’s policies or denounce them as contrary to the prevailing religious 
orthodoxy, all members of the ulema class  were state servants appointed and deposed 
by the head of state, the sultan (Berkes [1964] 1998).

 7 For academic studies on Zati as a geomancer (remmal) and poet, see Fleischer (2001) 
and Kim (2017).

 8 For the new Turkish state to establish itself as a secular republic, it had to control religion 
with both repressive and productive mea sures, from the cleansing of undesired religious 
ele ments to the production of national religious dogma (Parla and Davison 2008).

 9 This law was one of the “revolution laws,” special- status laws that cannot be revoked 
on the basis of infraction of constitutional rights. This special status indicates the 
perceived vulnerability of the republic’s secularizing reforms, the tension between its 
demo cratic aspirations and its authoritarian tendencies, and a preference for the sec-
ond in the case of a conflict between democracy and authoritarian secularism. Revo-
lution laws include the exile of the caliphate, the secularization and nationalization of 
education, the establishment of the Diyanet, the adoption of the Latin alphabet and 
numbers, the introduction of surnames to replace vari ous types of banned personal 
titles, the introduction of Eu ro pean hats to replace vari ous types of banned traditional 
headwear, the banning of religious apparel, the secularization of the marriage contract, 
and the abolition of religious  orders.

2. the gendered politics of secularism

 1 The competition between secular and religious authority persisted over the use of 
the word hodja itself, a title used by religious scholars in the Ottoman Empire that 
now conjures up a variety of secular and religious meanings, including preacher and 
teacher in con temporary Turkish. The secularist distinction between the scholarly 
and the religious rendered everyday uses of the term contentious. Secularist teach-
ers corrected students who addressed them as “hodja” (hoca) instead of “teacher” 
(öğretmen) by admonishing that “the hodja is in the mosque.” But the “ignorant” kind 
of hodja Atatürk had associated with the traditional class of religious prac ti tion ers of 
his era and had deemed a corrupting influence on the nation (Atatürk 1989, 148) be-
longed neither to the mosque nor anywhere  else in the new nation, except as a figure 
of othering and criminalization.
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 2 The gendered difference of reason and superstition through which claims to secular-
ity are advanced is not fixed upon a stable binary of sex/gender difference that can 
be taken for granted, but is constructed actively and intersectionally in and through 
the making of diff er ent kinds of masculinities and femininities and the relationships 
among them, as detailed in this chapter.

 3 See also chapter 3 for the constitutive relation between assertions of secular identity 
and negotiations of partial relief from the gendered expectations of modesty.

 4 An Islamicate formation of intimacy (Göle 1996; Sehlikoglu 2016), mahrem denotes 
 those who are closely related and thus forbidden to each other in marriage. See part 
II for an extended discussion.

 5 Ablam literally means “my older  sister,” a polite form of address for an older  woman.
 6 While male cinci hodjas are the preferred figures of secularist targeting,  women may 

also provide healing and divinatory ser vices associated with hodjas.
 7 During our interview, Ayşe did not comment further on her husband or domestic 

vio lence.
 8 Tabir originally refers to the Sufi art of the interpretation of dreams (Mittermaier 

2010; Sviri 1999), a popu lar practice that was also prevalent in the Ottoman period. 
Based upon the Islamic understanding that some dreams carry divine messages such 
as warnings or portents, tabir is based upon knowledge of the hidden meanings of 
specific dream objects and scenes. Numerous booklets outlining  these meanings, 
called tabirname, have been in circulation since the  fourteenth  century (Balaban 
2014). Both the word tabir and its modern Turkish equivalent, yorum (interpre-
tation), are commonly used by fortune- tellers as they describe their practice and 
extend the method of dream interpretation to reading the random shapes assumed 
by coffee grounds. This coffee- reading method has been increasingly codified and 
standardized over the last de cades, especially with the emergence of a new market 
in fortune- telling books and websites in which coffee residue shapes and interpreta-
tions may be established, widely circulated, and made instantly available.

 9 Perhaps understandably, tarot readers often complain about the increasing popular-
ity and availability of tarot cards and guidebooks and speak nostalgically of the days 
when one needed to spend considerable time, energy, and money to get access to the 
cards and their instructions.

 10 See chapter 6 for a close examination of the pro cesses of feeling in divination.
 11 See chapter 7 for a longer discussion of the eclectic deployment of new age and Sufi 

discourses and techniques by commercial fortune- tellers.
 12 “Ünlü yoga hocasına şok suçlama,” Hürriyet, July 14, 2014, accessed December 4, 

2019, http:// www . hurriyet . com . tr / unlu - yoga - hocasina - sok - suclama - 26824099.
 13 “Amacımız,” Yoga Acad emy, accessed December 5, 2019, http:// www . yogaakademi 

. com.
 14 “İçişleri ‘yoga’ fetvası istedi,” Milliyet, October 25, 2013, https:// www . milliyet . com . tr 

/ gundem / icisleri - yoga - fetvasi - istedi - 1782003.
 15 “Anasayfa,” Uğur Koşar, accessed December 5, 2019, https:// www . ugurkosar . com.
 16 “ ‘Uğur Koşar’ Kimdir?,” Uğur Koşar, accessed December 5, 2019, https:// www 

. ugurkosar . com / d / 4 / ugur - kosar - kimdir . html.

http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/unlu-yoga-hocasina-sok-suclama-26824099
http://www.yogaakademi.com
http://www.yogaakademi.com
https://www.milliyet.com.tr/gundem/icisleri-yoga-fetvasi-istedi-1782003
https://www.milliyet.com.tr/gundem/icisleri-yoga-fetvasi-istedi-1782003
https://www.ugurkosar.com
https://www.ugurkosar.com/d/4/ugur-kosar-kimdir.html
https://www.ugurkosar.com/d/4/ugur-kosar-kimdir.html
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 17 Gül Senocak, “Uğur Koşar yorumlar,” comment on Uğur Koşar, accessed Decem-
ber 5, 2019, https:// www . ugurkosar . com / danisanlarimizin - yorumlari#679.

 18 Eda C., “Uğur Koşar yorumlar,” comment on Uğur Koşar, accessed December 5, 
2019, https:// www . ugurkosar . com / danisanlarimizin - yorumlari ? Pagenum=2&#413.

 19 Özge Şişmanoğlu, “Uğur Koşar yorumlar,” comment on Uğur Koşar, accessed De-
cember 5, 2019, https:// www . ugurkosar . com / danisanlarimizin - yorumlari#682.

 20 “Uğur Koşar,” Kitapyurdu, accessed December 5, 2019, https:// www . kitapyurdu 
. com / index . php ? route=product / manufacturer _ products&manufacturer _ id
=50638&limit=100.

 21 “Neo- kadercinin başucu kitapları,” Milliyet, May 15, 2007, https:// www . milliyet . com 
. tr / kultur - sanat / neo - kadercinin - basucu - kitaplari - 966173.

 22 “Rekortmene fotoşok . . .  Uğur Koşar’a boşanma davası,” Hürriyet, October 8, 2016, 
accessed December 4, 2019, http:// www . hurriyet . com . tr / rekortmene - fotosok 
- 40243543\.

 23 Haberler . com, “Uğur Koşar, ‘Beni Aldattı’ Diyen Eşiyle Canlı Yayında Yüzleşti,” Daily-
motion, video, 3:35, October 13, 2016, https:// www . dailymotion . com / video / x4x9p5d. 
See chapter 5 for a discussion of the intimate publics convened in daytime shows and 
their relation to the intimacies conjured by divinatory and associated practices.

 24 “ ‘Cinci Hoca’ya canlı yayında gözaltı,” Milliyet, February 18, 2009, https:// www 
. milliyet . com . tr / pembenar / cinci - hoca - ya - canli - yayinda - gozalti - 1061079.

3. feeling postsecular

 1 Atatürk, “Arkadaşlar kahve fincanında ki şekilde ne görüyorsunuz lütfen yorum 
yapar mısınız, bir ben mi görüyorum?,” Facebook, April 15, 2015, https:// www 
. facebook . com / UluOnderimMustafaKemal / photos / a . 10151478877812740 
. 1073741825 . 42566217739 / 10153039138907740 /  ? type=1&theater.

 2 While the hegemony of secularism has been decisively unsettled by the growing po-
liti cal potency of Islamism and the increasing public presence of Islamic discourses 
and practices in twenty- first- century Turkey, such denormativization denotes less 
a radical historical break and more a culmination of the contradictions endemic to 
Turkish secularism from its very beginnings. Since the early twentieth  century, Tur-
key has radically transformed impor tant facets of institutional and social life such as 
 family law and education and has forcibly exiled undesired religious practices and 
prac ti tion ers from the public sphere in the name of secularization, all the while also 
heavi ly investing in a state- controlled version of Islam and mobilizing Islamic dis-
courses for popu lar legitimacy. Even at the height of its secular reforms in the 1920s 
and 1930s, the secularist Turkish state thoroughly institutionalized a state Islam and 
drew upon Islamicate idioms such as the gazi (Islamic warrior) title, which Atatürk 
himself proudly carried (Ahmad 1993). Following the end of the single- party rule of 
the secularist Republican  People’s Party in 1950 and the coming to power of populist 
governments that  were more hospitable to Islamic discourses and public presences 
(even as they avoided challenging the state’s secularist tenets), religion has been 
mobilized with increasing visibility and fervor. Religion was further rallied in the 
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post-1980 military coup era with the official reinstatement of Islam as an antidote 
to widespread leftist mobilization and the resultant popu lar rise of Islamist po liti-
cal parties in the 1990s (Hale and Ozbudun 2009). While Islamist movements in 
Turkey are plural and complex, with multiple and competing lineages and trajecto-
ries, and are produced at the conjuncture of vari ous local and transnational shifts 
and flows, it suffices  here to emphasize that the Islam- friendly populist governmen-
tal gestures of the post-1950s included policies that both tempered the secularist 
reforms of the early Republican era and provided heightened tolerance and public 
visibility for a host of exiled religious figures, including fortune- tellers.

 3 While the provision of commercial divination via broadcasting would  later be 
banned, fortune- tellers worked to stay one step ahead of the disciplining apparatus 
of the state by relocating their ser vices to yet- to- be- regulated venues.

 4 Although, as forms, “Turkish” coffee and coffee cup readings are certainly not 
 limited to Turkey but are commonly found in the Balkans, the  Middle East, and 
beyond, they are nevertheless consumed in Turkey within a national tradition that 
evokes a sense of “we- ness” crucial for the imagination of national community, 
now layered with a reinherited Ottoman past that evokes a sense of continuity and 
community for the Turkish heirs of the Ottoman Empire. It was in this context that 
Turkish coffee was branded as a local tradition by social actors ranging from neigh-
borhood fortune- telling cafés to national café chains, providing novel, “tasteful” 
ways of drinking Turkish coffee and having one’s cup read (Korkman 2015c).

 5 See part III for a close examination of the double status of divinations as both a 
symptom and a remedy for neoliberal precarity, intensified by the declining po liti-
cal and economic prospects of secularists in the Turkey of the early twenty- first 
 century.

 6 I have observed many veiled  women and  women who subscribed to more conven-
tional Sunni forms of Islamic piety such as daily prayers as clients and providers of 
commercial cup readings and other kinds of divinations at home- based divination 
businesses, but given the ethnographic focus of my research in fortune- telling cafés 
and my own situated position within a secular and mostly secularist  family and so-
cial network that  shaped my access to under ground fortune- telling sites, veiled and/
or pious  woman  were underrepresented in this research.

 7 See part II for an extensive discussion of cafés in the context of the gendered politics 
of the public sphere and secularism in Turkey. See also Deeb and Harb (2013) for a rich 
analy sis of Lebanese negotiations of piety and gendered morality in the context of cafés.

 8 “Turkish Deputy Prime Minister Says  Women Should Not Laugh Out Loud,” 
Guardian, July 29, 2014, https:// www . theguardian . com / world / 2014 / jul / 29 / turkish 
- minister - women - laugh - loud - bulent - arinc.

 9 According to Article 82 of Law No. 6111, businesses are required to obtain (and pre-
viously to display in their place of business) a tax registration certificate listing their 
business’s earnings and consequent tax base, updated yearly.

 10 This is not to say that fortune- tellers who pre sent as pious Muslims are not taking 
advantage of legalization opportunities. They are, however, more likely to be work-
ing from home offices and online venues and  were thus less likely to be subjects of 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jul/29/turkish-minister-women-laugh-loud-bulent-arinc
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jul/29/turkish-minister-women-laugh-loud-bulent-arinc
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this ethnographic research. In one example, in 2014, Leman Hasar, a fortune- telling 
 woman in her early thirties, was featured in newspapers as a criminal subject for 
having committed the crime of “fraud by the abuse of religious beliefs and feelings” 
(“Yaptığım işten dolayı devlete vergi ödüyorum,” Milliyet, January 20, 2014, https:// 
www . milliyet . com . tr / gundem / yaptigim - isten - dolayi - devlete - vergi - oduyorum 
- 1824616). Accompanying a photo featuring Hasar sporting a confident smile and 
dressed in an elaborate white- and- pink sateen veil and dress, possibly her wedding 
gown, was a summary of her client’s  legal complaint. Her Istanbul- based client, a 
twentysomething single  woman, had located Adana- based Hasar’s phone number 
on her website, titled Medyum Sevda, and had wired her a payment for fortune- 
telling, approximately twice the amount she would pay at a café. According to the 
complaint, Hasar read her fortune the same day and explained that  because of a ma-
licious spell, her boyfriend would marry someone  else. Their exchanges initiated re-
peated ser vices of fortune- telling and spell dispelling, for which the client eventually 
paid over twenty times the initial fee. Unable to rekindle her relationship with her 
boyfriend and with Hasar demanding further payment, the client pressed charges. In 
her defense, Hasar presented her tax license that read “fortune- telling, astrology, and 
spiritualist ser vices” as evidence. “What I am  doing is completely  legal. I even have a 
tax license for it. This person located me from my website and called me. She agreed 
to pay for a reading. I tried to help her. With her request and within my  legal rights, 
I read her fortune. I [always] issue a receipt for the fees I receive and I pay my taxes.” 
Hasar was eventually judged not guilty. The judge’s decision was explained as being 
“due to insufficient evidence,” but Hasar’s unusual evidence of a tax license may very 
well have played a role.

 11 See the Turkish Ministry of Industry and Trade law, bik- tpe: 2002/2.
 12 Two other amendments to Law No. 677 allowed for the restoration and opening 

to visitation of the Sufi shrines closed in 1925, in 1950, upon the permission of the 
Council of Ministers (Law No. 5566/1), and forty years  later in 1990, upon the 
permission of the Ministry of Culture (Law No. 3612/5). Coming in the 1950s as 
part of many governmental gestures  toward remea sur ing Turkey’s relationship with 
Islam and tempering  earlier secularization, such as a return from Turkish to Arabic 
call to prayer and rekindling po liti cal relationships with select religious  orders, 
the 1950 amendment allowed for the reopening of shrines that belong to “notable 
Turkish figures” as well as  those with “high art value,” encouraging the restoration 
primarily of  those shrines housing the graves of the po liti cal figures of mainstream 
Turkish and Ottoman history, the pashas and sultans, but not  those of religious 
figures. The shrines to be opened would be designated by the Ministry of Educa-
tion and approved by the Council of Ministers. The 1990 amendment, arriving in a 
 later neoliberal moment of expansion of religious discourses and practices into an 
expanding public sphere as well as everyday and consumption spaces, transferred the 
capacity to readmit certain places of worship into public visibility to the exclusive 
purview of the Ministry of Culture, thereby culturalizing religious  orders and 
practices. By throwing the modernist relations between tradition, religion, and 
secularism into question, this latter culturalization of religion and tradition reflects 

https://www.milliyet.com.tr/gundem/yaptigim-isten-dolayi-devlete-vergi-oduyorum-1824616
https://www.milliyet.com.tr/gundem/yaptigim-isten-dolayi-devlete-vergi-oduyorum-1824616
https://www.milliyet.com.tr/gundem/yaptigim-isten-dolayi-devlete-vergi-oduyorum-1824616
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a larger epistemological shift that profoundly shapes the dynamics of a postsecular 
condition in Turkey.

 13 See the Court of Cassation decision, Yargıtay E: 1955/9, K: 1955/17, T: 6/7/1955.
 14 A closer analy sis of the applications of Law No. 677 and tck 158 in this context 

would require a systematic study of the court cases over time, which is beyond the 
scope of this research.  Here, I draw on the wording of the law, relevant Supreme 
Court decisions, and media reports of related individual court cases.

 15 “Diyanet’ten ‘fal’ hutbesi,” Hürriyet, January 31, 2002, https:// www . hurriyet . com . tr 
/ gundem / diyanetten - fal - hutbesi - 51756.

4. feeling publics of femininity

 1 Frequently attending studies of sociospatial formations of gendered intimacy in 
Islamicate contexts is the assumption that the private is female and apo liti cal, while 
the public is male and po liti cal and thus separate from the private. This assumption 
is misleading in the Turkish context of  today (Göle 1996) and was misleading in 
the Ottoman context of the past (Peirce 1993). In the imperial cosmology, harem 
designated not only the domestic and the female quarters but also the sacred and the 
forbidden, including the holy cities of Islam and the domestic quarters of the sultan 
himself.  Because it is premised on the logic of mahrem, harem was not ordered by a 
 simple segregation of the sexes; men who  were already married to or who  were not 
marriageable to  women in harem  were part of harem, as  were preadolescent boys 
and in some cases the liminal figures of eunuchs (Lad 2010). What is more, from 
the corridors of imperial harem to the street corners and cul- de- sacs of neighbor-
hoods, harem extended out into and was surrounded by liminal spaces. Impor-
tantly, from the palace down to the  houses of lower officials, this domestic space 
was the very place of the po liti cal. Set outside the public and po liti cal spheres in 
Eu ro pean po liti cal thought,  family and domestic life was also a legitimate terrain of 
Islamic law. In contrast to the dichotomies of public/commonwealth/male ver-
sus private/domestic/female, Peirce (1993) claims that Ottomans understood and 
ordered space according to the dichotomies of elite/sacred/inside versus mass/
profane/outside and that po liti cal power resided in the first part of the dichotomy. 
In par tic u lar, the distinction of in(side)/out(side), or iç(eri)/dış(arı), was more 
indicative of the structures of power and authority than the dichotomy of public/
private.

 2 Historically, this social ordering of gender and sexuality has interacted with hier-
archies of power, social standing, age, and notions of social modesty to produce 
diff er ent formations of mahrem (see Andrews and Kalpakli 2005; Babayan and 
Najmabadi 2008; El- Rouayheb 2005; Najmabadi 2005; Peirce 2009; Ze’evi 2006).

 3  Here I take a cue from Roderick Ferguson (2004) in highlighting the centrality of 
pushing otherized  peoples out of gendered and sexual normativity in the making 
and maintainence of racial formations.

 4 Nadia Seremetakis (2009) similarly categorizes the cup- reading practices of Greek 
 women as properly belonging to the private and feminine spaces.

https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/diyanetten-fal-hutbesi-51756
https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/diyanetten-fal-hutbesi-51756
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 5 Among the more idiosyncratic strategies that signify fortune- telling cafés as hospita-
ble to feminized intimate publics is the offering of  free food to  women on March 8, 
International  Women’s Day, a significant if not entirely intentional gesture which 
the Angels Café’s owner explained as a pious remembrance of his beloved  mother, 
who had passed away on that very day.

 6 Such policing is not exclusive to fortune- telling cafés but is pre sent in other public 
businesses hosting mixed- gender socializing such as tea houses, cafés, bars, and clubs 
where men not accompanied by  women may be explic itly prevented entry. Such 
policing rules are often announced with signs reading Damsız Girilmez (No Entry 
without an Adult  Woman) or Aile Salonu ( Family Salon, with the word  family 
referring to the wife and close/mahrem opposite- sex relatives of a man).

 7 Indeed, while most businesses do not combine divinatory and beauty salon ser-
vices, fortune- telling cafés have curious similarities to  women’s hair and waxing 
salons, many of which admit solely female clients in Turkey. The affinity between 
fortune- telling cafés and  these beauty salons finds its expression in a transfer of 
colloquialism from hair or waxing salon to fortune- telling café, where a customer 
may be greeted with the peculiar expression a hairdresser or waxing client expects 
to hear, “What  will it be? [Ne olacaktı?]” Like fortune- telling cafés, men with what 
is culturally intelligible as a feminine gender expression regularly serve the female 
clientele of  women’s hair salons, not only by providing the par tic u lar salon ser vice 
being paid for but also by lending an ear to their clients’ private trou bles and partak-
ing in intimate conversations, thanks to their unthreatening gender per for mance.

 8 See Liebelt (2016) for a thoughtful discussion of intimacy (mahremiyet/samimiyet) 
in beauty salons in Istanbul, with attention to the ways in which commodified 
bodily intimacies are configured in salons run and frequented by secular and pious 
 women of diff er ent socioeconomic classes in similar and divergent ways.

 9  After the targeted de mo li tion and gradual transformation of Beyoğlu by the gov-
ernment following the Gezi Protests of 2013, many of  these sociabilities and the 
businesses hosting them, including fortune- telling cafés, migrated to the district of 
Kadıköy and especially to Moda neighborhood, which already hosted a comparable 
if relatively smaller and less diverse social life.

 10 Cayisallama, “Kahvehane ile kafe arasındaki farklar,” Öğretmen Sözlük, August 21, 
2015, https:// ogretmensozluk . net / kahvehane - ile - kafe - arasindaki - farklar _ 4592.

 11 For a more in- depth review of the bifurcation of this- worldly (secular) and heavenly 
(religious) powers into two distinct and competing spheres through the pro cess of 
secularization during the late Ottoman period of modernization, see chapter 1.

 12  Women’s gender- segregated consumption of coffee in a commercial venue outside 
the  house had parallels to men’s gender- segregated consumption of coffee in coffee-
houses in its facilitation of sociabilities outside the domestic realm. While  women’s 
early coffee consumption outside the domestic space and the intimacies it fostered 
may also be compared to con temporary feminized coffee publics like  those nestled 
in fortune- telling cafés, the former was accessed exclusively by  women (and their 
young male  children), categorically excluded postpubescent men, and was not in 
physical and cultural proximity of mixed- gender publics.

https://ogretmensozluk.net/kahvehane-ile-kafe-arasindaki-farklar_4592
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 13 Shopping malls have also been described as demo cratized public spaces for  women 
(Durakbaşa and Cindoğlu 2002) and as spaces for empowering femininities and 
queer visibilities (Özbay 2015).

 14 See chapter 3 for a more in- depth discussion of the commodification of reinvented 
traditions in this context.

 15 “Feministler Bu Kez Kahve Bastı,” Milliyet, November 26, 1989, 3.

5. the joys and perils of intimacy

 1 See Seremetakis (2009) for a discussion of cup reading and related beliefs and 
practices such as the use of the evil eye as a means for negotiating what she calls 
voluntary and involuntary social intimacies in Greece.

 2 The dynamics of intimacy and (dis)embeddedness are fluid. Even in fortune- telling 
cafés, the disembedded intimacies of commercial divination are not always distinct 
from the embedded intimacies of existing relationships, especially relations among 
friends and, more rarely, among cross- generational  family members who get readings 
together.

At a home- based fortune- telling party, I sit, hanging out with a group of  women 
in the living room, each of us waiting for our turn with the commercial fortune- 
teller who is  doing cup readings in the privacy of the kitchen  table. Most of the 
 women  here already know each other as former work colleagues. We are well- 
educated, middle- class  women in our late twenties and thirties. Some of us have 
left  careers to raise  children, but most are still employed, which makes a Sunday 
after noon the best time to gather. Our host’s husband departs with their toddler to 
leave the  house men-  and child- free for the party. The hostess serves tea and coffee 
and adds guests’ baked goods to the  table, which she has already filled with many 
offerings. We snack and chat, listening to  those returning from the kitchen recount 
how their reading has gone. One  woman shares that the fortune- teller knew every-
thing about her, even that she is on the verge of a divorce. As we listen with curiosity, 
another  woman whispers that the reader even saw in the cup of her divorcing friend 
the “other man” she had shared a kiss with. I worry that the divulging of this sensi-
tive piece of information might hurt its owner should it circulate beyond this circle 
of friends, rendering her vulnerable, for example, to retribution in her marital rela-
tionship or to an unfavorable outcome in a custody  battle. Even within commercial 
contexts, the intimate sharing that comes with fortune- telling might render  women 
vulnerable to gossiping, shaming, control, and retaliation.

 3 While readers often describe this newfound intimacy in the familiar vocabularies 
of kinship, neighborliness, and friendship to emphasize its authenticity and render 
it legitimate, the fact is that they cannot effectively gossip about their clients. In a 
society where kinship provides a very strong template for giving meaning to socia-
bility and intimacy in most spheres of social life beyond the familial, the affinities of 
divination intimacy are regularly expressed in the language of or compared directly 
to kinship. While it is common for clients to describe readers as motherly or sisterly 
and for readers to insist that “we are like  family  here” to communicate the closeness 
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that makes it pos si ble for them to address intimate issues comfortably, the fact re-
mains that they are not  family. Öznur explains the complexities to me: “Sometimes 
 daughters come first, and then bring along their  mothers. The  whole  family comes. 
They come together.” But she then adds, “They each trust that I  will not relate one 
 family member’s words to the other.”

 4 Akınerdem (2019) similarly discusses the uses of anonymity in intimate publics of 
 women’s marriage- themed social media groups, where  women negotiate mahremiyet 
by intimately sharing personal details while anonymizing their identities, especially 
when they stray from the norm.

 5 For an insightful analy sis of the fantasies of  family and the transgressions and vio-
lences surrounding the familial norm in real ity shows and tele vi sion serials in the 
Turkish media, see Sirman (2019).

 6 “Evlilik konusunda çok seçici olmayın,” Milliyet, July 19, 2014, https:// www . milliyet 
. com . tr / evlilik - konusunda - cok - secici / siyaset / detay / 1913996 / default . htm.

 7 “Erdoğan: Sezaryene karşıyım, kürtaj cinayettir,” T24, May 25, 2012, https:// t24 
. com . tr / haber / erdogan - sezaryene - karsiyim - kurtaj - cinayettir,204821.

 8 “Nerede, nasıl, kimle Tayyip bunlardan sanane!,” KaosGL, November 11, 2013. 
https:// kaosgl . org / haber / lsquonerede - nasil - kimle - tayyip - bunlardan - sananersquo. 
Feminist and lgbtiq activists regularly and strategically address Erdoğan by his 
first name, Tayyip, as they would someone intimate, such as a  family member or 
close friend. This gesture critiques by mimicking what they deem to be the inappro-
priate intimacy Erdoğan seeks with (particularly  women) citizens by talking about 
intimate issues such as reproduction. For a closer analy sis of the role of language in 
challenging Erdoğan’s intimately gendered rule, see Korkman and Açıksöz (2014).

 9 “chp’li Nazlıaka: Başbakan vajina bekçiliğini bıraksın!,” T24, May 26, 2012, 
https:// t24 . com . tr / haber / chpli - nazliaka - basbakan - vajina - bekciligini - biraksin,204868.

 10 The masculinist pushback against perceived relaxation of conventional norms of 
gendered propriety was in the making long before the twenty- first  century. It was 
in 1990, while presiding over a special commission to protect the Turkish  family, 
that  Family and Social Policy minister Cemil Çiçek declared flirting, prostitu-
tion, and feminism to be perversions, triggering a feminist protest (see Koçali 
2002).

 11 “Davutoğlu: Aileniz eş bulamazsa bize başvuracaksınız,” Al Jazeera, October 22, 
2015, http:// www . aljazeera . com . tr / haber / davutoglu - aileniz - es - bulamazsa - bize 
- basvuracaksiniz.

 12 Aytuğ (2010); “ Women Organ izations Protest Seda Sayan,” Bianet, September 5, 
2014, https:// bianet . org / english / women / 158320 - women - organizations - protest 
- seda - sayan.

 13 Similarly, in bride blogs,  women share intimately about married life, consulting, 
advising, and judging each other per their proximity or distance from the fantasy of 
a happy marriage (Akınerdem 2019).

 14 “Radyo ve Televizyon Kuruluş ve Yayın Hizmetleri Hakkında Kanun,” Mevzuat Bilgi 
Systemi, February 15, 2011, https:// www . mevzuat . gov . tr / MevzuatMetin / 1 . 5 . 6112 . pdf.

 15 “Seda Sayan’ın programına rekor ceza,” Cumhuriyet, March 24, 2014, https:// www 
. cumhuriyet . com . tr / haber / seda - sayanin - programina - rekor - ceza - 53687.
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https://www.mevzuat.gov.tr/MevzuatMetin/1.5.6112.pdf
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 16 “rtük’te ‘Evlilik Programları Hakkında İstişare Toplantısı’ Yapıldı,” rtük, 
February 17, 2016, https:// www . rtuk . gov . tr / 17 - 02 - 2016 - rtukte - evlilik - programlari 
- hakkinda - istisare - toplantisi - yapildi / 2767.

 17 “khk/690: Olağanüstü Hal Kapsamında Bazı Düzenlemelerin Yapılması Hak-
kında Kanun Hükmünde Kararname,” Resmi Gazete, April 29, 2017, https:// www 
. resmigazete . gov . tr / eskiler / 2017 / 04 / 20170429 - M1 - 2 . htm.

 18 “İki Yeni khk Yayımlandı, Evlilik Programları Yasaklandı,” Bianet, April 29, 
2017, https:// bianet . org / bianet / siyaset / 186039 - iki - yeni - khk - yayimlandi - evlilik 
- programlari - yasaklandi.

 19 “khk/690.”
 20 “Erdoğan’ı duygulandıran ‘özel’ fotoğraf: Seni seviyoruz uzun adam,” Diken, 

February 2, 2016, https:// www . diken . com . tr / erdogani - duygulandiran - fotograf - seni 
- seviyoruz - uzun - adam / .

 21 “Pozantı’nın hem sanığı hem de tanığı!,” diha, November 6, 2014, Accessed No-
vember 7, 2014, http:// www . diclehaber . com / tr / news / content / view / 428748 ? from
=578230118.

 22 “Aile hekiminden bekar genç kız babasına şok cep mesajı: Tebrikler kızınız hamile,” 
Hürriyet, June 25, 2012, https:// www . hurriyet . com . tr / gundem / aile - hekiminden 
- bekar - genc - kiz - babasina - sok - cep - mesaji - tebrikler - kiziniz - hamile - 20837705.

 23 “Televizyon programında evlendiği eşini öldüren adama ağırlaştırılmış müebbet,” 
T24, December 16, 2015, https:// t24 . com . tr / haber / televizyon - programinda 
- evlendigi - esini - olduren - adama - agirlastirilmis - muebbet,320553.

 24 For example, following the 2015 rape and murder of twenty- year- old Özgecan Aslan 
by the driver of the shared taxi she was riding in, a feminist campaign invited  women 
to share their experiences of sexual harassment. In addition to other campaign 
actions, including large- scale commemorations of  those who have been murdered, 
or ga nized protests, and demands for  legal justice and reform,  women  were en-
couraged to share testimonies on social media, particularly on Twitter, with the 
hashtag #sendeanlat (#youtelltoo). While the campaign was highly successful and 
empowering, having made the quotidian threat and experience of sexual vio lence 
that accompanies  women’s mobility in public space an object of politicized public 
debate, it also created new vulnerabilities. The question of who should be allowed 
to read, write, and comment on testimony to sexual vio lence on social media proved 
a po liti cally sticky prob lem. Some  women, threatened by the presence of insensitive 
and hostile men commenting in response to their testimonies, felt their experiences 
invalidated by such voyeurism and demanded more bound aries.  Others felt that 
the openness of the platform was key to its po liti cal function. “Sosyal medyada ‘Sen 
de anlat’ kampanyası,” bbc News Türkçe, February 15, 2015, https:// www . bbc . com 
/ turkce / haberler / 2015 / 02 / 150212 _ sen _ de _ anlat.

6. feeling  labors of divination

 1 See chapter 5 for an analy sis of the intimate publics in which divinations circulate.
 2 Tele vi sion serials in which psychological therapy scenes and gendered dramas of 

familial and romantic life feature prominently would arrive with much popularity
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  at the end of the second de cade of the twenty- first  century, attesting to the growing 
hold of therapeutic culture in Turkey and the centrality of gendered precariousness to 
its growing allure. See the tele vi sion shows Doğdugun Ev Kaderindir (2019), Masum-
lar Apartmanı (2020), and Kırmızı Oda (2021).

 3 For a thoughtful analy sis of the fantasy and desire for a proper, well- lived life among 
lower-  and middle- class married  women of Istanbul, see Tekçe (2019).

 4 Such unsettlement can also be thought of in terms of the structural anx i eties of 
detraditionalization and individualization that have rendered personal life an object 
of intense self- reflection and self- making (Bauman 2000; Beck and Beck- Gernsheim 
1995; Giddens 1991, 1992), although this phenomenon is far from neutral in terms of 
gender, sexuality, class, ethnicity, and race.

 5  Here I am inspired by Purnima Mankekar (2015), who deploys “unsettling” as an 
analytic to destabilize an ostensibly coherent (in this case, Indian) notion of gendered 
national identity as she describes the disconcerting affective states her in for mants 
experience while they negotiate the shifting notions of Indianness.

 6 Anthropologists have approached ritual as setting out a liminal space in which the 
established social position of the recipient is in limbo (Turner 1977). As a quasi- ritual 
that brackets the recipient into an enchanted space of feeling and reflection, coffee 
cup reading can also be thought of in terms of liminality. But rather than transitioning 
the recipient out of liminality, readings attract and hold individuals who are unsettled 
in liminality,  whether they are single as a  matter of life stage, unemployed as a result 
of  labor precarity, or disoriented in an era of swift societal change. Importantly, their 
liminal position may carry the expectation of, but does not (anymore) securely prom-
ise, a stable social position as the next step.

 7 Cvetkovich (2012) explores in depth depression’s potential for reflecting on what is 
problematic or stuck yet is not in need of (biomedical) therapeutic interventions; 
stuck not simply or necessarily at the individual, psychological level, but also at the 
social and existential level.

7. entrepreneurial fortunes

 1 See chapter 6 for a closer discussion of the therapeutic ethos of neoliberalism as a 
response to neoliberally exacerbated precariousness.

 2 See chapters 2 and 3 for a closer analy sis of such (g)localization.
 3 The akp government similarly relies on religiously inflected homophobia and mi-

sogyny to discipline  those who stray from the prescribed path, for example, when the 
president supported a top cleric who declared nonmarital sex and homo sexuality to 
be evil or when he commented that feminists fail to understand how  women are not 
equal to men, but are diff er ent by nature/creation (fıtrat). “Turkish President Backs 
Up Cleric Who Said Homo sexuality Brings Disease,” April 28, 2020, nbc News, 
https:// www . nbcnews . com / feature / nbc - out / turkish - president - backs - cleric - who - said 
- homosexuality - brings - disease - n1194206; “Erdoğan: Kadın- erkek eşitliği fıtrata ters,” 
bbc News Türkçe, November 24, 2014, https:// www . bbc . com / turkce / haberler / 2014 
/ 11 / 141124 _ kadininfitrati _ erdogan.

https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/nbc-out/turkish-president-backs-cleric-who-said-homosexuality-brings-disease-n1194206
https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/nbc-out/turkish-president-backs-cleric-who-said-homosexuality-brings-disease-n1194206
https://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler/2014/11/141124_kadininfitrati_erdogan
https://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler/2014/11/141124_kadininfitrati_erdogan
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 4 “Bir Beyaz Yakalının Masa Başından Milyonerliğe Yolculuğu,” Demirören Haber 
Ajansı, December 23, 2016, https:// www . haberler . com / guncel / bir - beyaz - yakalinin 
- masa - basindan - milyonerlige - 9091824 - haberi / .

 5 While the new discursive terrain of (self-)entrepreneurship and the subjectivities it 
hails are novel constructions in a moral universe where taking individual initiative 
has been de- emphasized and compliance with external  factors overemphasized, as 
a novelty, self- entrepreneurship does not necessarily stand in contradiction to or 
as extraneous to the subjects who speak in its lingua franca. Instead, readers and 
 owners speak in multiple idioms, and newer discourses are unevenly translated into 
and creatively articulated alongside more long- standing ones, as discussed in the 
previous section.

 6 See chapter 3 for a detailed discussion of new legalization routes.
 7 Like readers in cafés, online readers work for someone who profits from their 

 labor and who passes on to the worker only a fraction of what the customer pays, 
 after costs and profits have been retained. Like fortune- telling café  owners, digital 
businesses protect this intercessory position by prohibiting readers from sharing 
personal and contact information with their clients.

 8 On their end, customers use the website or its mobile applications to buy promo-
tional packages they then cash in for readings. They choose a divination method, 
browse through readers’ profiles and reviews, choose someone, fill in a short form 
with their name, age, marital status, occupation, and any questions they have for 
the reader, send in photos of their cup if asking for a coffee cup reading, send a 
follow-up message to the reader, and offer a score and comments in their review of 
the reader.

 9 Included as a standard part of the ser vice purchased, online messaging between the 
reader and the customer  after the reading provides space to perform some alignment 
between the client and the reader. It is, however, separated temporally from the 
initial reading and restricted to a  limited number of textual exchanges.

 10 “Istanbul’da Arap turistin payı 8 yılda %10’dan %25’e çıktı,” Turizm Güncel, June 6, 
2019, https:// www . turizmguncel . com / haber / Istanbulda - arap - turistin - payi - 8 - yilda 
- 10dan - 25e - cikti.

https://www.haberler.com/guncel/bir-beyaz-yakalinin-masa-basindan-milyonerlige-9091824-haberi/
https://www.haberler.com/guncel/bir-beyaz-yakalinin-masa-basindan-milyonerlige-9091824-haberi/
https://www.turizmguncel.com/haber/Istanbulda-arap-turistin-payi-8-yilda-10dan-25e-cikti
https://www.turizmguncel.com/haber/Istanbulda-arap-turistin-payi-8-yilda-10dan-25e-cikti
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Kadıköy, 68, 103, 127, 144–45, 173, 234n9
Kadınlar Kahvesi ( Women’s Coffee house), 136f, 137, 

178
Kafadar, Cemal, 45
Kandiyoti, Deniz, 154
kinship, 235n3
kısmet (destiny), 77–78
kısmet açmak (“increasing one’s marriage chances”), 

177
Kızılay District, 37
knowing and (not) knowing, 34
knowing one’s self (kendini bilmek), 83
knowledge, intimate, 100–1
Koran, 43, 47, 48, 77, 83, 94
Koran school, 96
Korkman, Zeynep K. See author
Koşar, Uğur, 82–85
Koşar’s wife, 84
Kurdish immigrant  woman fortune- telling café owner, 

121–22
Kurdish revolt (1925), 57
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